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Does The End
Justify
The Means?
If the end result is outstanding musical
reproduction, then Polk's Stereo Dimensional Array (SDA) technology is
our means to this end. SDA technology
recreates astereo soundstage that goes
beyond the normal boundaries of conventional speaker systems— in height,
width and depth. For amore detailed
description of SDA technology and
a list of recommended recordings, please contact: Mark Suskind.
Polk Audio, Inc. 5601 Metro
Drive Baltimore, Maryland
21215 301/358-3600

polk
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
Vol.12 No.1 is the first issue of anew year; what
will Stereopbile have on offer? In January's
equipment reports section, publisher Larry

tor Audio. Whichever don't make in next month

Archibald returns to the reviewing staff. His
subject? Thiel's new CS1.2 loudspeaker, ade-

finished analyzing the answers to Question 18

sign which promises much at an affordable

Question 18?" Ihear you respond. It asked you

price. Dick Olsher also returns in the January

to list what equipment you owned and rate it

issue with alook at and alisten to the world of

for reliability; the results, which may offer
some surprises, will be published next month.

subwoofing; he will be reviewing models from
Kinergetics, Audio Concepts, Terpsichore, Lantana, Cogan-Hall, Sumo and Celestion. J. Gordon Holt, we hope, will be taking afollow-up
listen to Infinity's IRS Beta; Bill Sommerwerck

will appear soon thereafter.
At long last Laurie Evans and her team have
in Stereopbile's 1988 reader survey. "What was

And there is more!
Richard Lehnert reviews the new crop of
Frank Zappa releases; Kevin Conklin surveys

offers reviews on the new generation of sophis-

available recordings of Mahler's Ninth Symphony; Bill Sommerwerck offers his vision of

ticated surround-sound processors, represented
by Lexicon's CP-I and Yamaha's DSP-3000;

the Hi -Fi System of the Future; Iwill be reporting on new technology seen and heard at the

while Ihave been living both with the deluxe
version of The Mod Squad's Line Drive passive

Los Angeles AES Convention, which took place
in November; Ihope that there will be suffi-

preamplifier and with their new Phono Drive
phono preamp.
Iwill also be descending from those dizzy

cient space to include afull index to each and
every review and article that appeared in Stereopbile in 1988 (we have afull stock of back

high-end heights in order to publish another

issues awaiting those who missed any of Vol-

installment in my continuing quest to find a

ume XI); and we will have full details of the San

great loudspeaker costing under $1000/pair.

Francisco high-end show, to take place next

The contenders? As we went to press on this
issue, Ihad still to decide which models will be

April.
Happy holidays, and see you in 1989.

featured, but the list included models from
Wharfedale, Spectrum, Angstrom, MB Quart,
Black Bag, Taddeo, Rauna, Amrita, and Moni-
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IRIMER'S LOT
John Atkinson

"T

ime to write another equipment

Moncrieff—it is no coincidence, Iam sure, that

report," thought the Great Reviewer, aware that the IRS would

the derived acronym (GESR) is pronounced

soon require another small donation to keep

audio engineering establishment at every suita-

the country running on track. Deftly donning
his Tom Wolfe vanilla suit, he sat at the antique

ble opportunity. Ican assure you, however, that

desk acquired on one of his many all-expensespaid research trips to Europe, patted the bust

reviewing staff. A reviewer's lot is not such an
easy one.

of H.L. Mencken that invariably stood by the
word processor, ensured that his level of gonzo
awareness was up to par, arranged his prejudices and biases in descending order of importance, checked that the requisite check was in

"guesser" —seems to be conjured up by the

in no way does it apply to any of Stereopbile's

Hunter S. Thompson once wrote, "If you
work in either journalism or politics.. .you will
be flogged for being right and flogged for being
wrong." Areviewer for this magazine is obliged

the mail, coined asufficient number of Mail-

to be right if he is not to be flogged. In his "Final
Word" in the September issue, Larry Archibald

eresque factoids appropriate to the occasion,
and dashed off 3000 words of pungently witty,

defined what an equipment report needed to
do and what it needed to include in order to

passionately argued, convincingly objective
Express envelope, he sensed that something

be of use to our readers. That there is aneed for
more public discussion, however, was revealed
when Larry and Ipaid avisit to The Audiophile

still was wrong, furrows of unaccustomed anxi-

Society (Westchester County, New York) in

and deeply felt prose. Reaching for the Federal

ety ruining the perfectly molded symmetry of

October; these audio enthusiasts were actively

his intellectual brow. "Heck," he remembered,

aware of what they saw as potentially serious

"I suppose I'd better get the corneonent out of

problems with the manner in which high-end

its box to check if Iwas right about its sound
quality"

magazines cover the field. Ithought, therefore,
that Iwould share with you some more of this

This image of what was termed the Golden-

magazine's policies, philosophies, and attitudes
toward the thorny business of reviewing hi-fi

Eared Subjective Reviewer by IA R's J. Peter
Stereophile, December 1988
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The British Invasion
Was Never This Ouiet.
System 442

MSIO

A

bsolutely the very best of British sound. Call or write for
full text reviews from Hi-Fi News & Record Review,
Stereophile, the New York Times and many others.

Morclaunt-Short
CLO

;

ERFECTION

Mordaunt-Short, 1225 17 Sc.30, Denver, CO., 303-293-9737
SON, 514-342-4441
In Canada: Contact

CI988 Mordaunt-Short
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equipment.
Fundamentally, of course, as defined by J.
Gordon Holt when he founded Stereophile in
1962, our reviews concern what acomponent
sounds like. These days this seems so selfevident to any audiophile about to decide what
to buy that it's hard to understand how revolu-

who gets review coverage of any kind. We
choose products for review on the basis of their
relevance to our readers. If amanufacturer
chooses to cancel advertising because of a
negative review, that is their decision. We
would choose to go out of business before corrupting the integrity of our editorial material.

tionary achange this represented aquarter of

In any case, one of my mentors, John Crabbe,

acentury ago. (It was aprimary factor behind
The Absolute Sound's Harry Pearson's recently
giving Gordon aLifetime Achievement Award—

editor of HFN/RR from 1964 to 1982, always

see this month's "Industry Update.") The fundamental instruction to Stereophile's reviewers,
therefore, contained in the letter Isend to every-

used to say that if your publication is any good,
an advertiser who cancels out of pique will
eventually have to return.
•Once awriter has embarked upon areview
for Stereophile, nothing can stop that review

one about to start writing hardware reports for
the magazine, is: "Describe the component's
sound." But there's more, of course.

from eventually appearing in print (provided
that the review itself is to aliterary standard
worth publishing). The policy of some main-

As well as grammatical instructions—I like

stream publications is to quietly abort reviews
which will be negative on the grounds that the

our reviewers to be aware of the difference
between "ambience" and "ambiance,' as well

space in the magazine is too precious to

as being able to distinguish between heter-

"waste" on negative copy. This practice was

ogeneous and homogeneous comparison (le,
when it's correct to use "compared to," and

also justified to me by asince-departed member of staff for one of the "big three" on the

when to substitute "compared with")-1 dis-

grounds that his magazine's primary loyalty was

cuss at length with our equipment reviewers

to the companies who support it with advertising revenue, not to its readers.

such matters as ethics, relationships with
manufacturers, and to whom amagazine owes
its loyalty.
The answer to this third question underlies,

•If aproduct sounds bad but appears to be
working properly, then we will proceed with

in fact, everything we do. We regard it as axio-

the review on the grounds that it is typical of
production. If it eventually turns out that a

matic that our primary loyalty is to those who
pay money every month to read our opinions.

or that the wrong transistors were installed, or

Stereophile's—in fact, any magazine's—under-

that the hum was due to aproduction fault, we

lying responsibility must be to its readers if it
is not to become the poodle of the industry it
purports to cover. The readers' needs must
always be put above everything else. A magazine like Stereopbile has athreefold responsibility to its readers: it must inform, it must educate, and it must entertain. If it fails in any of
these three areas, the magazine lets its readers
down. Here's how we instruct our reviewers

loudspeaker's crossover was wired incorrectly,

will happily review the corrected version, but
you will always learn about the original problem. Such information is relevant to the review:
the magazine's readers need to know that a
manufacturer can't always supply aworking
sample, even when the user will be areviewer.
'fa product does turn out to be faulty, or just
doesn't work out of the box, we ask for asecond sample. If that one doesn't work, then we

in how to cope with those responsibilities:

ask again. Similarly, when amanufacturer asks

•The relationship between the magazine and
manufacturers: There is no connection here at
Stereopbile between the editorial content and

if he can send an updated version, we comply
on the grounds that we need to be able to
describe the most recent sample for the review

such considerations as who does and who
doesn't support the magazine with advertising.
There is no correlation between who adver-

instructed to include in their reviews all their

tises and who receives good reviews. There is
no correlation between who advertises and
I"Ambience" refers to the acoustic reflections and echoes that
go to make up the reverberakm and sense of space on arecording: "ambiance - is the pervading social or mental atmosphere.
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to be relevant. However, the writers are
experience with all the samples they've received, not just the most recent or best-functioning. Who's to say that alarge number of the
faulty or older versions are not already out
there in the field?
Acorollary to this is that it is often said that
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Introducing
the Amazing
CD SoundRings

Musical Colors
Brought to Life

Ill MONSTER CRBLE
Technology You Can Hear.
°Monster Cables Products, Inc., 101 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA 94107
Phone 415-777-1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI FAX 415 896-1745
Monster Cable is distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology Phone 416 335-4422
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magazines receive nontypical, handchosen
samples for review Given the large number of

lute Sound, for example, has apolicy of refusing to allow manufacturers to communicate at

failures that we experience, Ican't believe this
to be so. If it were so, then the failure rate in the
field would be adisgrace to the industry. Occa-

all with the writer reviewing their product. We
feel that this is too restrictive. It can only help
the reviewer to know why aproduct is de-

sionally we hear from readers that the amplifier or speaker they heard didn't sound nearly

signed the way it is—education is alifelong

as good as the one we reviewed, in which case

process—and, in turn, the manufacturer
deserves to have his or her component audi-

we make earnest efforts to obtain an additional
sample for followup.

once the review is under way, we do not allow

•Our reviewers write their opinions free of
pressure from companies whose fortunes will

tioned in an appropriate manner. However,
manufacturers to know details of its outcome
until they receive the preprint.

be affected, positively or negatively, by those
opinions. After awriter has submitted his or her

•We do not allow manufacturers to dictate

review copy to the magazine, we send apre-

product. It is an unfortunate fact that it is always

print of the edited report to the manufacturer

possible for a reviewer to become "tame"

in time for them to send us acomment for
inclusion in "Manufacturer's Comments." That

This is only natural; reviewers, like anyone, are

is often when the cow cakes hit the fan. However, as all the communication involving the
content of the review is fielded by the editorial
staff, the writer is protected. (It has happened
that amanufacturer has found the home telephone number of areviewer and attempted to
beat them up over the phone—"I'll see you'll
never again be able to hold up your head in
public!" Not surprisingly, we get upset by this
behavior, but fortunately it has happened very
rarely.)

which reviewer carries out areview on their

regarding aspecific manufacturer's products.
susceptible to "falling in love" with the sound
of particular products, or becoming overly enamored of certain design philosophies. It is also
often impossible to completely separate respect
for aparticular designer from areview's findings. Such personal factors can also work
against acompany's products. If areviewer
hates panel loudspeakers on principle, for
example, then it would not be fair to the
manufacturer of such amodel to choose him
to review it.

•We allow manufacturers to reprint reviews of

We work to minimize any such extraneous

their products that have appeared in Stereo-

factors by careful choice of reviewer. We pick

pbile only if the following conditions are fulfilled: that, if reprinted in full, Stereophile's

and choose our passage through this thorny

production staff prepares the text and artwork
in order that nothing be omitted; and that the

ends up reviewing the product will reveal its
virtues and its faults.

reprint have alifetime of only 18 months from
the review's first publication in the magazine.
That this has not always been the case was why
we started to take ahard line over this matter
in early 1987; some companies were making
considerable PR mileage with Stereophile reviews that were getting decidedly long in the
tooth.
If acompany merely wants to quote from a
review in their advertising, we insist both that
the request be made in writing and that we see
the ad as it will appear in print well in advance

thicket basically on the premise that whoever

Manufacturers do not like this, in general
appearing to prefer reviews that are wholly
positive—which isn't all that surprising. Relationships have even turned sour when a
reviewer, in the midst of apaean of praise for
acomponent's sound quality, mentions that he
found its aesthetics distasteful. However, it
seems self-evident that even the best products
will have some negative aspects or some idiosyncrasies that need to be pointed out. If you
read areview that reads like it was written by
the manufacturer's marketing department,

of publication. This is in order to verify that it

then it is likely the reviewer didn't probe deep

does not misrepresent the original review find-

enough. Note that this is not an instruction to

ings. Iam pleased to say that this policy seems
to work very smoothly, with courtesy and
cooperation from manufacturers.
• The relationship between reviewers and

writers to produce negative reviews; only to be
thorough.
simple No form of financial reward for areview

manufacturers can be complicated. The Abso-

is acceptable. To the best of our knowledge, no

Stereophile, December 1988

•Regarding financial benefit: This standard is
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B&v sModel 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor — was
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. 'Mars Matrix 801 •
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich in Matrix technology,
801 Series 2registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound.
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
imagery with tight unbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
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Stereopbile reviewer has so benefited, but were
it to happen that reviewer's relationship with

which really gets me going as afellow Editor
is that, in general, their reviews never do any

the magazine would immediately cease.
•Trips abroad, fancy dinners, and other such

of this, never comparing aproduct's performance, pedigree and price with those of its

benefits are often offered by companies' public

immediate competition. For example, it has

relations staffs in order to attract attention to

been said about Julian Hirsch that whenever

the company's product. Stereopbile's policy is
that, when astaff writer is asked to attend a

he reviews aloudspeaker, aprecis of the conclusion would leave the reader with this bald

press conference or any other event at the com-

statement: "(Mall the speakers Ihave reviewed

pany's expense, we write copy only when it's
relevant or informative to our readers (in other

turers, of course, are happy always to have a

..
this is certainly one of them." Manufac-

words, the same standard we apply to all copy).

product reviewed against its specification, with

Mere attendance does not imply any deal to

no recognition that there is aworld out there

give the company or its products editorial

in which the product is going to have to com-

coverage. We draw the line at accepting invitations to attend general events such as consumer electronics shows and conventions at
aspecific company's expense If we think these

pete on its sonic merits. But readers, as potential purchasers, have areal need for hard buying
information.
Asecondary point is that readers, if so minded,

events are worth covering, again in terms of

should be able to follow the reviewer's reason-

relevance to our readers, then Stereopbile picks

ing from first principles, and test the validity

up the tab. Otherwise, the magazine's staff

of his or her statements for themselves. Too

members do not attend.

many reviewers for all magazines, in my opin•Aquestion that concerned The Audiophile ion, tend to hand down Olympian judgments,
Society was when does along-term loan of a apparently intended to be taken as fact withproduct to areviewer become agift? This is a out the writer supplying any of the scaffolding

complicated subject, as reviewers do need to
keep reference products at hand. We do not
have ahard-and-fast policy on the subject of
long-term loans, every case being considered
on its merits. In general, however, if we have
areal need to hang on to aproduct for longer
than ayear, we buy it, which is the case with
the Versa Dynamics turntable and Sound Lab
loudspeakers used by Gordon in his reference
system.
This raises another important subject: How
can areviewer do afair evaluation of aproduct's merits without any firsthand knowledge
of the performance of its peers? It is essential
that areviewer to be able to place the component being tested both in its context in the mar-

or supporting information which would inform readers as to exactly bow he or she arrived
at such conclusions. As Isee it, this is acop-out,
aimed more at preserving the writer's need
always to appear right than at the magazine's
need to serve its readers. The reviewer's duty
is to provide an informed and educated opinion that can serve as abasis for readers to make
up their own minds. The more support the reviewer gives readers as to how he arrived at bis
views, the more he helps them clarify their own.
•The bottom line for Stereopbile's equipment
reviewers is the question: "Would /spend my
own money on this product?" If the answer is
"No," despite the piece of equipment in ques-

ketplace and in that of its ultimate sound qual-

tion performing well, then an otherwise positive conclusion must recognize this fact. And

ity. To quote from Larry's essay in September,

if the answer is "Yes," even if the reviewer has

"The review must give you buying informa-

pointed out flaws, then the conclusion must
be positive. However, to give agood review to
amediocre product, for whatever reason, is

tion. You must be told what significant products compete with the piece under review,
whether the price differentials make sense,

worse in some ways than giving amediocre

whether the company in question has agood

review to agood product. The latter can dam-

reputation for service and reliability, excellent

age amanufacturer's profitability, but not only

or shabby dealer networks, and whether it's
likely they'll even be in business when the time

does the former fail to keep the reader
informed, it may make him spend money on

for service or resale comes (though accurately

aproduct that fails to keep him happy—the

predicting the latter is almost impossible)."

worst service Stereopbile can do him.

S

In fact, one of the things about the slicks
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Philips superiority is clear, from this graph showing deviation
from ideal linearity ldB) vs. recorded level (dB).
IDEAL LINEARITY
PHS IPS SELECT GRADE
CONVENTIONAL DA CONVERTER

76

60

The heart of the CD960 is the Philips dual 16-bit D/A
converter chip, the TD-1541 select version So refined it flawlessly
reproduces even the quietest passages with aclarity never before
achieved This exceptional DIA converter is mated to aPhilips 4X
oversampling digital filter for superior performance. Philips
pioneered 4X oversampling and our experience with digital filtering
is unequalled
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The CD960 compact disc player incorporates only the most uncompromising
components because it has been designed by the world's most uncompromising
audiophiles: Philips engineers. The same engineering experts who invented
compact disc technology.
•Broadcast standard "Radialinear" transport. Philips commitment to exacting
specifications is also evident in the CD960's mechanical construction. It features a
high-grade cast alloy chassis. Alinear-design motor was chosen to drive the radial
pivoting arm for fast track access and exceptional resistance to external vibrations.
•Multiple power supplies. To eliminate cross talk, the CD960 incorporates no
less than four separate power supply sections. And the 100-watt main transformer
is partitioned to further shield against magnetic and power line interference.
From the company that created the compact disc, Philips proudly offers the
CD960 for those who won't tolerate anything less than perfection. To audition
the CD960, call 1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips audio specialist.

WORLD-CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.
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THE ADCOM GFP-555
PREAMPLIFIER

om

A remarkable combination of exceptional performance,
flexibility and value.
The GFP-555's musical performance is outstanding—by any
measurement or listening criterion. For example, Stereophile*
calls it "one of the most satisfying preamps around in terms ot
overall tonal balance... You can go back to it after afew weeks
and still feel it to be basically right: it reveals most associated
equipment as more colored than itself. At the same time. the GFP-555 is surprisingly affordable
Again, from Stereophile: "It is unclear from close examination why it should cost only $500. .
it outperforms several
competitors from the $2500 bracket."
Here are just afew examples of how we did it. The GFP-555S
gain path includes the most innovative state-of-the-art linear
amplifiers ever used in high fidelity components, and is simple
and direct from input to output.
The speed of the gain stages is almost fifty times faster than
CD or LP signals. And the noise and distortion measurements
are incredibly low. Direct coupling makes possible afrequency
response from below 1Hz to beyond 400,000 Hz.
Superb construction, incorporating regulated power supplies
with large filter capacitors, provides superior performance no
matter how widely the musical signal or AC line voltage may
fluctuate.
As for flexibility, you can listen to any source while taping
from another. There's an unusual number of inputs and
outputs. plus adiustable phono gain and capacitance.
If you'd like the full story of this remarkable preamplifier
and the review from Stereophile*, please write. Of course, the
fastest way to hear its demonstrably superior combination of
sonic performance. flexibility and value is to visit your nearest
Adcom dealer.

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816

201-390-1130

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS. INC.
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
•Voi. 9No. 7(November 1986)

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all
letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.
Cello & McIntosh
Editor:

published by, Hi-Fi News & Record Review.

Iread with interest Larry Archibald's "The Final
Word" column in the August 1988 issue which
discussed product reliability.

Tony Federici of Mondial subsequently sought
and obtained permission from ourselves and
from Ken Kessler to reprint the article in his
own literature.

Credit should be given to McIntosh for
introducing values for product integrity and

Steve Harris, Editor

Hi -Fi News & Record Review, England

customer service that few other companies
have equalled. I'm sure you remember the

Yes

guarantee of pride of ownership and customer
satisfaction that went with owning a"Mac."

Re. July 1988 issue, p.39: "(CBS CD-1 tracks 0

Cello products are very different from those
of McIntosh, but we respect their contribution
to this field.
Iwould like to point out that Cello products

Editor:
and 19)". Isn't this amisprint? Perhaps, 14 and
18?

John Soule
Glen Ellyn, IL

Thank you

have been used in professional studios of com-

Editor:

panies like PolyGram, RCA, Atlantic, DMP,
Sonomaster, Masterdisk, Sterling Sound, and

Iconsider Stereophile one of the best-presented

Mosaic Records for over three years. Cello

magazines on the market. Ithank you for Vol.11

products have been exceptionally reliable

No.10; Iwas elated at the amount of information (and quality) in this issue.

under conditions far more demanding than any
home environment. There are over 1500 Cello

Address not supplied

James Vanderwarf

units in use worldwide with virtually none on
the used market. There have been no model

The condensed Wagnerite

changes or upgrades, and the few refinements
made were offered at no charge to owners.

Richard Lehnert hit the nail—"To the serious

Mark Levinson, President

Wagner listener" (Wagner: The Ring Without

Cello, Ltd.

Words, Vol.11 No.9). Iseriously doubt Maazel
was aiming at such people. He was aiming at

Editor:

Kessler & the Mondial ad

people like me who, if we think of Wagner at

Editor:

all, think of him as boring, longwinded, turgid,
and "not over 'til the fat lady sings." But this

We appreciate the occasional publicity Hi -Fi
News & Record Review receives in the pages

CD was an eye-opener! This guy could write

of Stereopbile. However, Iwould like the
opportunity to clarify apoint arising from the

agreat tune! Ifind myself humming them as I

October issue In the advertisement on pp.58-59,

Lehnert says "Surely Wagner's music is wellknown enough by now?", but it isn't. Until now

Mondial quotes the whole of areview written
by Ken Kessler for the June 1988 issue of HFN/RR
‘
1
Ve did give Mondial permission to reprint the
review; we had not expected that they would
also use it as advertisement copy!
Although the ad did feature our logo, Ifeel
that there is still adanger that readers might

sit reading the paper. Isn't that what it's all about?

you couldn't get me near an opera. You probably couldn't now, either, but at least there is
hope. Imight be encouraged to progress to
some opera highlights. Who knows where that
may lead?
Lehnert falls in that class of people who ob-

believe the copy to have been written specially
for the ad.

ject to any condensation of the Reader's Digest
type because it alters the master's work. How-

Ifeel obliged, for the record, to just point out

ever, it does make complex subjects accessible

that Ken's article was originally written for, and
Stereophile, December 1988
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chance on aCD or opera with aweird name like

ludicrous reviews — ie, JGH with Ube Traps

Gotterdammerung without alot of lead-in. The

behind adipole (absurd). Tell Lew Lipnick to

Ring Without Words fills that need admirably.

either be areviewer or adealer. Not both. I

Robert B. Pierce

question his ethics selling equipment under the

McMurray, PA

auspices of amusician/reviewer. Stop being

}bu 're right—I do object to any condensation

such abunch of anal-retentive egotistical ex-

of the Reader's Digest type Myfamily subscribed

perts and get alittle more practical and respon-

to that series, and because of it Idid "read"

sible. Support the industry around you, not just

many "books" as a child that Iotherwise

garage companies, and learn to write more

might have missed. Trouble was, Ithought I

as individuals instead of as "one" voice. Too

really had read them. It was only when Ibegan

many times (as in T.4.5) there develops asingle

reading the unabridged originals that Irealized

writing style in apublication that should con-

bow much ! 'd missed—often tbe most impor-

tain individual writing styles. Your business is

tant material, at least that which spelled the

to promote the listeners' education, not to

difference between the merely good and the

sell equipment for Adcom, Monster Cable, or

excellent. And, as Iintimated in my review,

Rowland, etc.

The Ring Without NVords might bave worked a

Tip Griffin

whole lot better bad it only been better performed

Burke, LA

and recorded. If all you want is 'g'reat tunes,"
and if Maazel 's pastiche gave you some and

For the record, Lewis Lipnick does not sell hi-fi

pointed you to the source that's fine by me—I

equipment at retail. Rather be expands on bis

only ask that you not confuse it with the real
tbing.
—RI,

reviewing by acting as apaid consultant for

Advice

ponents from conventional hi-fi retailers who

Editor:
Start considering rock seriously. Stop giving

are in no way connected with Mr Lipnick.

those wanting advice on system choice and
matching. Those be bas helped then buy com-

product agood review, in theform of receiving
any kind of kickback or gift from the relevant
manufacturer orfrom aretailer; then that person's relationship with Stereophile will immediately cease.

of music. There were some differences, and
some high-end speakers worked quite well
with pro equipment. Speakers Inever had
many problems with, since you pay for design,
wood, and name, if they can handle the power.
In conclusion, Ithink I'll mix and match to

High end & pro gear

get the best of both worlds in sound, with extra

Editor:

money in my pocket for acocktail and abeautiful lady to listen with.

Iread Stereophile, Isubscribe to Stereophile,
and Ihave some trust in Stereophile, but when

Sound to you,

you recommend an $11,000 turntable, S5000+

M.L. Gallant
Milwaukee, WI

amplifiers, etc., Iwonder. Ican set up astudio,
buy anew car, or have abig down payment on
ahome, etc., with the money needed to buy
high-end equipment. I'll stick with pro audio

High end & mid -fl
Editor:

where Ican bridge, mix, and equalize to the
Iwould like to respond to aletter by Randy
sound Iwant to hear, from any size speakers. I Rico appearing in Vol.11 No.8, which itself was
can even bridge to incredible amounts of watta response to a letter written by a Richard
age just for average listening, for afraction of
Fletcher. Mr. Fletcher's premise was that many
the cost of high end. No, I'm not acrybaby; if

Ihad the money, maybe, just maybe, Imight try
afew high-end items, but Iprobably would
kick myself for shelling out all those bucks to
be disappointed with the same sound. Ihad my
chance to compare some high-end with pro
equipment in the Milwaukee-Chicago area,
using CDs, records, and tapes with all varieties

"mid -fi" components "run rings around half
the equipment you [Stereophile] recommend."
Mr. Rico's comments attempted to set the record straight for Mr. Fletcher and the other
"poor mindless souls" who purchase mid- fi gear.
Mr. Fletcher, the majority of retail audio consumers are not "mindless souls." Perhaps,
instead, they have had the same experiences

ONE LOOK AND
YOU'LL KNOW WHY
ITCOSTS MORE.

There can be but one justification for amore expensive TV monitor. Amore
life-like picture That's why Tera conceived and engineered the Model 629a —winner
of Video magazine's head-to-head eyes-on comparison test of eight leading
monitor/receivers "The Tera ran way ahead of the field ;
. they wrote, thanks to NonLinear Compression, Dynamic Aperture, and Double Differential Contour Correction
Tera was judged first in audio with genuine discrete amplifiers, real speakers and
wireless stereo headphones Tera even ranked first for ease of use Write to us for
literature that explains Tera's winning ways Or experience them for yourself at your
Tera dealer, where the difference is plain to see
Quo.1 worn pernnvon from theNovernten. t968 ,swerof

Tera
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For fifteen years Threshold technology
has been personally fashioned by Nelson
Pass and the Threshold appearance
styled by Rene 8esne Today, Threshold
products are still constructed for serious
music listeners under the direction and
responsibility of these corporate founders.

To receive complete information on
the full Threshold product line write:
Threshold Corporation, c/o InConcert,
12919 Earhart Avenue, Auburn,
California 95603. Or call :
1(800) 888 8055.

Threshold
for those who find music
an essential part of life
Threshold products are
exEcluswely distnbuted by

I
NC•\cF wr
donslon of
Threshold CorporallOn

that Ihave had when shopping for audio equip-

feeling. What Ireally "feel" is that an immediate

ment—that of the arrogant, snooty attitude of

switch to decaffinated coffee is in order, if for

many high-end sales "counselors." Most people, including myself, are not interested in dealing with asalesperson who treats them like a

nothing more than the sake of his loved ones. ..
Meanwhile Stereopbile can take pride in the
knowledge that the magazine never fails to

second-class citizen simply because they lack

entertain along with its other objectives. Mr.

Ph.D.s in electronic engineering.
As Ibegan my quest for audio nirvana, I

did it for me.

Percy's "Manufacturer's Comment" certainly

spent time in many audio stores, mid-fi and hifi. What resulted was ageneral contempt for
hi-end salons and the people that run them. I

Trust Me?

was simply not worth their time. Iended up

Editor:

Bruce T. Burgess
Jax Beach, FL

with amid-fi system, not for lack of money, but

Having had the opportunity of reading Doug

for lack of education. What is needed in eso-

Selfs article in Electronics & Wireless World,

teric audioland is people willing to spend time

as well as those published in the Journal of the

with the potential audio buyer, to show and

Audio Engineering Society, we feel that John

educate them as to what the differences are.

Atkinson's response ("As We See It") in Vol.11

No amount of salesmanship or diarrhea of

No.9 is unwarranted and shows amisunder-

the mouth will convince me that a $2000

standing of scientific and engineering pro-

preamp is better than a$200 one. Let me listen

cesses that we would not expect from some-

to it! Point out the differences in detail, depth,

one with his technical background. Surpris-

and musicality. Show me the quality of con-

ingly, he didn't end his article with the phrase

struction. Demonstrate the lack of fuzz, the

— Bust

clarity of the treble, the absence of bass over-

prattle in most other "subjective" magazines,

hang. And above all, don't treat me like a"mind-

but had considered Stemopbile somewhat above

less soul," or all your efforts will be wasted.

this. Are we now to expect more of the same?

Iwas fortunate enough to find afew people

Me!" We have grown accustomed to this

As engineers with no vested financial interest

who were interested in educating me. My mid fi system is gone replaced with B&K, Acoustat,

in any audio products, we feel that what Mr.
Self has stated is quite reasonable. If Mr. Atkin-

Counterpoint, and Analogics. Mr. Fletcher, I

son feels that Self is wrong, he should prove it

hope that you will be lucky enough to find a

with valid facts or statistics and not conjecture

hi-fi retailer that cares about you, too. Mr. Rico

and half truths. For example, the objection to

is correct—if music is what you want, Carver,

Selfs dependence on steady-state tests is ques-

Polk, and Klipsch will simply leave you want-

tionable because transient response of lag-type

ing. However, his "holier than thou" attitude

circuits (which include competently designed

is one of the reasons that mid-fl is the predom-

amplifiers) can be extracted from the steady-

inant market force. Perhaps the high-end com-

state response when usable response is well

munity should stop looking down their noses
that there is so much more to amusical system

beyond the audio range. Our point, however,
is not to dissect either article since that is what
theJAES is for. We suggest that Stereopbile pre-

than ahigh price tag.

sent both sides of the argument (with rebuttals)

at the unknowing audio buyer, and teach him
William Cowen
Kirksville, MO
PS: For those with access to acomputer and
modem, The Audiophile Network, (818) 9880452, is agodsend for advice and knowledge.

and let the readers decide.
What is most paradoxical is that Atkinson
would use any work by Lipshitz and Vanderkooy as evidence, for their papers on subjective evaluation for the most part support Selfs

"Dear Jeff"

position. In (1) they state: "In order for subjec-

Editor:
It is always good to know that designers and

tive tests to be meaningful to others, the following should be observed. 1) There must be tech-

manufacturers take great pride in their products

nical competence to prevent obvious and/or

and will so enthusiastically defend the many

subtle effects from affecting the test. 2) Linear

virtues possessed by same. Jeff Percy's response

differences must be thoroughly excised before

in Vol.11 No.10 to JA's review of the Image Con-

conclusions about nonlinear errors can be

cept 200, however, left me with the "wrong"

reached. 3) The subjective judgment required

Stereophile, December 1988
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DENON

PCN1 AUDIO TECHNOLOGY/MPACT

WHAT MAKES
ONE AUDIO BRAND
SOUND BETTER.
CD PLAYIRS have always been
susceptible to errors in converting
digital data to analog audio. In fact
academic researchers recently declared that error in converting the
Most Significant Bit is aprimary
cause of audible problems. Every
Denon CD Player since 1983 has
corrected this problem with the
Super Linear Converter.
Now we're going one step
further. With the new "Delta" conversion circuit, Denon's DCD-3520
and DCD-1520 represent the closest
approach yet to true 16-bit linearity.
Denon's 20-bit 8x oversampling digital filter joined to apair of true
20-bit Super Linear Converters
quite simply elevates digital playback to anew level of musicality.

But then, Denon has long recorded digital master tapes of unsurpassed musical accuracy.
It's simply easier to make digital audio sound more like music
when you know what music sounds
like

DENON

Deno.,Amencol. 722 Non,Rood. Rcrepponv. N/07054 (201) 575.7810
Dona,Conodo.. 17 Dena., So oeq. Markham. Oro le 135C000do

in the test must be simple, such as the ability
to discriminate between two components,
using an absolute reference wherever possible.
4) The test must be blind or preferably doubleblind." And "our position is that as yet we have
not encountered audible phenomena for

magazine reviews or speculation from some
manufacturers is not proof.
Anybody know ifJoe Isuzu is also in highend audio?
Paul Fargotstein, Vaughn Estrick
Brea, CA

which we could not measure apossible cause.
On the contrary, measurements easily show up

Trust Me

differences where none are audible in careful
listening tests. Our findings are that level differ-

After four years of enjoying Stereo/A;(1e, Ifinally

ences of 0.2dB are audible if present over a

Editor:

fairly wide band, and therefore suggest that

feel compelled to offer some of my own observations of the world of audio reproduction.

A/B tests must have linear differences matched
to 0.1dB." We suggest Atkinson and any other

bone up on the art of argument. Many impor-

reviewer read this paper in its entirety because
it forms asound basis for subjective testing.
One point that cannot be emphasized enough
is "linear differences." Since you have not stated

Issue after issue, Iread the letters section to
tant issues (and battles) have been fought here,
most of which have been very interesting.
Some people complain about how much they

that the amplifiers you review are linearly

hate your publication, and others pour forth
incredible praise. The best part is when you

matched to the L&V criteria stated above, we

publish acontroversial article, then the sparks

can only assume that the comparative differences are linear (unless you can show that apar-

wire really sound better than your wire?"

really fly. "Is my amplifier perfect?" "Does my

ticular amplifier is distorting under speaker

"How can you listen to those speakers, let alone

load). Experiments have shown that distortion

recommend them?" My personal favorite is

becomes audible at apoint well above that of
most commercially available amplifiers. ,Addi-

"Why didn't it make 'Recommended Components'?" Each time we get anew issue to con-

tionally, Self has shown 2that there is no audible
"fuzzy" or unknown distortion mechanisms
that were speculated on by various subjectivists. So shouldn't listeners be concerned with

test in the letters section, Icasually sit back and
wait for the smoke to cleat Iwas moved, however, when Iread John Atkinson's 'As We See
It" in Vol.11 No.9.

linear differences? Not if they're held to amin-

As audiophiles, we all know that engineers

imal amount (as nearly all amplifiers are). The
speaker/listening room interface will introduce

don't listen to music, they listen to graphs and

linear variations that swamp any of those created
by the amplifier, audible or not. Moving the
speakers, or even one's head position, will
probably have more of an effect than changing properly operating amps. Also keep in mind
that the amp/speaker interface can introduce
linear variations, since amplifiers have finite
output impedances.

statistics. JA's response to the attacks by the
engineers was masterfully written. As astudent
in engineering, Iam subjected to constant jeers
and jokes about my beliefs in sound reproduction, and Ihave aquick and easy way to dismiss
the constant attacks on my credibility by engineers waving pages of incontestable proof in
my face. Just ask these people three questions.
First: What kind of equipment do they listen

In any case, we would never sonically con-

to? Nine out of ten engineers surveyed listen

sider spending more for any amplifier based
on minor linear differences. If someone wants

to music through audio systems available at

to opt for amplifiers or preamps that sound

was the last time they attended alive classical

different and cost vastly more, that is their
prerogative, but don't tell us they are superior

music performance? The answers for this one
are usually very frightening. ("Never" is the

unless you can prove it. Astack of subjective

their nearest department store. Second: When

most popular answer!) Third: Name the bestsounding equipment they have ever heard.

ILipshitz and Vanderkooy, "The Great Debate: Subjective
Evaluation." Journal of the Audio Engineering Society,
July/August 1981, pp.482-490.
2Self, D., "Ultra-Low-Noise Amplifiers and Granularity Distortion." Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Novi..,
1987, pp.907-915.
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Usually the responses to the first question are
repeated here. After questioning many engineers, Inow realize why these people can
prove without adoubt that my tube amplifier
sounds no different from atoaster. Ignorance!
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It seems these engineers can write us audiophiles off as loonies so easily because they
don't know what they're talking about. Ignorance is bliss, and these engineers are bouncing
off the walls with euphoria. They have heard

which J. Gordon Holt makes much, cannot
have been quite as interesting to him as he said
in praising them in his review of these products

the latest technology (which usually means it

in September. He refers several times to the
anonymous writer(s), but one of the things I'd
just started to do before Ihad to leave dbx due

was designed with cost efficiency before sound
quality), and nothing else can sound better.

to cutbacks was to start crediting those responsible for the text and the ideas at the end of the

That is true only because they haven't tried
anything else! They laugh at us because we

myself, together with design engineers Gary

manuals. In the case of the BX1 and CM, it was

spend outrageous amounts of money for spe-

Hebert, Richard Aylward, David Bates, and

cial wire. Their argument is simple. There is no

their boss Les Tyler. With their colleagues in
research, pro audio, and Soundfield speakers,

way to measure the sonic properties of wire
accurately, therefore the wire has no sonic
properties. Iam not going to sit here and tell
you Ihave golden ears, and Ican clearly hear

they surely constitute the most informed, various, and sensible (open-minded but not fool-

adifference between zip cord and the good

ish) small group of audio engineers working in
this country, if not the world.

stuff. The truth is, Ican't tell the difference, but
that does not instantly make my purchase of

Gordon's lengthy praise of the dbx manuals.

some of the good stuff invalid or crazy.
The scientists tell us that alarge portion of

That large credit omission aside, thanks for
Yes, they were written by persons not always,
uh, sympathetic to high-end audio smoke. As

the listening process happens in the brain.

for specific comments, it's OK to leave aBX1

They also tell us that bias and preconception

on, but sonically, it will only matter to obses-

can (not always) influence what we hear. (Reviewers take note, this is not an attempt to discredit you!) My argument is simple. If aperson
buys apiece of equipment, they are usually
impressed with what it has to offer. If they can
hear adifference, real or imaginary, measurable
or not, and they find it to be an improvement,
why does it matter if they can measure the
difference, or prove it statistically? Ihave never
spoken with aperson who has improved the
sound of their system and enjoyed music less
because of it! Ihave seen friends substitute
equipment and hear more music than they ever
did before. Who cares what the distortion
figures are? Just listen to the music. Music is the
reason for all the equipment in the first place.
Every time an engineer tells me that Ican't possibly hear the difference between tubes and
transistors, or CDs and turntables, Ilaugh. I
laugh because Iknow that Ienjoy my music
and my tubes and my turntable more than they
will ever enjoy their graphs and statistics.
Scott T. Enright
Engineering Class of 1991, Drexel University

sives and, being abeliever in proof, Idoubt I
can "grant the possibility that some sonic qualities are not yet measurable" (Otherwise Igrant
the possibility that Ican fly: always apossibility,
in some useless sense of the word—never say
never—but it's a statistical world, alas.) It
would have been nice if Gordon's reviews had
gone into the manual's discussion of precisely
how it is that amplifiers may sound different,
and sound different with different speakers.
How aload can vary frequency response is
known stuff—at least to some people—and is
covered at length in the BX1 Instructions.
As for John Atkinson's quoting me in September's "As We See It": Ihave no interest in
any conservative, closed-minded defense of
the audio establishment (whatever it is),
whether as Boston Audio Society president, exdbx technical/marketing editor and writer, or
anything else Ido have akeen interest in audio
truths, demonstrable and repeatable — ie,
shareable—truths. So Iam profoundly bugged
by the persuasive technobabble pseudoscience
inflicted upon the lay reader and audiophile by
Stereophile and by other magazines; it's aper-

Bogospeak & tweak journalism

version of learning!

Editor:

Saying that absolute polarity reversal in aset
of speakers will make the woodwinds in aper-

Jeez. C'mon, you guys, credit where it's due.
The instruction manuals that accompany the

formance suck instead of blow is crap. (I note

dbx BX1 power amplifier and CM preampli-

that this was not said in Stereophile, but is no

fier, which include "white" papers and about

worse than statements that have been.) Go
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Mastery. Reliability. Convenience.
A new hybrid from Audio Research
leads the way in amplifier technology.
The Hybrid Lineage
Audio Research has been a
leader in developing innovative hybrid audio circuits
combining the linearity
and harmonic accuracy of
vacuum tubes with the low
noise and long service life
of field-effect transistors.

By occasionally checking
the Low Current Monitor
LEDs on the main circuit
board, the owner can
determine whether individual tubes need replacing,
and do it himself. Quickly,
economically.

And installation convenience? Music lovers who
You'll hear that lineage in
The D125 Stereo Amplifier
are looking to reduce the
the D125's ability to provisual impact of their amplification can tuck
duce musical dynamics with palpable authority,
the D125 out of sight in acabinet or closet,
and low-level information with atransparency
and lack of grain that mimics reality. Given a thanks to its moderate dimensions and
quietly efficient fans.
first-class program source, the D125 brings
to the soundstage athree-dimensionality
20 Years of Quality
and precision unique in this price range.
Of course, the quality of components and
Unparalleled Convenience and Reliability
The D125 was also designed to provide
day-to-day reliability and convenience.
Sophisticated protection circuitry assures
that potentially damaging input signals won't
stress the eight 6550 output tubes.
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Routine maintenance
couldn't be easier. Tube
balancing is controlled
automatically. Plate Current Controls on the front
panel allow the owner to
keep performance
optimized as tubes age.
HIGH DEFINITION ® MUSIC REPRODUCTION

construction is as you would expect in a
component from Audio Research. And D125
owners can rest assured their amplifier will
have parts and service support for as long
as they own it. That's acommitment to
customers Audio Research has upheld for
20 years.
Audition the D125 at your Audio Research
dealer soon.

audio research
corporation
•,-,•,,ngle Creek Parkway
Unneapolls. hefinnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

ahead and state unequivocally, if you wish, (and

close when science reveals truths that would

then demonstrate in repeatable fashion) that

threaten their beliefs or even existence Douglas

changing the Compœssion/Rarefitction sequence

Self's position, and yours as revealed in the

from CRCRCR to RCRCRC makes an audible

quotation chosen, are typical in that science

difference, with discussion about the asym-

which produces results that make you uncom-

metry of certain low-frequency waveforms and

fortable is labeled "bad science" }bu call this

listening tests to such material. Polarity reversal

attitude "skepticism," but it reveals that you,

doesn't seem to change sound for me, but un-

too, pick and choose from the whole picture

like atweak journalist, Iwould never make my

only that evidence which lies comfortably

experience universal or even write about it

within your own belief structure By doing so

without "blinding myself' or testing it with and

even though you wrap yourself in the flag of

on other people.

"objectivity, "you cast your own subjective veil

Or, to address Atkinson directly in the matter

over the truth.

of"bogospeak" that appears solid, Icall atten-

Ifyou take issue with what Ihave written

tion to theJuly 1988 issue of Stereophile where

in Stereophile, then please let's restrict any

he had to answer about his claim, in afootnote

argument to my statements in this publication.

to J. Gordon Holt's review of the dbx 14/10,

Criticizing my position on the basis of what

that all equalizers introduce "time-domain dis-

another writer bas written in another maga-

tortion" to an audio chain. (All us good tweaks

zine and then claiming without ecample that

know this as matter of common sense and intu-

it "is no worse than statements that have been

ition, nudge nudge.)

[published in Stereophiler does no more than

A letter from me in the same issue pointed

throw up asmokescreen, disguising my own

out that in minimum-phase situations, before

position, which is more careful than you feel

the signal gets into the room as sound, any

it to be. Iam not surprised that you bear no

modern equalizer corrects phase behavior

difference when reversing signal polarity; nei-

along with magnitude (amplitude) behavior.

ther does J. Gordon Holt, nor do some other

It restores correct "timing," not distorts it. Say-

listeners whose opinions Irespect. Iwouldn't,

ing otherwise, appealing to the language of

and haven't, claimed that the change of abso-

"phase," is smoke blown using the very diction

lute signal polarity is always an audible night-

of science. We have to know, and be willing to

and-day difference on music nor that it will

learn about, what we're talking about.

be equally audible to all listeners. There is evi-

For other examples of this problem, see also

dence, for example, that those listeners pos-

Professor Ed Fagen's letter in another recent

sessed ofperfect pitch are more sensitive to its

issue [‘b1.11 Na3, p13] about wire, signals carried

effect than those without. However; this "tweak

by it, and the glories of 19th-century science.

journalist" has taken part in carefully controlled

Imean, you guys always take shots at Julian

blind listening tests using an ABX box where

Hirsch, but even he recently wrote, rightly, that

the effect of reversed polarity was detected

prose about "fast" woofers always makes him

reliably and consistently: to a 100% sig-

feel as if he's entered The 71vilight Zone.

nificance with unmusical test signals; to a

Maybe you, and interested readers, ought to

lower level of significance with music 1under-

join the independent, nonprofit Boston Audi-

standably, therefore, regard Mr Self's and Mr

ophile Society and read The BAS Speaker.

Moran 's questioning of something that is well-

Were not anti-tweak or anti-audiophile (hardly),

established in the literature as being politically

but we sure are skeptical and we know alittle

rather than factually based.

about science (sometimes more) and scientific
method.

David Moran

Regarding my apparent ignorance of the
introduction or non-introduction of "time-

Lincoln, MA

domain distortion," Ibad wondered when

Ob, what atangled web you weave Mr Moran.

preparing the July issue whether Ishould

One man's technobabble could well be an-

respond or not to Mr Moran 's "Manufacturer's Comment" letter Idecided not to as

other's elucidation. Iquoted you in September's 'As We See It" to illustrate the general

"Manufacturer's Comments" works best when

point made by Clark Johnsen in his book The

allowed to be the exclusive domain of manu-

Wood Effect, ergo, that the minds of "estab-

facturers and distributors. We have our say in

lishment" engineers understandably start to

the review; they should be allowed the same

Stereophile, December 1988
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived. With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
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For reprints of these reviews, and abrochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, PO. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.
Or call us at (416) 751-4525

RCIMEL.
High performance. Down to earth.

.111111MO

privilege. However; it is obviously attendant

Box 211, Boston, MA 02126-0002. Membership

upon me now to expand on my footnote to

(which includes asubscription to the Speaker)
is $'22 per year

Gordon's review, particularly as brevity made
my original terminology ambiguous.
Certainly Iwould agree with Mr Moran 's

Magnetic flux

statement that in aminimum-phase system,

Editor:

flattening the amplitude response will also
correct the phase response. Iwill have to take
on trust bis statement that modern equalizers
are minimum-phase designs. But, good grief

In Vol.11 No.9, p.21, Robert W. Hayden appears
to be asking aquestion. Why demagnetize a
nonmagnetic material? A good question.
My original letter (Vo1.11 No.3, p.15) never

Mr Moran, the problems due to room reflec-

stated anything about metal parts being magne-

tions, to room and loudspeaker resonances,

tized. Istated that metal parts constantly bathed

and to such phenomena as cone break-up, the

in an electromagnetic field will develop a

problems that amplitude equalizers like the

"residual" field, and that this "residual" field

dbx 14/10 are ostensibly intended to correct,
are not minimum-phase situations!

can be affected by demagnetization.

Yes, these aberrations can manifest them-

All objects, animal, mineral, or vegetable, are
encased in an electromagnetic field. The earth

selves as, and be interpreted as, departures

is also encased in an electromagnetic field, but

from aflat amplitude response but aconven-

abucketful of soil is certainly not "magne-

tional amplitude equalizer can do nothing

tized." Sharks have electromagnetic sensors
under their noses which draw them to their

about problems in the time domain other than
to make them quieter It doesn't cancel them.
In addition, as the equalizer will no longer
have auniform phase response when its own
amplitude response departsfrom flat, and as
this phase error will not necessarily be oppo-

prey Occasionally ashark will confuse an animal electromagnetic field with the field that
surrounds ametal object (which is stronger),
and swallow the object in error. This seems to
suggest that the fields are similar but different.

site and equal to that produced by the non-

The "residual" field mentioned in the stated

minimum-phase room or speaker resonance,
it represents an additional source of time-

letter could be an intensification of the natural field around the wire, enlarged by the elec-

domain error (This was pointed out by Rich-

tric current. It also could be as Mr. Belt stated

ard Heyser in his classic 1969 paper Loud-

(Vol.10 No.9), acomplete unknown.

speaker Phase Characteristics and Time Delay

At this point the reader may be asking, "Well,

Distortion,) No matter bow benign, Istill re-

just what does all this have to do with the price

gard this as distortion; Ihope that my philo-

of corn anyway?" Iwould like to suggest a

sophical opposition to multiband amplitude

small experiment that should make this alit-

equalization is alittle more clear

tle more germane.

Yes, the popular terminology of a 'fast

Use apiece of equipment that is compatible

woofer" is inherently self-contradictory However; as commonly used, it appears to indicate

with headphones, tape deck (make sure heads
are clean and demagnetized), preamp, CD, or

abass alignment that is inherentlyfreefrom
overhang and boom, factors which, even if

Walkman. Listen to afavorite piece of music,
then unplug and remove the headphones and

present to too small adegree to lead to a 'lone-

place them on the floor or table with the cord
fully extended in astraight line. Head demag-

note bass," can give the music aleaden, "slow"
quality Sloppy usage but hardly lbvilight Zone
material, Ithink.
Finally, /do recommend The BAS Speaker.

netizer in hand and starting with the phono
plug, with small circular motions slowly move

Its, it does approach the high endfrom rather

the demagnetizer up the cord and rotate it
about the headpiece. When this is completed,

adifferent direction from the rest of us, and

return the phono plug to its socket and replay

grumbles overmuch. However though the

your favorite piece of music Granted, the effect

magazine these days doesn't quite scale the
investigative heights it reached in the late '70s,

is small, but the result is sufficient to make the

its Editor Mark P Fishman, almost always bas

much greater the effect would be if the elec-

sometbing of interest to say. Those interested

tronics in asystem were included in this process.

can contact The Boston Audio Society at PO

The implications of this small experiment are

Stereophile, December 1988

point. Iam sure the reader can now see how
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Finally,
aCD player
that reproduces
all of the music,
not just bits
and bytes of it.
A:COM
coscox
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dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc Player has been
worth waiting for. Now there's aCD player with
analog audio circuits as advanced as its digital stages.
Featuring ano-compromise Class "A" audio section, the
GCD-575 is the first affordable CD player that delivers the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound. So visit
your authorized Adcom dealer and listen to all of the
music...not just bits and bytes of it.

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

many and may reach far beyond the tiny realm
of audio. What was experienced through the
headphones cannot yet be explained by science.
Ron Paquette
Phoenix, AZ

CD Cancer
Editor:

checked the player with several different tikes,
and there is no longer any low-level distortion.
Iam very pleased with the way the unit
sounds now. Ifeel Yamaha USA should be commended for the way they handled the problem
created by their Japanese counterpart. Hopefully, if companies get enough feedback from
customers, they will quit using the cheap DACs.

This letter is in reference to the "CD Cancer"

Gary Phelps

article in the July 1988 issue. Ipurchased a
Yamaha CDX 500U CD player last year. Shortly
thereafter Ibegan noticing afluttering noise

Austin, TX

CD Cancer again

(distortion) on the fade-in and fade-out of

Editor:

many of my disks. This distortion was also
noticeable on some low-level passages of some

Iwas amused that right after the Audio Cheapskate had glorified (and bought!) aMarantz

classical CDs. A check with the dealer's test
equipment revealed the distortion, but the

CD-94 player (Vol.11 No 9), Ken Pohlmann
published some very poor linearity results for

dealer said there was nothing that could be

that product in the October Digital Audio.

done, because that was the way the unit was

Compression, even at -70dB, was 7dB. But maybe Sam Tellig thinks compression sounds good!

designed. They offered to let me trade up to a
more expensive unit, but Ideclined to spend
the extra money.
Ibegan aquest to find if this was acommon
problem with other CD players or if this was
just common to the Yamahas. Armed with a
classical CD that exhibited quite abit of this

Bernard A. Engholm
Carlsbad, CA
It would appear that Ken Pohlmann bad a
particularly bad sample in this respect. The
Marantz CD-94 that Ibm Norton reviewed in
the October issue of Stereophile measured

low-level distortion, Iwent to several dealers

-70dB at -70.3d8 with a ¡dB negative error

and checked several brands of players. Ifound

at -80dB and a6dB negative error at -90dB.

that many of them did have the distortion, and
that price range was not necessarily afactor—

le, the -90dB tone replayed at -96dB. This
expansion is about average for a Philips-

in fact, one audiophile favorite costing $1600

system player using the SAA7020 digitalfil-

tested positive. The interesting thing is that
none of the dealers were familiar with the problem and they did not know the cause of the
low-level distortion.
Finally, the article appeared in Stereophile
describing this very problem. With this information in hand, Iwrote to Yamaha, not really
expecting awhole lot to come of it. Afew days
later, much to my surprise, Ireceived aphone
call from aYamaha customer representative.

ter and TDAI541 16-bit DAC chips. The sample
reviewed by Audio in Septemben for examplg
bad -0.5dB and -4.5dB errors (mean of both
channels) at the two lowest levels respectively.
If readers are worried about the low-level
linearity of such players, then NAP can supply replacement, higher-quality ICs (see "Industry Update" in October); ask your dealer
for details.
—JA

They were aware of the problem and of the

AVA Dynapraise

Stereophile article. They asked me to send the
CD player to them so they could check it out,
but they made no promises as to what they

The yard-sale purchase of aDyna PAS preamp

Editor:
was awhim on my part. When Iplugged the

would do about the problem.

unit into my system, though, it sounded good

Isent the CD player to Yamaha along with a
sample disc. They checked the unit out and

enough to justify selling my Yamaha integrated

found that the DAC was off by +11dB at -90dB.

section of Audio for someone who modified
the units. Icame upon Jensen's Stereo Shop,
and upon hearing their price, sent my unit off.

They replaced the Burr-Brown PCM56 DAC
with a"K series" (or "selected") PCM56 DAC.
Upon retesting, the player was now off by only
1dB at -90dB. The player's linearity was now
right on, and the distortion was gone. Ihave
Stereophile, December 1988

amp and to start looking around in the classified

Icalled Jensen's and spoke with aman (who
turned out to be Frank Van Alstine himself)
about the modifications. Mr. Van A. spent
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OUR ANALOG
ic BEAUTIFUL

AudioQuest believes in the merits of analog sound

and is proud to introduce its newest performancE

value, the PT-5 tone-arm. It not only sound5,

and looks great, but is affordable too'

To further enhance your analog system add

an AudioQuest cartridge, like our newly

improved and highly acclaimed AQ 404i. They

are known for their detail and definition, yel
retain analog sweetness and warmth

With low, and high-output models anc

prices ranging from $95 to over

athousand, it's easy to add

the beautiful sound of an AÇ

cartridge to your system,
At AudioQuest we are into Analog..

...AND HERI
TO STAY!

For further information or the number of
the dealer nearest you call or write:

PO Box 3960

San Clemente

CA 92672 USA

Tel 714/498-2770
Fax 714/498-5112
Tlx' 205864

phone time asking about the other components
in my system, my musical tastes, and what I
expected the preamp to sound like Irealize that
this level of service is probably not typical, but
the result of the modifications was exceptional.

excellent magazine, but I've never disagreed
more with areview than in this case. If Robert
Lee ever ventures to market another speaker
in the future, Ifeel that it would deserve amore
careful review by J. Gordon Holt himself.

In my system (Denon 103S in aMagnepan

David L. Glackin

arm on aCoco-modified AR, Adcom GFA- 1,
and Dahlquist DQ-10a's), the sound was so

Altadena, CA

transparent that nothing Ihave owned since

RegardingiGH's auditioning at CES, while we
do try to mention when an exhibitor was mak-

has come close. Others who heard the preamp
have been amazed at the performance.
Ifoolishly sold the preamp, but have acquired
another recently. For the money, Ican think of
no better value.
Glenn Young
Baton Rouge, LA

A love of music
Editor:
Iagree wholeheartedly with Larry Archibald's
"The Final Word," Vol.11 No.6, when he comments that the love of music that amanufacturer brings to his product is what high-end

ing aparticularly musical sound at ashow,
the acid test for any component is when it is
listened to under extremely familiar circumstances. The 7kue Image HR6. 5loudspeaker
jell at that hurdle. Looking back at my measurements and notes for that review, Iam
reminded that 'found the speaker to have an
uneven and extremely colored midrange, a
"bard" treble anoticeably "lispy" quality to
voice and poor soundstage depth. Unlike
many putatively high-end products, these
negative attributes were not offset by strong

audio shows are (or should be) all about. In my

performance in other areas: hence my bad

opinion, no one epitomizes this philosophy

review. lam at aloss, therefore to explain the
differences between my auditioning and Mr

more than Robert Lee of True Image Research.
As noted by J. Gordon Holt ("Viva Las Vegas,"
Vo1.11 No.3), he plays "the kind of stuff amusic

Glackink

—JA

lover listens to when he isn't showing off his
system." With the notable exceptions of True

CD & preamplifiers

Image, GNP, Robina Young of Harmonia Mundi,

The last two lists of "Recommended Compo-

Klyne, and Apogee, the quality of the "music"

nents" reveal two distinct philosophies about
the "ideal" relation between preamplifiers and

played at CES and Santa Monica can leave alot
to be desired. Spending time in the 'hue Image
exhibit reminds me of why Iremain so active
in this hobby.
While on the subject, Iwould like to take
exception to John Atkinson's review of the
small and now defunct True Image loudspeaker
("The Perfect Box Speaker," Vol. 10 No.7), in
which he panned its sound quality. How can
aspeaker that J. Gordon Holt found "captivating and mesmerizing ...
amusic lover's system" ("Summer in the City," Vol.9 No.5) sound
so bad to JA? At the first Winter CES in which

Editor:

CD players. On one hand, you recommend
tube preamps like the Conrad-Johnson PV-5
or the Lazarus Cascade Basic for those who
play alot of CDs, presumably because tubes
might gently roll off the high end and restore
some of the depth, warmth, and air that some
listeners think CDs lack. The PV-5, you say, is
"an ideal preamp for those of you with CD
players." The Lazarus is similarly described as
"the ideal preamp to render silver-disc reproduction nearer to that of black."
On the other hand, you recommend apas-

lime Image exhibited, their sound was the most
pleasant surprise both to myself and to friends

sive unit like the Mod Squad Line Drive as

who had been attending for anumber of years.

because in theory the passive unit should provide the most transparent link between the CD
player and the power amp.

Having subsequently heard these speakers
twice in their Alhambra showroom, my ears tell
me that the speculation in JA's article that True

"ideal. ..fora CD-based system," presumably

What, then, is "ideal"? 'Me preamps that

Image must have changed the design is dead

euphonically color the CD signal, or passive

wrong. It would seem that JA has done this

preamps that merely send the signal on its way?
John Holdren

company agrave disservice. My hearing is
usually in agreement with the reviews in your
Stereophile, December 1988
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Tne McIntosh XRT 22

Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles asmall quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion, transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Handcrafted with pride in the United States
by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKER
and other McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P 0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION. DEPT S28
BINGHAMTON. NY 13904-0096

Recommended ...
Editor:
Iam anew reader of Stereophile—not yet a
subscriber, only aborrower. Vo1.11 Nos.3 and
4recently fell into my hand, and Ihave to tell
you that Iam both impressed and bemused. I
learned alot from these two issues—I think.

Your comments on the Celestion and Samson
betray aprofound ignorance of the entire subwoofer field, if not defective hearing below
about 50Hz.
Ifind it curious that so many of the speakers
you rate highly are sweet, or warm, or have
some other "hi-fi" quality, as opposed to what

Ihave to qualify it that way because enough

real music sounds like. How long has it been

things Iread were directly contrary to my own

since you guys went to areal live concert of

experience that Ihave to question the integrity

acoustic instruments played without electronic
sound enhancement? Ican picture you report-

of the information that yas new to me.
Ishan't here critique the whole kaboodle,
only pose afew observations and questions,

ing on alive symphony orchestra that the vio-

in particular regarding "Recommended Components" in Vo1.11 No.10.

lins had adecided edge in the upper midrange,
the piccolos were harsh and shrill, and the
cellos were much too thin and dry. Ichallenge

Ifind your high rating of the Thiel CS3.5
rather odd. Apparently you never tried to play

you to sit all the way through asymphony concert (as close to the podium as possible to min-

on it music containing any real bass. When I
went recently to astore to audition loudspeakers,

the shop and listen to the same music on a

imize extraneous coloration), then go back to

the salesman asked me to hear the Thiels, put

Martin-Logan CLS (teamed with agood sub-

on my organ CD (Hurford/Mendelssohn Sonatas), and left the room. When the 32' pipes
kicked in, the speakers ran out of excursion

woofer, not aSamson or Celestion), compared

room and began slapping metal to metal on

music, you didn't listen very well. Now, you
may like the sound of hi-fi better than the

both ends so hard that Ithought they would
hammer themselves right of the frames. Idid
athree-yard sprint in world-class time and

to any other speaker system under $10,000. If
you don't conclude that the CLS is most like the

sound of real music, but at least you should
understand and acknowledge your bias.

turned the volume down to sub-Muzak level,

With all that said, Istill like your magazine.

Ihope quickly enough to save the speakers

Imay even subscribe to it. At least you got it

from serious damage. Aside from the totally

right on the Vandersteen 2C. You are doing a
good work bringing this fine speaker to wider

incompetent bass, Ithought the Thiels rather
warm/fuzzy over most of the sound spectrum,
compared with most other speakers in their
price range.
I'm also bemused by your inclusion of the

public recognition. It has aclean, open sound
overall and is the only one under $2000 Ihave
auditioned that holds together on acertain
piano CD Ilike to torture speaker systems with.

Magneplanars against exclusion of the Martin-

It actually performs better across the spectrum

Logan line. While the bass sections of the Mono-

than some other highly touted speakers costing

olith and Sequel won't send the big Infinities

more than three times as much. Some of the

back to the woodshed, they certainly best

record reviews also appear passably cogent,
and you do reference some recordings that

many of their vaunted rivals. 'Tis true that the
CLS is anemic in the bass (fully redeemable
with agood subwoofer), but at least it fades

might otherwise not come to my notice. Now
if the equipment reviewers would only read

away into adiscrete and genteel silence where
the Magneplanars fall to chugging and huffing

Larry Archibald's editorial on the last page of
the April issue. ..!
Ben A. Tupper

and puffing and wheezing and doubling. And

Ramona, CA

the Martin- Logans do sound good over amuch
broader area than the tiny sweet spot offered

...or not recommended

by most of the dipolar competition. Perhaps
aperson who earns his living sitting alone in

Editor:

front of amusic box would have little interest

look forward to and enjoy your "Recommended

lama long-time Sterrophile reader, and Ialways

in aspeaker system which allows more than

Components" listings. Imust agree with your

one person to listen at atime.

judgments more often than not, because my
own system includes seven components that

I'm also surprised by your references to subwoofers. Where are the Velodynes and Entecs?
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made your lists, including three in "Class A."
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The Affordable Hi End Alternative
Born out of atradition of fine craftsmanship in Scotland, Ariston
Acoustics is proudly introducing the Ariston System, asophisticated
yet elegantly simple expression of technology at the service of music.
The Ariston System was designed to produce superb sound quality and
offer maximum convenience by means of afull function remote control
that comes standard with our amplifier.
Founded in 1969, Ariston Acoustics has enjoyed asteadily
increasing reputation over the years for their innovative, quality
products. Ariston components have been critically acclaimed for their
sheer musicality by reviewers on both sides of the Atlantic. Ariston's
commitment for the future is to develop new components which both
complement and expand upon the existing system while maintaining
the concept of true music reproduction at eminently affordable prices.
Visit your nearest authorized Ariston dealer and hear our complete
line of turntables, speakers and electronics.

ARISTON ACOUSTICS LTD.
12 Rte 17 N., Ste. 309 Paramus, N.J. 07652
(201) 845-9265 Telex: 4970296 SAP Fax: 2018450719

However, Icontinue to be puzzled by the

extended bass response should be sought

absence of Spectral products from your lists—
and, for that matter, from your regular equipment reviews.

(though it will be undoubtedly more expensive
than the Thiel).
Regarding Mr 7Upper's conjectures con-

The heart of my system is the Spectral

cerning the relevance of Stereophile's value

DMC-10—purchased as Gamma and updated
to Delta last year. Ihave been very pleased with

judgments in the context of live music all of

this preamp and consider it to be among the
best available. Ihave compared it side-by-side
in my own system with an ARC SPIO and the
new Mark Levinson No.26. Both are wonderful
preamps, and the Spectral is certainly in the
same league.

our hardware reviewers are inveterate classical concert-goers. Our labeling of speakers
with "bi-fi" adjectives reflects our opinion
that modern loudspeakers, even the CLS, still
don't sound much like the real thing. Regarding
thefailure of the CLS to make "Recommended
Components," see my review in Vol.9 No.7for

Ihave also had opportunities to audition

the reasons. (Lewis Lipnick also refers to the

other excellent preamps under good listening

CLS in bis review of the Sequel in this issue.)
Imust admit that Ididn't audition it at that

conditions—including the SP11, Krells, other
Levinsons, and the Rowland. Ihave never felt
any urge to trade for one of these units.
My impression of Spectral amplifiers is that
they are also "world class." My own amp is on
your Class Afist. However, my decision to buy
it rather than the Spectral DMA-200 was based
on price alone (51800 difference at the time).
Ithought that the Spectral amp wasfabulous—
andIwas also very impressed with their lowerpowered units.
So you can see why I'm curious when Idon't
see Spectral equipment recommended, or even
mentioned very often, in amagazine that Iso
often agree with, and whose articles have been
so helpful to me for many years.
John Vookles, MD

time with asubwoofer Though Ihave since
beard it sounding considerably better in the
bass with apair of Sumo subwoofers, I'm
afraid its "vertical-venetian-blind" lateral
dispersion and ratberforward treble balance
are still not to my taste.
—JA

Virgin Megamail
Editor:
Iwould appreciate if Icould use your "Letters"
section as ameans to advise fellow audiophiles
of Virgin Megamail, aBritish company which
offers availability of some 59,000 record titles.
Virgin Megamail has selections of contemporary, soul, rock, blues, African, and movie

Memphis, TN

soundtracks in vinyl, cassette, or CD format.
Videos are also available. 3

"Recommended Components" is exclusively
concerned with components that we have

vice for well over ayear and have ordered close

either reviewed or bave listened to at some

Ihave been using the Virgin Megamail ser-

been unable to beg borrow, buy, or steal any

to 100 records which 1have not been able to
obtain in Canada or the US.
The price of the large catalog includes an

of the Spectral preamps or power amplifiers,

update catalog which is mailed out periodically,

and therefore do not have aformal opinion
on their sound. Informally, Ihave briefly

introducing new titles. Price of the catalog and

listened to aSpectral-based system andfound
it to offer extremely musical sound. We shall
increase our endeavors to get morefamiliar

following address: Virgin Megamail, Liverpool
X, L70 1AX, England, phone 051-708-7777.

with the line. The reported problem with the

Burlington, Ontario, Canada

length. For various reasons, we have so far

Thiel 3.5's bass is common to any speaker that
uses EQ to extend low-frequency response, the

mailing instructions can be obtained from the

Norm Laskey

Steve's Last Exit

benefit only being obtained at the expense of

Editor:

bass headroom and LF dynamic range. With

What apleasure to find, in the midst of John

conventional musics, it is unlikely that the
speaker's capabilities will be exceeded. With

Atkinson's thorough review of the Celestion

program having sustained, high-level lowbass information such as organ music however then a design with an intrinsically
Stereophile, December 1988

3Note. however, that Britain uses the 625-line. 25Hz-frame
rate. PAL video system. US readers wanting to buy video
products by mail order from abroad should ensure that they.
are able to buy NTSC-standard product
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Image

CLOSE YOUR EYES
Step beyond afourth dimension where picture perfect sound is the only reality. Experience
the ultimate live performance in your own living room.
Introducing HOLOGRAPHIC SOUND from IMAGE! Your doorway to great musical performances of past, present, and future has finally been opened. From the threshold of Sound
Engneering Excelence, IMAGE captivates you with brilliant performances of listening pleasure.
-IMAGE— aproduct so special that simply owning it says you recognize the utmost in quality. The objective of the IMAGE Acoustical Engineers was to create a line of loudspeakers
that would further the integrity of reproduced sound. Our Commitment to Excellence with
constant improvement and innovation is the driving force behind IMAGE.
THE HOLOGRAPHIC "IMAGE"
Instead of taking aback seat to the live musical performance. HOLOGRAPHIC SOUND from
IMAGE makes you feel like a participant. Music has been given a 4-Dimensional depth and
clarity that is unwavering both on and off-axis. True, vibrant sound 'appears' in your listening
window right out of thin air. HOLOGRAPHIC SOUND from IMAGE -for musical coherence
and accuracy the name says it all!
'anad 1 L3R 1G7
135 Torbay Roaí ,Mankham, Ontario,Cl
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SL700s (Vol.11 No.9), an extended paean to
Traffic's Last Exit LP! Iam also adevoted fan
of Traffic and find this LP among their most

additional reeds in the background, maybe?
Bass guitar?
At any rate, Ihope you have inspired afew

exciting, although Iwouldn't want to be with-

rock fans to search out and purchase this and

out Paffic orJohn Barleycorn Must Die, even
though the latter is without Dave Mason. Ihad

listening to "Feelin' Good." Nice to hear that

the good fortune to hear Traffic (without Mr.
Mason) in 1970, close to the time the live portion of Last Exit was recorded, with the same

other Traffic recordings. Ialso felt nostalgic
there's someone else out there who's also in
tune with this album. Iplayed organ in arock
band in the late '60s, and Steve W. was my god,

lineup, of course. Ialso got to hear Dave Mason

not Clapton. 1still think he has the finest, most

live twice during this period. He put on agreat
show, even though his band was merely ade-

beautiful rock voice ever recorded, and his keyboard playing is inventive, lyrical, and emo-

quate Dave is among the most tasteful guitarists

tional. He should have been asoul singer.

I've ever heard live. Unfortunately, his song-

It's curious to refer to Last Exit as the group's
last LP, since they did go on to make six or
seven more records under that name. But it

writing talent seemed to dry up after his wonderful first solo LP, Alone Together.
Speaking of Last Exit, Ipicked up the recent

makes sense to do so because the sound was

CD rerelease (Island 790925-2). My LP was

never the same, never as committed, Ithink,

purchased used in 1970 and came with a

after Dave Mason left, even though Steve had
really dominated the group anyway. Iwish I

scratch through most of side 2. Since the LP is
long out of print, Iwas pleased to see it appear
on CD. The sound is very good, although I

could have seen them as afour-man band.

haven't A/B'd it with the LP yet. JA might be

tunes fromfohn Barleycorn. They closed with

interested in the following differences between

(what else) "Dear Mr. Fantasy" (which Ionce
heard segued by aband into the end of "Hey

the LP and CD, since he is obviously so fond
of the LP:
New front cover photo—nifty warped

When Iheard them in 1970, they mostly played

Jude" to great effect), with Winwood switching
over to guitar. Iwondered at the time what they

psychedelic-style image of the band in concert
(without Dave Mason, as far as Ican tell), with

would do with the bass line, usually handled

aphoto of Jim Capaldi superimposed, taken

out abass guitar and filled the bill.

while he was holding alittle girl's hand. The
closeup of Winwood biting the green apple on

I'll finish this lengthy lecture with three
Traffic-related questions:

the back of the LP jacket is reproduced on the

1) At the end of "Feelin' Good," Winwood
says these immortal words, "Well, surprisingly

CD insert, along with anifty B&W shot of Winwood playing the electric piano and looking
about 17.
On the CD, "Feelin' Good" is no longer identified
as being from Roar of the Greasepaint-1 won-

by Winwood on the organ. Chris Wood pulled

enough, we did it." Did what? What do you
think that means? Surprising that they'd play
aBroadway song? Would any of their audience
be likely to know that the tune was from a

der why? No one cares anymore?

Broadway show? Maybe it was surprising that

Almost all the song times are slightly different from those on LP Some are slightly shorter,

they would break up? One of those tantalizing
mysteries of life, Iguess.

some slightly longer. But "Shanghai Noodle
Factory" (place where Ionce used to be) is
actually about three minutes longer than the
LP version, clocking in at 7:58! It sounds like
the same take to me, they just chopped off
some of the ending, Ithink, for the original
release. Interesting. Also, the songwriting credits for this song have been changed: "Wood"
has been substituted for "Mason." A small

2) Right after that point on the album, at the
beginning of "Blind Man," Winwood mumbles
something about closing the set with "one of
our standards, atune called 'Blind Man. —

I

really love this song. Is this acover of someone
else's version? Idon't recognize the writers.
Does anyone know anything about this song?
3) What the hell ever happened to Chris
Wood? Why isn't he making records?

point, but it does seem unfair to cut Dave out

One final point: Iwish Stereophile's re-

of his royalty! I've always wondered who "Fallon" is, who is credited with afifth of the song-

viewers would cease and desist using the term
"WAF." Ithink it is very sexist. Inotice that LL

writing credit on this tune. Is he playing the

has shifted to MIF (somewhat more accepta-
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ble). Ithink the real point is that expensive
sound-reproducing equipment purchased by

STAR to their satisfaction. To my amazement,

the male usually runs into the BIF (Budget

replace my 'table with acurrent Series III at no
additional cost. None! Nada! And from the

he then told me that SOTA had decided to

Interference Factor), which is probably what
bugged the male's helpmate in the first place!

head of the company!

David Foss

The last turntable?

Five days later, my new STAR was back performing in my system and, let me tell you, no

Cambridge, MA

CD could come close to their latest vacuum

Editor:

model. Perhaps no other turntable for less than
megabucks. But Iam not writing to rave about
the sound.

As avery critical listener/performer of early
music, Ispent ayear deciding on my "last"
turntable, aSOTA STAR, three years ago. Be-

Isimply think that this kind of support,

cause SOTA is committed to ongoing updates,
they caused me aproblem. One, it would cost

motivated solely by SOTA's standards (and no
pressure from me), deserves public notice. My

money; two, Iwould lose my second favorite

other upgrade experiences were far less retvaniing.

musical instrument (after my viola da gamba)

With this kind of customer support, the LP

for who knows how long.

will live forever. Ihope good news travels fast.

lb my surprise, within two days of receiving
my 'table, Robert Becker called and shocked

Member, Early Music America

me: they couldn't really upgrade my very early

El Cerrito, CA

Peter Brewster Brown

...remarkable!
11111ftem-•

Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides e
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
Peo.11em

Amu» ...mi.

music ...above all.
In the U.S. AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd 05, Weston, ON M9L 298

THE ELITE M-9I ANI)(:-91
REFERENCE COMPONENTS.
Hum, cnristalk, vibration: distor
tion in ypur audio signal.
Graininess,specks, flecks: extrane
ous noise in your video image.
Impurities.
The Elite C-9I pre-amp and M-91
power amp are no-compromise cornponents designed to give you more of
the pure signal and less annoying noise.
By keening critical signalpaths as short
as lx risible. By providing honeycomb
construction throughout to reduce ex
ces.s vibration. By using separate twin
cast-iron transformers to eliminate
stray magnetic flux and dissipate heat
quickly.
The C91 not only controls up to
six videocomponents, its video-en hancing circuits actually improve your video
image. You'll find unique processing
controls like video noise reduction,
sharpness and detail. To maintain au
dio and video signal purity the C91
includes ashielded, motorized volume
control and three separate audio and
video power transformers. There are
also two Y/C inputs and three outputs
to help you get the most out of
the latest video technology
including SVHS" and
ED Byte
Asophisticated highend A/Vsystem wouldn't
be complete without remote
capahilities. The C-9I's powerful Smart Remote" unifies
your existing components into
a complete Aesystem.
Where t •
C91 takes off, the
M-91 takes over. With 8(X) watts/
channel into 2ohms' and 2(X)
watts/channel into 8ohms:* and
remarkably high current capabilit y
(47 am ps) for driving low impedance
reactive loads. And fin-unprecedented
purity the M-91 includes its own volume control for direct connect ion to
your CI) player.
The Fide M-91 and C-91 Reference
Components. The difference between
playing dirty And playing great.
For more information, call
1-8(X)-421-1404.

Q
)PIONEER
"Measured
FIA method -Based on
regarding measurement (y( ampliner pouer reine
Super VIIS e. atrademark
Vit kir t.orporanon
otjapan. Limited
El) Beta 11 aregearred
trademark olSony Corporation
1.19att Pioneer Elettronit.SA) In(
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"So the bottom line is quite favorable: the Walsh 5is afull-range
speaker that is quite clean and
images very well." "Soundstaging
is another strength and joy, and
at their best the 5s can set up a
very palpable illusion of the original performing space." "In its
present incarnation, it is one of
the few dynamic speakers that my
jaded electrostatic taste buds
could live with."—Dick Olsher

Audio

6-88

"The Walsh 5is one of the
cleanest speakers available...I
perceived remarkable depth and
spaciousness to music well
recorded in aconcert hall. This
spaciousness did not result in a
vague mass of sound: image location is sharply defined and
accurately placed ...They are a
masterpiece of the speaker
designer's art."'

Stereo Review

1-88

"The sound of the Ohm Sound
Cylinders was smooth, balanced
and thoroughly enjoyable, well
beyond what anyone would expect
from such asmall, light speaker.
Its dispersion was subjectively
complete, and we were never
aware of the speakers as distinct
sound sources, no matter how
much we moved around the
room...these speakers certainly
offer impressive value for their
price and size."'

New York Times

3-88

". ..
the various frequencies
emerge in their natural phase
relationship—more than in conventional designs. To what extent
this accounts for the speakers
fine sound may be debatable, yet
there is no question that the Ohm
Sound Cylinders represent an
excellent bargain, with aclarity
and richness of sound rarely
found in aspeaker of this size and
pricer'
Find out about buying, directly
from the factory by calling toll
free 800-221-6984

re!

For Those Who Care
to Listen

Photographs John Atkinson

INDUSTRY

Harry Pearson (left) presents Alastair
Robertson Aikman with his "Golden Ear
Award" for the SME Series V tonearm

USA: John Atkinson
It could have been an awkward occasion.
Readers will no doubt be aware that, despite
adegree of mutual respect for each other's
writers, there is little love lost in public between
The Absolute Sound and Stereophile: we each
feel that our particular mix of philosophies and
attitudes is the best way of publishing ahighend magazine. Indeed, if that were not so, then
why would either of us want to stay in business? Yet, at the beginning of October, TAS
founder, publisher, and editor Harry Pearson
presented aLifetime Achievement award to).
Gordon Holt, Stereophile's founder, its editor
for 25 years and its spiritual heart, and still its
Chief Tester.
The event was aformal dinner to celebrate,
in Harry's words, "The fifteenth anniversary
of the high end in honor of the designers of the
equipment, the authors of the recordings and
the movers and shakers who brought it into
being." (It was also, not coincidentally, the fifteenth anniversary of The Absolute Sound.)
The act of celebration was the presentation of
"The Golden Ear Awards," alternatively entitled
the "High End Design Achievement Awards,"
one for each category—Electronics, Loudspeaker Systems, Recordings, Cartridges, Accessories, llirntables, and Pickup Arms—to
those judged as having produced the seminal
products in the 15 years from 1973 to 1988.
43
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California Audio Labs
7231 Garden Grove Boulevard #6F
Garden Grove, California 92641
(714) 894-9747

J. Gordon Holt thanks TAS for his Lifetime Achievement Award
Forty members of the high-end audio com-

Turntables

munity—writers, editors, and retailers—voted

Ivor Tiefenbrun. for the Linn Sondek LP12

from alist of nominees chosen by Harry Pearson; the winners were as follows:

turntable

Electronics

Alastair Robertson- Aikman, for the SME

William Z. Johnson, for the Audio Research

Series V pivoted tonearm.

Pickup Arms

SP-3, SP-10, and SP-11 preamplifiers, and the
D-150 and D-79 series of power amplifiers.

In addition, five Lifetime Achievement Awards
were presented to those who it was felt had had

Loudspeaker Systems
Peter J. Walker. for the Quad ESL-63 elec-

aseminal influence on the high end. J. Gordon Holt, for example, was instanced by Harry

trostatic design.

as having created the field of high-end journal-

Recordings

how equipment actually sounds. The other

ism, where reviewers are obliged to write about
Doug Sax and Lincoln Mayorga, for their

four awards were equally divided between the

Sheffield Lab direct-to-disc recordings.

worlds of playback and of recording:

Cartridges

Joe Grado received an award for his work on,

Yoshiaki Sugano, for the Koetsu MC cartridges.

first, the development of the moving-coil cartridge, then his series of moving-iron designs.

Accessories

Stuart Hegeman, represented by his widow

Bruce Brisson, for the MIT Shotgun series of

Nan, was given an award for his lifetime of

speaker cables and interconnects.

work on improving the quality of sound in the
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SONOGRAPHE SYSTEMS:

For Those Whose Discriminating Taste Exceeds Their Means
Whether your preference is for the warm glow of astring quartet, or the driving rhythm
of hard rock SONOGRAPHE will recreate the mood of live performance. Conceived and
engineered by conrad-johnson design to achieve sonic excellence far exceeding their
moderate prices. each SONOGRAPHE component offers commendable performance
in systems of the highest quality lbgether they constitute acomplete system of near
reference quality at an affordable price—less than $3000 for cd player preamplifier
amplifier and monitor speakers.
the conrad-iohnson group •2800R Don-Ave •Fairfax. VA 22031 •703-698-8581

home, notably for his Citation amplifier designs

leak would be fixed before the 'phone went

and for his development of loudspeakers
which aimed high but which were priced

excellent isolation from external sounds, mak-

within reach of all. (The descendants of his
speaker designs are still being manufactured

ing it apotentially good choice for on-location
monitoring.

today, by Morrison Loudspeakers in Canada.)

into mass-production; if so, the 450 will offer

But this isolation comes at aprice: the 450
is very uncomfortable to wear for long periods,

Bill Porter, the recording engineer responsible for all those great-sounding Elvis Presley,
Roy Orbison, and Everly Brothers singles in the

especially on awide skull like mine. In recent
years, like most headphone users, I've been
spoiled by the comfort of semi-open designs

late '50s and '60s, received aLifetime Achieve-

that rest on the head or outer ear with relatively

ment Award.

light pressure. The 450, like the old Pro-4/AA,

Wilma Cozart was given an award for revital-

is a"circumaural" design with liquid-filled rubber rings that surround each ear and are

izing Mercury Records in the '50s and, with her

pressed against the sides of the skull by spring

late husband Bob Fine, producing the "Living

tension in the headband. You can adjust that

Presence" series of classical recordings which

tension by bending or straightening the head-

set new standards at the time for musical and

band; but for good isolation and deep bass the

sonic honesty, and which even today represent

seal must be airtight, and that requires pressure.

some of the best-sounding recordings available

Furthermore, the airtight seal causes the

to the audiophile.

enclosed area around my ears to perspire.
When recording backstage at aconcert, I'm

USA: Peter W. Mitchell

willing to accept the pressure and perspiration
in order to shut out direct sounds that would

It has been 30 years since John C. Koss created
the first stereo headphone for consumer use.

alter my judgment of what the microphones

Koss celebrated the anniversary by introducing

ning at home listening for pleasure, the discom-

anew reference headphone, the Koss 450 ($175

fort makes it difficult to enjoy the music.

list), and arevamped version of the classic
Pro-4/AA. While the 450 is intended as aseri-

with other recordings, and to measure its

are picking up. But when Iam spending an eve-

Undeterred, Iproceeded to audition the 450

ous monitoring headphone for on-location

response. So this report is an informal mini-

recording, ads also suggest that its transparency

review. But my real purpose here is to provide

and low distortion would make it auseful tool

an object lesson about how easily even an

for conducting critical comparisons of CD

experienced listener can be misled by atest that

players.

employs an insufficiently varied selection of

Ifirst heard the 450 with the L'Oiseau -Lyre

recordings. Iwill leap over the process and go

CD of Hogwood conducting Messiah highlights, one of several CDs that Icarry around

directly to the conclusion: regrettably, the 450

with me for auditioning loudspeakers. The
sound of the 450 seemed extraordinarily

personality that complements and flatters some
recordings, producing wonderful sound. With

smooth, musical, and lifelike—better than any
other dynamic headphone Ihave used. Iwas

some recordings it is awful.

is not aneutral transducer. It has adefinite sonic

many other recordings it is ordinary, and with

astonished and, frankly, seduced by the sound.

This apparent contradiction is explained by

The 450 wasn't athreat to the Stax Lambda, but

the measured frequency response; but the

it looked as if it might be abest-buy among

measurement was done last, after the listening.

non-electrostatic headphones. On the basis of

First, as Ilistened, Ifell in love with the strik-

that first impression Iborrowed apre-pro-

ingly realistic and lifelike sounds that Iheard.

duction sample for further evaluation.

In the Allegri Miserere, sung by the choir of

In the pre-production unit asmall air leak

King's College on EMI, the boy sopranos

caused severe coloration of any external

sounded like real 12-year-old boys, with more

sounds that penetrate through the seal, mak-

vivid reach-out-and-touch-them realism than

ing them more obtrusive and annoying than

Iheard in person at King's Chapel three years
ago. (Of course the microphones were closer

they would be if the leakage were louder but
less colored. Michael Koss promised that this
Stereophile, December 1988

to the boys than Iwas, and headphones often
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PLATINUM
INTERCONNECT CABLES

MADE IN USA

DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
3254 Fifth St., Oceanside, NY 11572 (516) 764-1121
FINE AUDIO • AMPLIFIERS • CD PLAYERS • SOUND SORBER PANELS

produce an exaggerated illusion of intimacy.)
In Bach harpsichord concertos played by
Trevor Pinnock on Archly, the sound of the
harpsichord was not the usual tinIdy jangle but
arich, reedy mixture like that of aFrench harp-

tweeter in the Celestion SL-600 is 2dB lower
in average level than the woofer. The euphonic
coloration in the Koss 450 is more extreme.
Above 10kHz the response slopes downward,

sichord owned by afriend of mine. In Handel's

while below 200Hz it slopes smoothly upward
at a5dB/octave rate until around 20Hz. This

organ concertos (Simon Preston on Archly) the
full-bodied organ blended beautifully with the

low-frequency rise follows the modem version
of the Fletcher-Munson loudness-compensa-

smooth string sound. And Hogwood's Messiah

tion curves rather well, so that at normal listen-

recording on 1:0iseau-Lyre sounded wonderfully true to life.

ing levels the bass is subjectively flat all the way
down to 16Hz!

Notice that these comparisons are not to hi-fi
standards but to "the absolute sound" of live

for the sweet, lifelike sound of my bright early-

The bass rise and top-octave rolloff account

music Of course headphones don't sound like
loudspeakers anyway; so it was easy to fall into

music CDs. And some pipe-organ recordings

the trap of comparing the sound to memories
of real life. Eventually, when Iawoke from my

strong deep-bass output and exquisitely low
distortion. If all recordings sounded as good,

pleasure trance and recovered my critical facul-

Iwould be recommending the Koss 450 as an

produced awesome sound, thanks to the 450's

ties, Irealized that these recordings were

inaccurate but musically satisfying reproducer.

sounding better through the 450 than through

But they don't.

my speakers—or, for that matter, through any
other speakers available for comparison.

The response of the 450 contains asuckout
at 600Hz and apeak at 6kHz, presumably due

What we have here, in aphrase invented by

to mechanical resonances in the headphone

JGH two decades ago, is "euphonic colora-

drivers or mounting. Of the many orchestral

tion"—inaccurate playback that fortuitously

recordings that Isampled, about half sounded

compensates for recording flaws, yielding

OK. But the other half were severely colored,

sound that pleases the ear more than accurate

presumably because they contained musical

playback would. The recordings of old music
that sounded so seductive through the Koss

pitches close to the resonant frequencies.

450 are quite bright when heard via accurate
speakers.

450, probably because the adult voice range
falls into the 600Hz hole. In the Telarc record-

Vocals proved to be the Achilles' heel of the

Early instruments have arelatively lean and

ing of the Brahms Requiem the chorus

bright harmonic structure (especially by comparison with the beefier tone of modem instru-

sounded as if it was singing with jaws wired

ments designed to fill large post-1850 concert
halls). That brightness is exaggerated in most

tion. In several recordings with vocal solos, the

shut, producing musical tone but no articulavoice was murky and recessed.

recordings by the common practice of locating

So, although the Koss 450 sounds wonderful

microphones about 10' above the stage floor.

with some recordings, Ican't recommend it for

Violins and woodwind instruments are not

general use. And while the St2X Lambda is very

omnidirectional; they radiate certain har-

nice, its cost puts it out of reach for many

monics strongly upward, while adifferent bal-

listeners. The world still needs arugged mid-

ance of upper and lower harmonics goes out
to listeners seated at about the same level as the

price headphone that sounds good.

orchestra. (If recording engineers would spend

speakers, or other equipment, beware of conclusions based on listening to only a few

some time listening while perched above
orchestras on tall stepladders, perhaps they
wouldn't be so eager to hang microphones
there!)
There's nothing novel about a playback
device whose appeal is partly based on a
downward-sloping tonal balance that makes
bright recordings sound more lifelike. Many

Whether you are shopping for headphones,

recordings. As long as measurements don't tell
us everything about product performance, we
need variety in our listening tests. This was
reinforced for me afew years ago when Brad
Meyer and Iwere asked to evaluate aprototype
speaker. After several hours of listening and

phono pickups have aslightly tilted spectral

measuring, we felt it wasn't agreat speaker but
couldn't pinpoint anything really wrong. Then

balance, as do Apogee loudspeakers, and the

Brad played aCBS record of pop singer Paul
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1. Tonal fidelity ensures the faithful reproduction of the exact timbre of each specific musical sound.

2. Spatial fidelity ensures the accurate recreation of the positions and "feel - of instruments in three
dimensional space.
3. Transient fidelity ensures the clarity of subtle musical details necessary for asense of realism.
4. Dynamic fidelity ensures the preservation of musical contrasts that are crucial to musical enjoyment.

THIEL

Coherent Source - loudspeakers preserve the time and

phase information of music, providing more complete musical performance than conventional
speakers. This time and phase accuracy along with cabinets designed to greatly reduce diffraction and
enclosure resonances provide unsurpassed spatial fidelity. Instruments are correctly placed in their
originally recorded positions; the sound stage is wide, extending even beyond the speakers, and
remains stable in space regardless of listener position.
Accurate imaging, along with the extreme tonal accuracy provided by very uniform frequency
response, and the exceptional clarity achieved by very rigid cabinets, sophisticated drivers and high
quality electrical components together provide loudspeakers that deliver complete musical fidelity.
We invite you to audition.them with the music you love most.
The C$3.5 is the finest, most accurate loudspeaker I've
had the pleasure of reviewing.... one amazing loudspeaker."
—Bruce Balled. High Performance Review April 88
The Thiel 3.5 is a true standard for dynamic speakers. An
extraordinarily musical speaker.
My compliments and
praise to Mr. Thiel."
—Bebo Moroni. Audio Review. !rely April 87
"The (CS3.5's) overall treble performance is suberb ... No
electrostatic that I've heard comes close."
—Anthony H Cordesman. Stereophile Vol 10 No 1. January 87
"The Thiel CS3.5 is a remarkable loudspeaker. It oilers
exceptional imaging, both laterally and in terms of depth."
—Audio Ideas, Canada Summer 87
"The imaging on these speakers is nothing short of amazing
... The CS3 has quite remarkable detail."
—Gordon Holt. Stereophile Voi 7 No 3. May 84
"The CS3 is simply a superb-sounding loudspeaker with a
remarkable natural tonal balance and excellent imaging."
—Mph Fidelity Vol 30 No 6
"The exceptionally line impulse response clearly verifies the
CS3's claim of being acoherent-source loudspeaker."
—Richard C Heyser, Audio November 85
"... musically. the CS2 is outstanding ... The imaging and
depth are coherent, tightly focused, and exceptional."
—Anthony H Cordesman, Stereophile Vol 8 No 6. October 85
'After the first couple of minutes, we had rho doubt that the
CS2s were exceptional speakers."
—Jullan Hirsch. Stereo Review January 86
NEW
CS1.2
$1090 Ipair
CS2 $1650
CS3 .5 $2450
prices suggested retal
slightly higher in the West

The CS2 provides incredible stereo imaging with stunning
depth. This is the speaker of choice for the music lover in
search of atrue rendition of timbres and dynamics."
—Revue Du Son. France June 87

11-11EL

Call or write for product
1042 Nandino Boulevard
information, reviews and the name
Lexington, KY 40511
of your nearest THIEL dealer.
606-254-9427

"The Thiel CS1s are excellent portrayers of musical detail,
and they faithfully and naturally reproduce all timbres"
—He Fe Heretic number 7
The CS1s do it all. Indeed this is a highly musical system."
—Revue Du Son, France November 86

Robert Fobs

Simon and identified a200Hz emphasis in the
speaker that made the voice thick and boomy.
Idon't listen to agreat deal of pop music, but
it can be an effective diagnostic tool for exposing wood-panel resonances and other upperbass faults.
Such experiences didn't stop me from falling in love with the Koss 450 when Iheard its
beautiful reproduction of early-music CDs, nor

V

from being profoundly disappointed when
other music didn't sound as good.
II

d

JAPAN: Robert Follis
The 1988 Tokyo Audio Fair was acause for
Celebration among all attendees, not for anything at the show, but for the fact that the location had changed. After many years in the

11111181111

remote Harumi showgrounds in Tokyo's old
dock area, the show has moved to Sunshine
City in Ikebukuro, ameg,acomplex of offices,

eCtIO

V1(1008
MICOmillt•

shops, and apartments, including Japan's tallest
building. The difference? Easy access to
hundreds of bars and restaurants. All of asudden the smiles were back on the faces, good
beer and good sushi within easy reach, and
who cared about hi-fi?
Unfortunately, the Tokyo Audio Fair can be
summed up in the same few words. The overriding themes for '88 were "Look at the picture" or "Read the paragraph" on the front
panel telling you how many bits or how many
times oversampling that particular digital product featured. Alternatively, "Sorry, sir, we only
have surround-sound demonstrations today."
This is atrifle unfair, perhaps; some of the
smaller companies were playing music in hotel

Will Sony's "Video Walkman." which combines a3" -screen LCD color TV and an
8mm VCR. revitalize the company's video
business? Apparently some airlines are
installing this bijou in the backs of first-class
seats, the stewardess then coming round
with abasket of tapes.

rooms, and some good sounds were made.
It would be impossible to list all the new
toys. Suffice it to say that one of the show's hits
was aSony handheld drum machine to plug
into your boom box. Ihope the following overviews give you an idea of the main trends being
discussed in the bars of Sunshine City.

The Total Integration of
AV Media
Often touted and now finally arriving, every
possible source in one media wall: CD, CDV,
Super VHS, raw.tte, DAT, DBS Stereo, surround

1Marketing Manager, Hayden Laboratories Ltd., England.
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sound, TV, loudspeakers, and even occasionally analog disc. Remote control of everything
is de rigeur, and one system even integrated the
phone Nearly all new products interfaced with
this concept in some way—even the most
specialized products had multiple AV connections.

Tower Loudspeakers
Thin and tall to match the height of a27" TV
on abase, and all with questionable sound
quality. Almost everybody had avariation,
many styled to match the system racking.
When planning your next house, remember to
leave room for the AV wall.
51
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HEARI\G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send S2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited

ESOTERIC
AUDIOU5D.
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

Multi-bit CD Players
It's leapfrog time again; Yamaha started with
pseudo 18-bit, then Technics joined in. Sony
added real 18-bit, then Denon came along with
real 20-bit.
Now things have gone crazy. Sony is touting 45-bit machines although this appears to
be 45-bit filtering only. launaha is claiming real
22-bit on one machine and 18+4 ranging (HiBit) on others. Teac has 18-bit-i- 14 -bit on one
front panel. Me? I've forgotten how to add. The
rest of the market offers any combination you
can think of: 16+4, 18+2, etc., and that's before
we get to the oversampling rates which appear
to have peaked momentarily at 16x in Japan
and 32x in the UK. How does it all sound ?I'll
wait until Iread the answer in Stereopbile. Suffice it to say that, in my experience so far, some
sound good and some sound bad, and that digital technology is not always what makes the
difference. Let's just hope this marketing-led
bit war results in some audible improvements
to CD reproduction.

CD 3" Singles
This concept is being pushed very hard, especially by Sony. A brand new player, the Sony

Sony's DAT contact duplicator: still waiting
for record-industry customers?
Manufacturers Italked to were planning export
shipments for mid-'89, assuming the copyright
problems are sorted out by then. Recordable
CD, anyone?

D82, was shown which will play only 3" CDs.
The attraction is the tiny size and tiny price: ca

CDV/LaserVision

$100, less than half that of conventional

Almost everybody was showing CD/CDV multi

machines. There are lots of singles in the shops,
lots of neat accessories, and the 3" format does

players capable of accepting anything flat and

seem set for long-term success. Welcome back,
EP, and hopefully goodbye to all those filler
tracks from bands with only four good songs
and an hour-long album to fill.

DAT Still Struggling, Prices
Prices Still $1300 & Up

round except vinyl. As soon as Finial starts
licensing, Iguess that will come too. CDV has
created some excitement, and of course fits in
well with the AV wall. Sharp showed aCDV
boom box, complete with Liquid Crystal TV,
and Sony, Panasonic, and Yamaha showed
ranges of players. Coming soon: the CDV VYalkman, car player, microwave oven, etc.

After almost two years on the market, DAT is
still not selling in any quantity. Every self-

DBS Stereo

respecting manufacturer has one to show their

Stereo by satellite is now well-established, and

capability, but no-one is selling them. DAT Cor-

all the digital amps and preamps have the 16-bit

ner, with all available machines on demo, was

32kHz decoding circuitry. DBS tuners are an
integral part of the AV wall, and dishes as small

one of the quiet spots of the show. The most
noticeable feature of current DAT designs

as 75cm can be used in good locations.

(excepting the portables) is the ludicrous size
of most recorders compared to the tiny DAT

High -End Imports

tape. What sales there are are mainly to the

lb generate extra business and help the

semipro musician market; Japanese consumers
are still waiting for prices to drop and software
to arrive, and so far there is no sign of either.
Most of the first-generation machines are still
in the shops, on sale at up to 50% discounts!
Stereophile, December 1988

balance-of-payments surplus, many wellknown Japanese companies have started
importing high-end gear from the rest of the
world, using their industry contacts to quickly
establish distribution. Denon Labs is import-
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Until now, separates this good
had to be inconvenient.
Since time immemorial,
dedicated audio buffs have been
forced to choose between
all-out performance or all-out
convenience.
Such adecision is no longer
necessary
Introducing seriously sophisticated separates that not only
offer performance designed to
bring tears to your eyes, but also
uncompromising remote control
capabilities, as well.
The heart of this remarkable new stack is the CX-1000U
digital preamp.
You'll find audio and video
switching with 10 audio and 4
video inputs. 5audio and 2video
record outputs.
Even optical and coax digital
audio inputs and outputs.
And Yamaha's Hi-Bit, 8times oversamdynamic power to drive the greatest possible
range of speakers.
piing digital filter moves unwanted digital
And as aversatile complenoise so inaudibly far above your music, it can't
ment to the CX and MX-1000U,
possibly interfere.
we
proudly
introduce our new
While our Hi-Bit twin DIA converters
TX-1000U tuner.
ensure even the lowest level signals are
You'll find a6-way multi-status
reproduced with excellent linearity
memory to lock in 6different paramAnchoring the power portion of the
eters to give you optimum reception.
trio is the new MX-1000U power amp.
Plus 24 station presets. Even proFeaturing specs nothing short of
grammable station call letters. And more.
sensational, with arather awesome
Drop by your Yamaha dealer for a
260 watts RMS per channel. (Both
demonstration today
channels driven into 8ohms, 20-20,000
Hz at no more than 0.003% THD.)
,e,===
The experience may be abit
And dynamic power capable of
.7«.y.rjr unnerving at first
delivering aphenomenal 1000 watts per
All that uncompromised power and
channel into 1ohm.
performance. Plus the convenience of a
All made possible by Yamaha's exclusive
full-function remote control
Hyperbolic Conversion Amplification (HCA)
But we have
circuitry that eliminates crossover and switch- afeeling you'll get
ing distortion and provides extremely high
used to it,

yAmAHA
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ing Infinity speakers and Beard tube amps
TEAC is bringing in Mordaunt-Short, and
Audio Technica imports Mission, Musical
Fidelity, and Roksan from the UK. Its heartening to see US and British products out there
competing, although the prices are stratospheric and sales are often made on image and novelty value rather than sound quality.

Marble and gold preamp from Audio
Devices features atrue stepped attenuator
akin to that used by the Cello products
New Japanese High End
The Japanese high-end market has developed
quite rapidly, mainly based on imported equipment plus brands such as Accuphase. All of a
sudden, the Japanese majors are taking an
interest—Sony, Mitsubishi, and others are
launching components in areas previously left

Technics' SST-1 "Sound Space Twin Load
Horn"

to importers. Audio Devices, anotable newcomer, showed acomplete line of marblefronted, 24-carat-gold-plated amplification,

Lunatic Loudspeakers
Technics' pride and joy, the "Sound Space

built to astandard that would shame Mark

l‘vin Load Horn," is anew folded-horn loud-

Levinson and with prices to match. Sony

speaker roughly resembling asaxophone, and

showed the CDP RI Mega CD player at ca
$5000, two boxes with twin optical intercon-

apparently intended for connection to portable
CD players and Walkmen. The system comes

nects (reviewed in this issue byJ. Gordon Holt),

in three candy-flake finishes, weighs over 12kg,
and costs astaggering $1500/pair.

and Mitsubishi startled every one with their
Link remote pre/power mentioned below.
Some of the smaller high-end importers are
starting to worry about the viability of their
operations in the face of good home-produced
competition. One interesting, almost unique

Wonderful-looking crystal goldfish bowls
with coaxial drivers were on show from Sasaki
Acoustics' "Creative Crystal Sound" (ideal for
Santa Fe), sounding surprisingly fine despite
the total lack of damping in the spheres. Apale-

exhibitor was Utopish Audio Instrument by

blue 12"-diameter Out of the Unknown flying

Utopia, asmall company that specializes in the

saucer provided the amplification. Yamaha
showed some interesting black plastic plumbing masquerading as aloudspeaker, and even

refurbishment and sale of classic US and British
tube amps and speakers.
Wonderful examples of perfect McIntosh,

the most conservative companies had interest-

Marantz, and Quad amps were to be heard
driving Tannoy, Jensen, JBL, and Electro-

ing shapes.

voice loudspeakers. The main demo system

Stylish Hi -Fi or Grey with

was fed by aGarrard 301 with a12" SME; Ray
Charles was the music, and boy, it sounded

From the Bauhaus to your rack. Well, not quite,

good—none of that irritating definition.

but pretty close. Iguess one influential German
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Designing For Great Sound!

Barton has centered
eon the real sound ,'.r•
of mu. As asymphony
violinist, recording studio
founder and Canada's
foremost loudspeaker
CU nes.Tpso
designer, the accurate
ency rero
"
.
averae t7r. detirees.
reproduction of music is
-deg. avg
5deg
simply his highest priority.
5 so
PSB speakers are Paul
26
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KO 7//•
IN
IK
2K
RE
tl'
,
Barton's signature. Thereforeau
QUE'
they must meet the high standards defined in the PSB design
criteria:
Performance: accuracy, neutrality, powerful bass, freedom from
resonance.
Appearance: fine craftsmanship in graceful cabinets that occupy
minimum floor space.
Value: knowing through experience the balance required to
achieve the best sound your dollar can buy.
Reliability: rigid quality standards, high power handling systems.
The latest PSB designs have been developed as aresult of
extensive studies in advanced materials and technologies including
reaction injection molding and mineral filled polypropylenes. From
the flagship model STRATUS to the newly introduced CIRRUS and
MKII series, PSB speakers continue to be designed for one purpose
and one purpose only.., the real sound of music.
For your own copy of "Choosing and Using Loudspeakers" and
the name of the PSB dealer nearest you
call or write.

.
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KbERS

In the U.S.A. Lint tlinvoticl lid. 575 University Ave. Norwood. MA 02062 (617)762-7453
In Canada 1.4-nbrook Industnes Ltd. 633 Granite Ct. Pickering, ON LIW 310 (4161831-6333
In Bermuda Sound Advice Hamilton (809)292-5500

Goldfish-bowl loudspeaker from Sasaki Acoustics with lap-top amplifier
designer must have visited Japan last year

Mr. Pramanik from B&O was seen taking a

armed only with apot of Luftwaffe grey paint

close look at these new oriental threats to his

and aset of curves. Somehow, he managed to

Danish designer market.

sell his services to the industry as awhole;
everyone was showing at least one system, if
not three or four, that featured soft comers, soft
controls, minimalist styling, and the obligatory
grey finish. Generally, this was avast improvement over black tombstones; Ihope the trend
is destined for export.
TEAC took the idea even further, introducing asoft grey lump called "New 'ffendy Sound
Gear, Sound Core," containing CD, cassette,
and areceiver. Rather neat, and indicative of
many future products to come fromJapan, Inc.

New Trendy Sound Gear Sound Core,"
according to TEAC, incorporates CD, analog cassette, AM/FM/TV sound tuner, and
integrated amplifier
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A&D true-digital electronics from Mitsubishi
have full-function "intelligent" remote
control

5-

Why
Choose
Audio
Research
the Audio Research SP15 preamp and CL150 amp

T

he paramount criterion of the quality of any audio system is whether or not listening to it is f
un. Far too
often an audio system goes unused as soon as the newness wears off. That is the fault of the system.
The majority of high end audio systems are like having a pebble in your shoe: the more one listens to
them, the less enjoyable they become. That is because we build up subliminal negative associations
with the harsh, strident, metallic sound of audio. So when one comes home from work, there isn't a
strong desire to listen to music. And that is an unnecessary tragedy.
With a good audio system. the opposite occurs. One builds up positive associations with music and
FEELS like listening more and more. Music then becomes all that it should be. It becomes more than
just an occasional diversion or background. It becomes a primary entertainment that is moving,
meaningful. emotional and personal.
Audio Research electronics accomplish this optimally. ARC equipment is rich sounding, smooth,
clear, liquid and transparent with transcendent delicacy and effortless bloom. It is enduringly enjoyable
and rivetingly involving.

Why Optimal Enchantment is the most experienced
Audio Research dealer in the world
Optimal Enchantment has sold more Audio
Research equipment than any other store. Our
store has structured itself around identifying and
meeting the needs of the ARC customer.
DEMONSTRATION: We have all the ARC
components on display for direct comparisons. Our
"appointment only" format allows the undisturbed
time it takes to really make thorough comparisions.
Those comparisons provide invaluable information
for you to formulate an intelligent choice of ARC
components based on performance, budget and
need. Of course, ARC electronics can't do it alone
and we are familiar with how ARC mates with a
myriad of other components. Naturally, Optimal
displays and sells the components that we have
found to best complement ARC equipment.
INSTALLATION: Once you have chosen the
optimal ARC models, it is our responsibility to
ensure that it sounds enchanting in your home.
We have had more experience than anyone else
at this. Experience is essential in home installation
due to the uniqueness of each audio system and
environment. Our installations look great AND
they sound great!
SERVICE:Our service department employs the
best qualified technicians in L.A. and probably

Optunat
encliantment

the BEST qualified ARC technicians outside of
Minneapolis. You never have to worry about
breakdowns. We competently fix everything right
here, and usually for FREE. We also offer in-home
checkups. So all our ARC customers ever have to
worry about is choosing their music.
Of, by, and for music lovers
Optimal Enchantment did not become
successful by selling high priced, mediocre sound
to the carriage trade; nor did we become
successful by selling mid -fi, computers. & tv's:
nor did we become the best ARC dealer because
of the advertising strength of rich backers. Optimal
Enchantment is a haven for MUSIC LOVERS. Our
success is due to the countless delightful music
systems we have installed in audiophile's homes
over the last 12 years. Our customers are thrilled
with their systems and send in their friends who in
turn send in theirs. Our customers are the
audiophiles of LA. These are the DIE HARD
MUSIC LOVERS who search everywhere before
they buy. These are the most critical listeners.
the least easily fooled, and the hardest to please.
They seek UNEQUALLED MUSICALITY. Which is
why they buy here.
Put aside some time to discover the way your
music could sound. Make an appointment to come
in and hear just how unequalled our musicality
truly is. Sincerely, Randy Cooley

By Appointment
(213) 393-HIFI
Santa Monica, CA

Winner of "Best Sound" at the first STEREOPHILE High-End Show

Mega System Remotes
Learning remotes are becoming standard issue
on many products (Denon receivers, Mitsubishi videos, and more). They simplify system building, and are becoming more and
more sophisticated. Both Panasonic andJVC
introduced models with interactive, touchsensitive LCD screens. Select CD, and acustomized CD control panel appears before your
eyes, all other sources ditto. Ihad to be
restrained from pocketing the display model.
Mitsubishi has taken the idea one step further: their new DAP 9500 Digital Preamp has
all its controls on the interactive remote, including full parametric EQ carried out in the digital domain. Only 55000. The matching 350W
power amp has its own DACs and features two
analog and two digital inputs, as well as digital volume.

Digital, Digital, Digital, et al
Aiwa stunned everybody by showing aprototype Digital Connect system: amicrophone

Wooden headphones from Sony

with onboard ADCs connected by fiber optics
to aDAT recorder, with digital inputs for Mie

Expect many more of these from all manufac-

and CD connected by fiber optics to an optical switch box and then, still optically, to apair

turers, especially as many amps and preamps
are including on-board DACs. VHS videos

of headphones with on-board DACs and ampli-

including satellite stereo tuners. ELYIV was

fiers. Overcomplicated, maybe, but similar sys-

introduced, overscanning and interlace-free,

tems will be on sale within the next year or so,

giving the best NTSC picture yet from astan-

whether we want them or not.
With all the interest in optical connections,
the connectors themselves are becoming sale-

dard signal; expensive, though. Sony was making afuss over wooden headphones—must be
the natural resonances. High-tech Retro.

able items; anumber of companies featured

The list goes on, but my plane leaves soon

various grades of interconnect—single fibers,

and the editor is knocking at the door. Look

twisted fibers, etc.—all with the now-standard
lbshiba Toshconnect. Prices ranged from $60

forward to 1989, and may everything be
sleeker, smaller, more rounded, and use fewer

to 5150+. Watch your local tweaky dealer,
exports start soon.

lights and less battery power. Oh, and it would
be nice if it all sounded better as well.

Random Notes
Lap-top amps from Kenwood to go with your
walk CD; molded plastic subwoofers for Midi
Systems, also from Kenwood; in-car AV systems,

UK: Ken Kessler

TV plus CD autochangers, all control param-

Spare athought for John Atkinson as you read

eters displayed: you can watch TV or graphics

this show report, because it makes the whole

of the CD spinning merrily around. Available

proceeding mildly bittersweet. What happened

from Pioneer and Panasonic. Who drives, I

is that Hi-Fi News & Record Review's The Hi -Fi

ask myself? Big Feet: This year they've spread

Show at Heathrow Airport's Penta Hotel has

from amps to speakers as well, large, brass, and

finally come of age. And JA, as the erstwhile

covered with brand names. CD Transport

editor of HFN/RR and one of the show's progenitors, should have been there to witness it.

Only: From Kenwood at ca $500, aCD transport in a box for the same price as a full-

The Editor was in the UK aweek before the

featured CD player; must be very profitable.

show, but had to return Stateside. Had he been
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'fyou seek more than an impressive array of
controls, more than the latest fad in HiFi,
and more than the "dollar per watt mentality,"
we seek to satisfy your quest.
Our experience in musical performance and
audio engineering, combined with our desire
to achieve perfection in each audio system
assure you the fulfillment that you pursue.
One visit to our shop will convince you that
we have the world-class equipment and the
expertise that you will need.
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expect. But I'm also a journalist who has
attended enough shows to know what makes

ALIVILI. ',I.O.M .
*

Steeo
Integra:1
Arrwider
4040

agood'un. Besides, Ididn't make up any of the
products I'm about to describe. The 1988 Hi -Fi
Show was so overrun with new models, hi-fl
celebrities from around the globe, and eager
visitors that only ablind man could fault it as
far as show functions were concerned. Lousy

Creek's new 4040 integrated amplifier
able to extend his visit, he would have wit-

parking facilities do not alter the fact that the
show was packed and that there was plenty to
see and hear. JA would have loved it.

nessed the greening of ashow which he helped

The success of apublic-invited hi-fi show

to create. Without wishing to put thoughts into
his head, Iwould suggest that JA's attitude

is dependent on anumber of things. (This does

toward The Hi -Fi Show when he emigrated to

not apply to shows sponsored by dealers, who

Santa Fe was one of disappointment, because

run the shows to sell product to visitors.) For
exhibitors, there must be lots of traffic; for visi-

at that time the show was to some extent the

tors, there must be enough on show to make

victim of political chicanery. As it turns out,

the trip worthwhile. Although The Hi -Fi Show

hatchets have been buried and The Hi -Fi Show
is now the premier venue for specialist hi-fi

itors judge the show by the response of the

launches in the UK. Whether its detractors like

is open to both trade and public, many exhibtrade rather than the public. One of my industry moles informs me that there were some dis-

it or not.
Before running through a list of new

gruntled exhibitors who complained of not

products which rivals even the far bigger CES

getting much trade action. Considering that the

specialist hi -ri section for numbers and scope,

numbers on trade days were about the same as

Iwish to make it clear that Iam acontributor

in 1987, I'd have to say that it's not the Show's

to HFN/RR, have been involved in every show,

fault that they weren't spending: The trade
buys when they need or want product. I'd sug-

and have as much bias toward it as you'd

gest to those exhibitors dissatisfied with trade
activity that they either make more desirable
products or hire better salesmen.
As Isee it, the reason for exhibiting at ashow
is to get as much exposure to the buying public
as you can. Ican assure you that there was no
shortage of visitors this year, and those to
whom Ispoke seemed well-pleased with the
effort. Here are some of the things they got to
see and hear for the first time, in no particular
order or attempt at completeness:

Beard P1000 triode power amplifier
van den Hul miniature two-way speakers
Stereophile, December 1988

On the top of my stack is arelease from
Beard, who showed a new stereo power
61
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amplifier to serve as aUK contender in the
global high-end tube arena. Beard, now with
ahigh, glossy profile due to an injection of capital from amajor investor, is set to join the Audio
Research/Conrad-Johnson sector with some
classy-sounding and -looking products: the
P1000 is the new flagship model. Rated at
2x100 W, its an all-triode design operating in

something like, "Novel RIAA circuit.. .
no
capacitors. ..
passive. ..
MM and MC. ..
balanced output ...
null facility," ad infinitum.
The last-named feature, the null circuit, was
something Icherished on my old AR integrated
amp, ahandy device for really sorting out your
cartridge alignment. Will Tim's preamp herald
arevival?

true class-A up to 50Wpc, running class-AB for
only the last 3dB of afull-level transient. In
most circumstances, short of ownership by a
Metallica fan, it's unlikely than many listeners
will ever drive it that hard. The P1000 is ahefty
beast featuring the company's trademark
chrome chassis, and it generates alot of heat
and light from no less than adozen selected
6550 bottles.

The UK's resident tube genius, Tim de
Paravicini

Audio Innovations' Horning speaker uses
Lowther drivers

Tu be ma% en Tim de Paravicini of Esoteric

I'd love to tell you what Audio Innovations

Audio Research was showing an as-yet-

was up to, but this company releases new tube

unnamed prototype for his new preamp, agorgeous two-box affair which should be shop-

products the way Nabisco makes Oreos, so I
couldn't tell what Ihad or hadn't seen before.

ready by the time you read this. Tim already has

But the room did yield two delightful oddities

an over-the-top preamp in his catalogue, but

Iknow were new, including asuper-duper ver-

this £3500 item appears to be acouple of generations beyond the existing behemoth. TdP

sion of the Voyd turntable called the Reference.

describes it as "an MVX in valves," referring to

800W power supply, driving three 0.5BHP
motors. That's right: one-and-a-half ponies to

the highly successful solid-state preamp he
designed for Musical (British in the US) Fidelity.
It's hard deciphering Tim's conversation,
which comes in Uzi-like bursts, but it sounded
Stereophile, December 1988

Selling at apainful £5000, its main feature is an

spin your LPs. And hidden away in the corner
of the adjoining room were Audio Innovations'
new speakers, the Hornings, which stood out
63
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LETTER OF AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS

Linn LK280 Power Amplifier
When the Linn LK280 arrived for evaluation we expected an 80 watt per
channel version of the original LK2. However, despite using the same external
packaging as previous Linn amplifiers, the LK280 offers such an improvement in
performance that, after the first brief listening sessions, a long-time Linn dealer
proclaimed the LK280 "...the most significant new product from Linn to dater
The LK280 is a statement regarding the current thinking on how amplifiers
should be designed. Its small size is more indicative of the design goal of maintaining the shortest possible signal path (a task which obviously requires high-density
parts packing) than it is of the LK280's performance. This little black box packs
an audible punch that will leave amplifiers many times its size and price gasping for
breath.
Our listening tests revealed that there was more to this "upgrade" than a
simple increase in rated power. In lab tests we found reductions in low level and
crossover distortions and considerably wider bandwidth. But, what really surprised
us, was the LK280's ability to deliver better than 32 amp peaks into a low
impedance load for several milliseconds. That is twice the power, for more than
a hundred times as long, as other high current amplifiers we have tested and is the
equivalent of over 1,000 watts per channel!
Equally impressive is the quality control at Linn. In production each board
is tested on an HP3065 computer. This measures every component on the board and
checks its value against specified tolerances. The computer then powers-up the
board and runs a full function test, checking all critical parameters. After passing
all tests, the boards are run for two days at high power and then retested.
We have now had a chance to compare the LK280 with other amplifiers,
operating into avariety of loudspeakers, and have found it to vastly exceed our expectations. The Linn LK280 is now available for audition at your local Linn dealer.

Linn K18 Cartridge
This new top-of-the-line moving
magnet cartridge from Linn features an
all metal body, a Vital stylus, and a
unique bolt-on stylus assembly.
Linn has always been renowned
for the mechanical integrity of their
cartridges. This bolt-on stylus assem-

bly takes things one step further, allowing moving-magnet users to approach the performance of expensive
moving-coil cartridges.
The K18 also employs coil wires
of PCOCC (continuous cast copper)
and atapered cantilever constructed of
a newly-developed low mass aluminum
alloy.

For additional information on these and other Linn products and the name of the dealer nearest you
contact:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 849-7103
Aldburn Electronics, 127 Portland Street. Toronto, Ontario. Canada M5V 2N4
(416) 863-0915
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not just because of the mouthwatering woodwork but because of the driver complement:

above budget gear but below the crazy-priced
high end. Competition is really hot in this sec-

three Lowther PM6 horns. Priced at "under
£2000," the Horning's sensitivity is so far over

tor because it encompasses most of the
speakers which budding audiophiles buy after

100dB/W that Audio Innovations' 3.5W tube
amp—that's right, 3.5W—can drive them

they've outgrown their £99/pair budget beau-

beyond the threshold of pain. (That chattering
you can hear in the background is the sound
of Japanese audiophiles fighting each other in
the queue.)
One reappearance which took me totally by
surprise was that of Raymond Lumley, formerly half of Grant-Lumley. A few years back,
this company developed acult in the US for
their legendary tube power amplifiers, the partners eventually going their separate ways. Ray
Lumley has returned with awhole line-up of

ties. The Reference 4s will probably do just as
well as the MC models, and they sounded
pretty fine when driven by the company's new
MA100 monoblocks, set to retail for £1400/pair.
Not the most prolific make on the market,
Gale only launches something new when they
feel it's worth doing. Having added two worthwhile speaker systems to the budget sector a
year or so ago, they've countered with something for the top end of their range with the
new 501. Aesthetically reminiscent of the original Gale 401 with its chrome endcaps (black

goodies, the top of the range being apair of
monoblocks selling for £8500/pair. Dubbed

is also available), the 501 uses aVolt 8" bass

the Gold Series 400, they're rated at 425W each
into 8ohms, and each chassis sports adozen

double-wound voice-coil. lluditionalists will
be staggered to learn that these do not suffer

6550s and three 6SM7s in the driver stages. 'Ibo
heady for you? Lumley has also launched the

from the original's lack of sensitivity, for they
yield ahigh 92dB from 1W. Price is set for

driver and aVifa horn-loaded tweeter with

M-75 (75W), M-125 (125W), and M-150 (150W)

around £700-£800/pair with black caps, or

monoblocks for less demanding systems.

£1000 for the chrome But why did Gale name

Another reappearance which warmed my
heart was that of the Radford Tristar 90. I'd
used these speakers for years and adored them;
Woodside Electronics—who manufacture
and distribute Radford amplifiers—revised the
T90 with anew midrange driver and kept the
price to below £350/pair. The result is the
updating of what is probably the best-built,

these after arather unloved Bose model?
Speaking of Bose designs, Ididn't think that
any of the British makers would pursue the
RoomMate market, but Roksan—better known
for atrue rival to the Linn Sondek —showed
their cute little Hotcakes, using asingle KEF
driver in an MDF enclosure Finished in gloss
black, these little wedges will run to £140/pair.

easiest-on-the-ears loudspeaker below £500.

Iwas afraid to ask how much they'd cost in

Now, if they'll only mirror-image this three-

marble or lacquer finishes. Ftoksan, by the way,

way classic. ..
Loudspeakers are, of course, aUK specialty,

showed up everybody by having acustom-

Great Britain breeding small loudspeakers to
alevel of utter absurdity and confusion. You
have no idea how overwhelming is this, I
would suppose, unnecessary proliferation of

made display by one of London's top stage
designers. Iheard that it took ahealthy-sized
crew acouple of weeks to assemble aset which
looked like Troy after its fall, with slabs of
cleverly disguised styrofoam looking like

two-way boxes, but it continues unabated. For-

ancient masonry. What it had to do with hi-fi

tunately, alot of them are terrifie for the simple

I've no idea, but it gave the Rolcsan room the
most pleasant atmosphere at the show.
If the Roksan room was the best-looking,

reason that mediocre ones just don't stand a
chance in what is truly abuyer's market.
Following the unexpected success of their

then the Oxford Acoustics room was the

"MC" series speakers, British Fidelity has
launched new models prefixed "Reference."

most exciting. Why? Because this newish company, manufacturer of the well-received Crystal

The Reference 4 is amanageable two-way
featuring an 8" Audax woofer made from a

turntable, launched some innovative, exciting

polypropylene-like material called TPX, cross-

telle is their second record-player, but it's drip-

ing over to an Elac 1" metal-dome tweeter.
Price is £399/pair, smack in the middle of that
amorphous sector which includes everything

ping with novelty value, including aradical
two-point suspension system. Yes—two-
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products which nobody expected. The Crys-

point. And the suspension isn't sitting below
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The importance of controlling
room resonances to realize bass
clarity is well understood.
Now, the Phantom Acoustics
Shadow actively suppresses the
high pressure zones which support room resonances. Because
it responds actively to pressure
occurrences the Phantom Acoustics Shadow outperforms passive "trapping" systems.
Its active capabilities even allow
absorption of the out-of-phase
bass radiation to the rear of a
planer loudspeaker for extended
bass perception.
To receive a technical paper describing room resonance control
and a list of Phantom Acoustics
dealers, write:

Phantom
Acoustics

Phantom Acoustics
do INCONCERT
12919 Earhart Avenue
Auburn, California
95603

elindiOMY

Phantom Acoustics
is exclusively distributed by

I
NCONCERT

active
acoustic
control
Fh t41

the-next best record f
pa
Tyer

• versa dynamics perform
• not as expensive
• not as e
(215)356-

.See us at the 1989

egas CES the

LAB. "LAB" stands for lead-acid batteries, the
power source Oxford has chosen, and the unit
on display had aclear glass lid revealing rows
and rows of the little devils. Apparently, the
LAB will run for 15 hours per charge; the intelligent power supply mutes the system when
battery level drops below acertain point. The
preamp features six-line level inputs, each with
level switching to match sources, and the MConly phono stage is housed in an equally massive black ash chassis of its own. Price? Around
£6000.
This "look of real wood" is everywhere in
the UK, with Foundation showing its complete line-up of wooden-fronted valve preamps and Alphason launching awhole range
of products with black ash fascias, as well as
two loudspeakers to accompany their existing
turntables and tonearms. Prices are yet to be
set, but Alphason's new items are pegged in the
"serious separates" sector just below the crazy
money. The basic combination is the Athene
preamp and Adonis power amp, the latter rated
at 100Wpc, with the upmarket models being
the two-box Apollo preamp/Coronis power

Oxford Crystelle turntable has suspension
in the integral stand

supply and the 100Wpc Artemis power amp.
The company has introduced an all-new turntable, the Solo, set to sell for about half the price
of the Sonata; this is athree-point suspended

the platter; it's down in the fitted sand-filled

subchassis model with optional outboard

single-pillar pedestal. The best way to describe

power supply. Completing the Alphason sys-

it is to think of the pendulum on aclock. The

tems are two new speakers, the 18-liter Amphion and 36-liter Orpheus, both of which fea-

turntable rests at the top, and there are weights
down below. Removing apanel from the pedestal gives access to these weights, and it's simply amatter of dialing in the balance. There's

ture isodynamic planar tweeters, bass drivers
with TPX cones (as per British Fidelity), and
facilities for bi-wiring.

30kg of suspended mass, and it's tuned to ares-

Less expensive versions of existing turn-

onance of 3.5Hz. After aquick demonstration,

tables seemed amini trend, with the Source
being joined by the slightly less expensive SO

it was easy to see how Oxford could claim that
the Crystelle is asnap to set up. Looking alot
like its dearer sibling, the Crystelle will sell for
avery reasonable £1135.
Oxford's other surprise was the launch of a
series of electronics of both affordable and

and the Revolver breeding the Rebel. The latter is supplied with adedicated, nonremovable tonearm as well as an Audio-Technica
AT95E cartridge, all for acompetitive £160. On
the "all-new" front was the first public showing

mortgage-level pricing. Oxford's basic system

of aturntable from Opus 3, the Scandinavian

will consist of aphono stage (too-£500), a
passive control unit (£300) with six inputs, and

audiophile record label. Their turntable,
dubbed the Continuo, uses acrushed marble

apair of 100W mono amplifiers (£800-£1000).

and resin plinth—the same material used by

All are housed in identical sculpted wooden

Viking stock for their loudspeaker cabinets—

chassis reminiscent of Pink Triangle's PIP

yielding apackage weight of 24kg. A neat fea-

preamplifier; remote control and an active ver-

ture is that the armboard can be removed in

sion of the preamp are set to follow next year.
But the real eye-opener is the company's topend preamp/phono stage combination, the

features apolypropylene platter and uses airfilled feet as its suspension. Price is £399.
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five seconds. This two-speed belt-drive player
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Aliff

STAR AUDIO
SOUND SYSTEW

»II

BH-30

Loudspeaker System
(Dim: 15"H x10"W x 10"D)

V

The BH-30 fulfills the 3 most important qualities in e
loudspeaker
system;
Sound,
appearance
an(
affordability.

Here is a loudspeaker that delivers quality sound ant
natural music reproduction with accurate bass response
and smooth high frequencies.

for further information
call or write
47-07 30th Place
L.I. City, NY 11101
(7181 482-STAR

Visually, the distinctive styling of the BH-30 is a stronç
design statement making it a handsome focal point fol
any decor.

The BH-30 is impressive with its high performance an(
cabinet quality, yet you will find it surprisingly affordable
Truly, the best value.

Which reminds me: Oracle showed the
latest version of the Alexandria in an exquisite
gloss black and featuring auniversal tonearm
mounting arrangement. It was the inability to
fit other than its own arm which held back
sales of this model; now that it can take an SME
or an Wok, things should change.
SME showed the new "budget" tonearms
already previewed in this column (see Vol.11
No.10), while achap from Sweden was present
with an affordable (under agrand) air-bearing
linear tracker called the Forsell. Looking very
much like an Air Tangent—which is also
Swedish—the Forsell has already developed
aslavish cult following. The unit on display was
fitted with acarbon-fiber arm tube, but other
materials can be specified.

Audio Research SP15 preamplifier
Mention of "foreign" makes leads me to the
most important aspect of the 1988 exhibition,
proof that The Hi -Fi Show has finally arrived.
After all, it's not every non -CES show that earns
world launches from the likes of Audio
Research, Duntech, and other high-enders.
ARC showed the mouthwatering SP15, the new
flagship hybrid preamp, notable for asubtle
styling change to the venerated logo. This unit
exploits the SP9 as much as it does the SP11,
and there were queues ofJohnson's fans just
itching to hear it in their own systems. Duntech unleashed the PCL500 Marquis loudspeaker, sort of a"middle" model, standing
only 58" tall. This was, by the way, the first
appearance of any Duntech models in the UK,
so British audiophiles finally got to hear what
you lot have had for some time.

Duntech's new PCL 500 "Marquis" loudspeaker

Apogee was represented with the Duetta II

The controversial Highwood planar loudspeakers were shown in aform much improved

Signature, sporting the new grilles which keep

over what Stereopbile's crew heard at Chicago.

fingers well away from the ribbons. Ihave to

In addition to anumber of detail refinements—

admit to distinct pleasure regarding the appear-

they really paid attention to criticisms from the
likes of Sam Tellig regarding the bass perfor-

ance of this speaker at the Show, because at least
adozen readers came up to me saying things
like, "Now Iknow why you use Apogees."
Stereophile, December 1988

mance—there's also been a name change:
Highwood speakers will be marketed globally
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ing tests under Quad's watchful eye to determine whether or not Peter Belt's accessories
make adifference. Remember: Quad's Ross
Walker put up fI0,000 to go to charity if someone can produce conclusive evidence that
Belt's bits make an audible difference. Atentative (and totally unofficial) conclusion was that
visitors slightly preferred the two untreated
rooms, but as Iwrite, the 60 listener surveys are
still being collated, so the official results will
have to wait until next month.
Another demonstration run by HFN/RR,
withMartin Colloms, Chris Bryant, and myself
taking turns, involved listening tests to show
the differences between cables and the differences between single and bi-amping. Using a
real-world system consisting of aMarantz CD
player, British Fidelity preamp and power
amps, and Rogers loudspeakers, the tests consisted of listening to three excerpts from classical and jazz, changing to akiller cable from
the standard type, and then switching in asecond amplifier. The oddity is that the listeners
who attended Martin and Chris's demonstrations found bi-amping to be the greater
improvement, while my lot thought that the
cables provided the greatest gains. Either way,
Ileft convinced and am now using the hideously expensive, hard-to-obtain Mandrake
phono leads for my most critical applications.
MOO or so per meter, would you believe?)
The word processor tells me that I've overrun by so much copy that Imust resort to oneliners for the best of the rest. Here goes:
Highwood's planar speaker is to be sold
under the Sumo banner

Cadence: This new British tube-amp manufacturer had its world launch with apair of

under the Sumo banner. Indeed, Randy Patton
from Sumo came over for the launch—that's
two Pentas in arow for him.
And there were plenty of my countrymen on
hand: Mark Glazier from Mark Levinson, David
Hafler, Jeff Rowland to launch his line in the
UK, Christopher Hansen, Mike Berns (who had
Chinese-lacquered Tiffany plugs to tease the
style-conscious), Stu Wein of Music & Sound
Imports looking for new lines, Arnie Nudell to
make sure the IRS Betas were working properly,
all of the gang from Highwood, and aload
more.
One or two of them got roped into a
Quad/Private

Eye-FilHFN/RR-sponsored

demonstration, the one Iwrote about some
months back. Yes, we've finally offered listenStereophile, December 1988

Jeff Rowland setting up his new Complement cartridge

AudioPrism P

roduct

How to
Achieve Peak
FM Reception
Here finally is a serious indoor FM
antenna for people who demand peak
performance from their tuners and
receivers. The AudioPrism 7500 is the
first full size, half-wave length antenna
with appropriate length
elements (7-2") for optimal
FM reception.
The AudioPrism 7500:
• Achieves Higher Gain (5.1
dBi) and Clearer Reception
than All Other Indoor Antennas
• Brings in More Stations
than Most Cable Systems
• Brings in More Distant Stations with less Noise than
Electrically Amplified
Antennas
• Exhibits Superb Rejection
of Multipath Interference
• Receives Low Angle Transmitter Signals to Reduce
Flutter & Fading
• Is OmnidirectionalDoesn't need Constant
Tuning Adjustments
• Features Coaxial, TwinTuned, 1/e Diameter, Pure
Aluminum J-Pole Configured Elements
• Has a Clean. Unobtrusive
Design to Integrate with All
Types of Decor and Audio
Cabinetry. A Stable Wood
Base Uses Only 1s.f. Floor
Space.
• Is Covered with Standard
Black or Beige Fabric. Ask
Local Dealers About
Custom Fabric Coverings.
Suggested Retail: $149.95

Trite, Call or Fax for product literature and
ordering information.
Dealer inquiries are
welcome.

e'm
The Ultimate
Sound Connection
Introducing ULTIMA'
Interconnect
Cable. It's Audibly Superior:
• 100% Teflon Insulation
•Lowest Induced. Phase Distortion of
Any Interconnect Cable
• 100% RF Shielded Cable for Low Noise
•Oxygen Free. Long Crystal. Silver
Coated Copper Wire
•Precision-Machined Connectors Feature
a Unique Solderless Compression Fit
•Available in .5. 1.0. 3.0 meter and
Custom Lengths
Audition it at Your Local Dealer. 8160.

A
Sound
Foundation
PinPoints*.
Enhance the performance of your
audio system by creating a sound foundation under it. PinPoints transfer and
eliminate unwanted harmonic vibration
and excessive resonance from your components. cabinetry and speakers into
flooring. PinPoints also:
•Stabilize your speakers and audio
cabinetry on deep pile carpeting so
they can't be easily knocked over
•May be threaded into the base of your
turntable, metal or wood shelves supporting a turntable, audio cabinetry.
metal racks and subwoofers
•Support a load of 25 lb. each
1 set of 4: $7.95

2 sets of 4: $14.95

AudioPrism
A Division of RF Limited

P.O. Box 1124, Issaquah, WA 98027
Tel: 206•392-0399 FAX: 206.392-8413

nicely sized 60W monoblocics and aminimalist

midbass drivers, and the top-of-the-line AE4

preamp. Styling details have to be finalized, but

with four midbass drivers.

the products are just about ready for an attack
on the middle of the tube sector.

Ion Systems introduced araft of elegant
amplifiers, including the Obelisk integrated
models and the Nexus separates. All are relatively compact and "modular," reminiscent of
the Naim philosophy of system building. Ion
has also taken on UK distribution of Magnum
Dynalab tuners from Canada.
Dynavector: Expecting new cartridges—of
which there were plenty—visitors were
astounded to find Dynavector's Superstereo
SSA/504 surround-sound amplifier, which features infrared remote control and a1958 Buick
fascia. Facilities include analog/digital time
delay, front/rear balance, and reverberation.
Koetsu: The 80th Anniversary model—of

Goldring's Excel MC cartridge
Goldring: This company, under new owner-

which only 80 were produced—was on demonstration, giving most of us the only opportunity ever to hear this masterpiece.

ship, showed the first sample of an all-new UKmade moving-coil cartridge, the Excel. Due for
availability in early '89, it features neodymium
magnets, silver wiring, ametal body reminiscent of Audio Note, and aprice tag of £495.
Monitor Audio: Mo lqbal beat the rest with
the world's first gold metal-dome tweeter,
heard to good effect in the Reference Monitor
1200/Gold MD. The tweeter will be fitted to
other models, including the R952/MD.
ITL: This company showed acomprehensive range of nicely finished slim-line electronics, the hottest product likely to be the
MA-30 30Wpc MOSFET integrated amplifier.
Acoustic Energy: Riding high on the success of the AEI, their initial model which was

Marantz CD-12 two-box, limited-edition CD
player

reviewed by JA in the September Stereopbile,

Marantz: Ken Ishiwata cooked up what may

AE launched the AE2 two-way system with two

be the ultimate CD player, atwo-box unit called
the CD-12. What you should know is that only
500 will be made, all are earmarked for Europe
only, price is £2500, and each comes with a
numbered, signed certificate. Somehow, I
lucked out and got the first review sample Now
Ineed to find £2500 so it doesn't have to go
back.
Origin Live: Talk about space-age—this
company showed agorgeous turntable, the
Oasis, which features atriangular plinth and
the company's Jubal tonearm. No subchassis
or suspension; isolation is dealt with via adedicated floor stand said to account for floor type

The Acoustic Energy range of speakers with
all-metal drivers
Stereophile, December 1988

Jadis: Would you believe abudget line? It
starts with the 100W stereo tube amp, the
DEFY 100. Price is amere f2995.
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The most advanced compact disc
in the music industry today! Since
1983 Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab has
been committed to creating the
ultimate audiophile version of

Capable of generatini
music far above currer
audio standards, it is sel
ting new highs in listeninç
pleasure. Current release:
on ULTRADISC: Pink Floyd
The Dark Side of the Moor
Huey Lewis 8( The News •

commercially produced compact
discs.
The
years
of
research and investment have
resulted in the development
and release of the ULTRADISC
compact disc. The 24K Gold
ULTRADISC is a dramatic
breakthrough in the consumer music market.
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Sonus Faber: An Italian manufacturer

show were the "audiophile" separates, includ-

known for the best-finished box-type loud-

ing some tasty 150W monoblock amplifiers.
Gryphon: Agold-plated, two-input (phone

speakers on earth (you cannot believe the
woodwork), they showed adelightful 80W stereo MOSFET power amplifier with—dig this—

and line) preamp that should read Faberge on
the front. Dual mono, right down to two mains

wooden handles.
Finestra: An all-new make, starting out with
aserious preamp (£1299) featuring four line

leads, and with afinish you won't find this side
of Audemars Piguet. Would look nice driving
Goldmund's cubes.

inputs and phono. No details were available,
but it gave off "the right vibes," and Imean that
figurat ively.

Absolute Sounds: Better known for hardware than software, this company sold 700
copies of aFrench jazz CD from aguy named

Space Acoustics: In addition to acorner-

Eddie Louiss. One listen will tell you why. And

standing speaker, Space showed the Space

you couldn't avoid it, because it became the

Deck, the lineal descendant of the Dais turntable. Features include aplastic-coated alloy
platter and very easy set-up. Price is £550.

demo disc of the Show.
And then there's ATC (new crossover), TDL,
JPW (new speakers), Beyer (a working cordless

SD Acoustics: Known in the UK for afine
hybrid speaker using a ribbon tweeter, SD

(CD-Video), Deltec (new preamp), Bose (new

launched the SD OBS, a three-way with a

401), Kelvin (class-A amps), Aragon (UK

metal-dome tweeter. As with Vandersteen in

launch), Matisse Amadeus, TEAC, Albarry (new

the USA, SD does not like baffles.
Celef: Part of the ProAc Group, Celef has

Stax, Infinity, KEF, AR, Celestion, Ariston, and

been in hiding for awhile They've reappeared

on and on.

with three new speakers, including the Cirrus,
Nimbus, and Stratus. No, we weren't told when

rooms and stands. Yes, John, your baby has

they'd release one with asilver lining.

finally hit the Big Time Mazel lbv in absentia.

headphone), Arcam (new electronics), Philips

preamp), Cambridge (the CD1 Mk.II), Rotel,

Icalculated well over 200 brands, in over 130

Wharfedale: The V Series was unveiled,
reminiscent of the ESeries which had found
favor with people who think that anything
under triple-figure decibels is for wimps. 95dB
sensitivity and 150-175W power handling—
pray that your upstairs neighbor buys Diamonds instead.
Inca Tech: Jeezus-75W class-A monoblocks weighing 2001bs each. Don't worry
about the £4500/pair price tag; designer Colin
Wonfor said they're not for export except to
countries accessible by road and ferry Six pairs
have already reached Germany.
Revox: Finally, they've offered their line in
black so they can appeal to the other 90% of

Micromega CD player

the UK market. Traditionalists can stay with
grey as seen on the 100 series, the new budget
range.
Lynwood: Alongside aplain but functional
integrated amplifier, Lynwood showed new
mains filters to deal with the iffy juice which
the Central Electricity Generating Board supplies to the British audiophile.

CANADA: Robert Deutsch
Irving Berlin was right: "There's No Business
Like Show Business." Sure, there are "the
headaches, the heartaches, the backaches, the
flops," but where else except at an audio show
can the audiophile hear so much loud music,

Denon: The company relents and releases

commune with so many like-minded people,

a twin-cassette deck. Denon always wins

and drool over so many tasty pieces of equip-

awards here for their budget cassette hardware;

ment? Perhaps you'll discover some compo-

the DRW 750 will win back those who'd love

nent that will finally allow your system to

to own Denon but need atwo-in-one Also on

sound exactly like live music. An inveterate
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NITTY

GRITTY

HYBRID
Nstate-of-the-art compact disc cleaning in one convenient
and affordable unit. Nitty Gritty has just combined its .5Fi design

The first

with its CD cleaner to come up with the "Hybrid."
The Hybrid incorporates all the features of the .5Fi; things
like: the velvet lined hemicylindrical lip; capstan drive; cleaning
fluid injection, 16 ounce
reservoir; powerful vacuum motor; and slide-out
waste fluid tray. Everything that has made it
the most popular record
cleaner in the world.
Added to that in the
Hybrid are all the unique
features of the Nitty
Gritty CD cleaner: orbital
cleaning motion, motorized disc rotation, and
built-in dust cover.
What is not built-in is
the price and size of two
separate cleaners; a
dramatic savings in both
categories.

machine for

ow it is possible to achieve perfect record cleaning and

cleaning
both records
and
compact
discs

How it works
When cleaning records the Hybrid operates exactly like a
.5Fi; the cleaning fluid is injected, the record spindled and fluid
applied during rotation, and then vacuumed dry.
When cleaning CD's, the user simply installs the CD adapter
into the specially 'keyed" capstan shaft, places the CD on to the
adapter, applies the CD cleaning fluid, lowers the cleaning
pad/dust cover, and activates the drive motor. The weight of the
dust cover automatically provides exactly the right amount of
cleaning action.
The Hybrid is available in either of two versions: Hybrid 1
comes with the economical vinyl-wrapped cabinet and the
Hybrid 2 comes in our gorgeous solid oak cabinet.
Nitty Gritty makes five (5) models of record cleaners in all, as
well as aCD cleaner. Write or call for an immediate packet of
ear-opening information.

NITTY GRITTY"

For
audiophiles
who want the
best of both
worlds

4650 ARROW HWY.
UNIT F4
MONTCLAIR

RECORD CARE-PRODUCTS

CA 91763
(714) 625-5525
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Trying not to smile too brightly, Bryston's James Tanner displays their new, highly flexible
active crossover

showgoer and reader of show reports, I
jumped at the chance to do areport on the CE -

The Sawdust and the Horses
and the Smell

EX show held in my home town of Toronto. As

Sorry, Ijust can't help quoting from musicals.

far as I'm concerned, this is just "doin' what

Anyway, each show has its own atmosphere,
and, to those used to CES, the atmosphere at

comes natially." (OK, no more references to
Annie Get Your Gun.)

CE -EX is either disappointing (a small fraction

There are, of course, different sorts of shows.
The High-End Shows mounted by Stereophile

(a relative lack of hype, hoopla, and, generally,

of the products and the people) or refreshing

are for audiophiles (a.k.a. "the public"),
whereas the Chicago and Las Vegas CES shows

a more laid-back approach). CE -EX is also

are for "the trade." Canada's CE -EX is mostly
atrade show, but the public was admitted on

electronics" show, with relatively little in the
way of video, and only one room featuring car

more of areal audio show than a"consumer

the first of the show's three-day run. The trade

stereo, and this non-playing. Since one of the

vs public issue is acontentious one within the

car systems featured an installation with 198

industry, with some manufacturers/distributors

speakers and 6350W of power (really!), the

wanting the show to be all-trade, leaving their

non-auditory nature of this demonstration was

retailers to deal with the great unwashed,
whereas others welcome the opportunity to

much appreciated.

deal with the public directly. James Tanner of

Speaking of audition vs vision, the guest
speaker at the "VIP Breakfast," a market-

Bryston told me that his company did not

ing/show-management type, gave ageneric

decide to participate in CE -EX until it was clear
that there would be apublic day. For him,
shows like this provide an opportunity to

speech about how to attract and retain customers, and quoted research (or opinion) to the
effect that the overwhelming determinant of

counter what he feels are mistaken ideas of

what sells aproduct is "eye appeal." A notice-

their products' sound, je, that "Bryston is
bright."

able murmur from the audience of audio
manufacturers/distributors and audio writers
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When your horizons
expand, so should
•
your speaker
system.

APOGEE DIVA
VOTED "BEST SOUND"
at the New York
Stereophile High End
Hi -Fi Show.

APOGEE DUETIA
SIGNATURE VOTED
"BEST SOUND" at the
1988 Santa Monica
Stefeophile High End
Hi-R Show.

SIGNATURE
SERIES e NEW
PROTECTIVE
GRILL GUARD
• HIGHER
EFRCIENCY

MOSEL FICOUSTICS, INC.
35 York Industrial Park, Randolph, Massachusetts 02368 USA.
(617) 963-0124 • Fax #617-963-8567

signaled to him that we were not amused. "Eye

Electronics

appeal," indeed!

Again, there were the established models famil-

The 'Tables Keep Turning

iar to readers of this magazine, but there were
afew out-of-the-ordinary products. One of the
cheapest and neatest was the new Ariston

Judging by the number of new/improved
turntables and turntable-associated products
at the show, it appears that rumors of the LP's

integrated amp, which offers full wireless
remote control and aconservatively rated 35W,

demise are exaggerated. The Pierre Lurne

for CDN$ 700. A bit more up-market, new to

Audiomeca JI /SL5, several SOYA models, The
Source, Michell GyroDec II, Roksan Xerxes,

both Canada and the us, is the Sound Audio
line of electronics. Manufactured "in the Pacific

Maplenoll, Zeta, and SME (including the new

rim," marketed by Interlinear, these compo-

CDN$1400 "affordable" 309) represented the

nents have aRowland-like appearance (well,

high end, while products like the Moth,

not quite), claim to tise high-quality parts (like

Ariston Q-deck, and the Revolver (at
CDN$500 including arm and cartridge, this was

ALPS pots and ELNA caps), and cost less than
CDN$2300 for the line amplifier and 50W

described by its distributor as a"Dual killer")

MOSFET/tube hybrid amplifier.

represented the more affordable part of the

From Britain comes the new "Gold Series"

market. (Surprisingly, Oracle, Canada's best-

(somebody should bring out a"Tin Series," for

known turntable maker, did not show.) One

those with ears to match) by Sugden. In a

notable trend is toward acrylic or other hard

departure for a company that used to be

mats/platters, but it would be too much to

known for ano-frills, most-for-least approach

expect complete consensus in the world of

to product development, their new products

high-end audio (or, come to think of it, in any
other world). Herbert Papier, of Wheaton

(amp and preamp) look stylish (black lacquer-

tonearm fame, argues that the turntable makers
are going in the wrong direction with the use

like finish), are more all-out designs, and, as a
consequence, are not inexpensive—CDN$3000
for the power amp. Another interesting British

of acrylic mats, and he has designed amat
made from amaterial that he thinks has much
better sonic properties: leather. The mat is marketed by Aural Symphonies and will sell for
about US$180. Please, no cracks about the
"skin effect."

Digits
DAT was there (I spotted amachine in the new
Yamaha "Titanium Series"), but no one
seemed to care. The featured CD players were
mostly the established models (like the Philips
'960, Maranta '94, CAL Aria Il and lèmpest II),
but Stu had anewly improved version of the

Audio Innovations micropowered triode
tube amplifier

Quattro II (18-bit, 8x oversampling) shown at
CES, and Dime» had the Micromega CDF1

line is Audio Innovations tube pre/power

from France. The latter is claimed to be "the
first manual top loading player in the world"

amps. Iconoclastic designer/managing director
Peter Qvortrup was on hand demonstrating the
full line, including the modestly named First

(a strange claim, in view of the fact that the
original Philips 100 was atop-loader), featuring
the standard Philips digital chip set, but with

Audio Amplifier. According to Qvortrup, this
7.5W triode will drive aspeaker to produce as

the transport having avery soft suspension,

much volume (not just subjective volume,

and alot of attention paid to component selec-

measured volume) before clipping as a50W

tion and power supplies (three separate toroidal

transistor amp.

transformers). It is certainly astriking-look-

At the extreme high end was the jadis line
from France, proudly displayed by Angie Lisi

ing unit, with aplexiglas case and control buttons with cryptic symbols on them. Price is
CDN$2600.
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and Paul Jilek in the Innerconnect room. The
units on display were the first in the country,
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YBA

*Yves -Bernard Andre—quite possibly the world's finest designer of audioelectronics. For more information, write or call:

Mali. P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, California 94705 (415) 843-4500

having just cleared customs the day before the

ESL fan from 'way back (for along time, Ihad

show. Ihappened to visit the room at the same

KLH 9s, and now use old Quads), Ihad hoped

time as Toronto high-end dealer (and Jadis
dealer-to-be) Arthur Salvatore; when queried

to hear the new ESL/dynamic hybrid that a

about his reaction to these hugely transformered, chrome-plated, much-betubed beauties, he became misty-eyed and declared, "I'm
in love" However, those who become similarly
enamored and wish to do more than worship
from afar had better not have any cash-flow
problems: Canadian prices are not yet firm, but

company in Ottawa has in the "advanced prototype" stage, but no such luck. And whatever
happened to Naim's ESL/ribbon hybrid? Ihad
to be content with listening to the MartinLogan Sequels, Sound lab Dynastats, and the
revised Quad ESL-63 US Monitors. Taking the
limitations of physical setting into account (eg,
the Quads were in asmall room, stuck almost

the US price for apair of the 200W mono-

in the corners), all three demonstrated the typi-

blocks is $12,750. The matching preamp is a
mere $7600.

cal electrostatic virtues, ie, they sounded less
like speakers and more like live music. In particular, the Sequels (with Sugden "Gold
Series" electronics, Audiomeca turntable/
arm, and Sumlko Virtuoso cartridge) had a
bottom end that seemed to be a lot better
integrated with the rest of the range than when
the speakers were initially introduced. Iwas
told that there has been acrossover change and
an improvement in bracing.

Human Factors
What would ashow be like without people?
Most people Imet at the show were very
congenial—I had aparticularly pleasant chat
with Gerard Rejskind, Editor of the Montrealbased Hi -Fi Sound—but Idid have one lessthan-positive experience. It happened in a
Inouye Synergistic Power Line Conditioner

room that featured products from aCanadian

One intriguing new product, distributed by

manufacturer that shall remain nameless (I
don't want Stereopbile threatened with lawsuits

Artech and found in anumber of systems at

again). Iwalked in and was about to inquire

the show, was the Inouye Synergistic Power
Line Conditioner. Said to be different in design

about the equipment, when arepresentative
of the company looked at my badge, fixed me

from all other line filters/surge protectors,
several exhibitors had good things to say about

with ahostile stare, and said, "You're the one

it. Yes, Iknow that the units they had were
loaned to them by the distributor, but they
could have made their comments more noncommittal. Price is CDN$750.

that gave us that terrible review!" "Alas, Iam
but ahumble record reviewer," Ireplied, but
he was not to be mollified. He proceeded to tell
me just how wrongheaded the reviewer was,
how the review hurt their sales, and how,

Speakers

because of that review, they "want nothing to
do with Stereopbile." Exit one Stereopbile con-

This was an aspect of the show that turned out

tributor. When Igot home, Ilooked up the

to be adisappointment. Canada has anumber

review in question, and found that it was in fact
only mildly negative. Iwonder what sort of

of speaker lines that have done well internationally, but most of these manufacturers chose

reception Iwould have had if the review had

not to participate in the show. Thus, absent
were such brands as Mirage, Image, PSB,

been really unfavorable What if Ihad been the

Energy, Camber, Morrison, and Clements. In

attend shows get danger pay?

spite of the incomplete participation from
Canadian companies, there were still more box

The Sound of Music

speakers than you could shake astick at. As an

No, none of the exhibitors played music featur-
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R - Resistance -The cable's tendency for power dissipation.
The deviation is caused by skin and proximity effects.
X - Reactance •Opposition to changes in signal current.
Z - Impedance -The cable's total opposition to signal flow
(Resistance + Reactance).

FINALLY ... you can see why you hear such dramatic differences
in audio cables. Their sonic effects are explained by their basic
electrical characteristics. Ask us or your dealer for "THE WHITE
PAPER ON CABLES" by STRAIGHT WIRE which contains
and explains the measured data on many popular cables.

The
POWER
CONDUCTOR
The cleanest sounding AC cable
-Fully Shielded Configuration
prevents RFI/EMI pickup and radiation
-Lowest Electrical Q (reactance/resistance)
eliminates audible resonances
-SAFE Three-Conductor Grounded Design
preserves component warranties
6ft. -$149

10 ft. -$199

TRIAXIAL
POWER
CORD

Call or write for FREE BROCHURE on Interconnect &Speaker Cables

STRAIGHT WIRE
THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR

1909 HARRISON ST.. HOLLYWOOD. FL 33020
13051 925-2470

ing Julie Andrews—too bad, as far as this musical theater fan is concerned. Iheard alot of

shown. For the purposes of this report, I'll roll
both shows into one.

Michael Hedges's Aerial Boundaries. Best
sound at the show? AStaz binaural (dummyhead) recording on CD, played on the Quattro

The HIGH END was asuccess, as usual. Last
year there were close to 10,000 visitors, and I
doubt there were any less this year. The Ameri-

II, with the Lambda Pro Signatures driven by

can presence at the show was as strong as

the SRM- T1 headphone amp. Other than systems already mentioned, Iwas pleased by the

ever—MLAS, Krell, Rowland,

SOFA, VP1, Basis,

Sumiko, Magnepan, Madrigal, Eminent Tech-

sound of the "budget" system in The Inner Ear

nology, Martin-Logan, Sound Lab, Nestorovic,

room. Featuring an Ariston Q-deck, Garrott

Counterpoint, CAL, McIntosh, MIT, Klyne,

K-1 cartridge, Rotel integrated amp, and

Nelson-Reed, ESS, Sumo, and lots more had

Inouye Modulus-1 speakers connected with

their more or less complete ranges demonstrated by their importers.

TARA cable (total cost less than CDNS3000),
this system, while lacking the ultimate in fidel-

Since you will be pretty familiar with the

ity, had an easy-on-the-ears musicality that was

American gear, let's move on to things new to

quite beguiling. In ahigher (much higher) price

you—much of the European high end. If I

range, Innerconnect's system—featuring The

were to give you acomplete overview of every

Source, Benz cartridge, Rowland electronics,

range displayed, JA would have to devote an

WATTs, and Entec subs—produced asound

entire issue to this show report, so my presen-

that's less "forgiving" than Ipersonally prefer,

tation will be highly selective. The criteria for
mention were: good sound at the show and

but Ihad to admire the speed, dynamics, and
sharp focus.
So there you have it. CE -EX is over, and Istill
haven't found the magic component that will
allow my system to sound exactly like live
music. Maybe at the next show.

technological interest.
First, German products. Dieter Burmester
usually has one or more things at the show that
you wonder why you didn't think of yourself.
Remote-controllable preamps have been a
minor fashion these last few years, and his new

Manufacturers/Distributors

877 is among them. But he has something for

Most of the products mentioned have US dis-

those unwilling to spend money on awhole

tributors that are easy to track down; the fol-

new preamp just for abit more convenience:

lowing are less well-known.

the 881 volume control, aremote-operated

Artech Electronics Ltd., PO Box 1165, Cham-

device which you can install between any pre-

plain, NY 12919
Dimexs, B.P. 37, Succ. E., Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H2T 3A5
Interlinear, 105 Riviera Drive, Unit 3, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 5J7

WEST GERMANY:
Markus Sauer

Audiolabor Souveraen incorporates D/A
stage and power amplifier in one chassis

The HIGH-END fair, held annually in midAugust in Frankfurt, is the most important

and power amp. audiolabor (neither child-

audio event in the German-speaking countries.

birth nor workforce; "Labor" is German for

It is ahotel show, open to the public for four

laboratory) showed their well-regarded range,

days with one day set aside for dealers. Held for

but the most interesting exhibit was the Sou-

the first time in 1981, the show proved very

veraen; this is "a project still under develop-

popular with public, dealers, and press right
from the start, and is very much responsible for
the acceptance of the high end in the German

ment, aD/A converter and apower amp in a
single chassis—a glimpse of the future when
all signal handling will be in the digital domain.

press. There is aparallel show, called Scala, at

Appropriately futuristic looks, too. Pfleid

anearby hotel, where mostly large dipolars are

demoed an intriguing product: asingle-chassis
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Audio Dynamics

High fidelity. Low complexity. Presenting the
new face of performance art, pure and simple.
For the name of an Audio Dynamics dealer
near you, call 1.800.541.5696.
Audio Dynamics Corporation, 651 Traeger, San Bruno, CA 94066

0 1988 Audio Dynamics Corporation

full-range speaker. They have developed an
advanced chassis where the joint between
voice-coil former and cone shows acontrolled
flexibility, effectively decoupling at higher frequencies so that atitanium "dust cap" acts as
adome tweeter. Coupled to an electronics box
that uses feedforward techniques to compensate remaining faults, the sound of the complete active system ($3500) was very promising.

The AEC Monitor loudspeaker. The bright
spot inside the tweeter is the glow of the
plasma.
AEC demoed the Monitor speaker ($5500),
which features the best high-frequency transducer available, period: The Corona ionic
tweeter ($2000 on its own). Ion tweeters have
been known for years, of course, but have been
discredited in recent years by designs which
emitted avery noticeable level of ozone. The
Corona uses awell-designed horn to couple
the plasma to the surrounding air. The ease and
clarity have to be heard to be believed, in my
opinion easily outperforming ribbons and leaf
tweeters. The source was aCAL CD player with
Counterpoint amplification, and this was the
first time Icould listen to piano from CD;
there's hope yet!
WBT has decided that the best solder is no

Tall, dark, and handsome: the MB Quart
985S active loudspeaker
chanical connection adapted from laboratory
and high-frequency applications. A full-range

solder, the only metal that should be allowed

horn from Manion made nice noises with the

to separate copper from copper in their opinion being gold (to eliminate corrosion). They

unassuming CS da capo electronics, arange

introduced a complete range of plugs and
sockets designed for crimping, apurely meStereophile, December 1988

of small modules giving high system-matching
flexibility. MB Quart, which has recently
begun exporting to the States, is included here
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"The MG-III is aremarkable
speaker at any price; at $1995
it will be arunaway best seller."
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW (U S A )
HOTLINE 031, 1984

"With me, it's now aquestion of
trying to live without them, rather
than with them. In other words,
I'm 'hooked'."
HI-FI ANSWERS (U K )
JULY 1985

"Here we have aremarkable, true
audiophile speaker."
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW (1.1 K )
JUNE. 1984

Critic's
Choice

"One of the best sounds at the
Riviera (Consumer Electronics
Show)."
AUDIO MAGAZINE
MAY, 1985

"Especially with full orchestral
music, the MG-Ill really shows its
full potential."
STEREOPLAY (GERMANY)
AUGUST, 1984

"This speaker will be aclassic."
HIGH FIDELITY (DENMARK)
JULY-AUGUST, 1984

The Absolute Sound Magazine.
SEE REVIEW IN VOL. 9, NO. 35
AUTUMN, 1984

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Magneplanar

MG -lila

because they serve to show how all the bestselling loudspeakers in Germany look: tall, slim

ture on the cover of Vol.7 No.5) and anew
range of electronics, including the Brilliant

columns, lacquer finish. They are the company
who set the metal-dome ball rolling (providing the tweeter for Dick Olsher's Dahlia Debra

Power amp mentioned by Peter Van Willensvvaard last month. Using 264 power transistors per channel and at least as many power-

design, for example), so of course every
speaker in their range has at least one of them.

supply capacitors, it might be described as the
world's first planar amp.

They also have an intriguing project under way,

Plega from Switzerland has a range of
speakers which share atrue ribbon tweeter.

apulsating ball (working on the magnetostriction principle) which at the moment still needs
adynamic woofer but which one day will work

The UK's Heybrook introduced two new
affordable floorstanding models, the HB 150

full-range, giving the nearest thing to apoint

and 250. Musical Fidelity (British Fidelity in

source possible.

the US) introduced aseparate D/A converter,

Best sound at the show, in my opinion, came

the Digilog; the MA100 class-A mono power

from audio eaklusiv: the turntable ($2500)

amplifiers, which are a variation on the

combines agranite chassis with an acrylic plat-

integrated A100 amps; and the Reference 2
loudspeakers: the drivers from the MC2 in a

ter and was coupled here with an Air-Tangent
tonearm (from Sweden) and an Audio Technica
AT -OC 9cartridge, linked to the P2 preamp

smaller box, designed to work in tandem with
the small Al integrated—a very effective

($2000), high-voltage tube amplifiers ($1700),

demonstration. The humongous A470 power

and the P6 electrostatic loudspeakers ($8500),
which feature an ingenious time delay/cross-

amp has obviously been designed to compete
with the new Krell range in the nightmares of

over network. Sound was full, airy, spacious,

UPS employees worldwide Roksan (from the
UK) introduced an arm and—no, not aleg—a

and involving, the only slight fault being some
softness in the surprisingly extended bass. That
bass softness was all-pervading at the show, a

cartridge. The Artemiz arm features aunique

consequence of the room construction, so it

machined indent on the non-moving part,

shouldn't be held against the system. Second-

three balls in asimilar arrangement on the mov-

bearing: one very small ball in aprecision-

best sound came from hgp, using the Viva pre

ing part, the contact being only between the

and Groppo mono power amps ($2000/$1050)

balls, contact area being extremely small. Fric-

and the Klassik speakers ($2100, with ceramic

tion seems to be virtually nonexistent. For the

woofer, Kevlar midrange driver, and soft-dome
tweeter). Sweet, detailed, and elegant. Finally,

cartridge, Roksan mounts agenerator provided

there was avery fine demonstration by Clear-

kinds of glue, they settled on athree-spike
mounting. I'm not exactly afan of their Darius

audio (which has taken over Souther). They
used the Audiomeca J1 (the most popular turntable at the show, Linn and Roksan tying for
second), the Souther TQI with Clearaudio

by EMT in amachined body. Having tried all

speakers, but even those sounded better than
I've ever heard them.
Mission introduced a new

range of

Accurate cartridge, and Horbach electronics
and speakers to produce avery neutral sound.

speakers, the 782 being demoed. If you are
familiar with the difference between the old

Post! & Smid from Austria had some

and new Cyrus amps, you'll know what to

visually stunning products, especially the

expect from the new speakers. Siltech (of

Stagliani turntable. Acoustic Research (from

cable fame) showed their Sphinx range of

you know where) demoed not only the Rowen

mostly hybrid electronics.

Research series, but also acomplete new range

I'm not quite sure what to make of the last

of affordable speakers, dubbed the Spirit series,

product Iwant to mention, the $85,000 active

featuring sandwiched unequal-density baffles,

speakers from German newcomer Fischer

advanced drivers, and minimalist crossovers,

Audio. These guys are obviously serious about

the woofers being direct-coupled to the
amplifier.

but still very expensive, models. Even if the

their range, which also includes some smaller,

Synthese, a company from Belgium,

ultra-complicated Pegasus should prove to be

introduced a bi-wirable version of their
unusual-looking Synthese 1speakers (I won't

the world's best, which they should be at the
price, Iwonder what kind of amarket they'll

even attempt to describe them; look at the pic-

find. Fischer Audio didn't demo the larger
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ABenchmark Improved.
The STAX SR-Lambda Professional earspeaker system is an
anomaly on today's novelty-chasing audio scene. Instantly acclaimed upon its introduction six years ago, its preeminence has
never been challenged — except by STAX itself. Everyone has
conceded the Lambda Pro benchmark status. Its successor, then,
offers the rare opportunity to witness abenchmark improved.
Remarkable as the lambda Pro's performance seems, the
new SR-Lambda Signature (so named because president
Naotake Hayashi originally designed it for his personal use)
improves on it in important respects. The transducing
diaphragms have been reduced by one-third, to one micron in
thickness; this means that they can reproduce the leading and
trailing edges of each waveform even more accurately. And
when musical tones are not allowed to blur into the spaces
between them, previously unheard details — even entire
instrumental lines — assert themselves.
Obviously the Signature could not reach new heights
without astandard-setting amplifier. The SRM-TI can be driven
from apreamp, or directly by any line-level source. Its
two stages combine dual FET's and twin 6FQ7/6CG7
triode output tubes, uniting virtues once considered
incompatible — transient speed with depth of
image, low-end weight with treble naturalness.
The SRD-7 Pro energizing adaptor
attracts two distinct groups — the practical
and the utterly uncompromising. First, it
attaches to the output of apower amplifier,
permitting Signature operation with whatever equipment you now own. And if your
commitment to the most sophisticated
(and costly) preamps and amps has advanced
beyond the theoretical, you may prefer driving
the Signature in this manner.
For convenient listening, afive-meter extension cord, the
SRE-Seature, is also available; it is constructed of the same
PC-OCC cable used in the earspeaker's manufacture.
Citing the best STAX earspeakers' reputation as unrivaled
instruments for unmasking the subtleties in recorded sound is
justified. Consider the music you know best. The Lambda
Signature will help you to enjoy it truly — to hear it for the first
time.

Pictured: SFULambda Signature earspeaker with SRM-TI Direct drive amplifier.
For afldlime brochure, please send $5.00 to:
Stax Kogyo, Inc. 940 E. Dominguez St., Carson, CA 90746.
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speakers, justifiably claiming that the rooms

ing of musical program only except for one film

would not be able to accommodate the bass

(a popular Dutch movie, as CD-V is aPhilips

energy put out by eight 12" woofers at 16Hz
fiat. Maybe if you live in very spacious quarters
you will be able to afford them, minimum

development). At the same time, anumber of
European and Japanese brands introduced
omnivorous video-record players, accepting

requirements being in the small castle region,
I'd say.

anything from VLP to 3" CD singles and automatically adapting to the format. There is, how-

The overall atmosphere at the show was

ever, no soft- or hardware compatibility with

upbeat, dealers being as enthusiastic as their

American NTSC-based VLP (or CD-V), so this

future customers. Overall, sonic standards were
also very high, reportedly much better than in

is Betamax/VHS /Video 2000 all over again.
Looking more strictly at audio, we note that,

Paris. Manufacturers and importers had time

as expected, DAT is still not official. From a
reliable source Iknow that we'll have to wait

to get to know the acoustics of the hotel, and
there were few obvious set-up errors or sonic

another six months. Fifteen manufacturers

mismatches. Iguess this is one of the reasons

were showing DAT recorders; Marantz wasn't

why the HIGH END is so enduringly popular;

there at this Firato, but they have one too.

if you take aday to attend ashow, you want to

Philips chose not to show such amachine, but

be impressed, not disappointed. Even the

Ihave seen one in their laboratories in Eind-

musical selection showed taste, and that was

hoven, built with a Philips-designed tape

anew experience for me.

mechanism and VLSI chips. Philips' official
stance is that they have no desire to market DAT
as long as there is no agreement with the record
industry. On the other hand, one can imagine
the weight of the now-sleeping capital investment.
Although CD was already perfect at its
introduction, of course, because digital audio
is concerned with either Is or Os, thus excluding sonic differences, there seems to be persisting public need of improvement on perfection.
After the welcome victory of resampling techniques and the more questionable striving for
higher-bit DACs (they can't even get their plain

Philips CD882 CD transport only and
DFA888 digital preamp

THE NETHERLANDS:
Peter van Willenewaard

16-bit converters accurate), the new trend
seems to be to separate data-reading and
processing circuitry from the actual DIA conversion circuitry. So there will be one more
box to sell. Anyway, as we know from our

We know that everything is bigger in America,

experiences with the more expensive CD

but what CES and Las Vegas are to you, the

players, aseparation of power supplies and sig-

Funlcausstellung in Berlin and the Firato in

nal grounds has abeneficial effect on sound
quality. A physical separation can enhance

Amsterdam are to Europe. Milan has become
the central show of consumer electronics for
the Latin part of our continent, taking acomfortable third position. (Contrary to what many

sound quality even more, and to my experience
it often does but not always, one of the problem probably being amismatch in the digital-

of you may believe, there is no general con-

interface circuitry on one or both ends of the

sumer electronics show in the UK, although I

coaxial link (optical links have their own prob-

have heard rumors of the BBC organizing

lem). Nevertheless, it's an interesting develop-

something this Fall. Hi- Fi News's Heathrow/

ment and not"only Philips, Sony, Technics,

Penta show is hi-fi only.) The big news at the

and you name 'em showed examples of these,

Firato should have been CD-Video. It did get

but also Altai, in three different price ranges
(calling the CD-reading-only unit aCyclops).

its official introduction here, and was on display, but failed to create abuzz. One of the reasons could be that software is still rare, consistStereophile, December 1988

Growing even faster is the number of amplifiers
with built-in D/A-conversion circuitry.
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We Love Music
As Much As You Do
For nearly two decades,
dbx has brought the joy
of music to people around
the world.
Driven by music, our
Boston-based engineers have
perfected idea after idea,
turning them into exceptional
technologies and products.
In both the home and professional audio worlds, dbx is
known for quality, reliability,
and excellent performance.
Our commitment to the
enjoyment of music has
resulted in audio components
worthy of industry awards
and critics' praise. From the
no-holds-barred BX1 Configurable Power Amplifier to the
growing line of patented dbx
Soundfield Imaging Loudspeakers, you can rely on dbx
to deliver music as it was
originally created.

dbx

Your dbx dealer loves
music too. Ask for ademonstration of how dbx can help
improve your listening enjoyment. Write or call: dbx, Box
100C, Newton, MA 02195,
USA. 800-525-7000. In Canada: Gould, 514-342-4441.

In the past the so-called hi-fi specialists used
to seek safety in anearby hotel, thus attracting
only aselected part of the invading crowds.
The first time they joined the general Firato
show was two years ago (Firato and FunIcaus-

Mr. van den Hul has also coproduced apurist
CD recording. Iwas surprised with acopy by
Multifoon, ahigh-end dealer located in the
ancient town of Delft, who had alimited number of this CD for demonstration purposes

stellung are alternately held every other year).

only, as it will never be on sale in this form in

Hesitations have been dealt with definitively,
and this time enthusiasm and confidence

our country (but vdH may distribute some
abroad). It was made with Schoeps micro-

shone from their faces and stands. Anumber

phones, connected via an all-tube mixing con-

of listening rooms had been arranged in acon-

sole straight into aprofessional Sony PCM2500

ference block next to one of the exposition
halls. Usually two or three exhibitors shared a
room, in happy cooperation as to time schedules and whether or not to use each other's
components. This in itself already being rather
unique, Imust add that the general level of

DAT recorder running at 44.1kHz, so no further
processing would be necessary for CD production but for some additional coding. The
recorded Royal Marine Band, however, found
the recording to be too "poor," and will add
reverberation and equalization in the final mas-

sound quality in the demonstrations was quite

ter tape. The vdH version is entirely without

good. Iremember sound quality in demonstra-

such "improvements" (a standard procedure
in the mastering process), and therefore as pure

tions improving dramatically between 1983
and 1985, and in recent years, to my surprise,

as can be. Idid not know CD could sound this

the Dutch have been doing abetter job than

open.

their colleagues at Frankfurt, Paris, or Heathrow. Demonstration material was mainly pop

Back to the shows. The Martin-Logan Statement was not at the Firato, but 20km away in

music, as too many people tend to leave the

Hilversum. The speaker system was flown in

room when classical music is played (yes, even
in Europe). Favorite titles were Jennifer

for its European introduction, and importer

Warnes's Famous Blue Raincoat, Rickie Lee
Jones's eponymous debut album, Paul Simon's
Graceland, Robert Cray's Strong Persuaders,
and the wonderful Robert Wasserman Duets.
What about new products in this specialized
segment of the audio market? To name afew:
A new, smaller, lower-priced turntable from
Pierre Lurne (a former Goldmund designer)

Audio Quartet of Paris decided this should happen in aDutch shop called Rhapsody. The funny
thing about this shop is that it isn't ashop but
ahouse, with avery meticulously set-up system in each room. At the same time were
presented the new (and equally expensive)
amplifiers from Swiss Physics, as well as a
French top-line CD player from Micromega,

called the Roma. The Arcam Delta Black Box,

said to be very nearly as good-sounding as the
big Accuphase but at half the price. It has a

an outboard D/A converter, is now for sale.

separately enclosed D/A converter using Philips

Sony showed their new $8000 Reference CD
player. The 18-bit Stax Quattro Il CD player

components but completely redesigned, and

was introduced. From Holland there were a

player than like aCD player: you lift abig Per-

few new and very promising loudspeakers
which will probably never make it to the States.

spex lid, put the CD on amotor unit which is

the disc-play unit looks more like arecord

mounted on asubchassis, add the damper,

What may make it are new ampljfiers from
cable manufacturer Siltech, both tube and

tion for people who never bought a CD

solid-state. What will by now already be in the

because they couldn't see it spinning.)

close the lid, and play. (This could be the solu-

hands of his American importer is anew cartridge from van den Hui. It's amoving-coil
called the MC-2, and with 2mV at 5cm/s it's a
high-output. No derivation of the MC-1 or
MC-10, it's acompletely new design, with a
different kind of magnet, and across-type
modulator providing abetter linearity and
channel separation (38dB) than otherwise possible. It was designed in view of the many tube
amplifiers with an MM input only.
Stereophile, December 1988
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"The increased resolution, transient
response, ambience recovery and presentation, enhanced bass response, and
dynamic range .
are something you
simply have to experience to believe."
Audio Magazine
June, 1988

Wadia Digital
aMedea Ltd. company

lee l'eet.
p,synel es
Sole°.

ee'

Represented worldwide by
W & W Audio, Inc.
4821 McAlpine Farm Road
Charlotte, NC 28226
704/542-8600
1903, Wadia pigital Corpotation

Half of Fischer Audio's Pegasus, dwarfing its designers

WEST GERMANY:
Peter van Willenewaard

and Spectral, Martin-Logan (though not the

Journalists seem to have ahabit of flying as

stance. But for someone visiting from abroad,

soon as the destination is beyond the immedi-

it is the German products that draw attention.

ate horizon. From my home in Rotterdam, I

There is an active high-end community in the
FRG, with lots of medium/small-sized manu-

prefer to do Paris by train and Frankfurt by car.

Statement) and Eminent Technology, for in-

This year, I/
flew by car to Frankfurt: afriend's
Alfa-75 covered the remaining 300km (190

facturers. Aesthetics have traditionally had a

miles) from the German border to Frankfurt in

cles, and they've coughed up some pretty

less than 21
2 hours (there is no speed limit on
/

weird designs. Take alook at the Horbach pho-

the West-German Autobahn), coffee-break

tograph; and this is no exception—I could eas-

included.

ily show you another ten equally crazy designs.

higher priority than sound quality in these cir-

The Frankfurt High-End show is always

Sound quality is more than bearable, even

organized in the same hotel, Gravenbruch, just

interesting, but usually not without serious
flaws.

south of the city. Most of the great international
products can be seen and heard here, like Audio

T+A Elektroakustik showed a new loud-

Research and Jadis, Krell and Rowland, VPI

speaker featuring an electrostatic tweeter

(including their big 'table) and Goldmund, CAL

receiving its high-voltage modulation directly
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conrad-johnson design

SOUND FACTOR
The Finest In

Hi -Fi

Acoustat • A/D/S • AKG • Alpha/Genesis • Alpine
• Audio Control • Bang And Olufsen • Bedini • BSC
•Carver •Chicago •Cochran Delta Mode •conradjohnson • CWD • Denon • Dynavector • Grado •
Hafler •
Infinity IRS •KEF •Kinergetics •Mapelnoll
• Monster Cable • Motif • NAD • Nakamichi • Niles
• Nitty Gritty • P.S. Audio • Sennheiser •Sonographe
• Stax • Surround Sound Inc. • Synthesis • Tara Labs
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17265 VENTURA BLVD.
ENCINO, CA 91316

13065 VICTORY BLVD.

2SO. ROSEMEAD BLVD.

NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91606

(818) 501-3548

PASEDENA, CA 91107

(818) 980-1161 • 984-3525

(818) 577-4945
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Exotic tube preamp from asurprising
source: Grundig
the system is capable of 129dB SPL at and
above 30Hz. Even the mains plugs had to be
slammed into position again every morning.
Isat 2meters away: Ifelt the air move through
my hair, my trousers were moving, and I'm
convinced they would have been literally flapping if they'd used the 14dB headroom still
unused at that moment. The system weighs
1500kg, costs 180,000, and was sold while I
was there.
On static display (in the nearby Holiday Inn)
was alkW into 8ohms mono power amplifier
called Souveraen. It was said to be entirely
digital, but did have an analog input followed
by an AID converter. From the more conventional electronics Iheard in different rooms I
got the impression that German amplifiers are
steadily losing their traditional electronic glare.
Horns from Horbach

This parallels a development on the loudspeaker front, where tweeters tend to be taken

from abuilt-in tube amplifier. The loudspeaker

down in level abit, thus getting more in line

not to be missed was the Pegasus from Fischer

with design views west of the German border.

Audio. The photo shows the designers and

There is agrowing interest in tube electronics;

half of astereo pair. From 100Hz upward there

even TV and radio manufacturer Grundig has

are eight modified Fostex magnetostatics in

introduced an exotic-looking tube preamplifier

different sizes, each driven by its own built-in

in their Fine Arts series, this being their recent

(solid-state) amplifier. To avoid false spatial

attempt to get into the high end. Equally exotic

information these units are all used in aunipo-

were afew turntable designs from Post! &

lar mode, the back-radiation being absorbed
in akind of labyrinth. Bass is provided by a

Smid (Austria). Iconclude with some amazing
news from Burmester (the leading designers

tower that looks abit like four jams subwoofers

of audio electronics in Germany): he has a
working model of an outboard DIA converter

on top of each other and contains another four
amplifiers. All 24 amplifiers used in stereo have

providing real 16x resampling! No clever tricks

their own power supply. The system sounds

with multiple 4x resampling DACs, but one

very fast, easy, and loud at the same time, and

16-bit DAC per channel running at astagger-

very well integrated; some tunnel-like colorations could be heard at medium and mid-high

ing 706kHz sampling speed, fed from acustom-made digital filter doing the 16x resam-

frequencies, and it wasn't free of electronic

pling. The thing is called the Burmester 870,

hardness. They tried tube amplification, but

and the German price will be about $5000.

the tubes kept jumping out of their sockets, as
Stereophile, December 1988
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"Because Iwanted to have the world's finest
amplifier and the world's greatest transfer functioi
I
built the astonishing Silver Seven:'
needier Seven emplm che-

se,fey balanced circuit tipology and
thefinel aimponene in =Vence
.4 4501 lira linear output
transfarmen with axTeen free primary
lea la andpure al, er se, undane.
• Wonder Cap capacitors
throughout.
• Interconnects are Ven den Hui
Siher.
• Internal tieing s
pure silver
• Wonder Solder throughout.
• Gold input connectors and bigb
current gold output connectors.
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The Silver SerenS polished
granite anfi -vibration baselime on
four Simms' vibration dampers The
searatepouersuppt4spouer trans.
Perrier cut he& an. macbinedlivm a
solid Mock ()IMO-dens:1v aluminum
Capable ajan adonishing 390
joule energy .loruge. the Sider Seten
delii•ers aconsermtimis rated 375
mats into 8ohnisfrom 20Hz to
20kliz age no more than 0.5%
distortion. On the tobm tap. peak
current iç in excess
5ame

Before mu meet Me new A14.01, Bob
Caner uxml.
«. rru Wu« kr ineimtion,
the moner-u-neobjtyt Sitar Se en
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The Politics of Denial,
by Bob Carver
Adiscussion of the controversy surrounding my
work, afew clarifications
aboutTransfer Functions,
and some straightforward information on
two major new power
amplifiers.

to oter
Few audio controversies have
spilled more ink, ignited more angry
letters and raised more blood pressure
levels than my insistence that I
can
duplicate the transfer function of power
amplifier designs. By returning to these
pages, I'm not attempting to upset the
uneasy cease-fire which has finally settled over this issue. Rather, I'd like to
examine with you, gentle reader, two
important mechanisms which have
invisibly underlain the ongoing conflict.

The first of these is the tremendous pressure which I've somewhat
innocently unleashed on the audiophile
press.
The second is simply aclarification of the t-mod process, which I
frankly
admit to have passed over in favor of
more controversial statements.
'The Carver Challenges were
ahorrible blight on the audiophile reviewing magazines of this
world" — direct quote in an audiophile revieuing magazine, by its editor
(7'be Audiophile-File, Mar/Apr 1988,
Vol. 'Issue 2, Printed Edition). Any time
apublication entertains radical views
— whether they be editorial or on an
advertiser's page — there is asubstantial
and often negative reaction. (Read Larry
Archibald's Final Word in Stereophde
11, No. 7for an excellent account of what
can befall amagazine over just asingle
review)

"Because I
wanted to share
its magnificent sound with you we built
the new Carver M-4.0f:
Tbe -I W. identical tratuferfima um
wu1375 grads mu/ch. ai8obms
0-20idlz oritb no more than 0.5% tbd.
TokiImarImumouIpatarnetI is

The very essence of my work on
M-1.5t and M-1.0t power amplifiers
sbeen pure heresy to virtually every
11 amplifier manufacturer. I've not
ly dared to claim my designs to be the
'tic equals of more expensive compet;
brands, but I've somewhat innocently
triaged to embroil at least two maples in the validation of these assertions.
rthat I
apologize. Beyond that, the
tction has been sadly predictable.
Let's face it, radical scientific
ihods have always produced radical
:Mashes; magical solutions are more
— certainly no one likes something
appear too easy And few are really
nfortable confronting adesign which
ty have the potential of solving aprobnat afraction of the current cost. Even
&prospect is exciting! Thus any ediial staff — be it an engineering ¡our'
or aliterary digest — is faced with
same dilemma: the inverse result of
itorially endorsing (or even fairly

examining) such radical methods will
inevitably be seen as questioning more
conventional approaches.
To sense the potential strength of
the ensuing reaction, simply count the
number of power amplifier ads in this
publication. Then factor in the owners
of competing brands. And multiply by
the editorial position of each magazine
as to which power amplifiers are currently the best. No wonder some may
consider me to be a"horrible blight."
But think of it, What:s
so horrible about
trying to offer music lovers agreat
=After at agoodprice ?From my
first amplifier design onward, I've
worked long and hard to develop apowerful scientific method for achieving this.
If my invention of the Magnetic Field
power supply (the patent lasts II more
years) and the ability to sort out atransfer function has furthered that goal, than
it's for the better in spite of reactions

ranging from outright denial to bitter
innuendo.
Where does this leave me on the
eve of introducing two major new power
amplifier designs? Certainly the ideological underdog should further conflicts
break out.
And what about you, dear reader
and music lover, the very person who
must ultimately come up with the money
to buy an amp. What about you?
The question more rightfully
should be "where does this leave the
audiophile editorial press?" Are they
shuddering over anew "Carver blight,"
considering getting unlisted phone numbers to avoid the flood of angry calls from
other power amplifier advertisers and
either hoping to indefinitely postpone
Carver product reviews or crucify both
designs quickly to get it over with? To
print anecdotal zingers from staff and
readers alike in issue after issue without
balance?

Honestly, I'm not 'bat paranoid,
but I
can't help wondering. If my belief
in the validity of my design approach
hasn't been shaken by past years of
sometimes nearly unfounded editorial
attack, neither has my faith been eroded
that those same writers have the potential to be fair and objective.
I
ask only what has long been
professed. That favorites not be played.
whether those manufacturers be (
as
Larry Archibald put it) advertisers, friend,
"enemies" or simply the accepted leaders in the field. In my opinion, future
coverage and examination of the new
Silver Seven and M-4.0t amplifiers will
be asignificant test of whether or not
what benefits you as readers and listeners does indeed remain of paramount
concern.
While it may appear that I
thrive
on controversy I'd really rather simply
be judged by my results. And that means
being familiar with my methods. In the
past. I've been very remiss in clarifying
several fundamental points about the
transfer function/t-mod methods and
philosophy.
The Silk Purse-Out-Of-ASow's-Ear myth debunked. As Larry
Archibald, Gordon Holt, and Peter Aczel
will admit, lam capable of reproducing
the transfer function of one amplifier in
adissimilar design. ("Archibald and Flout
disagree with the contention that my
production version of the t-mod reproduced the sound of the referenced amp
1,Stereqkile, Vol. 10, No. 31." Ace' agrees
with my contention that my production
version of the t-mod does reproduce the
sound of the referenced amp. The Audio
Critic, Winter/Spring 1988, Issue No. il).
This has led to the collective sound of
minds snapping shut. "Ridiculous!" .goes
their thinking, Bob actually claims to
be able to take adisgustingly made,
cheap power amplifier and make it
emulate a»rid-am« nfeœnce amplifier? Impossible!"

Pouerftd
evolubon
Distributed in Canada by: lectrology

We agree. Nothing could be further
from the truth. As mentioned earlier, I
have been remiss in not stressing an
important point about the t-mod process.
The success of transfer function replication is totally deendent on the intrinsic capabilities oft& amplifier being
1-mod-ed. In other words, I've never claimed
the ability to make abad design into a
good one: The generic amplifier being
modified must, in many ways, he better
than the design whose transfer function
is being replicated. It must, as aminimum, have more output current and
more output voltage than the reference
amplifier. Its frequency response, slew
rate, noise floor, and intrinsic input
impedance specs must always equal or
far exceed those of the reference amplifier. Its instantaneous current rise-time
speed must heat the reference. And of
course, it must always have at least as
much power. Only under these circumstances can one then begin layering in
the specific sonic signature that the
t-mod transfer function characterizes.
Abrief description of my
new t-mod and t-mod-ee. An interesting and frustrating phenomenon
occurred during production of my last
t-mod design. The reference amplifier
used for QC comparison proved to be
unstable — or rather, un- constant — as
M-1.0t manufacturing continued. For
that and many other reasons (including
temporary vacuum tube madness, the
sheer challenge of it, and the overwhelming desire to give my customers
something very special), I
set out to
create the ultimate reference power
amplifier. Adesign with the world's
greatest transfer function. And adesign
that was mine to start with.
Because my heartfelt belief is that
great sound should not cost zillions.
I've replicated the Silver Seven's transfer
function in anew solid-state design, the
M-4.0t. Now it should be obvious that to
he successful the M-4.0t had to start out
Musical

with basic parameters as good as those
of the Silver Seven. BEFORE t-modification. This was, for me in many ways, a
much more difficult engineering challenge than creating amoney-is-no-object
worlds-finest-reference power amplifier.
I'm not saying the M-4.0t and Silver
Seven are identical. An M-4.0t weighs
277 pounds less than apair of Silver
Sevens. And you don't get the warm glow
of silver-tipped vacuum tubes reflecting
in polished black lacquer.
But he assured, the M-4.0t's transfer function is identical to that of the
Silver Seven. And the sound it makes is
the same, exactly the same.
Please understand that I
didn't buy
this ad to stir things up again. My hope
is that it might open afew minds enough
to judge my new solid state design on its
merits, rather than on presuppositions,
anecdotal statements, and hearsay.
No matter what your opinion has been
concerning my t-mod process, whether
you are among those who believe in the
scientific validity of the process (as evidenced by the thousands and thousands
of positive comments I've received) or
are among those who still can't quite
believe because it seems just too good to
be true, I
urge you to seriously audition
the M-4.0t. And the Silver Seven,
although their distribution is understandably more limited.
We at Carver think you'll be
impressed. Because, to mangle aphrase,
'1'he intrinsic quality of the M-4.0t
was there before the 't' in the t-mod
went in."
Thank you for reading my ad.
Warmest regards,

Bob Carver
P.S. We spent close to aquarter million
dollars creating the Silver Seven, but
that's okay, because potentially, I, you,
all of us, can benefit.

CARVER
Accurate
P0 Box 1237, Lynnwood. WA 98046
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opycode may be dead, but the R1AA's
campaign against home taping is still

and on CD recorders and blanks, too, when

very much alive. The industry will con-

those are marketed. And if the pop culture
barons of the six multinational corporations

tinue to seek punitive royalty taxes on blank

that sell nearly 90% of all records sold can't halt

tape and recorders, both digital and analog—

the advent of DATs and recordable CDs, they'll
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Pure Power

We couldn't believe our ears. We tried the
Tripplite LC-1800 Power Line Conditioner/
Stabilizer to see if it would protect systems
without degrading sound. The sonic improvement we heard was startling. Each preamp,
from the DH-101 to the SP-11, sounded like a
dramatically upgraded model. The music was
smoother and less grainy, with more body and
tighter, deeper bass. Once we heard the improvement we couldn't listen without the
LC-1800.

How the LC-1800 works
The LC-1800 is ahigh-current regulated power
supply that boosts voltage when the input
drops and decreases output when voltage
peaks to insure constant correct line voltage.
Tripplite's unique ISOBAR circuits filter out
line noise, suppress damaging spikes and
surges, and eliminate interference between
whatever components you plug in.
Order the Tripplite LC-1800 for only $289.00
plus $9.95 shipping in the US. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Charge it! Amex/Discover/MC/Visa

1-800-669-4434

The Tripplite LC-1800

Customer comments:
'Wow, you were right! This LC-1800
really smoothed out my SP-11. Ihear
more detail and better bass, too. Send
me another one for my second system in
the family room." LC, St. Paul.
"I can't believe this Tripplite! My friend
brought one over and we listened to it
on his PV-2ar. The improvement was a
shocker. It made an even bigger difference on my DH-101. Send me one!"
ID, Rockford.
"I can't remember when aproduct has
impressed me more. - DR, Miami.

Audio Advisor, Inc. • Grand Rapids, MI

New AR ES-1 'Table

Best Buy tonearm, too.
Audio Advisor recommends the ES-1 with the
Audioquest PT-5 — astraight, medium-mass
arm with rich champaign finish and excellent
internal wiring for clean, clear sound. The
PT-5 fits beautifully on the ES-1 and is easily
height-adjustable.

Exclusive metal armboard
Audio Advisor offers our own aluminum armboard option — pre-drilled for your arm, and
custom installed when you buy the table with
arm. This armboard couples the arm more
rigidly to the suspension for more dynamic
sound and tighter bass.

Great belt-drive sound!
Classic design others have copied
and charged much more for!

Order the table and the PT-5 for only $639.95
plus $14.95 shipping and handling. Add $34.95
for metal armboard. The ES-1 table alone,
w/o arm, is $399.95. Satisfaction guaranteed.

By arrangement with Acoustic Research,
Audio Advisor, Inc. announces that the
"Legend" lives. The ES-1 turntable is available
now and better than ever ,.. .with new longlife sapphire main bearing and improved mat.

Charge it! Amex/Discover/MC/Visa

Stereophile lists the ES-1 in Recommended
Components, Vol. 11, No. 4, pg. 96. "This is
one low-cost turntable we can heartily recommend." With its real walnut veneer, the ES-1
looks worth twice the price and sounds it, too!

1-800-669-4434

00 audio
advisor, inc.
225 OAKES SW •GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
616-451-3868 • FAX 616-451-0709

at least try to prevent the marketing of consumer machines with digital editing capabilities—ostensibly to thwart both criminal piracy
and legitimate copying for personal use, but

and Kastenmeier and DeConcini plan to delay
action on any anti-taping legislation until the
report is out. 3
But what will happen then? Before malting any

actually to ensure that such decks won't lower

predictions, let's review what has happened

capital costs for potential competitors. We're
fighting two wars with the RIAA.

since February 1987, where Ileft off in June. 4

Ifirst wrote those words in an earlier draft of
this article, before Ifound my thesis confirmed

The Battle of the Notch

in astartling admission in the trade press: Bill-

Tennessee sponsored abills to put Copycode
chips in DAT recorders—instead «WI recorders,

board quoted RIAA president Jason Berman as
saying that his group "would prefer to prevent
copying entirely or, if it is only limited, to compensate rights holders for home taping by
means of acompensatory levy."
"Rights holder" is not synonymous with

In February 1987, when Sen. Albert Gore of

as the Reagan Administration had advocated in
1986—this didn't suggest ashift in RIAA strategy. Gore was the point man who had proposed an unprecedented 35% import duty on
DATs six months earlier. 6 But then on March 2,

"artist." A distribution formula proposed to

Rep. Henry Waxman introduced the same mea-

Congress in 1986 would have given only 30%

sure in the House. 7

of the booty from the tape tax to record stars,
and another 11.5% to songwriters. The lion's
share, 45%, would go to the record labels, and
another 11.5% to music-publishing firms

Waxman, aleading liberal, represents part
of urban Los Angeles; but his district also
embraces what the Congressional Quarterly
calls "verdant enclaves of entertainment indus-

(which are sometimes label subsidiaries). The

try wealth." 8 He has consistently supported,

remaining 2% would go to the talent unions. 2
Are consumers really hurting multinational

and frequently sponsored, special-interest bills

corporations? Does every blank cassette sold
represent an album sale lost to arecord com-

ship of this one clearly signaled achange in the
RIAA's approach.

pany? Are the manufacturers of recorders and

The record moguls apparently hoped that
by targeting DAT, anew medium with no exist-

blank tape really parasites living off the creativity of "recording artists" and their vast
retinues of agents and business managers?
At least some members of Congress are as
skeptical as we are. Rep. Robert Kastenmeier
and Sen. Dennis DeConcini, who chair the
House and Senate subcommittees concerned
with copyright issues, have asked the Office of
Technology Assessment to study consumer
taping practices and their effects on recordindustry profits. The results of the OTA study

for his Hollywood constituents. His sponsor-

ing constituency of users, they could avoid
antagonizing the masses of mid-fl and low -fi
cassette-deck owners who had written Congress to oppose the tape tax bills. 8 Thanks to
the efforts of the Home Recording Rights Coalition and the mass audio press—especially
David Ranada's work in High Fidelityw—they
failed in that; but otherwise, their legislative tactics succeeded brilliantly, at least for awhile.
By passing off what was really acopyright

probably won't be released until April 1989,

bill as atrade bill, the sponsors were able to

I"Electronics Manufacturers Slow on IIAT Dialog." Billboard,
Aug. 13, 1988, p.91.

Committee, which had always viewed royalty
schemes from the consumer's perspective.

evade the jurisdiction of the House Judiciary

2Hearings. ..
on £1739 (99th Congress). S. Hrg. 99-1019,
p.573.
3"Congress Embarks on Home Taping Survey." Billboard,
Mar. 19, 1988, p.101.
4"Music, Copyright and the Record Industry." Stereopbile,
June 1988, pp.74 -83.
In case you re wondering why Ileft off at February 1987,
it's because that's when Iwrote the artick By the time it arrived
in Santa Fe, the RIAA had already shelved the tape cut scheme
and begun concentrating on burdening DAT machines with
Copycode, so the magazine shelved the article. Then this
March, when the unfavorable NBS report killed Copycode's
chances, adetailed analysis of machinations behind the antitaping campaign—and especially adebunking of the myth of
harm to the record industry from home taping—once again
seemed very timely.
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Instead, the measure was referred to the Commerce committees. Gore and Waxman are
5S.506, 100th Congress.
6 V/.2842, 99th Congress.
7H.R.I384, 100th Congress.
8Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report Jan. 3, 1987, p.I8.
9 H.R.2911 and S.1739, 99th

.ongrv,

10 See especially Ranada, "Interrupted Melody' .High Fidelity,
July 1987, pp.44 -51.
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SYNERGY.

Upscale Audio believes in quality, not
quantity of product lines. We select them
carefully and build close relationships with
the manufacturers. Then we combine their
components into systems that are even
greater than the sum of the parts.
The assemblage shown here is nothing short
of astonishing, both in its sound quality and
its value. No matter how many of its individual
components you have heard, you must hear
them together at Upscale Audio.
Well Tempered Turntable and Arm. Unlike
some dealers, we're not afraid to admit that
this is hands down the finest turntable value
ever. No-frills in appearance, truly ingenious
in design, The Well-Tempered Table
sacrifices sacred cows on the altar of sonic
truth. Simply put, this turntable brims with
musical vitality. JA might move it to the "A"
list if he heard it at Upscale Audio.
Audio Research SP-15 Preamplifier and
Classic 150 Monoblock Power Amplifier. The
SP-15 is rather like discovering that whom
you thought was the most beautiful woman in
the world has an even more beautiful sister.

A worthy and (believe it or not) significant
advance over the SP-11 Mk. II, featuring
hybrid FET tube audio circuit and separate
solid-state power supply. The Classic 150
marks areturn to the triode configuration
which yields less power than pentode output
(140 watts into 8ohms), but more than makes
up in sonic eroticism. If it could be bottled,
it would be illegal. William Johnson of Audio
Research says it "approaches perfection".
But then he's somewhat more understated
than we are.
Martin Logan CLS Electrostatic Speakers.
As one normally jaded audio critic wrote, "A
component whose potential revives the sense
of excitement that lies at the heart of music. ..
transparency incarnate (with) an enormous
clarity from top to bottom." Whatever your
opinion of electrostatics, wherever you've heard
CLS's before, you haven't really heard this
remarkable design until you visit Upscale Audio.

UPSCALEAUDIO
ROGERSOUND-LABS

(818) 882-3802
For afree copy of Upscales, our irregularly
irreverent newsletter, write us at
8381 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304

members not only of the Commerce committees, but also of the subcommittees which
would handle the initial screenings—in Waxman's case, the ironically named House Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness.
But even with this home-court advantage,
Waxman seemed reluctant to let the bill stand
on its own dubious merits. With the help of
Subcommittee Chairman Jim Florio (D-NJ), he
got the measure tacked onto H.R.3, the omni-

technical description of Copycode—on CBS letterhead, no less—was submitted for the record
as an appendix to ajoint statement by the RIAA,
the National Music Publishers Association, the
Songwriters' Guild of America (George David
Weiss's group), and the Department for Professional Employees of the AFL-C10.12
CBS had, in fact, narrowed the notch in an
attempt to make it less audible, but had failed.
But the narrowing had actually increased the
likelihood of false positives in the decoder, and,

bus House trade bill, on March 18. One week
later, Waxman and Florio defeated an effort to
remove the anti-DAT provision from H.R.3 in

even worse from the RIAA's point of view,

full committee. With Washington engaged in

code's undoing. Of course, they didn't know
that at the time.

an orgy of Japan-bashing in the wake of the

introduced the possibility of false negatives,
which would ultimately prove to be Copy-

Toshiba scandal, it looked like Waxman might

The conflicting evidence on Copycode

be able to steamroller the thing through the
House. But then the RIAA's luck ran out.
First, House Speaker Jim Wright (D-TX),

induced the copyright subcommittees, with

who claimed to support the bill, nevertheless
removed it from H.R.3, saying he wanted a
"clean" bill, je, one without potentially con-

the grudging assent of Florio's subcommittee,
to call for amoratorium on Copycode legislation until the National Bureau of Standards
could conduct an impartial test of the Copycode system.

troversial riders, to send to the House floor.

Subsequently, Florio asked the RIAA to have

Then the opposition both inside and outside
of Congress began to react.
On April 2, members of the House and Sen-

its members refrain from using Copycode on
its "product" and EIA to have its members
delay marketing DAT machines without chips

ate subcommittees concerned with copyright

until the NBS results were published. The RIAA

issues—some of whom, on the Senate side,

agreed, but the EIA, citing probable anti-trust

had supported the tape tax in 1986, but all of

violations, declined.

whom resented the RIAA's blatant attempt to
circumvent their authority by going through
the Commerce committees—held arare joint
hearing not on the Gore-Waxman bill, but on
the alleged threat DAT posed to the record industry. This time the HRRC folks were ready.
They brought their own Copycode filter to the
hearing and demonstrated, to the legislators'
shock and the industry's horror, just how
devastating the Copycode notch could be to
certain kinds of music. They also documented
the possibility of false positives.
David Stebbings, who had designed the

Waxman and Florio used the EIA refusal as
an excuse to move ahead with Gore-Waxman.
According to Billboard, Florio got the bill
through his 14-member subcommittee by
using "a series of parliamentary maneuvers"
to hold off aroll-call vote until aquorum of
eight members, with apro-Copycode majority,
could be assembled. The vote was 6to 2. ,3
Fortunately, the full Commerce Committee
didn't violate the moratorium, and that was the
last of Copycode until the NBS report killed its
chances in March.

Copycode system for CBS (which was not yet

Subcode Subterfuges

part of Sony), charged that the HRRC filter was
bogus. He claimed CBS hadn't released tech-

The best thing about Copycode, from the
music moguls' standpoint, was that it was

nical specifications for the encoder." Stebbings

equally adaptable to digital and analog technol-

must have an awfully short memory. He was

ogy. If they could have saddled DATs with it,
they would have had aprecedent for similarly

present, as part of the CBS entourage, at the
Senate subcommittee hearing of March 25,

disabling new analog recorders—and even the

1986 on the old tape tax bill, when adetailed

audio circuits of VCRs.

11 "RIAA Agro8 ekst for CBS DAT Spoilcr." Billboard, May
30, 1987, p.79.

13 "House Antidupe Bill." Billboard, Aug. IS, 1987, p.80.
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12 Hearings on £1739, op. cit., p.531, pp.577- 580.
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KLYNE AUDIO ARTS SK-6 Preamplifier with Optional PhoZrenelli

THERE ARE THOSE who measure quality with numbers derived frpm bench tests, while others choose to measure quality
by price tags. Klyne Audio Arts takes an altogether different
approach—They believe that quality is best demonstrated by
classic design, superb craftsmanship, and above all, Musicality ...
o
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Of course, they could hardly admit that that

Record executives know as well as we do

was their goal. So they concocted the perfect

that these subcode-based systems are easy to

cover story: DAT poses afar greater "threat"

defeat. Their support of such schemes is just

to the record industry than analog cassettes, or
even open-reel recording, because of the

aruse designed to keep alive the myth that Dto- D dubbing represents an unprecedented

supposed superiority of digital sound—a hotly
debated premise in high-end circles, as Stereo-

threat to their enormous profits—something
they consider necessary to get some sort of

phile readers know, but one that goes virtually

restriction, any sort at all, on home recording

unchallenged in the non-audio press. And not
even the whole pro-digital camp within the
show business community was buying the

through the US Congress. But they may not
have to limit themselves to purely digital systems next year, because they have another

larger premise.

prospect —an absolutely horrifying one.

Frank Zappa, for example, said that "a guy
who tapes at home is going to tape at home no

Son of Copycode

matter what the quality is. Ithink it's aspuri-

Rick Miller, the president of R. Miller & Associ-

ous argument to say that this provides some
extra dimension of threat." As for the Gore-

ates of Glenview, IL, was at the Summer CES
this year to unveil anew system called APS, or

Waxman bill, he warned that "the record indus-

"anti-piracy system." That's amisnomer, since

try stands agood chance of wearing out its welcome" by "wasting Congress's time on this stu-

it's actually aimed at stopping home taping and,
as we know, legitimate home taping and piracy

pid thing," and urged the industry to forget

are two very different things. But it's acatchy

about home taping and concentrate on strength-

name, and it'll probably earn him some

ening anti-piracy laws. ,4

brownie points with the RIAA.

But dissents like Zappa's were rare. The cover
story had worked too well to give up. So when

"proprietary," too. But he will allow that it's

Miller won't give out any details. This one's

the NBS report killed Copycode, the moguls
started to talk up some purely digital anti-

very similar to Copycode. The difference is

copying systems, such as the Philips Solo and

anotch filter, APS adds supposedly inaudible

Solo II systems, and the RIAA's own Unicopy,
reportedly based on Solo technology. All of

tone bursts to the program signal. These bursts
are detected by achip in the recorder which,

these systems are supposed to allow consumers
to make one, and only one, copy of aCD on

like the Copycode chip, would cut off the recording process when it thinks it detects encoding.

that, instead of removing part of the signal with

DAT. Specs are said to be proprietary and little

But those tone bursts—or, more likely, noise

information is available, and what little has got
out sounds frightening. ,5

bursts, since sensitivity to simple tone patterns,

But in fact, these systems are paper tigers.

quent false positives—can't be truly inaudible.

All of them work not only entirely in the digi-

Miller was demonstrating his system ,6 in
Chicago not with encoded CDs, or even LPs,

tal domain, but entirely in the subcodes. They
do nothing whatsoever to the sound of DAT
recordings.
It would be easy to route the bit stream from
one DAT machine to another—or from aCD
player to arecorder—through a"black box"
buffer circuit. The buffer would simply delay
the bits afew milliseconds, like the time-base
correction circuits in CD and DAT machines,

like those occurring in music, would trig,gerfre-

but with encoded analog cassettes! If his noise
bursts are detectable through the playback circuits of mid -fi cassette decks, they must be
audible—objectionably so on some kinds of
material. And it is inconceivable that any system that depends on an analysis of the spectral
content of program material to determine

but it would be linked to another circuit that

whether the program was encoded could completely avoid the occasional false positive

could recognize—and delete—copy-blocking
flags in the subcode, and even replace them

of course, any experienced electronics hob-

with copy-permitting flags, if necessary.

response that could ruin alive recording. And,
byist could easily bypass the chip. In other
words, APS would fail all three of the tests the

14 "Artists Express Views on DAT Legislation." Billboard, July
4, 1987, p.79.
15 Peter W. Mitchell, "Industry Update USA: Philips Solo
Dance." Stereopbile, Aug. 1988, pp.33-35.
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16 "New Antiduping Device Rises from Copycode Grave" Billboard, Aug. 27, 1988, p.77.
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At least the Compact Disc has caused many people to critically listen
to their stereo. We at Audio Resource want you to hear the music. A
quality analog front end is, musically, the most accurate source. Please,
don't get lost in turntable mystery and hocus-pocus imparted by most
audio retailers, who find that compact disc player sales save the training and set-up time necessary with turntables.
At Audio Resource we can guide your choice of the turntable, arm, and
cartridge that fits your needs, budget, and expectations. We offer only
the highest quality products. With most of our systems we include, at
no charge, delivery and set-up including acoustic analysis, anywhere
in the U.S. or proximity.
You deserve to get 100% from every dollar you invest in your system.
Let Audio Resource help you make the choices that are right for you

AUDIO RESOURCE
3133 Edenborn Avenue, Metairie, Louisiana 70002
504-833-6942
504-885-6988
Open Tues. -Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4
Visa-MasterCard-American Express-Discover-Financing
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NBS administered to Copycode."
It shouldn't even get serious consideration,
but given the obstinacy of the RIAA and its
Congressional allies, it just may be aserious
contender for awhile. But the real threat is a
royalty tax.

Overseas Duties

bursement of royalties to artists in other countries that have similar royalty taxes and reciprocal agreements with Australia, but not to those
in nations without such taxes—meaning that
American and British pop artists, who dominate the charts, would get nothing until their
countries fell in line with the international record industry's plan to tax every last recorde

If you read the headline, 'Australian Gov't.
Approves Blank-Tape Royalty Plan,"" you

owner on Earth.

might think Australia had already enacted atape

to appeal to British and American politicians

tax. But in anation with aparliamentary gov-

worried about their nations' trade deficits, but

ernment, that statement doesn't mean what it

it shouldn't fool them. Only the relatively modest artists' shares of the take would cross na-

seems to mean to an American.
In Australia, "the Government" means about
what it does in Britain: aCabinet drawn from

That last provision is obviously calculated

tional borders. The record labels', music publishers', and unions' shares would go to the for-

the majority membership in the House of

eign affiliates of American and British record la-

Representatives. Acareful reading of the Bill-

bels and music publishers, and to foreign unions.
At least the British aren't fooled. On July 25,

board article shows that the tax was not actually enacted, but merely placed on alist of bills

the UK's House of Commons voted over-

the ruling party will try to get through the Aus-

whelmingly (134-37) to delete atax on blank

tralian House and Senate.

tape from a copyright reform bill. Francis

As of this writing, Ihaven't seen anything

Maude, aCabinet member, noted that aroyalty

more on the subject. Idon't know whether the
Australian tape tax was passed or defeated, or

tax would benefit only "relatively well-to-do

whether it's still pending (I suspect the latter).
But the scheme as endorsed by the Cabinet has
two provisions that demand our attention.

record companies and pop stars" while placing
an undue burden on the visually and aurally
handicapped, churches, and younger consumers. Our Congress should take note."

First, 15% of the total revenue from this anticonsumer levy would go to agovernment-

License to 'Pape?

chartered "Contemporary Music Development
Company," whose purpose would be to "foster

la Copycode aren't the only ideas the recording

Australian music and young Australian musicians." This sort of thing has tremendous

Royalty taxes and "technological solutions" a
industry has ever advanced for curbing your
right to tape. Consider this passage:

appeal for the governments of nations like Aus-

"Then aWashington newspaper published

tralia and Canada which feel, not without justification, that they are so heavily influenced,

areport that broadcasters and record compa-

culturally as well as economically, by other
nations, especially America and Britain, that
their own identities are threatened.
Second, the scheme provides for the dis-

17 In late October—too late to change the text of this article,
but not too late to add afootnote-1 heard of areport in the
Sept. 11 issue of Pro Sound News. Murray Allen of Universal
Recording is doing an independent evaluation of APS. PSN
quoted him as follows:
For normal pop music, you'll never hear it. On quiet classical music, you might hear it time and again, and dismiss it
as ambient noise that might occur in the concert hall."
Note that Allen does not deny the audibility of the AN noise
burst; he merely dismisses it as unimportant—an opinion few,
if any, of our readers would share. And Allen inadvertently
raised another question: If the car could easily mistake Miller's
noise burst for ambient noise, isn't it likely that the AN chip
could just as easily mistake real ambient noise in areed concert
hall for an APS noise burst, and thus ruin alive recording?
18 Billboard. June 11, 1988, p.76.
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nies were seeking ways to keep home tape
recordists from building up collections of free
music by dubbing it off the air. ..
"The article went on to say that aspokesman
for' one major record company' was seeking
alicensing system where 'the burden would be
on the applicant for atape recorder to show
that it would not be used to dupe records.' "
The applicant for atape recorder? Believe
it or not, that passage appeared in this magazine's pages in 1963!" And from the context,
it would appear that the newspaper article
19 "U.K. Commons Rejects Tape Levy." Billboard. Aug. 6.
1988. p.3.
20 Philip C. Geraci, — The Home Recordist: Hobbyist or Hoodlum?" Stereopbile, Vol.1 No.6, p.4. While this issue bears the
cover date "July-Oct. 1961" JGH recalls that it was not mailed
to subscribers until just before Christmas of that year.
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appeared at least three years earlier.

expect next year?

Yes, in 1960; 23 years before the introduction of the CD, and 17 years before the first
professional studio digital tape recorders, so

Prognostications

it couldn't have been fear of digital technology

If the RIAA is ever going to get any of its anti-

that motivated that proposal. And at least afew

taping schemes through the US House of Repre-

years before Philips demonstrated its first pro-

sentatives, it will have to be done in an odd-

totypes of the "Compact Cassette" — which

numbered year. No Representative wants to

was first seen as alow-quality, speech-only

vote for that kind of anti-consumer legislation

medium—so it couldn't have been fear of the

in an election year. But the Senate is adifferent

cassette's ubiquity as amusic medium. And it

matter. Only athird of its members run for

couldn't have been fear of analog open-reel

office in any given year. And remember, aSen-

recorders, because those were never really a

ate subcommittee actually did approve atape

mass-market item.

tax on March 25, 1986.

No, that proposal was motivated by greed

Then there's the White House. No incum-

and paranoia—the same kind of paranoia that

bent President who hoped to be re-elected

makes arecord executive think that any kid

could afford not to veto areally unpopular bill

who doesn't spend his entire allowance on

in an election year. But 1990 is not apresiden-

records, but does spend part of it on blank cas-

tial election year, so we'd better hope no anti-

settes, is taking malicious glee in "cheating" the
record companies; and the same kind of greed
that got the industry into the payola scandal of

taping legislation gets through the House in

the late '50s, which precluded the possibility
of awarm reception in Congress in those days.
Yes, greed and paranoia, and alack of imagination: those weasels probably just can't under-

1989.
If the OTA study concludes that home taping has no deleterious effects on the record
industry—as indeed it should—it will help the
consumer immeasurably. If it's as far behind
schedule as the NBS report on Copycocle was,

stand how the rest of us can be any less greedy

it will help even more, by delaying action on

and venal than they are (and their contacts with

anti-taping bills.
Of course, another payola scandal would

politicians eager for Hollywood and Nashville
PAC money certainly won't do anything to

help, but Iwouldn't count on it. If you really

change that!).

want to protect your right to tape, you know

That's enough history for now. What can we

who to write to, don't you?
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Try it for 10 days at no risk!

Now everyone can have
arecord cleaning machine!
Audio Advisor's new "Record Doctor"TM
is the lowest-price
vacuum record cleaning machine.
Only $169.95!
Fiber-covered lips allow
vacuum to clean adry
path across the record

Rotating platform makes
no contact with record
grooves.

Rugged, vinyl-clad wood
cabinet

Compact — only 12 1
2 "
/
wide x7" deep x8"
high

Not sold in stores

Have we got the prescription for you — the cure
for dirty records! Its the new "Record Doctor"
cleaning vacuum machine, made exclusively for

The sound is clearer, CLEANER
the music more
natural. Even the bass sounds tighter!

Audio Advisor. Because we have no retail-store

Records LAST LONGER because your stylus isn't

markup, you clean up! Price is only $169.95. Other
record cleaning machines sell for $300 and more.

pushing particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves.
You protect irreplaceable, priceless LP's!

Fast! Easy!
Simply splash afew drops of fluid from the easydrip bottle. Then use the applicator brush to spread

No frills!
Remember .
the point of a record cleaning
machine is to VACUUM-CLEAN your records. Other

the fluid as you rotate the record by hand. Turn
on the vacuum and rotate some more. Done!

features are frills. You don't need asecond motor

"This machine really sucks!"

You get the complete package — vacuum machine,
high-quality applicator brush, and cleaning fluid —
all for only $169.95 plus $8.95 shipping 8handling.
220 volt 50/60 Hz model $189.95 plus shipping.

That's what a customer said. Record Doctor's
powerful vacuum sucks up fluid and debris from
the record grooves and leaves the record dry.
Debris is gone
sucked up. NOT picked up from
one part of the record and left on another! Record
Doctor safely removes dirt, dust, grease, finger-

to turn the record. Rotate it yourself and save!

Use Record Doctor and listen to clean records for
10 days. If you are not ecstatic, return the little
sucker and we'll refund your money.

prints, and other grunge too gross to mention.

Sonic splendor!

Charge It!

Serious audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum-clean their
records — less surface noise, fewer ticks and pops.

Order Toll-Free:
1-800-669-4434
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AO "Sims" CD Stabilizer Rings
15 Rings whocator
19 95
25 Rings w/locator
29 95
50 Rings + free locator
100 Rings Special Price
Sorbothane CO Feet

49 95
89 95
(4119 95

Automatic Tonearm Lifters:
AU Prolift
39 95
Alphason Armlift
29 95
AR ES-1 table wiA0 arm
639 95'
AR ES-1 Turntable only
399 95'
Precut Metal AR Armboards
For MMT, AR, RB300
34 95
Cartridge Alignment Protractors
DB Protractor
24 50
Dennesen Soundtractor
149 95
Electronic stylus cleaner
39 95
Grado Cartridges ZTE +1..
19 95
PZTE +1 P-mount
21 50
Signature 8MZ. MCZ, TLZ, XTZ Call
8MZ replacement stylus ..
89 95
MCZ replacement stylus ... 134 95
Headshells: Surniko HS-12
29 95
A0-16 BEST AVALABLE
39 95
Headshell Wires: AO, Sunk° 995
SME lit) BEST AVAILABLE
22 95

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
15
15

99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

Reference Recordings. LP or CD
RR-12. Dalos percussion
.. 15.99
RR-14, Big Band Sound
.15.99
RR-16, Walton Facade
15 99
RR-20, Serendipity
15 55
RR-21, Star of Wonder
15.99
RR-22, Copland Appalacsan 15.99
RR-23, Hellcon:Viyaldi/Bach 15.99
'RR-25, Noma/Liszt
.
15 99
•AR-26. Redheads Jazz
15 99
'RR-27, Fuller Plays Rameau
15 99
Sheffield: Kodo Drums CD
15 9g
Moscow Sessions LP/CD (set)39 g',

("Wration

Powerstrips

,Ici
Datagard Line Filters:
The Power Strip
6outlet. on/off
4
switch
The Datagard Strip 6outlet. 3stage filter
Deluxe Datagard
6outlet. 7stage filter
Tripplite "ISOBAR" Line Filters:
'ISOBAR 44outlet. 2-stage filtering
ISOBAR-8 8outlet. 4-stage filtering
Tripplite line conditioner/stabilizers:
'Tripplite LC-1200
4outlet. 2stage filtering,
65db noise reduction. 1200 watt max
Tripplite LC-1800: 6outlet. 3stage filtering.
85db noise reduction. 1800 watt max
•These models available in 220 volt. 50/60hz

I

139 95"
149 95"
249 95"
249.95"
34 95

r—r
14 95
1 .1 Stylus Gauge: Shure gauge
99 95
Electronic stylus gauge
Sumiko Products:
LAST Record Power Cleaner ..11.95
FBI MC demagnetizer
209 95
#2 Preservative
14.95
PIBt Tonearm adapter cable 69 95
o3 Record Cleaner
795
VIA-16 VTA for MMT arm
74 95
#4 Stylus Cleaner
795
Tip Toes/Counter Feet tor turntables
05 Stylast
16 95
C-3 For AR turntables
495
SP-100 Power Cleaner 16 oz 79 95"
C-17/37 For VPI/Sota tables
8.95
SP-200 Preservative 16 oz 105 CO• • C-10/12 For Oracle/Alexandria 895
Hilly Gritty "First" Record Cleaner:
Tonearm Interconnects: DIN to RCA:
6oz
14 95 16 oz
24 95
AO Sapph Tonearm Cable 411 89 95
Record Brushes: AO or NG
995
Monster Genesis Lightspd
159 95
VPI Brush for 16 5or 17
19 95
VandenHul TSF TAC 15M .. 69. 95
Record Clamps:
AO clamp 39 95
New Lead Balloon Stand
_239.95 +
Sota clamp 89 95 VPI clamp 45 00
Turntable Belts: AR Belt
.. 12 00
Record Cleaning Solutions:
Sota Belt
995 VPI Belt.. 19.95
Torumat T81-7XH
16 oz 14 95
Turntable Wall Shelves:
SuperCleanerl6oz 12 95 32oz 16 95
Target TT 1
99 95"
1gal 24 93 Super Size .
25gal 49 95 —
Target TT-1L For Large tables149 95 "
Record Mats AO Sorbothane
31 95
VPI Record Cleaning Machines
Call
Sota Mat 129 95 Surniko-Acrylic 84 95
VPI PLC Power Line Conditioner Call

Audiophile Records &CD's:
New Release
Chesky Records
RC-11. Reiner Sound (LP)
RC-10, Lt Kine/Reiner (LP)
RC-8, Gershwin Rhapsody
RC-9, Spain Reiner 8CSO
•CR-6. Brahms/Reiner (LP)
•CR -7. Bizet.Tchaikovsky (LP)
'CD-16. Mozart. Haydn (CD)
'CD-17. Beethoven#28#5(CD)
Proprios: Cantate Domino
Jazz/Pawn/Shop LP 33 95 CO

Megrims CO Players
CDB480 16 bit Player
CDB482 Player w/remote
CD13473 Player w/remote
CDR486 16 bit CD Changer
VPI Magic Brick CO damper

4?

For Turntables:

/

Mod Squad CD Damper Kit
23.50
CD polish &scratch remover ._1415
CD to Amp passive preamps:
DBP-2NC 5Inputs
99.95
OED CDP w/vol control
99 95
Interconnects: Aural.Cardas.Distech,
EMS.Livewire,MIT,Monster,
VandenHul
Call

14 95
34 95
49.95
69.95
99 95

199 95 289 00'
add 510 00

Stocking stuffer
accessory-of-themonth
Livewire
Special Interconnect
••=ior
For CD players 8components
December only

$49 95

Dampers

AO Sorbothane Products:
AO Feet Large
(4)34 95 Small
AO Sorbothane Sheet with adhesive backing
6" x6"
12 50 12"x6"
Monster Footers: NAVCOM vibration damper
COI
CD Player damper
Tip Toes &Counterieet
C-3
TV with wood screw
2"
Tip Toe without wood screw
1 a"
Tip Toe w/o wood screw
Tip Toe with wood screw
C-10
For Oracle Delphi. Lead Balloon,
ARCICI Ouad Stand. Vandersteen stands
VPI 1W-5db
Magic Brick

(4119 95
24 95
(4)74 95
495
450
650
895
895
34 95
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Order Toll Free 1-800-669-4434:
"

(.

Cables di Cable Accessories
Interconnect Cables: Aural. Cardas.
Distech, FMS, Livewire. MIT,
Monster, VandenHul
Call
RCA Connectors:
Mogan 7551 (7mm) ...
395
AO RCA .7mm/9mm/10.5mm 795
Tiffany 4/5 5/7/9mm .. (pr)13.50
—Female RCA
(c4)14.50
—Female DIN
18.95
WBT 0101 9mm RCA
(pr)36 95
WBT 0200 female RCA
(pr)34 95

I

Speaker Cables: As-One. Cardas.
Distech, Livewire. MIT. Monster.
Tara Labs Space 8Time
Call
Spade Lugs: Monster
75
Distech '
'The Lug .'
5.95
GIANT 6ga (4)6 95 2ga (4)13.95
Bananas: King Size (89a)
7.99
Monster 9-terminators
(pr)24.95
WBT 0600 expand. banana (pr)44.95
Tiffany Binding Posts
(4)29.95
Esoteric Audio Binding Posts (2)18.95

oni

Speaker stands
Chicago Speaker Stand:—steel stands with cone points
88-02 8"
49.95
RJ-10 10"
8195"
Chicago Hercules Stand:
12"
129 95' 15"
134.95*
20"
134 95' 25"
139.95'
ARCICI Rigid Riser Stand—adjusts 20-36"
119.95*
ARCICI Ouad ESL-63 Stand
169.95*
ARCICI For original Quad ESL
169.95*
Sound Anchors for Vandersteen IIC
219.95*
Target Stands: HJ20/2T 20"
189.95*
HJ24/27 20" black or white
209.95*
Target BT-1 swiveling wall bracket
24.95

Distech Power8ridge Cables
Cramoline contact cleaner
Silver Solder:
Wonder Solder 15oz
WBT 0820 250g roll. 8mm
WBT 0840 5COg roll. 15mm
Soldering iron kit with acc
Tweek: contact conditioner
Video Cables:
VandenHul 1m
18 95 2m
Monster 1m
19 95 2015

Car
15 95
9.99
29.95
59.95
5.95
14.95
22 95
49 95

Equipment Racks:

Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT I
Target TT• IL for large tables
OED WF 1for CD players
Paulson loo aeon Platforms
Target Equipment Stands/Racks:
A18
3" amp isolation base
TT2
20" stand with 2shelves
TT3
33" stand with 3shelves
TT3RR 33" with 2record shelves
PS3
33" large size stand
TT5T 40" stand with 5shelves

99 95"
139 95'
99 95"
Call
69 95''
139 95"
19995'

209951

245 OD*
25995'

au male LIPSINOOM SO•ody Me, aNM Insh

/".
Misc. Accessories

Foreign sales welcome

ASC Tube Trap acoustic room dampers Call
Dust cover polish &scratch remover
14 95
FM antennas: Terk "Pi" antenna
74 95
Last longer 8sound better than original tubes
AudioPrism 7500
Call
"Littlite" gooseneck turntable light
.45.00 • -- Complete sets
Son«
Juniors:
2'x2'92"
sheets
ARC SP3/8
89 95 CP SA 12
54 95
ARC SP6
64 95 CP SA-20
99 95
Colors charcoal, beige, brown or blue
(4)49.95
ARC SP9
69 95 Dyna PAS3
49 95
Regular Sonex &special Sonex products
Call
ARC SP11
64 95 NYAL Supent
49 95
Speaker cable switching boxes:
ARC Amps
Cat M,nvet d"A"
49 95
Niles SPS-1 4pr w/impedence matching
74.95
Audible 112
59 95 Moscode 600
159 95
Niles HDS-4 4pr for heavy duty cables
139 95
CJPV5/P111
99 95 Moscode 300/150
79 95
CJ Amps
Can Otockseyer Monos
OED UHSS2 2pr w/headphone jack
79 95
149 95
CO 5U/7
49 95 12 AX7 sor 60J8's Reg
995
Stay earspeaker systems
Call
CP SA-5
159 95
Standard
16 95
Tape deck switching selectors:
va imps d
Prermum
42 00
dbx 200 tape routing selector
99.95
preamps
Cad
OED TSU2P 2tape decks
79 95
Tape head demagnetizer
Gold Aero Premium Tubes
Call
14 95
Tweak: for all electronic contacts
Sorbothane Tube damper rings
250
14 95
Hi-temp Tube damper rings
,
VPI
16
5
,
17
pick
up
cieamna
tubes
100 ,
19 95
__.,/

RAM Tubes

elhIpping Charges (UPS, Insured, 48 States)
Accessories One Item
395 Extra Items
'Turntables/Stands
12.95 **Electronics
UPS Air to Western Europe, Far East, Aus.. NZ
-most items under $50 and less than 5days.
Business hours .M-F 9-7 EST, Sat 10-3.
Pnces subject to change Add 3% for Amex

Charge It!
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a Isar, Inc.

OAKES SKI • GRAND RAPIDS MI 49503

FAX 616 451 0709

Service 616 451 3868

III

STEREO •VIDEO
ei
6300 Powers Ferry Landing, Atlanta, Georgia 30339

(404) 955-2533
•Finest service department in the Southeast. Interior design and
custom installation experts. 220 Volt models available
•AMEX/VISA/MC (major credit cards accepted)
•We Ship Anywhere
ALCHEMIST
APOGEE
AUDIO RESEARCH
AVALON
B&K
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS

MIT
MONSTER
MOTIF
MUSICAL CONCEPTS
NAKAMICHI
PARADIGM

CARDAS
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
COMPLEMENT
DAHLQUIST
DUNTECH
GOLDMUND
GRADO
KIMBER

PREMIER
PS AUDIO
ROTEL
ROWLAND RESEARCH
SPACE & TIME
SPECTRUM
SPICA
SME
SOTA

KOETSU
KRELL
LUX
MAGNAVOX
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MARTIN LOGAN
McINTOSH
MIRAGE

SUPERPHON
SYSTEMDEK
THIEL
VAN DEN HUL
VERSA DYNAMICS
VIRTUOSO
VTL
WELL TEMPERED LABS

Showroom Hours: M -F11:00 AM -9:00 PM
SAT 10:00 AM -6:00 PM

Kevin Conklin
& Richard Schneider
examine the
NoNoise process

N

omatter what you think of the sonic
good or harm wrought by the compact disc revolution, you can hardly

deny the enormous benefit of the recording

companies reissuing on CD hundreds of historic performances, most of them long unavailable on vinyl. But the very age of these recordings presents certain problems. Those made
direct-to-78 suffer from attendant background
noise, clicks, and pops; those from pre-Dolby
tape have hiss; and either medium will suffer
great deterioration after decades of careless
storage sometimes with apparently mortal loss
of intelligibility.

Enter Sonic Solutions, asmall San Franciscobased firm dedicated to the application of digital signal-processing techniques to the recovery of recorded sound. SS was founded in 1986
by Bob Doris, former president of Droid Works,
George Lucas's computer animation subsidiary.
He has since been joined by Mary Sauer, also
formerly of Droid Works, now SS's VP of Marketing and Operations, and Andy Moore, who
has long been involved with computers and
digital audio. They have developed aprocess
called NoNoise, which several audio recording
firms have used to remove noise from material
taken from their vaults—all sorts of material,
from Louis Armstrong to the Doors to classical recordings. Philips of Holland has obtained
exclusive rights to use the NoNoise logo on the
de-noised classical material they issue during
1988. Their first big release is of 25 vintage
"Legendary Classics" CDs, seven of which are
reviewed later in this article.
The NoNoise system comprises several components running on SS's in-house Sun 3computer. Most important is aset of noise-reduction programs, intended to be run against a
PCM digital recording after it has been downloaded from Sony 1630-format tape to aWinchester disk drive (a 60-minute CD occupies
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about 700 megabytes). One process handles
spuriae and signal dropouts of transient duration (typically less than 10 milliseconds, never
more than 100ms). The program gates the transient signal in the time domain; an arbitrary

end, dubbed "Browser," is provided for the
operator-editor, allowing display of the waveforms to an arbitrary level of granularity, and
giving interactive control over setting gates and

number of time slices is taken from the (pre-

the application of various interpolation techniques. Finally, the whole process is automated

sumably unblemished) signal on either side of
the gate; all these values are run through an

so that an entire CD may be processed—save
for final, manual touchup—in arealistic span

algorithm to determine the best interpolation

of time. Even with amillion-instructions-per-

to replace the gated interval. (SS isn't talking,
but they may be using Savitsky-Golay smooth-

second machine like the Sun, real-time noise

ing polynomials, long employed by physicists
and chemists to remove noise from spectrographic data.) One advantage to this technique
is that, in contrast to traditional razor-blade

reduction is not possible, a60 -minute CD
requiring about eight hours.
Sonic Solutions will process aCD in-house
for about $8000. Their business goal is, how-

tape editing, no time gap is introduced. Using

ever, to market NoNoise systems to other companies. The software will be offered on an

the old method, several 10ms excisions within
ashort span could substantially alter one's per-

array processor cards. The full-blown NoNoise

ception of arecorded performance.

platform will sell for $100,000. Abasic CD pre-

Apple Macintosh Il system fitted with special

Sauer demonstrated the NoNoise technique

mastering system, with functions appropriate

for me, treating a1968 recording ofJim Mor-

to mixing and film Foley work, will sell for the

rison made at aHollywood Bowl performance

amusing sum of $44,100.

Morrison's microphone had abad connector,

What of NoNoise's effects on sound and

which introduced all manner of crackly noises
whenever he moved. After the NoNoise treat-

music? Ifind the results mixed. Quite contrary
to the conclusions Robert Cowan drew in his

ment, the crackle was almost inaudible, and

Sept. '88 Hi-Fi News review of the Philips CDs,

Morrison still sounded like Morrison.

Ifind the system's click-and-pop removal from

Periodic broadband noise of long duration,

old 78s sonically more convincing than its

such as thermal noise from tape or vacuum

elimination of the broadband hiss off more

tubes, or groove noise from 78s, is removed by
adifferent method. A sample of pure noise,

recent magnetic tape Agood example is Philips
420 778-2 (58:23), featuring Maurice Ravel con-

without musical content, is first taken—gen-

ducting his Bolero (1932, Lamoureux Orchestra); Ravel at the piano accompanying soprano

erally 0.3-0.5 second is required. This sample
is used as abaseline for algorithmically de-

Madeline Grey in his Chansons madecasses

noising the entire recording, band-by-band,

(1928, with unnamed instrumental ensemble);

through over 2000 frequency bands. This tech-

and Serge Prokofiev conducting his second

nique is not as easy as it sounds. First, it is often

Romeo andJuliet suite (1938, Moscow Philharmonic). The Bolero especially is amust-hear,

difficult to find half asecond of "silent" noise
on a tape, given the training of recording

demonstrating the sensuousness and unvary-

engineers to cut in and fade out as quickly as

ing, inevitably slow tempo which Ravel rightly

possible around the music. An estimated noise
profile must sometimes be used instead. Also,

insisted were essential to effective performance. Ravel is much more rough-and-ready

the sample must sometimes be edited to remove non-noise impurities such as music!
The signal processing may seem straightfor-

practice long before Blake Edwards and Bo

ward, but how exactly does one decide what

is noise, and what is music, or such extramusi-

with this piece than had become common
Derek misappropriated it: listen especially to
the raucous saxophone, an instrument in 1932
still packing Jazz-Age shock value, quite con-

cal sounds as ambience or crowd rumble

trary to the blandly civilized playing of post-

which many consider integral to the enjoyment
of music? The NoNoise system provides sev-

Sigurd Rascher generations.
Some audio critics have complained about

eral tools to help. Artificial intelligence tech-

an unrealistic smoothness to this CD's sound
and alack of ambience compared to the 78 (I

niques are employed to analyze the waveform,
identifying spuriae and hiss on such bases as
periodicity and frequency. Amenu-driven front
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cannot, for Idon't have the 78). It does sound
alittle scrubbed-up, but there are also details
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one just wouldn't expect to emerge from the

dynamics, and only marginally superior in

lacquer. The Chansons are perhaps amore

string sweetness, soundstage depth, and low-

complete illustration of NoNoise's pluses and
minuses, soprano and especially cello being
vivid and filled-out through their overtones;

level delicacy (The Festivo is the only LP version Ihave of any of these issues.)
Another great performance—one perhaps not

the piano, especially right hand, sounds dead

so renowned as Szell's Sibelius—is Pierre Mon-

by comparison. Background is amazingly quiet,
though far from silent. ,

teux% 1962 stereo Concertgebouw "Eroica,"
which includes arehearsal of that symphony's

The original Prokofiev recording may be too

Maniafunebre (conducted in French, of course-

dim, primitive, and deteriorated for any analysis

420 853-2, 61:30). This is avigorous traversal
of the symphony, the finale never deviating too

of recorded nuance, but the Philips CD is at least
observing that Prokofiev conducts the Moscow

comprehensible Iagain diverge from Cowan In

far from asense of dance. Sound is very quiet
in background, sweet if uncomplicated in strings,

Phil. with passion; would that all recordings

again fiat in perspective and dull in ambience.

of R&J were this gutsy, sweet, and violent.

A most interesting, if nowadays anachronistic,
issue is Eduard van Beinum/Concertgebouw

At the other extreme, consider the 1956 Karl
Bohm/Vienna Symphony recording of the
Mozart Requiem (420 772-2, 59:58, mono).

playing Bach's second Orchestral Suite and the
complete Handel Water Music (420 857-2,

This performance is special. Bohm's reputation

1955 & 1958, stereo though erroneously labeled

as aKapellmeister has always been unfair; cer-

mono, 68:44). Though the denoised sound is
clinical and etched rather than painted, the

tainly his Mozart can be inspired: but nothing
an exquisite juxtaposition of Teutonic signi-

music is exemplary big-band Baroque: lithe if
large Bach, with appropriately Landowska -

ficance with refinement and devotion. It's al-

sized harpsichord continuo; and aWater Music

most enough to erase doubts about Sussmayer's

which, if not so soulful and celebratory as

prepared me for the intensity of this reading,

completion. The CD even boasts liturgically

Thomas Beecham's Megathons from about the

appropriate banding.

same period, is certainly graceful along its

Sonically, it's adicier issue. NoNoise does all

leisurely pace This CD also provides an aesthe-

but eliminate background tape noise, but the

tic evaluation of the NoNoise system: it is more

result is adisturbingly inelastic sound: aweird

effective at reconstructing Bach's Music of the

cutoff of ambience, reverberation becoming

Head than Handel's public music of the senses.

adiscontinuous "foof." Again, low-to-mid-

Less recommendable is the stereo release of

range sounds (bass and tenor voice, horn) have

Pablo Casals playing two Beethoven trios: the

their overtones reproduced better than high

"Ghost" (with violinist Sandor Vegh and pianist
Karl Engel) and "Archduke" (with Vegh and

sounds (strings, soprano). Similar, but quantitaGeorge Szell/Concertgebouw/Beethoven 5/

pianist Mieczyslaw Horszowski). (420 855-2,
1961 & 1958, 74:28.) While Casals's "Ghost"

Sibelius 2(420 771-2, 1964 & 1966, 73:33). The
recordings of both symphonies suffer from

and drags, suffering also from Vegh's sometimes

tively less, criticism may be levied on the

is pointed and energetic, the "Archduke" drifts

ambience suckout and poor differentiation of

approximate approach to intonation. As with

sounds belowpp, or anywhere near the ana-

other issues, cello fares best, ambience and

log noise floor. The Beethoven, by the way, is

piano get whitened.

excellent, as urgent as Szell's work in Cleveland

The real prize of the Philips lot is the disc of

but without the teeth-clenching. The Sibelius

Emanuel Feuermann, one of the greatest cellists of the recorded-music era, playing Dvorak's

is quite well-known; rest assured that this CD
sounds far better than the cheap Festivo LP of
several years ago, the LP by comparison congested in line and bland in texture and

Cello Concerto (1940), "Silent Woods," and Gminor Rondo (1941), along with Ernest Bloch's
"Schelomo" (1942), all accompanied by Leon
Barzin and New York's National Orchestral
Association (420 776-2, 68:01). Not only is this

IAfter acareful listen to this CD, Iam afraid that Ican't be as
enthusiastic as KC over its sonics. Iassume it is duc to the
NoNoise process, but the sound sounds as if it has been fed
through adownward expander of some kind, resulting in audible noise pumping and asmearing of the transient leading
edges.
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CD the best-recovered and tonally most rich,
it also contains powerful performances, especially "Schelomo," as near adefinitive performance as there is. Feuermann's viscous cello
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tone reveals (to appropriate a phrase from
Joyce) the redolence of milk and honey wafting
from Bloch's score. (Incidentally, Philips is
licensing the original Feuermann recordings
from Alan Silver's In Sync Labs. The fascinating
story of their rediscovery is told in an interview
with Silver in the July 1988 Audio.)
The technical and aesthetic benefits of NoNoise are certainly mixed. Digital signal-processing techniques were originally developed
to improve intelligibility of specific portions
of signals, usually periodic, steady-state signals
of extremely short duration. The success of
applying such techniques to musical program
will hinge on how closely asteady-state signal
can approximate amicroscopic slice of music.
In addition, use of smoothing and interpolation techniques typically requires dense digital sampling, typically at higher than twice the
Nyquist frequency, because some data points
are sacrificed as aresult of the technique and
because peak distortions can be mixed with
uncorrupted signal as aresult of the process-

NO

RICHARD SCHNEIDER:

ing. Given a44.1kHz sampling frequency, this
density cannot be realized at high audio fre-

back old material in aform consumers will

quencies. So it's intuitively no surprise that
high frequencies, depth, and ambience infor-

accept."

mation seem to be most compromised.
But the sonic problems I've observed might
have been introduced in the A/D conversion

p

e 4

erfect sound forever" wasn't good
enough. Philips has collaborated

with Sonic Solutions of San Fran-

process before Sonic Solutions ever got its mas-

cisco to produce CDs from its treasured ar-

ter from Philips—the symptoms could be
considered typical of unreprocessed CDs. In

chives using acomplex computer program

fact, given NoNoise's capability of selectively
manipulating myriad small frequency bands,

which is intended to do away with every vestige of non-musical sound, enabling arecord-

it's conceivable that the software could be

ing from any source, from any vintage, back to
the very rhyme the mythical Nipper heard his

enhanced to correct the phase shifts and other

master's voice recite, to sound with every

damage done in PCM recording—not unlike
what Spectral's new CD player tries to do in real

nuance captured by the technology of the day,
but with abackground as silent as adigital

time.

recording. A Utopian concept!

And one must never forget that, fine matters
of fidelity aside, there are positive marketing

Philips' initial release of 25 Legendary Classics titles was launched with alavish press con-

benefits to NoNoise. Many of these reissues

ference at PolyGram's New York office in late

would be economically insupportable were it

May. The conference room at PolyGram is

not for the promise of noise elimination, a

equipped with an excellent mid-fl media sys-

promise largely kept. The music world is cer-

tem. lb paraphrase one of Richard Strauss's great

tainly richer for their release. Mary Sauer de-

self-deprecations, it's afirst-class second-rate

scribes the situation best: she's heard the unfair
parallels drawn between NoNoise treatment

sound system, one which is capable of displaying every known species of home audio or video.

and Ted lbrner's colorization of classic films,

The conference was held to demonstrate the

and the nostalgic if perhaps accurate claims that

NoNoise product to the music and audio press

"my old 78s sound better"; but what matters
most is her "delight at hearing Ravel conduct

and to record retailers. Refreshments were

Bolero so slow, and my appreciation at bringing

the Brie was delicious.
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served. The smoked salmon was abit fiat, but
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At Lyric, you'll find more preamps, amps and
tuners to choose from. And along with all the
brands and models on display, more knowledge
and experience. More service, too. Which
explains why more people around the world make
Lyric their source for quality audio components.

Come in and audition electronics from Accuphase,
Audio Research, Bryston, Carver, Classe, conradjohnson, Goldmund, Jadis, Kyocera, Mark
Levinson, Mondial, Motif, NAD, Nakamichi,
Perreaux, Quad, Rotel, Sony ES, Spectral, VTL and
others. We supply 220 volt equipment for export.
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1221 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10028
212-439-1900

2005 Broadway
New York, NY 10023
212-769-4600

146 East Post Road
White Plains, NY 10601
914-949-7500

lidoise Releases iPhilips OR Os
Bach/Handel
Orchestral Suite No.2/Water Music
van Beinum, Concertgebouw
Philips 420 857-2
Beethoven
Symphony 3, Rehearsal excerpts
Monteux, Concertgebouw
Philips 420 853-2

Mussorgsky
Pictures at an Exhibition
Richter
Philips 420 774-2
Ravel/Debussy/Prokofiev/Ysaye
Sonata in G/Sonata in g/5 Melodies/
Sonata in d
Oistrakh, Bauer

"Archduke" & "Geister" Piano
Trios
Casals, Engel, Horszowski, Vegh
Philips 420 855-2
Beethoven/Haydn/Sirauss Lieder
Wunderlich
Philips 420 852-2

Ravel/Prokofiev
Bolero, Chanson madescasses/Romeo
& Juliet Suite No.2
Ravel, Lamoureux Oichestra/Prokofiev,
Moscow Philharmonic
Philips 420 778-2

Beethoven/Sibellus
Symphony 5/Symphony 2
Sze11, Concertgebouw
Philips 420 771-2

Schubert
Die Schone Mullerin
Souzay, Baldwin
Philips 420 85-2

Dvorak/Bloch
Cello Concerto, Silent Woods/
Schelomo
Feuermann, Barzin, National
Orchestral Association
Philips 420 776-2
Mozart
Requiem
Stich-Randall, Malaniuk, Kmentt,
Bohme, Bohm, Vienna Symphony
Philips 420 772-2
Mozart/Chausson
Violin Concerto K.216/Poeme
Thibaud, Paray, Bigot, Lamoureux
Orchestra
Philips 420 859-2

MAL

Schumann
Plano Concerto, Kinderszenen,
Wa1
dszenen,A-B-E -G-G Variations
Haskil, van Otterloo, Hague
Philharmonic
Philips 420 851-2
Stravinsky
L'Histoire du Soldat
Cocteau, Ustinov, Fertey, Tonietti,
Markevitch
Philips 420 773-2
Tchaikovsky
Symphony 5, Capriccio Italien
da
van Kempen, Concertgebouww
Phillt 420 858-2

n

Once the bar and the buffet table had been

preceding and subsequent examples from the

sufficiently ravaged, there began an earnest
demonstration of before-and-after examples,

ficulty making other judgments, except for an

recording. In the conference room, Ihad dif-

given repeatedly, and with long and complicated

excerpt from Chausson's Poeme, recorded

technical details, which were illustrated with
aslide show. (lust like high school, except that

by Jacques Thibaud in 1950. The source was

Brie wasn't allowed in classrooms.) To tell
you the truth, the natives did get restless that

startlingly brilliant, the after lifeless and dull.

night, but they seemed impressed with the
emperor's NoNoise.

salmon and Brie on acracker are not ameal, I

To illustrate NoNoise, andrpossibly to give

amint-condition 78 record. The before was
As aglass ofJ&B with tonic and abit of smoked
resolved to stop off and get some cold sesame

their better-heeled guests something to listen

noodles on my way home to do some serious
listening.

to while driving home in their CD-playerequipped autos, each of us was given acopy of

over half the releases and runs nearly the gamut

aCD containing before-and-after examples

of phonological history There are no acoustical

from the initial release. This sampler was not

recordings, but the electrical go as far back as

The sampler contains examples from just

intended for public consumption; all that the

1928 (Bolero conducted by Ravel), and go well

public—and apparently most critics—will
hear will be full-length afters.

into the stereo, though pre-Dolby era, to 1966

Iwill admit to being impressed by the system's ability to eradicate impulse noise by synthesizing musical replacements based on
Stereophile, December 1988

(recordings of Beethoven 5by Szell and the
Concertgebouw, and alive recital given in Paris
by David Oistrakh and Frida Bauer of works by
Ravel, Debussy, Prokofiev, and Ysaye).
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GOOD PRICES
We offer competitive prices

on a very large selection of components
including accessories like cables, tip-toes and
record cleaning supplies.

U.S.A. WARRANTIES

You will never get apiece of "grey-

TOLL-FREE ORDERING
Our order desk is open Monday

markets' merchandise from HCM

through Friday from 6,00 a.m. to

AUDIO We sell only those products

6110 p.m. (Pacific Time) and Satur-

which have been imported through

day from 9:00 a.m. to &00 p.m.

the factory authorized U S.A distri-

(Pacific Time). Just call toll-free 1-

butors This means any new pro-

800-222-3465 and have your Visa.

duct you

purchase from

HCM

MasterCard or American Express

AUDIO will be covered by the manu-

card ready

facturers standard U.S A. warranty.
All you need to do is keep acopy of

NOTE Toll-free number not avail-

your original invoice from us

able in California.

LARGE INVENTORY
We keep a large inventory of
products on hand in our warehouse

e
fadsote
ATnhdis wmheeann we

QUICK SHIPMENT

ryf
r
r un
d
ne
Out
1
i
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Your order will be shipped from our
warehouse within 3business days.
In the event your order is out-of stock, we will not charge your credit

stock on the item you've ordered

card until it is shipped And when

we tell you ,You won't get the "run-

the items you've ordered return to

around" at HCM AUDIO

stock your order receives immediate priority handling

CALL US AT
1-800-222-3465 or 1-916-345-1341
FOR PRICES ON THE FOLLOWING BRANDS OF EQUIPMENT
AND A COMPLETE LIST OF SPECIALS, CLOSEOUTS & DEMO'S
Alpha Genesis *AR *Audioquest * B+K * Blaupunkt * Bose
Boston Acoustics *Celestion *Grado Signature * Hafler * Harman Kardon
JBL * Last * Livewire * Mod Squad * Monster Cable * Musical Concepts
Nitty Gritty * Premier *Signet *Sony *Sota *Stax *Straightwire *Sumiko
Superphon *Talisman *Thorens *Van den hul Cable *and more!

CALL 1-916-345-1341 FOR INFORMATION OR ADVICE
WE ACCEPT VISA,
MASTERCARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS
Returns must be made within 7 days
and have our return authorization
number on the outside of the box or it
will be refused

There is a 15% re-

stocking charge on all returns

WE

WILL NOT accept returns on phono
cartridges, fluid products, speaker
cable, or custom length interconnect
cables

H

AUDIO

SEND ORDERS TO:
HCM AUDIO
1600-B MANGROVE
CHICO, CA 95926
Open Monday thru Friday
6a.m. to 6p.m. (Pacific Time)
Open Saturday
9a.m. to 6p.m. (Pacific Time)

Ishouldn't have been too surprised, but at

Most Ludicrous: this grandest of prizes goes

home on my system, with all its known commo-

to Ravel's 1928 recording of Bolero with the

dities, there wasn't asingle example on the CD
in which the NoNoise treatment represented an

Lamoureux Orchestra, and Prokofiev's 1938
recording with the Moscow Philharmonic of

improvement over the original. In every case,

Suite No.2 from Romeo and Juliet. Both re-

the treatment took more liveliness away than

cordings come from highly uneven sources like

it could possibly compensate for with aquieter

the Feurmann. Quiet passages and rests have
nearly silent backgrounds, but noise rises with

background.
In the stereo orchestral material by SzeII and

the dynamics. The Prokofiev has the same type

Monteux with the Concertgebouw, one could

of sound as the original soundtracks of Alex-

kiss goodbye the spacious character of the hall

ander Nevsky and Ivan the Térrible—primitive

and the biting attack of the strings, although
on the full-length release it may sound impres-

and way below par for its time In the interests
of hearing Prokofiev's own concept of this
music, one must bite the bullet, but surely one

sive to those who don't know what they're
missing. Sviatoslav Richter's 1959 Sofia recital
suffers more because of unevenness in the
source tape. Steady-state background noise can
be rather unsteady in some sources. How about
Igor Markevitch's 1962 recording of Stravinsky's

should not be asked to bite into aturd. Ravel's
Bolero recording represents the very nadir: we
should complain to Ralph Nader. And to all the
injurious distractions and distortions of the
Feurmann and Prokofiev treatments, Philips

L'Histoire du Soldat, with Ramuz's original

has added the final insult: the pitch is one half-

French text, Jean Cocteau narrating, and Peter

step too high.

Ustinov as the Devil, with an instrumental en-

Philips NoNoise Legendary Classics make
me feel like Peter Finch's character in Network.

semble which boasts Maurice Andre on trumpet? Actually, this one is the least damaged of
all, but Cocteau sounds more bitingly nasal
untreated than treated, and on the full-length,
Iam sometimes unable to distinguish Ustinov's
voice from that ofJean-Marie Fertey, who plays
the Soldier. That should not be!
It's prize time. For Most Heartbreaking it's a
tie between the Oistrakh-Bauer Paris Recital
and the Casals Beethoven "Ghost" and 'Archduke" Trios, recorded live in Prades and Bonn
respectively. Oistrakh loses all vestige of his
individual character in the NoNoise treatment,
becoming amere generic violinist. The untreated

I'm mad as hell, and I'm not going to take it anymore. But what the hell can any of us do about
it? Particular concern relates to Philips' ownership of the master tapes of the great old Mercury recordings. Remember what they've
already perpetrated with Mercury Golden
Imports? What's next?
Make no mistake about it. If the controversy
over CD vs Vinyl was WWII, NoNoise vs Leave
the Goddam Things Alone, for Chrissake, is
WWIII. CD by the likes of Chesky (any title),

Casals had astartling holographic quality (the

Danacord (the Melchior Anthology), Smolian
Archives (premium offerings from broadcast
archives for orchestra fund drives), Music &

artists are in the room) which NoNoise imploded

Arts, and the Arturo Toscanini Society have

like avacuum.

clearly demonstrated the virtues of CD applied

For Most Gratuitous Inominate Emmanuel

to recordings of age and treasure. The back-

Feuermann's masterful 1940 live performance

ground noise of old recordings is part of their

of Dvorak's Cello Concerto from an acetate

special character. Light hands and truly golden
ears at the equalizer can draw forth nuances

source. This performance has been available
on an In Sync cassette (licensed from Philips)
for several years. If you have In Sync cassettes

and spatial characteristics which the original
engineers could have scarcely imagined, and

in your house, you don't have to hide them
when your friends come over. The In Sync edition was already digitally remastered, and

background noise assumes areasonable perspective Listeners who can't deal with abit of

equalized for noise reduction. If Feurmann
interests you, get the In Sync cassette The ace-

Such listeners should purchase only those CDs
which bear the SPARS DDD code. Those of us

tate source is filled with uneven noise which In
Sync made areasonably successful effort to sup-

who admire vintage recordings must take steps
to ensure that other record companies do not

press, but the NoNoise attempt is atotal failure,

follow the Philips example. Let's win this one
for the Nipper!

making adifficult recording impossible to enjoy.
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hiss or scratch don't deserve to hear Casals.
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL LOUDSPEAKER
Lewis Lipnick
Hybrid electrostatic/dynamic loudspeaker system. ESL transducer: 12" W by 48" H. Woofer:
10", high-excursion, super-light, high-rigidity cone, double-stacked magnet assembly with electrically tapered magnetic contour, and servoless voice-coil. Crossover: 125Hz center, 6d13/octave,
phase-coherent slopes, first octave; 12dB/octave thereafter. Frequency response: 28Hz-24kHz
±2dB. Dispersion: 30° horizontal, 4' vertical line source. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Power handling: 200Wpc. Recommended amplifier power, 80-160Wpc. Weight: 110 lbs each. Dimensions:
14" W by 13" D by 71.5" H. Price per pair: $2250 (light or dark oak), $2300 (walnut), $2850 (rosewood). Approximate number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer: Martin-Logan, Ltd., PO Box 741,2001
Delaware, Lawrence, KS 66044. Tel: (913) 749-0133.
Over the past four years, 1have owned two

range ELS to suffer from this type of sonic ane-

speaker systems from Martin-Logan: the CLS

mia; all other similarly designed products,

and the Monolith. Except for the B&W 801

regardless of size (the big Sound Labs, for exam-

Series 2 Matrix Monitor, which remains the

ple) have left me just as unimpressed.

king of the mountain in my system, the Monolith occupies aspecial place in my heart. The

Enter the Sequel. One could probably
describe this speaker as the Monolith's little

Monolith is the only loudspeaker Ihave had in

brother, since it also incorporates acurved ESL

my home apart from the 801 that has the distinction of being a"wonderfully non-audio-

transducer mated to adynamic woofer. And, as
with everything else in life, the Sequel offers a

phile product"; it is amusical reference trans-

menu of tradeoffs. These tradeoffs, however, are

ducer. In some ways, the Monolith even sur-

far less musically invasive than those encountered

passes the 801 Matrix: there is unquestionably
more transparency throughout the midrange.

with the CLS, and represent limitations that t
could more easily live with. When one con-

However, in terms of tonal balance, top-to-

siders that the Sequel sells for $250/pair less

bottom coherency, and overall musical reality,

than the CLS, it stands out as arelative bargain.

it definitely takes aback seat to the 801. To date,

When my review pair of Sequels arrived, I

the only electrostatic/dynamic loudspeaker

was immediately impressed with the high qual-

system Ihave heard that seamlessly mates the

ity of fit and finish, but you'll probably either

two kinds of drivers and delivers the realistic

love or hate this speaker's looks. Ithink it's an

impact produced by afull symphony orchestra, chorus, and organ is the Martin-Logan

elegant design, and while Ido not find it very
intrusive, my wife Lynn-Jane finds it visually

Statement. But given the somewhat high price

unacceptable,' its tall, narrow aspect making

(around $39,000) and limited availability, it is
probably not going to be an option for the

it stand out more than some other bipolar

majority of Stereopbile readers.
On to the CLS. Ifound many things to
admire in this speaker during its 18-month tenure in my home. But it just didn't have enough

designs, such as the CLS or Apogee Caliper. But
it's how they sound that counts, isn't it?
Like the Monolith, the Sequel has acurved
electrostatic element mounted on top of a

"meat on the bone" for me. All musical instru-

vented woofer enclosure. There is acurved,
serrated, glossy black metal grille extending

ments move air when played; some with more
mass and weight (lower woodwinds, brass, per-

allel wood trim strips. My review pair came

cussion, pipe organ), and some with less (strings,

from top to bottom, framed by two vertical par-

upper woodwinds, etc.). Although the CLS is

with the standard light oak finish. Ihave the
feeling that, had they been trimmed in darker

capable of tremendous soundstage depth and

wood, the domestic intrusion factor would

midrange clarity, it falls flat on its face when
confronted with real-life dynamic source material. Of course, the CLS is not the only full124

IIt Simportant to note, however, that Ihaven't yet had any
speaker that Lynn-Jane finds attractive; according to her, some
are just less ugly than others.
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not have been so high. Input signal and AC connections are located at the rear, on top of the
woofer enclosure.
To find out how this speaker would react to
different amplifiers and cables, Ivaried the
combinations as much as possible. Unfortunately, Ihad only two power amplifiers at my
disposal with which to work (Mark Levinson
No.23 and Adcom 555). Dan D'Agostino at Krell
had promised me asample of his new KSA-200,
but it didn't arrive in time for this review. Straight
Wire Music Conductor, Krell Path, and LiveWire Clear speaker cables were all used during
the review process. Set-up of the Sequels was
quick and easy, since they could be moved
(with some difficulty) by one person.
After initial break in (about 20 hours of hard
playing), Ifelt that they were ready to be seriously auditioned. The first thing that struck me
was how much more immune to room placement the Sequels were than either the CLSes
or Monoliths. They did, indeed, sound better
when placed aminimum of 3' out from rear
surfaces, but closer placement (16") did not
seriously degrade tonal balance or soundstage
depth. Ialso discovered that they were more
sensitive to toe-in than the Monoliths, but less
so than the CLSes. No toe-in tended to produce
midrange aberrations and lack of presence,
while severe inward angling shrank soundstage
width. Iwas also pleasantly surprised by the
Sequels' ability to reproduce natural soundstage depth, as well as the quality of low bass.
Deep bass transients and harmonic textures
were remarkably well defined, but, curiously,
at the expense of the sonic weight and impact
that usually accompanies speakers with realistic bass extension (more on this later).
Sonic & musical impressions
Just as with other good speakers, final placement in my listening room took about two
hours. They worked in several locations: close
in and severely angled (headphone effect);
toward the rear wall, widely spaced (wide

Martin-Logan Sequel loudspeaker

soundstage, but not much depth); toward the
rear wall, 5' apart, without any inward angle

dow in order to receive all ambient informa-

(great depth and focus, but truncated lateral

tion in recordings. But off-axis seating does not

soundstaging); and about 4' out from rear sur-

collapse the stereo image, or totally negate the

faces, about 51
2 '
/
apart, angled in very slightly

far-field speaker, as is often the case with many

(by far the best sound in my room). This

other similar products. If Ihad to hang adjec-

speaker suffers less from the venetian-blind
effect common to all planar bipolar speakers.

tives on the overall tonal balance of the Sequels,

It is necessary to sit within the listening win-

and "clear but distant." Although different elec-
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Iwould probably use such terms as "warm"
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tronics and cable combinations had significant

and want aless detached view of the musical

effects on sonic results, the Sequels were

proceedings, with more of a"hands-on" per-

clearly less sensitive to these changes than the

spective, then the Sequel might leave you feel-

twice-as-expensive B&W 801 Matrix Monitors.

ing abit viscerally deprived.

With 801s, the differences between Straight

Part of this laid-back quality could also prob-

Wire Music Conductor and LiveWire Clear are

ably be attributed to anoticeably thin midbass

unmistakable, the latter being much more

(but not nearly as much so as with the CLS).

open, less brittle, and more musically liquid.

Massed cellos, basses, lower brass and wood-

With the Sequels, some of these differences

winds, as well as organ, were definitely emas-

were still there, but to alesser degree The same
occurred with the Levinson No.23 and Adcom

culated by the Sequel. Several recordings with
which Iam familiar lose considerable weight

555. There is no question in my mind which

and impact, even though the overall musical

is the better amplifier, but with the Sequels, the

product is still enjoyable. The new Chandos

lesser product didn't seem to bother me as

recording of Richard Strauss's Ein Alpensinfonie (Neeme Jarvi, Scottish National Orches-

much with the nasality and congestion Ihad
experienced with the 801s. But perhaps this is

tra, Chandos CD 8557) is agood case in point.

the way it should be; after all, a$2250 speaker

It's still agreat performance through the Se-

will probably not be used in conjunction with

quels, and one with which Iprobably would

$10,000 worth of preamp and amp. Nor should

have been satisfied, had Inot first heard it with

it be. Furthermore, if Iwere forced to make a

the 801 Matrix Monitors. But there was just

choice, Iwould much rather have aspeaker
that sinned by omission than commission.

enough left out to make me feel as if my ears

There are certainly plenty of the latter available
(including some much more expensive prod-

are slightly clogged, or some color and character had been removed from the performance.
The SNO has what is probably the loudest,

ucts); the engineers at Martin-Logan have

biggest, gutsiest-sounding bass trombonist in

wisely chosen to place the Sequel's sonic trade-

the history of orchestral performance, and he

offs in areas that are unlikely to intrude upon

doesn't let you down in this recording. With

overall musicality in a$4000-$5000 audio system.

the 801s, this one-man brass bombshell moves

Don't get me wrong—the Sequel is no loser.

the walls of my listening room. With the Se-

It is one hell of agood-sounding speaker, and

quels, he sounded like arather loud, generic

unquestionably abargain at the price Ihaven't

bass trombonist. Maybe not amajor sonic

yet heard any other speaker that offers as much

omission, but significant enough to make the

musical, sonic, and visual value for the dollar.

difference between great and just OK for me.

But it isn't going to compete with the Mono-

This is not acase of leaving out definitive musi-

lith or the 801 Matrix. It also does not have as

cal material; it's just the difference between

"open" asound as the CLS. Given these qualifications, some discussion of this speaker's musical

hearing aperformance from afar and being personally involved with the proceedings.

capabilities might be of value When Imentioned

In spite of this limitation, low bass is remark-

earlier that the Sequel was "clear but distant,"

ably deep for aspeaker incorporating asingle

Iattempted to describe something that defies

10" woofer. This is just one of many things that

description. It could be attributed to aslightly

makes the Sequel an interesting study in con-

recessed midrange that places everything well

tradictions. Organ pedal, bass drum, bass tuba,

behind the speaker (unlike the Monolith or
CLS) or to the limited size of the electrostatic

contrabassoon, et al, were well defined in pitch
and attack, but lacked the visceral weight pres-

panel. Icould not say. But these speakers do

ent in the contra octave of music What makes

give asomewhat detached, if not actually dis-

the Sequel such an enigma in this respect is the

tant, perspective to all program material. There

magnificent way it can clearly delineate all of

is soundstage depth aplenty, and excellent

the instrumental lines of full orchestral mate-

recapture of hall ambience, but no sense of

rial, without making everything sound clini-

immediacy, even with aggressively recorded

cal and threadbare, as is the case with many

pop material. If you like to be "set apart" from

other electrostatic designs.

the performance, and find asomewhat laid-

This leads to the areas of harmonic integrity

back perspective to your liking, you'll probably
go crazy over the Sequel. But if you're like me,

and accuracy, and to the Sequel's greatest
strength. VVoodwinds, human voice, and piano
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are very difficult for any speaker to reproduce.

phenomenon, except to say that it makes the

Even such products as the Infinity IRS Beta

Sequel one of the most lovably listenable speakers

don't come close, in my opinion. In fact, the
only other speakers Ihave heard that do this

I've heard in some time.

right are the B&W 801 Matrix, Martin-Logan
Monolith and Statement, and Apogee Diva. At

The only other major area of sonic and musical reproduction worth discussing is dynamic

mid-midrange may sound hollow and "unfilled"

capability. The Sequel can play very loud, without any distress. But after apoint, the sound
becomes congested, thick, and tubby; never

with the Sequel. But after some serious listening, it became apparent that this speaker is

bright or glassy, as with some lesser electrostatic designs. If you are one of those listeners

really agem in disguise. Icould detect very fine
harmonic shadings and nuances that are totally

who wants to hear the orchestra from the van-

first, musical material in this critical lower to

lost on many of the so-called sacred cows of

tage point of the podium, rather than the rear
of the hall, the Sequel may not be your ticket

Speakerland. And one more thing: Attacks and
releases of massed voices, winds (both wood
and brass), and organ were reproduced with

to bliss. If, however, you are willing to accept
aless "up front" perspective, and can live with
somewhat limited peak dBs, then the Sequel

astonishing clarity. So while the Sequel may not

should probably be on the top of your audition

be able to kick you in the butt with visceral

list. On the other side of the coin, this speaker

impact, it can give you insights into the musical

does particularly well at low volumes; it doesn't

performance rarely encountered with any

dry up on the bottom end of the dynamic scale

speakers, particularly at this price point.

(apartment dwellers take note!). Those insomniacs who love to fire up their audio systems

While the Sequel is capable of very deep, natural soundstaging, vertical and lateral dimensions are somewhat limited. When Iplaced the

at 2am won't have to worry about waking up

two speakers as far apart as the Monoliths and

everything, from top to bottom, at surprisingly

CLSes had been, Igot awonderfully wide

low volume levels.

the rest of the family. The Sequel will give you

stage, but at the expense of truncated depth.
And when Iplaced them close enough together

Conclusions

to regain natural depth, the lateral dimensions

This review has been frustrating to write, prin-

suffered. Even though vertical dimensionality
seemed sufficient, Ihad the feeling that the

cipally because though the product in question
does so many things well, it still misses the

Sequels dropped the ceiling over the stage by sev-

100% mark. Iprobably would not be as crit-

eral feet, making all recording venues seem less

ical with lesser, similarly priced competing
products, since none that Ihave heard come

spacious than with the Monolith or 801 Matrix.
But even with these shortcomings, the Sequel

anywhere close to the Sequel in performance.

did something for me that no other bipolar

To take this point further, it would probably be

radiator has ever achieved: it reproduced the
placement and size of voices and instruments

safe to say that there is nothing that really offers
as much musical insight and value for the

with the same accuracy as the best dynamic

money. For those audiophiles not looking for

designs. I've always had aproblem with all

musical insight, the Sequel will probably be a

dipoles in this area. Point-source dynamic
speakers, while usually not having the trans-

serious disappointment. But for those of us

parency of electrostatic drivers, do abetter job
of realistic souncistaging; or did, until the

more interested in finding something that
makes credible music, in spite of some significant shortcomings, the Sequel is an option. No,

Sequel came along. While my 801 Matrix Moni-

it does not measure up to the Statement, Mon-

tors still produced amore believable threedimensional image, the Sequels were not far

olith, Diva, or 801 Matrix, and its limitations

behind. Rather than making instruments and

would cause me to think twice before making
apurchase. However, Iwould much rather live

voices sound like layered cardboard cutouts,
as with most other electrostatics I've heard, the

with the Sequels' visceral limitations and somewhat detached perspective than the Infinity IRS

Sequels really fleshed out the performers,

Beta's bigger-than-life technicolor hi-fi dis-

presenting amore realistic and less plastic ren-

plays. It all boils down to what you really want

dition of the music. Even the Monolith doesn't

from an audio system. Fireworks you will not

do this as well. Iwon't attempt to explain this

get with the Sequel. But music you will. S
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SONY CDP-R1/DAS-R1 CD PLAYER
J. Gordon Holt

SONY

Sony CDP-R1IDAS-R1 CD player
Two-piece CD player and D/A processor. Controls: CDP-R1: AC Power, Drawer Open/Close,
Play, Pause, Track Advance/Retreat. DAS -R1: AC Power, Source selector (CD, Aux 1, Aux 2).
Infra-red remote control. Dimensions: Each unit 18.5" W by 5" H by 16" D. Weight: CDP-R1, 38
lbs; DAS -R1, 38 lbs. Price: S8000. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Sony Corp.,
1Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-7156.
'Woof the most cherished terms in the lexicon

sound, but improving it even more improves

of high end are "no holds barred" and "cost no
object." These are usually applied, together,
to the most expensive version of something

Should ahead-amp's power supply have 100
Farads of capacitor storage, acurrent capability

currently on the market. But is either term

the sound even more. So where do you stop?

of 30,000 amperes, and asignal-modulation
ripple of 0.00000012%? Of course not; that's

really appropriate for an audio product? The
answer is aflat, unequivocal No. No consumer
product has ever conformed to the real mean-

and much too expensive for anyone to con-

ing of those terms, and it is unlikely that one

sider buying. But, taken literally, "no holds

ever will.

absurd. The product would be much too bulky

barred" and "cost no object" would mandate

Consider for amoment their literal mean-

such design extremes. Idealism is all well and

ings. "No holds barred" means that if anything

good, but one has to be reasonable about such

could have been done to make the product

things. You make things as nearly perfect as you

better, it would have been. "Cost no object"

can, up to the point where further improve-

means no expense has been spared in producing this paragon of perfection which is destined
to remain unsurpassed until the manufacturer's

ment would not, in your opinion, justify the
cost, and let it go at that.

next incremental improvement comes along.
Both terms make for great hype, but reality dictates arather more practical approach.

The fact is that, protestations of perfection
notwithstanding, even the priciest product
designs must involve many design com-

To begin with, many of the things which are

promises. All manufacturers know this, even
if they don't tell their advertising department

known to improve the sound of an audio prod-

about it. So, next time you read about ano-

uct are open-ended. Take voltage regulation,

holds-barred, cost-no-object audio compo-

for example. Improving this improves the

nent, think of what such aproduct would entail
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and be appropriately skeptical. Having said

turned off and even, for about amonth, if AC

that, we can now consider Sony's new CD
player, which, although not claimed to be no-

power is lost. There's room for storing data for
up to 226 discs, and each time another disc is

holds-barred or the state of the art, clearly
aspires to be both.

loaded, the microprocessor compares the TOC
data with what it has in its memory. If they

Apart from any questions of actual value, the

match, it automatically brings up the program

RI looks as if it is worth every penny of its considerable price All sides except the ends are of

for that disc The identification is virtually infallible; the chances of two discs having identi-

heavy-gauge aluminum with gold anodizing,

cal numbers of tracks of identical playing times

the end panels are of what appears to be high-

is zilch!

gloss rosewood (they're actually Tamo Ash),

This echoes Philips' "Favorite Track Selec-

and each unit weighs enough to give the im-

tion," and is well thought out and pretty much

pression that there's alot of hardware in it.

bullet-proof. I'm not convinced, however, that
it will be of much value for the average audi-

The CDP -R1 Player

ophile Some of the Sony's options include fil-

The player unit contains the laser-optical player

ing the name of the artist or record album, the
name of the person who gave you the disc or

mechanism, servo system, signal processing
and error-correction circuitry, and adedicated

numerical data showing such things as

power supply. The simplified front panel shows
only seven pushbuttons and alargish rectan-

equalizer settings (God forbid!) and the opti-

gular area for the disc drawer and fluorescent

recording. This is fanciful stuff, considering

readout display. At the far left bottom corner
is the AC switch, and to the right of the display

that the LCD only displays 10 characters, and
you can't have more than one display per disc

are buttons for Door Open/Close, Play, Pause,

(My abbreviating "Beethoven: Symphony Na

and Stop. Above these are two smaller ones for

6" down to ameaningful 10 characters, and if
you have two versions of the work, just forget

Forward/Backward track change (Automatic

mum volume control setting for that particular

Music Selector). All these controls, with the

about identifying one as Herbert von Karajan

exception of AC power, are duplicated on the

and the other as Felix von Weingartner. All this

remote control unit, from which all other oper-

stuff is on the disc box anyway, and if you don't

ations are controlled. And some of those other

know what's in the player when you have the

operations are unique to the RI.
Along with all the usual functions, includ-

box in your hand, it's time you took an evening

ing Shuffle Play (whose utility Istill question),

off to reorganize your collection or yourself.
If the disc was agift, the place to note that is on

there's one called Custom File This allows you

the album insert.)

to program-in data and playback instructions

Most consumers will probably only use Cus-

for each individual disc, then store them in a

tom File's programming feature, while music

permanent memory for automatic recall each

educators, broadcasters, and people in film

time the disc is played. You can store text,

post-production work will appreciate the Cus-

which is displayed on the DAS's LCD screen

tom Indexing feature and its ability to shift an

each time the disc is loaded; you can program

index point forward or back by 0.15-second

the order in which tracks are played; and you
can mark up to six of your own Index points

intervals. But Ifind it hard to see how Custom
File's other uses can justify their inclusion.

on adisc for later call-up, just as though they

When the time comes that it can display up to

had been originally encoded on the disc.

10 lines of text on avideo screen, Custom File

When you load adisc and close the drawer,

will be aworthwhile addition to CD's already

the player scans the disc's "table of contents"

impressive lineup of convenience features.
Sony's design engineers seem to have apho-

(10C), and amicroprocessor notes the number
of tracks and their precise playing times. If no
Custom File programming is done, the TOC
information is erased next time the drawer is
opened, but if you store any Custom File data
for that disc, both the data and the TOC information are stored in anonvolatile memory—
memory which is retained when the player is
Stereophile, December 1988

bia about mechanical resonance. If there was
any possibility of anything in the R1 resonating, they damped it. The player frame is shockmounted and made of an antiresonant mineralloaded resin, the disc door has an acoustical
seal around it which excludes sound waves
when it is closed (to prevent them from vibrat129

ing the disc), and the player's feet are supposed

It contains no analog circuitry and no D/A

to serve adamping function, although Ifail to

converters—hardly anything that would be

see how "extremely hard" ceramic feet with

affected by variations in power-supply voltage;

non-flexible rubber "isolators" can provide

all that stuff is in the DAS-Rl. So the predictive

any isolation except at frequencies so high that
environmental disturbance would probably

correction would appear to be unnecessary. In

not be afactor anyway. Even some of the dis-

small thumps produced by counterforces in the
tracking system when recovering from drop-

crete parts, like the larger electrolytic capacitors, are isolated from their circuit boards by
soft rubber bushings to prevent resonance.

fact, it does serve two purposes: It reduces the

outs, and (in theory) it reduces distortion during the positional recovery period.

How much all of this meticulous attention to
minutiae yields improved sound quality can

The DAS -Rl D/A Converter

only be guessed at. Icould only judge the end

The separate DAS -R1 is amultifunction digi-

result, which is very impressive.

tal/audio converter housing the sample-and-

The transport's tracking servo uses two predictive techniques to minimize the time and the

hold circuits, four time-staggered 16-bit DACs,
8x oversampling, 18-bit digital filters, the audio

amount of servo current needed to "recover"

section, the master clock oscillator, and its own

from ablemish-induced signal dropout. One
of the subcodes recorded along with the sig-

vidually selectable from afront-panel rotary

nal on aCD is asequential time code, which
allows (among other things) the player to find
any spot on the disc according to its time from

power supply. It has three digital inputs, indiswitch, and the unit's sampling rate switches
automatically (32, 44, or 48 kHz) to match the
sampling rate of the source.
Though the transport has its own internal

the start of the track. This information can also
be used to get the optical head "back on track"
after a surface scratch or blob of dirt has

clock (synchronization) generator, this is dis-

momentarily interrupted its "view" of the sig-

pler pair is used to carry signal data from the

nal track. When an obscuring blemish has
passed, the system looks for the time code

CDP to the DAS and the clock signal from the
DAS to the CDP. This use of one clock is neces-

closest to but higher than the last one it saw,

sary, according to Sony, because of the extreme

connected when the two-way fiberoptic cou-

and repositions the head over that track. The

demands of the 8x oversampling on the tim-

correction is almost instantaneous, but the sudden draw of extra servo-supply current can

ing accuracy of the clock signal controlling the
DAC switching. The DAS -R1 also has two stan-

cause amomentary depletion of the player's

dard coaxial serial data inputs, selectable from

power supply. The more positional correction
needed, the more current the servo must draw

the front-panel Source switch, and will handle any source that delivers acompatible digital

momentarily from the power supply, and this

bitstream. (For example, it will work with DAT,

can cause abrief drop in power supply voltage,
leading to time jitter in the signal coming from

digitized satellite audio, and any CD player that

laser pickup. With conventional players, it can

Sony PCM-F1, even though that has the requisite 44.1Hz sampling frequency, because the

also affect the DAC performance.

has abitstream output. It won't work with the

To minimize such voltage dips, Sony uses

digital data available from its output are organ-

servo position prediction, which calculates the
most likely future position of the optical head

ized into aformat compatible with the video
frame rate.)

on the basis of what the servo was doing just

Amajor problem with 16-bit D/A converters

before the system lost its view of the signal
path, and correction-time prediction based on

is that the binary digit representing the bottommost encodable signal-level change (the least-

the rotational rate of the disc, in order to get the

significant bit) often produces increments that

head as close as possible to where it should be

are too large or too small, causing asymmetrical

before final correction is needed. This reduces

decoding of very-low-level signals. One solu-

the time required and the amount of powersupply depletion when final correction is performed. A very clever idea, but ...The CDP-

tion to this, found in alot of so-called 18-bit

R1 is one of the few CD decks that hardly needs
this kind of thing.
130

players, is to use a16-bit DAC with aregistershifter, which moves all bits upward by two
steps when signal level is low, and downward
by two steps when signal level is high. The idea
Stereophile, December 1988

is to keep the system operating as much as pos-

out the window when you play aCD that has

sible above the LSB level, where the greatest

been dithered ,(and you wouldn't want to listen

nonlinearity is likely to occur, but this approach
can result in switching glitches each time such

to one that hasn't), so the reduced noise is academic anyway. (The reduced distortion isn't,

register shifting takes place. The DAS -RI's use

though.)

of time-staggered 16-bit DACs and an 8x over-

The 353kHz sampling allows the digital fil-

sampling filter results in 18-bit resolution, requiring no register shifting. It also allows for
more accurate conversion from numbers to
voltages. Here's how.
The number of discrete volume levels available from adigital system is equal to 2to the
power equal to the number of bits. Thus, 16
bits gives 2to the power 16, or 65,536 different levels, while 18 bits gives 262,144 different
levels. At 18 bits, there are four possible signal
levels for every 1in the original bitstream. For
example, instead of counting (from the LSB) 0,
1, 2, and 3, 18 bits can count 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1.0, 1.25, and so on. It is customary for 18-bit
designs to round off the fractions by halves,
assigning 0 to all values of 0.25 and 0, and
assigning Ito all values of 0.5 and 1. Any resulting errors can cause agrainy hiss that Sony has
dubbed re-quantization noise.
In the DAS -R1, each sampled quantization
level is treated individually; no numerical
rounding-off occurs. If abinary 0.25 is delivered 4times, the system outputs 0, 0, 0, and 1.
There may still be errors, but now they occur
at twice the frequency rate they would other-

ter to get rid of practically all out-of-band spuriae but itself, but the concept of overkill

wise, placing the resulting re-quantization

demands more, so an analog filter has been

noise at four times the original 44kHz sampling

added too. Located between the signal path

rate instead of twice that frequency. Most of this

and ground, this behaves as if it is avirtual

is then closed out by the sample-and-hold cir-

short-circuit to ground for all frequencies

cuit (the aperture chopper).

above the system's 20kHz signal limit. Two

Because 8x oversampling puts very stringent

operational amplifiers are arranged in what

demands on aperture timing and sample-and-

amounts to an active negative feedback circuit,

hold settling speed (the time required for a
switched voltage to overshoot the mark and

so their output cancels their input—with the

return to its new setting), the DAS -R1 employs

nulling takes place only above 20kHz. Below

four D/A converters in what Sony calls astag-

that frequency, the filter circuit is not "seen"

gered overlap configuration. The 353kHz sam-

by the signal at all.

ples for each channel are switched alternately
between two of the converters, so that each

afirst time for Sony—and is almost but not

gets twice as much processing time as it would

quite DC-coupled throughout. There is aca-

necessary crossover components to ensure that

The audio section uses discrete transistors—

otherwise. The outputs from both converters

pacitor only at the output, and this too is of a

are then averaged, as are noise and (in theory)

special design. Manufactured by Sony, it incor-

distortion, resulting in 3dB reductions in both.
In addition, the paralleled outputs of the DACs
draw twice as much current from the voltage
rails as would asingle DAC, providing an additional (theoretical) 6dB of noise reduction,
which totals 9. Of course, all this extra S/N goes
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1Dithering involves the addition to the signal, prior to A/D
convession, of asmall amount of white noise (hiss). This raises
the CI) system's noise floor by about 6d1), reducing it to 90dB,
but it also extends the dynamic range to about 15d8 below the
sysaem's normal capability, and drastically seduces quantization
noise and distortion. Without dithering, digital reproduction
sounds raw and grainy.
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porates aunique hybrid construction: The dielectric is a"compound" of polypropylene and

player's ability to cope with normal and abnormal variations in signal-track speed and spac-

polycarbonate The idea, presumably, is to get

ing, ill-defined pit-to-land transitions, and the

the best sonic qualities of both. The dielectric
is coupled to the pigtail lead-outs by gold foil,

triple-threat challenge of two dropouts occur-

and the entire unit is hermetically sealed in a

the RI areal workout, and the fact that it failed

resin material for low microphonics and isolation from atmospheric contaminants.

some of the most demanding ones (ones that

Also unusual in the RI is the way anti-corrosion protection is applied to the circuit

allowed me to quantify some of its limitations.

boards. Usually, this thin layer of nonconductive material is applied over the entire surface

ring in quick succession. Some of these gave

no other player would probably track, either)
Details:
According to

rany's instructions (which are

another hilarious example of what I call

alike. In the land areas, the coating acts like a

Finglish—foreign English, sort of like generic
Japlish), it is unlikely that any player could do

dielectric, and according to Sony, this adversely

as well on these as the Sony did. But then Sony

affects the sound. In the DAS -R1, the protective coating is applied only over the copper

equalled tracking and error-correction capa-

traces where it is needed, leaving land areas of

bilities. And it probably helped that Sony used

of the board, covering traces and land areas

the board clear.

CD players have long had areputation for un-

this same test disc for evaluating the perfor-

The RI fared very well on both the CBS CD-1
and Pierre Verany PV.788031/788032 test discs.

mance of their RI.
On the first P-V tests, 23 tracks cover the variations in pitch (spacing) and linear velocity of
the data tracks which are permitted by the CD

The CBS has several series of licHz tones of

specifications "red book." The RI sailed

diminishing level, down to -90dB and below,
with and without dither added. Nearly every
player Ihave tried them on has produced

through all of them without aglitch. The next
four tracks contain simulated dropouts, similar

Tests

severe harmonics and/or buzzing from the

in test function to those of the Philips 5A test

undithered -80 and -90 tracks, and most were

disc but differing in that, while the Philips disc
has the blemishes applied to the disc surface,

incapable of producing arecognizable pitch

the P-V used instead interruptions of the laser

from the -100dB dithered signal; it became un-

cutting beam to produce essentially the same

differentiated hiss. With the RI, the undithered
-80 track had perceptible even-harmonic con-

effect is not quite the same, though: while inter-

interruptions in the recorded pit patterns. The

tent and the -90 track had noticeably more, but

ruptions at the disc surface are subject to de-

there was virtually no perceptible buzzing,

focusing by the optical system, and are thus

indicating God-knows what. The dithered

"seen" as having indefinite boundaries, the

-100dB track was (as always) very hissy, but the
licHz tone was still clearly audible. (Note that

laser-simulated "blemishes" are sharply focused and have "hard" boundaries. Nonethe-

-100dB is 4dB below the theoretical dynamic-

less, the P-V disc serves well enough as astan-

range floor of a16-bit system; proof that dither

dardized test for comparing one player with

does what it is claimed to da) Measured depar-

another.
The error-correction tracks on the Verany

ture from linearity at very low levels was the
best John Atkinson (who did the testing) has

disc have "blemishes" ranging from 0.05 to

seen: within the experimental error limits,

4.0mm across. The CD standard calls for the

down to -80.77dB (je, perfect), and between

ability to fully correct a data loss of up to

0.5dB and 1dB of compression at -90.31dB (ie,
effectively perfect). The undithered waveform

Solomon Code used for CD error correction

at this level had an almost perfect three-step

allows, theoretically, for full correction of

shape (it consists of aprogression of the codewords representing -1, 0, and +1), though some

dropouts of up to 2.4mm across. The R1 did

asymmetry was visible in that the positive-

occasional bursts of lrpm clicks, and at 2.4mm,

0.2mm across, but the Cross-Interleaved Reed-

not quite achieve the ideal; at 2mm, there were

going step was smaller than the negative-going.

the clicks occurred once for every disc revo-

The Pierre Verany disc contains tests that no
other CD test discs have: tracks to test for a

lution. At 2.5mm, there was intermittent
muting—indicating the limit of the player's
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interpolation capability. The results were the
same with the closer-spaced tracks which fol-

that, in high-end audio, increasingly small
increments of sonic improvement come at

lowed: clicks were occasionally audible at
2mm, and muting set in at 2.4mm.

increasingly large increments of price. Much
of the apparently extreme price of the RI is sim-

The successive-dropout tests consist of two
signal interruptions of the same size, separated

ply another example of aknown and accepted
phenomenon.

by an equivalent space. The test indicates the

The RI falls into that category of players
whose sound is most easily described in terms
of what it does not add to or subtract from the

rapidity with which aplayer's error-correction
system can "reset" itself after having performed
acorrection. The R1 had no trouble with this
test, responding exactly as it had to the singledropout tests.

At Last, the Sound
Equipment used for my tests included the Ortofon MC-3000 cartridge in the Versa Dynamics
2.0 arm and turntable, Vendetta Research MCP1line-level head amps, aMod Squad Prism CD

program material. Overall, it is one of the most
suave-sounding CD players Ihave heard—as
smooth and effortless as LA described the similarly priced Accuphase as sounding, yet with
(apparently) significantly more detail and snap.
Unlike previous Sony players, which many
listeners felt to be too bright and forwardsounding, the RI seems neither forward nor
laid-back, and it has amuch more relaxed quality to its sound than the earlier players had.

player, Revox A-77 15ips open-reel tape deck,

Highs are gorgeously open and delicate, with

the Threshold FET-10L line controller, and
Sound Lab A-3 full-range electrostatic speakers.

asweetness more tubelike than solid-state, yet
more detailed than tubes.

Audio interconnects were Monster 1000s, and
speaker cables were AudioQuest Greens. The

Souncistaging and ambience reproduction
are stunning! Ido not usually consider either

listening room is extensively treated with ASC
Tube Traps, for standing-wave control. Pro-

to be of overwhelming importance in sound
reproduction, yet the excellence of both from

gram material was some of my own tapes, and

the RI was so startling that they were the first
things that struck me when Istarted listening

CDs and analog discs from Sheffield, Opus 3,
Telarc, and Reference Recordings.
Iallowed the RI 48 hours of warmup before
starting to listen. Tests were conducted using
both the two-way fiberoptic connector and the

to it. This was the first time Ihave heard the
room behind Amanda McBroom's second
recording (Growing

Up in Hollywood 7bwn)

coaxial electrical cable, but if there was any

sound exactly the way she described it during
aconversation some years ago. The Mod Squad

difference, Iwas unable to hear it.
First, it must be said that this is unquestion-

player, which JA loaned me for comparison
purposes, did very nearly as well, but the

ably the best-sounding CD player Sony has

impression of abounded space with aunique

ever made. That, of course, is only fitting, since
it is by far the most costly CD player Sony has

acoustical flavor was slightly less definite.

ever made. And, yes, Iwould say it is also one

players were unsurpassed—did the RI fall

Only at the low end—where previous Sony

of the best CD players Ihave heard from any

noticeably short of state-of-the-art perfor-

manufacturer. But only one of the best? Come
on now, this is astate-of-the-art, almost-no-

mance. It heavies-up the bass. Not conspicu-

holds-barred price. It should be head-and-

ously, and certainly not annoyingly (most of
us prefer too much bass to too little), but

shoulders above its cheaper competition. It
isn't, altogether.

unquestionably. How can Ibe so sure about

While no one is yet claiming that CD reproduction is as good, yet, as it has the potential

for listening tests, four other signal sources

to be, there are many—myself included—who
do believe it is getting pretty damned close.
What this means is that perfection, in terms of
the medium's potential, may be close enough
now that no new player is going to be able to

that? Because Ihave on hand, and routinely use
which, over time, have proven to be reliably
middle-of-the-road in LF balance: original
open-reel tapes, original PCM tapes, and good
analog discs played on the Versa Dynamics record player. All of these hew to aLF-balance center which is lighter than that of the RI.

sound dramatically better than the best we've

Imade anumber of comparisons between

had to date. The second thing to consider is

CDs and their vinyl counterparts played on the
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Versa Dynamics, and the results were consis-

Ican't, would Ibuy it? Though the RI is the

tent. The whole low end was heavier from the

best CD player Ihave heard at the time of writ-

Sony than from the analog playbacks. Not

ing, Idon't think so. First, as Ido not own aDAT

boomy, or soggy, just more This had not been

machine and satellite audio downlinks are at

the case with previous Sony players, and it was
not the case with the Mod Squad unit with
which Iwas comparing the Rl. Other sources—

present nonexistent in the US, the DAS-Rl's

open-reel tapes, original PCM tapes—confirmed that the analog discs, and the CDs from
the Mod Squad, had pretty close to neutral balance, being neither too much nor too little.

ability to handle these would be irrelevant. Second, though the rate of improvement of CD
playback technology has slowed down, it is still
fast enough that it is almost certain the DAS -R1
will be surpassed by something else within a
year or so. And third, despite all the things it

Of course, there was no measured LF rise

does unprecedentedly well, Ifeel that the RI

from the RI, and Ididn't expect there to be. But
in the absence thereof, Ican only conclude that

is not as sonically neutral as it should be at the
price.

the power supply for the audio section is some-

At this price level, the RI should do every-

how inadequate, maybe in regulation. Icannot
think of anything else that would cause the

thing better than the cheaper competition, not

low-end heaviness. 2
Extreme highs on the RI were quite simply
superb—silky and open, yet immensely detailed and focused, like the minute details revealed by avery fine camera lens. Because of
this and the effortlessly liquid midrange, the
RI's sound wears very well. Perhaps LA could
not enjoy listening to CDs for three hours

just most things. It is possible that the RI's bass
balance is accurate and all my other signal sources
are inaccurate Possible yes, but unlikely, in my
opinion. However, it does disturb me to shoot
down such an otherwise excellent CD player
as the RI on the basis of that single questionable trait. Imust also draw readers' attentions
to our current recommendation (in Class A of

straight through the RI, but Ihave for many
days since Istarted using the RI.

"Recommended Components") of another
similarly priced player, the Accuphase DP-80/
DC-81, which was described (by JA) as having

Conclusions

only sum up this review on anote of cowardly

Assuming Icould afford the RI system, which

ambiguity: If the Accuphase is Class-A-recom-

2inLrR-..tingl % Ilound thr IiIxn mir connection to give more
I.F than Ow ',axial data link

Class-A-recommended (and may, in fact, be a
bit better in some areas).

much the same LF balance as the RI. So Ican

mended, then the RI must certainly be likewise

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD2 CD PLAYER
George M. Graves II

Cambridge CD2 CD player
16x oversampling, 16-bit CD player with infrared remote control. Dynamic range: greater than
100dB. S/N Ratio: greater than 100dB. Channel separation: greater than 100dB. Maximum output
level: 4V rms. Dimensions: 17" W by 31/
3"H by 10 1
/
2"D. Price: $1699. Approximate number of
dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Cambridge Audio Systems, St. Ives Industrial Estate, Burrel Road,
St. Ives, Cambridgeshire PE17 4LE, UK. Importer: Celestion Industries, Inc., 89 Doug Brown
Way, Holliston, MA 01746. Tel: (508) 429-6706.
H
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Until recently, this reviewer was generally

of filtering) to meet this requirement. The

advising people not to invest in top-of-the-line

results of these designs, as anyone who heard

models, or in specialty players which sported
big price tags to go along with their better-thanaverage sound, the reason being the fast rate
of technological change. Things have slowed

the Sony CDP- 101 can attest, were sonically
disastrous. To obtain the resolution possible
from 16x-oversampling, Cambridge's Stan Cur-

somewhat this year. The newest machines
don't sound that much better than the 1987

tis uses four time-shared DACs per channel,
each running at one quarter the 16x rate and
handling aquarter of the data, and sequenced

models, and in fact some of last year's players
are still considered among the best (the
Accuphases, for instance). The rate of improve-

so that the summed output is equivalent to a

ment is slowing. A fancy CD player bought

sampling rates and filter designs, and in these
other areas, the Cambridge is amixed bag. I

today will probably hold its position for about
ayear to 18 months, as opposed to two years
ago, when the average (as computed in these
pages by our own JGH) was about 38 days.
Cambridge is asmall British company which
has been making high-quality amplifiers more
or less for the home market for around 12 years.
They made quite aworldwide splash acouple
of years ago with their very expensive, twochassis CD1 player. This machine brought raves
from critics both at home and abroad and
smiles to the faces of all who heard it (it sure
impressed me at the time). Unfortunately, too
much good publicity can be almost as damaging to asmall company as bad publicity. In the

complete 16x reconstruction.
But there is more to CD players than just

counted four separate power supplies, each
isolated from one another and regulated to feed
the optical, control, digital, and analog sections
of this player. All components seem to be firstrate; the analog section literally bristles with
polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors. The
only area where my eyebrows rose was in the
choice of active analog devices. The CD2
seems to use IC op-amps throughout. Now, as
asemiconductor engineer, Ican tell you that
as good as today's best op-amps are, they are
still inferior in sonic (as well as measurable) performance to discrete components. If this were
not so, the likes of Nelson Pass of Threshold,
and John Curl, to name two prominent solid-

case of Cambridge, it was simply that the good
press increased demand for the CD1 beyond

state audio designers, would use these compo-

such asmall company's ability to produce
them. This led to an apparent downfall of qual-

not is testimony enough to the inferiority of IC

ity control, followed quickly by areputation
for unreliability. Celestion, the speaker folks,
are now distributing the line and say that all QA
problems are in the past and that Cambridge
products are once again up to their usual high
standards (the review sample has given me no

nents in their products. The fact that they do
operational amplifiers for audio purposes. If
no self-respecting audio designer would use
op-amps for his phono stage, why would he
use them in the analog stages of adevice that
is supposed to replace the phonograph in our
audio systems? Not that the inclusion of ICs in

problems of any kind, and I've been using it

the analog section of the Cambridge CD2

daily for more than two months).
The CD2 is the latest Cambridge player to hit

prejudices me. In point of fact, Ipurposely

these shores. It boasts the dual 16-bit Philips
D/A converters and I6x oversampling. This puts

don't look at acomponent's innards until my
listening is finished, and all of my notes made.
But it certainly makes one wonder ...

the sampling component at almost 706kHz,

There is no on/off switch in the CD2 per se,

which is far, far outside of the audio bandwidth, making it unnecessary for Cambridge

just abutton marked "standby." As far as Ican
tell, the standby mode merely shuts down the
front-panel display, and won't allow the user

to use steep analog filters after the DACs; asimple, gentle-sloped 6dB/octave filter is sufficient
to reject what ultrasonic spuriae remain after
digital filtering. Aconventional DAC operating
at the 44.1kHz sampling rate needs an output

to open the drawer while the display is dark.
However, if you hit standby while adisc is playing, it will continue to play, and indeed all of

filter with better than a40dB/octave slope to
be effective. Many first-generation CD players

the controls, as well as fast forward and reverse,
still operate. You can even pause or stop the
disc, then restart it with the play button, but

were designed with so-called "brickwall" analog filters having as many as nine poles (stages

or replace it with another. Curious operating
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you cannot remove the disc from the drawer
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design! This clearly indicates that the circuitry

input #2 on the Denon. Ithen connected the

in the CD2 is on all of the time, which is prob-

analog outputs of the CD2 to the high-level
analog input #2 on the Denon preamp. In this

ably good because this player doesn't sound
its best until it has warmed up.

manner, both the D/A section of the Denon
and the analog output of the CD2 would take

Sound Quality

the same path to the power amplifier; and,

My "reference player" has been, for some time
the digital section of the Denon DAP5500 dig-

since the digital portion of the playback was
the same for both (the CD2 transport), Icould

ital preamp coupled via the "digital-direct"

be reasonably sure that any differences heard

jacks to whatever CD player happens to be at
hand. The Denon has been unique because

would be between the D/A sections, analog fil-

both its digital and analog sections are first-rate
It sports four D/A converters operating as two
push-pull pairs, and the analog section is all
FET, with no coupling capacitors and no ICs
in the audio path. Ihave heard no stand-alone
CD player which comes even close to this unit's
overall sound quality. It has depth, natural
soundstage, and "air," and can make even the
most pedestrian CD player sound glorious
(providing, of course, that said player isn't so
pedestrian as to preclude adigital output jack).
And even though there are marked differences
in the sounds of different players through the
Denon, there is an even more marked difference between cables used to connect the two.
Figuring that the optically coupled digital
input on the DAP5500 is probably less colored
than any coaxial connection, Iborrowed a
Denon DCD-1700 CD player which sports
both an optical and acoaxial digital output connector. Connecting the optical output to digital
input #1 on the Denon preamp, and the coax

ters, and amplifying stages associated with each.
The first thing that Inoticed was that the
quality of bass response from both units was
remarkably similar. This is the first time that this
has been so. Usually, presumably due to the
Denon preamp's huge power supply, the bass
response elicited from it was of much better
quality than could be had from the CD player
standing alone With the Cambridge CD2, this
was not the case. Both analog sections went
remarkably deep with good transient response
and, in fact, reproduced the "Fireworks" cut
on the Digital Test CD (Disques Pierre Verany
PV.788031/PV.788032) so similarly, that in
blind tests, neither Inor any member of my
informal listening panel could tell them apart.
The midrange of the Cambridge player was
very neutral. If there is one place in the musical
scale where CD players generally excel, it's the
midrange The trumpets of Andre Jolivet's Second 11-umpet Concerto on the CD test disc were
reproduced with good bite. When compared

output to input #2, Iwas able to switch back

with the Denon, the CD2 became less thick
and congested when the trumpet chorus

and forth quicicly. Since they both fed the same
circuitry, and were digital in nature, there was

also slightly superior on the Cambridge player.

no problem with level matching. Ithen tried
different cables, comparing each to the optical connection, until Ifound one (a Hitachi LCOFC 75 ohm video cable) which sounded
closest to the optical cable This cable is the one
that Ihave since used with all CD players not
equipped with the EIAJ (Electronic Industries
Association ofJapan) standard optical interface
As the British Cambridge CD2 is not so equipped,
all tests were made with this Hitachi cable.
To compare the analog section of the Cambridge CD2 with that of my reference analog
section in the Denon DAP5500, 1connected
the player's coaxial digital output to digital

played loudest. The delineation of voices was
The human voice came through beautifully on
the Cambridge, with ahair less "chestiness"
than Ihave noticed on some CD players. The
DAP5500 is also very natural on voices, but
they seem to have abit more air around them
than through the Cambridge.
The place where the Cambridge really
shines, though, is in the retrieval of low-level
information. On Reference Recordings' CD
(RR-15CD) of Respighi's Oeurcb Windows (one
of the best-sounding orchestral recordings of
probably the worst performance of this work
in history), the orchestra performs in alarge
high school gymnasium-cum-auditorium.
After the thwack on the giant tam tam in the
"St. Michael Archangel" tableau, the sound

IIt apparently follows current UK audiophile practice in that
turning off the displays cleans up the sound a link presumably
duc to t
ht. Alm:nee of switching noise on the ground lines. —JA
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ence converter, the ambience dies away almost
at once, but on the CD2 it lingers almost to the
point where the orchestra takes up playing
again. Ihave never heard this before with any
CD player. If CD manufacturers continue to
find ways to improve the retrieval of low-level
information, one of the major objections many
have to the CD format may be finally overcome
The highs are another story. To me, the top
end of this player sounds alittle strange—not
bad, mind you, but strange. Strings are not
steely as they can be with many CD players, but
the top overtones seem to dry up. The Denon,
by comparison, has atop-end "bloom" which
Ifind quite natural. The overtone structure,
most notable on strings, goes on and on, without ever getting hard, gritty, or harsh. The CD2
extends well at the top too (it also measures flat
to 20kHz), but with apowder-dry transistory
texture that Ifind annoying on long listening
sessions. Ihate to use the term "air" again, but
that is, in the final analysis, what the last octave
of the Cambridge CD2 lacks.
The soundstage on the CD2 is simply the
best that Ihave yet encountered. It is wide,
deep, and rectangular. Again, on Church Windows, each instrument is located exactly where
it should be in both axes of acorrectly arrayed
symphony orchestra recording. The presence

standard contains specifications to insure
that any CD player should be able to track
through any foreign detritus with adiameter
of 0.20mm or less. And the CIRC correction
codes used in all players should, in addition,
allow the player to "correct" for losses of information over adropout of 2.47mm duration
(about 1.9 milliseconds). On the test disc, track
25 (the first of this series of tests) has a0.05mm
dropout imbedded in it, track 27, the 0.20mm
spec limit, and track 38 (the last of the series)
adropout of 4.00mm (almost twice the theoretical limit). The CD2 sailed through tracks
25-34 (2.00mm) with flying colors. Track 35
showed serious error conditions via the frontpanel error light (it flashed almost continuously), but Icould hear no audible indication
of this, and tracks 36 through 38 caused the
Cambridge player to mute at the beginning of
each track several times before settling down
to play normally. This is superb performance,
and means that the CD2 should play almost any
disc without problem. (Unless, of course, you
have small children. No one has yet designed
aCD player which can cope with peanut butter
and strawberry jam.) Comparing this performance with my Sony Discman, it started muting and skipping often above track 26, and my
Sony CDP-620ES II failed after track 29. The

of the ensemble in the room is almost palpa-

Discman has never been asatisfactory tracker,

ble. By comparison, my reference, the Denon,

but Iconsidered the 620 to be excellent in this

is atad foreshortened at the back edges, and

regard, and was somewhat surprised at my
findings.

while the strings extend all the way to the edge
of my speakers, the percussion and low brass
do not. The Denon also fails to locate instruments in space with the precision of the CD2.

Conclusions

Ioften get the feeling, when listening to CDs
Conclusions? CD players, like fine recordor especially my own master tapes (which I playing equipment, will always be changing,
have transferred to DAT) through the Denon
trading one parameter off against another, in
DAP5500 D/A section, that the imaging is somesearch of digital audio's "Holy Grail," and each
what vague. 2
manufacturer has his own idea about what is
Disc two of the Pierre Verany Test CD contains tracking tests. Because, despite what the
experts say, Ihave heard evidence which indicates that corrected errors from digital sources

important. Some manufacturers will stress
soundstage, some bass response, others will
concentrate on getting the top end right. Each
will know that by concentrating on one or two

can make the sound metallic and dirty if not

areas of music reproduction, other areas will,

actually discontinuous, Itested the CD2 for its

of necessity, be compromised. The Cambridge
CD2 is, by anyone's definition, agreat CD
player. It does many things well, and some

ability to negotiate this laser obstacle course.
The test is made up of 14 40s tracks which consist of alkHz tone Each track has embedded
in it successively larger blank spots. The CD

things better than any other player that Ihave
heard to date. It also has this powder-dry top

2Which it most certainly is not on my analog masters

I'm not willing to replace the D/A section in the
Denon DAP5500 —just yet.

that I, for one, find irritating to the point that
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PS AUDIO 200cx POWER AMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton

PS Audio 200cx power amplifier
Solid-state stereo power amplifier. Rated power: 200Wpc into 8ohms, 400Wpc into 4ohms, continuous power from 20Hz-20kHz. Dynamic headroom: ida Minimum load impedance: 2ohms.
Distortion: 0.01% THD. Slew rate: greater than 150V/ms. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Damping
factor: 200. S/N ratio: 90dB (no conditions given). Dimensions: 19" W by 6" H by 17 3
4 "D. Weight:
/
69.9 lbs. Price: $1950. Approximate number of dealers: 110. Manufacturer: PS Audio, 4145 Santa
Fe Rd., Bldg. #2, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401. Tel: (805) 543-6655.

the original PS Audio 200c (Vol.8 No.8). To

review was intentionally held up until my pair
of B&W 801 Matrices could be put into service

varying degrees, both were impressed by the

on aproper pair of stands. That long-delayed,

amplifier, which subsequently found its way

seminal event having occurred, the 200cx

into Stereophile's "Recommended Compo-

evaluation could at last proceed.

Three years ago both JGH and AHC reviewed

nents" list. It remained there until last year,

The 200cx is similar in design to the origi-

when PS came out with arevised version, the
200cx. Ihad the opportunity to evaluate asam-

nal 200c. Since it's hardly fair to new readers

ple of this new model immediately after its

on the design are in order.
The 200cx is adirect-coupled amplifier, but

release, and was about to immortalize my impressions on floppy disk when PS announced
yet another change. It was not as extensive as

to refer to athree-year-old review, afew words

unlike the earliest runs of the model 200c, the
200cx (and later versions of the c) incorporates

the "x" revision, but nevertheless Ifelt that a

aservo network to eliminate the risk of any DC

reevaluation would be appropriate prior to

offset at the amplifier's input being amplified,
leading to instantaneous destruction of auser's

publication. The review was put on hold while
the amplifier was returned for an update.
Perceptive readers will have noticed this

loudspeakers. The DC-offset warning lights
which graced the front panel of the first 200c

product—in both its cx and cx' guises—

have been eliminated; they're no longer neces-

sneaking in and out of my reference system in

sary. For reasons which are unclear—perhaps

various reviews. The original cx was one of the

nostalgia—an additional pair of capacitor-

amps used to assess the VMPS Tower II /R, the

coupled AC inputs, designed into the original

newer ac' found its way into my recent preamp

amp, remain. One potential use for these inputs

reviews. (The "prime" designation is mine and

(although Idoubt PS's intended one) does

will be dropped forthwith to avoid the threat
of 10,000 audiophiles marching lockstep to

come to mind. An owner desiring to use the
200cx as the high-frequency amplifier in abi-

their local high-end dealers looking for amodel

amped configuration could have the internal

with anonexistent suffix.) Completion of the

capacitor in this input replaced (or bypassed,
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which could cause the required increase in its
value) with avalue giving apassive rolloff at the
desired crossover frequency The normal DC
inputs would still be available for full-range use
when required.

already, that an electrical upgrade is available
from PS for $200 plus shipping. The price
seems more than fair in light of upgrade costs
elsewhere, but also leads me to believe that the
actual parts changes in the new design are not

The 200cx is afully complementary design

extensive. Acosmetic upgrade will cost you an

operating in class-AB, and runs quite warm,
even at idle. While sharing these characteristics with the earlier 200c, the new amplifier

additional $200—a reminder of the high costs
of sheet metal and silk-screening. And while
we're on the subject of sheet metal, the general

incorporates afaster slew rate (more than doubled); areconfiguration of the internal current

appearance and finish of the 200cx is very
good; it's short of excellent only because the

sources, and aslight reduction in loop feedback—from 12 to 9dB. For those unfamiliar

manufacturer has apparently chosen to avoid
knock-'em-dead looks which add substantially

with that term, loop feedback—sometimes

to the final cost. There's no sign here of hun-

referred to as global feedback—is feedback

dreds of square feet of heavy, black-anodized,

from the output of the amplifier back to the
input. In contrast, local feedback is often used

external heatsinking or afront panel that looks
like it could withstand World War III. I'm no

around each individual stage. Apart from the
output stage, PS does not use the latter; the

less impressed than the next person with the
visible panache of Krells, Rowlands, Levinsons,

200cx's total design feedback is 9dB. Increasing

etc., but that sort of construction and finish is
expensive, and•not in itself indicative of bet-

feedback 2 does all kinds of impressive things
to the steady-state measurements of an amplifier, supposedly curing everything from the
heartbreak of psoriasis to bad breath. Most
high-end designers, on the other hand, believe
that the less feedback you can get away with,

ter sonics.
The PS may be unlikely to become aconversation piece on looks alone (an observation,
not acriticism), but it gives nothing away to any
of the higher-priced competition in sheer mas-

the better—arguing that it has anumber of
adverse effects on non-steady-state signals, je,

siveness and solidity, with heavy copper bus

music. It is abetter path to musical reproduc-

cased output transistors. Picking up the 200cx

tion to render the open-locp circuit more linear

by grasping diagonally opposite corners of the
case resulted in no sign of flexure, just asore

bars, 1200VA transformer, and solid copper-

in the first place. Feedback may do nothing for
your epidermis or expiration, but it does widen

back from its near 70 pound weight. But lift-

frequency response and reduce measured distortion. With earlier generations of designs and

amplifier had front-panel handles to go along

available parts, it wasn't possible to obtain an
adequately wide enough frequency response
and low enough distortion to satisfy even the
measurement-phobic without the use of heavy
feedback. But those days are long past. Huge
amounts of negative feedback are simply no
longer neceçsary, unless you're selling to amarket hung up on 0.0001% distortion.
PS claims asignificant sonic improvement
of the 200oc over the c Unfortunately, Idid not
have asample of the original amplifier for a
direct comparison. But owners of the 200c
who feel left out should know, if they don't
IThis isn't strictly true. According to PS, the very first samples of the 200c (including, apparently, thc one reviewed by
AHC and)GH, going by the specs at the top of their reviews)
had aslew rate of around 300V /ms. This was reduced to
70V /ms later in production—presumably for reliability
improvement.
2I'm sure all readers are aware that feedback in an amplifier
always refers to negative feedback. Positive feedback is fine
if you want an oscillator.
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ing that weight would be made easier if the
with the rather small ones on the rear.
Ionly have one other criticism of the construction of the 200ac: my sample had anoticeable mechanical hum. It was no problem in my
large listening room (barely audible 10' away
at the listening position with the system silent),
but just might be an irritant in asmaller room.
Iauditioned the 200oc in asystem consisting
primarily of the Klyne SK-5a preamp, CAL Aria
Improved and Tempest II CD players (mainly
the Aria), VP! HW19/II turntable with WellTempered Arm and Audio Technica AT-0C9
cartridge, and B&W 801 Matrix and (alternately)
Epos ES14 loudspeakers (mostly the former).
Interconnects were Monster M-1000 and Interlink Reference 2, speaker cables Monster M- 1
(not bi- wired).
For several weeks prior to the evaluation of
the 200cx, my reference system had been set
up with the Motif MS100 amplifier. My first
139

reaction on insertion of the 200cx was of a

W-8521) and Summer Prayer (RCA Japan,

noticeably leaner balance and amore promi-

RVC-2154). The latter has aremarkably deep,

nent high end. But the Motif is somewhat laid-

taut, low end—some of the most exceptional
percussive bass I've ever heard on arecording.

back in the brightness region. The more I
listened, the more Icame to appreciate the

The PS did it full justice. Nor did it slight the

sions, the HF response of the 200cx proved to

same recording's wide variety of HF details and
stirring dynamics. Rhythm Devils, over the PS,

be first-rate. It did tend to be unforgiving, and
Inever quite got over the feeling that there was

had adeep, shuddering, palpable extreme bass.
Tightness was not the point here—there's no

alow-level spotlight at work somewhere in the
low- to mid-treble that subtly enhanced detail.
But on good recordings the emphasis was

way the profoundly subterranean activity that

never overdone, never became unnaturally analytical. As always, the choice of associated

mate low-end capabilities.
Focus. That word keeps popping to mind to

equipment, particularly the loudspeaker, proved

describe the overall midrange quality of the PS.

important. The earlier version of the 200cx had
been too bright through the Synthesis LM300s,

Focus which put instruments in their proper
perspective within the overall soundstage—

strengths of the PS. Despite my initial impres-

filled the listening room could be tight—but
Iwas left with little doubt of the 200cx's ulti-

and my feeling is that Iwould find the same to

neither bloated nor miniaturized. Overall

be true with the latest or combined with those

soundstaging was well defined; the instrumen-

same transducers (which have long since departed

tal positioning of the 39 different varieties of

the premises). The Motif had been superb on
the Synthesis LM300 UGH apparently found
asimilar synergy with the Synthesis SRS), but

percussion on Summer Prayer was precise

was alittle subdued through the 801F Matrices.
The PS, however, was superb on the latter;
properly paired with suitable loudspeakers,
Ifound the high end of the 200cx to be the
equal of that of any other amplifier Ihave yet
used, and unsurpassed in terms of clean, lively
HF detail.
The low-frequency performance of the
200cx was exceptional. It didn't initially impress me as special—somewhat cool and lacking in obvious warmth—but didn't take long

across the lateral plane between the loudspeakers, with no smearing of individual instruments or instrumental detail.
Only in the reproduction of natural instrumental warmth (where appropriate) did Ifind
the PS to fall short of the best. That cool, lean
characteristic Ihave alluded to previously was
not aserious flaw, but the balance did tend to
tilt that way. Ionly consider it worth mentioning because it may cause matching problems
with another component having asound which
also leans (I couldn't resist) in the same direction. The Motif, in contrast, had, on the right

to demonstrate its real capabilities. It may have

program material, anatural glow and sweetness

sounded lean at first, but Isoon came to appreciate the 200cx's clarity and lack of any exag-

which the PS could not match. But much of
this was very likely due to the difference in

geration through the mid- and upper bass. And

spectral balance between the two amplifiers:
the slightly laid-back brightness region of the

if your loudspeakers are up to it (the 801F
Matrices certainly are, even sans the B&W EQ
box which Ihaven't yet put to use), you'll find
out where the beefs been. The 200cx is one
of those amplifiers which sails along unassumingly until presented with alow-end challenge,

Motif brought its inherently superb midrange
into greater prominence. The outstanding clarity and inner detailing of the 200cx was, however, more than adequate compensation. Listen

at which point it proceeds to elevate the listener

to the natural sheen and clarity of Lucia Popp's
voice on Die scbontsten deutscben Kinder-

three feet off the floor and pin said listener

um( Wiegenliecler (Orfeo C078-831 B, CD) to

against the opposite wall.
Regular readers are likely holding their

to the more down-home, try Metamora (Sugar

understand what Imean. Or, if your taste runs

favorite low-frequency tests, KODO and Dabs.

Hill Records SH/PS-1131, 3LP). The exceptional
reproduction of transients, combined with the

Breathe easy, folks; the PS did superbly on
both. But for the sake of variety, Idiscovered

natural balance of blend and separation of the
individual voices (try "Little Potato") was thrill-

(rediscovered, actually) two LPs Ihadn't played
in some time, Rhythm Devils (Wilson Audio

3PO Box 4040, Duke Station, Durham. NC 27706.

breaths at this point, expecting reference to my
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ing. And if you can't figure out all the instru-

bience. But the differences were not striking

ments used on Musique Arabo-Andalouse

in my reference system; the PS did not disap-

(Harmonia Mundi HM 389, LP), don't blame
the PS. The 200cx gave areal sense of the exotic
nature of the music, revealing all of its intrica-

point in the re-creation of athree-dimensional
soundspace.

cies and subtle nuances. The HF response of
both of these albums is definitely on the bright
side, but the PS did nothing to gloss over this
balance. Neither did it push it over the top.
It took me awhile to fully appreciate the PS's
reproduction of depth. It did seem, initially, to
lack afully developed sense of instrumental
three-dimensionality—that sense that each
instrument, of itself, is fully fleshed-out. I
believe that to be aresult of its slightly cool,
detached nature. Soundstage depth, on the
other hand, was well reproduced. It doesn't
quite have the striking quality of the more
pricey competition, but aclose comparison
showed the PS to be impressively close to, if
not quite the equal of, the Motif—a solid-state
amplifier with notably good front-to-back
layering. I've mentioned the introduction to
Caverna Magica (CBS MK-37827, CD) before.
The PS presented afully developed sense of
left-to-right and' front-to-back movement here

I've briefly touched upon the 200cx in comparison with the Aragon 4004. A few more
words are in order to sum up my general feelings about the differences between these two
amplifiers. Both are excellent performers. The
Aragon is the warmer-sounding, and although
both have superior LF extension, the slightly
leaner-sounding PS comes across as marginally tighter and better defined. The Aragon is
less airy and open at the high end, though by
no means recessed or "sweet" in the tube
sense. In my opinion the PS is the more neutral, yet the differences are such that I'm sure
to get an argument from proponents of the less
expensive 4004. The Aragon is rated to drive
extremely low-impedance loads, however, and
the PS is not, which might be an important factor for some users.
Ihaven't yet compared the PS to any of the
so-called "super" amps—those bought on
30-year mortgages. Ihope to; you'll be the first

as our hero and heroine mill about in the cave
(no doubt searching for Andreas Vollenweider).

to hear the results. But Ihave not yet heard abetter amplifier in my system, all factors considered.
No amplifier is perfect; the 200cx is no excep-

One recording does not, however, aconclusion

tion. But Ihave no reservations at all in giving

make, and on awide variety of LPs and CDs the

it astrong recommendation. A best buy at
$2000? Believe it.

Motif subtly edged out the 200cx in its reproduction of the finer points of depth and am-

AFFORDABLE PREAMPLIFIERS
John Atkinson reviews three models from Rotel, Parasound, & NAD
Rotel RC-850: Solid-state preamplifier with four line-level inputs, one phono input switchable
between MM and MC, two tape loops, one video loop, and bass and treble controls. Specifications:
Frequency response (phono): 40Hz-100kHz +0.2dB. Frequency response (line-level):
4Hz-100kHz +0 -3dB. Input impedance: 47k ohms in parallel with 100pF (MM phono), 180 ohms
in parallel with 100pF (MC phono), 24k ohms (line). Output impedance: 1200 ohms (main). Maximum output level: 10.75V RMS into 1M ohm. Sensitivity (phono): 2.5mV RMS input for 1V output
(MM), 260uV RMS input for 1V output (MC). Sensitivity (line): 150mV RMS input for 1V output.
Maximum input levels at 1kHz: 180mV (MM phono), 20mV (MC phono), 5V (line). S/N ratio (Aweighted): 78dB (MM phono), 64dB (MC phono), 95dB (line). Dimensions: 17.5" W by 115/
32"
D by 25/13" H. Weight: 8.8 lbs. Price: $249. Approximate number of dealers: 75. Manufacturer:
The Rotel Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan. Distributor: Rotel of America, PO Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.
Tel: (416) 751-4525.
Parasound P/FET-900: Solid-state preamplifier with three line-level inputs, one MM phono input,
two tape loops, and bass and treble controls. Specifications: Frequency response (line-level):
10Hz-80kHz +0.05dB (tone defeat on). Input impedance: 47k ohms in parallel with 150pF (phono),
47k ohms (line). Measured output impedance: 700 ohms (main). Maximum output level: 10V
Stereophile, December 1988

RMS at less than 0.02% THD. Sensitivity (phono): 2.6mV RMS input at 1kHz for 1V output. Sensitivity (line): 200mV RMS input at 1kHz for 1V output. Maximum input levels at 1kHz: 220mV
(phono), 2V (line). S/N ratio (A-weighted): 85dB (phono), 104dB (line). Dimensions: 17 1/
4 "W
by 91/
2"D by 21
/
2"H. Weight: 11 lbs. Price: $395. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufacturer: Parasound Products Inc., 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111. Tel: (415) 397-7100.
NAD 1300: Solid-state preamplifier with three line-level inputs, one phono input (MC or MM),
headphone output, two tape loops, one external processor loop, and bass and treble controls.
Specifications: RIAA error (phono): +0.3dB. Frequency response (line-level): -0.3dB points at
20Hz and 20kHz. Input impedance: 47k ohms in parallel with 100/200/320pF (MM phono), 100
ohms in parallel with 1000pF (MC phono), 100k ohms in parallel with 220pF (line). Output impedance: 150 ohms (Normal, High), 1000 ohms (Tape/EPL). Maximum output level: 12V RMS (Normal), 12V RMS into 600 ohms (High). Sensitivity (phono): 1.3mV RMS input for 0.5V output (MM),
60uV RMS input for 0.5V output (MC). Sensitivity (line): 80mV RMS input for 0.5V output. Phono
input S/N ratio (IHF A-weighted, with cartridge connected): 80dB ref. 5mV (MM), 78dB ref. 0.5mV
(MC). Line input S/N ratio (A-weighted): greater than 100dB ref. 0.5V out. Dimensions: 17" W
by 10" Dby 3" H. Weight: 9.5 lbs. Price: $398. Approximate number of dealers: 300. Manufacturer:
NAD (USA) Inc., 675 Canton Street, Norwood, MA 02062. Tel: (617) 769-7050.
A few issues back, in my review of the Mark

extended bass response, it starts to roll off at

Levinson No.26 and No.20 (Vol.11 No.5), I
mused on the fact that the preamplifier, being
the heart of asystem, had amore significant

the top of the top audio octave. Power amplification was provided either by a1986-vintage
Krell ICSA-50 or by apair of VTL 100W monos,

effect on sound quality in the long term than,
say, the loudspeakers. It was worth spending

these sitting on Mission Isoplats. Loudspeakers
were the Celestion SL700s, used on their

more on a preamplifier, therefore, than on

matching stands; source components included

loudspeakers. Needless to say, this viewpoint
was regarded by many readers as dangerously
heretical. Idecided, therefore, to investigate

my stock Revox A77 for master tape replay,
Marantz and Precision Audio CD players, and

the sonic possibilities of budget-priced pre-

Troika) sitting on aSound Organisation table;
interconnect was either Monster M1000 or

amps in this issue, even the most expensive

the fully loaded Linn LP player (Sondek/Ittok/

being less than one-tenth the price of the Mark

Tiare solid-core silver; speaker cable was Mon-

Levinson.
By coincidence, all three models chosen are

ster MI, two runs being used to bi-wire the

manufactured in Taiwan, though two companies, NAD and Parasound, are as American as
apple pie. The third, Rotel, is Japanese (though
with astrong strain of English design philosophy). Putting my customary preamplifier, the
Krell KRS2, to one side, the references used for

SL700s.
As well as being used as the main system
preamplifier, bypass testing was carried out
with each preamplifier set to unity gain at 1kHz
(harder said than done with the stepped volume control of the Parasound) and inserted in
the tape loop of the PS Audio 4.6, used in its

this review were the $635 Audio by Van Alstine

"Straightwire" mode so that no other active cir-

Super PAS (reviewed in October), and the $659
PS Audio 4.6 (reviewed by Tom Norton in Sep-

cuitry could impose its signature on the sound.
Ifirst used the Ben Duncan PAS-01 passive con-

tember) used with its normal external power
supply, not the $469 M-500 upgrade. , Fig.1

trol unit for bypass testing, but changed to the
PS because it will be more readily accessible

shows the measured RIAA response of the PS
4.6, for reference purposes. Flat through
almost the entire audio band, with a wellIIfound it interesting to compare these three large-company
products with one from asupposed "tweak" company, PS
Audio, and not just regarding sound quality. (Though Itravw.d
from the lengthy listening sessions with more than alittle
respect for the Californian preamp's sonies.) The PS 4.6
appeared to he the best- made of the four solid-state models,
contrary• to what you might have been led to believe, given the
high end's traditional reputation for assuming that excellence
in sound quality will always compensate for shoddiness of
design and manufacturing.
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Rotel RC-850 preamplifier
to readers wanting to repeat these tests. (The

Iwould be surprised by any electronic com-

high input sensitivity of the VTLs made it easy

ponent that didn't depart from neutrality, so

to achieve adequately high listening levels,

careful system matching is even more essential

despite the absence of any line-stage gain.)
A note on the auditioning of the preamps'

with these preamplifiers than with expensive
models.

phono inputs: not being familiar enough with
the sound of any current MM pickup to be con-

Rotel RC -850: $249

fident about using it as areference, Idecided

This basic preamp offers four line-level inputs,

to stick with the Linn moving-coiI. 2The Para-

two tape loops with dubbing allowed in either

sound, therefore, could only be auditioned

direction, and a phono input, switchable

with the HFN/RR Black Head transformer in

between MC and MM. Its low price, however,

the signal path, which could be thought of as

is not reflected in the quality of its construc-

putting this preamp at adisadvantage compared with the other two, which do have MC

tion, the chassis having asolid feel, the circuit
arational layout, and good-quality compo-

inputs. 3Ireassure readers, however, that Icar-

nents—metal-film resistors and polystyrene-

ried out checks by also auditioning the MM

dielectric capacitors—being used in the signal

inputs of the other two preamps with the Black
Head in-circuit, and also by conducting bypass

path. Internally, one large printed circuit board

tests on all three with the CD player driving the

apart from the mains transformer and the head-

phono inputs via an Old Colony inverse-RIAA

phone socket. Following the signal from input

carries the in/out socketry and all the circuitry,

network. My comments on the sound of the

to output, the phono inputs feed arear-panel

three preamplifier phono inputs are based on
an amalgam of this complete auditioning. (I

slide switch, selecting both the gain of alow-

need hardly add that the playback levels were

and the input shunt resistance. Shunt capaci-

noise Signetics NE5534AN IC head amplifier

matched for all the comparisons, removing vol-

tance is defined by apair of 100pF polystyrene

ume discrepancies as asource of subjective

capacitors; these can be easily changed by the

differences. Audiophiles who don't practice

dealer to match cartridges requiring more or

such good housekeeping for their tests should

less capacitance. This first stage feeds the RIAA
equalization circuit, this again based around

be sentenced to adiet of Tiffany recordings
until they learn to mend their ways.)

NE5534AN dedicated audio op-amps, which

Iran aconventional set of measurements on

in turn lead, via series electrolytic caps

the three preamplifiers. This was not so much

bypassed with polystyrenes, to the source

to find acause behind any facet of each unit's

selector and tape monitor switches. The linelevel inputs are routed to the switching by pcb

sound quality, but to see if there were any particular aspects which would lead to system
incompatibility problems. At this price level,
2As pointed out by JGH last month in his follow-up review
of the Threshold SA -Ipower amplifier and Sound Lab A-3
loudspeakers, changing two variables at once leads only to
sonic confusion. It is essential when reviewing any component to ensure that it represents the only change made to the
system.
3Parasoundi Richard Schram trecimmends the Iknon AU-320
transformer if the P/FET-900 is to be used with an MC cartridge. Although Ido possess an example of this classic step-up,
as luck would have it, it is still in storage in England.
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tracks, separated by ground tracks to minimize
crosstalk. Two of the line inputs are marked
"AV/AUX," and have athird, video, socket,
these internally joined to allow video dubbing
in either direction. The phono and CD input
sockets are gold-plated.
The volume control, a rather ordinarylooking component (though usefully not
detented), is followed by the tone control circuitry, this founded on two NE5532 dual op143

amps. Afront-panel switch allows this section

came over with less tension than when the CD

to be switched out of circuit and also provides

player was fed straight to the power amps via

stereo/mono switching. Although there is no
balance control as such, the two halves of the

ing" of the music's pulse was aconsistent fea-

volume control are friction-locked and can be
adjusted independently. The output stage of
the RC-850 consists of another dual op-amp,

the PS Auclio's volume control pot. This "slowture to emerge during my auditioning of the
RC-850. The Flim & the BB's (hate that unnecessary apostrophe!) track "Tricycle" (from

from JRC, this also driving headphones via a

the eponymous album, DMP CD-443) is infa-

front-panel socket—plugging in cans doesn't
mute the main output. The dual-20V-rail power

mous in audiophile-land for the degree of
"jump factor" encoded within its pits. Yet it

supply uses discrete series-pass transistors; a

came over as too polite through the Rotel, lack-

relay mutes the output for approximately 10
seconds after turn-on; and two switched utility
sockets are provided.
The sound: The first set of listening tests was
done with the Rotel set for exactly unity gain,
its tone controls set to "off," and inserted in the
PS Audio's tape loop. As explained earlier, in its

ing some of the tension that it usually has in
spades.
It is not that there was any coloration present, apart from aslight lack of control in the
upper bass—compared with the straight-wire
reference, bass guitar and kick drum were
insufficiently differentiated—rather, there was

"Straightwire" mode, the PS Audio's output is

too little of the transient impact that defines the
music's framework. Despite acommendable

taken directly from the volume pot, imposing
very little coloration on the sound. Comparing the sound from CD via the Rotel with what

degree of neutrality in such alow-priced component, there was something about the line
stage that prevented the music from holding

is effectively apiece of wire (with afew switch

my attention.
Riming to the auditioning of the phono
stage, the noise level was gratifyingly low with

contacts) revealed that it does have acharacteristic signature Tonally, the RC-850 was commendably neutral; however, it did seem to have
somewhat of a"bowdlerizing" effect on the

the input set to MC, and the sound was clean,

sound of instruments. When listening to anew

lacking any kind of hardness. But "inoffensive"
was the word that appeared more than once in

component, Itend to reach for apiano record-

my listening notes, the musicians again sound-

ing first, the complex sound of the instrument

ing more tired than Ihad become used to with

being very hard to reproduce faithfully. In this

the reference. There was also more coloration

instance, it was the last CD in the complete

present than via the line stage alone. There was
aslight exaggeration of disc noise and more of

series of Beethoven piano sonatas recorded for
Nimbus by Bernard Roberts, NI 5060, which
features the "Pathetique." Iam not sure what

atinldy quality to cymbals and sibilance, almost
as if the cartridge was being loaded with 47k

piano Mr. Roberts used for the recording, but
via the PS Audio it sounds very much like a

rather than the 180 ohms specified (the input
impedance actually measured 190 ohms). The

Steinway, the complicated and characteristic
meshing and intermeshing of harmonics as
notes decay rendered very obvious. Switching
the Rotel into circuit made the sound more like
that of a"generic" piano, aveiling in the midrange reducing the sonic differences between
Mr. Roberts' piano and, say, the Steinway used

low frequencies were also flabby. Putting the
'fracy Chapman album on the Linn, the second
track on side one, "Fast Car," features Larry
Klein (Mr. Joni Mitchell) playing abass guitar
with a16'-register sound. The Rotel rendered
this with rather asecond-harmonic tonality,
fuzzying up the low-bass growl somewhat and

by Minoru Nojima on his Reference Recordings

reinforcing the "slow" impression. In my expe-

Liszt recital.
Next went on the new Mahler Symphony 5

rience, this kind of too-limited control in the

from Leonard Bernstein (DG 423 608-2). The

power supply.
The main failing of the phono stage, how-

sound of the introductory orchestral climax via

mid-to-low bass often correlates with alimited

the Rotel was clean, without too much "splash"
in the treble. However, the solo trumpet in-

ever, was the reduction in the sense of space

troduction, where the player almost doubledots the part, increasing the music's drama,

the soundstage no longer quite reaching out
to the loudspeaker positions. Admittedly this
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around individual images, as well as asense of
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was in comparison with the nearly-threetimes-the-price PS Audio and Van Alstine
preamplifiers, but it is this aspect of reproduction, which contributes to the musically essential you-are-there feeling, that Iregard as ultimately important. The acapella "Behind the
Wall" track on the Chapman LP, for example,
presents the singer with adegree of solidity to
her centrally placed image via the PS 4.6; the
Rotel rendered her more fiat, with less apparent
depth.

102IcHz.) The tone controls were gentle in their
action, the maximum boost at 20Hz and 20kHz
being 4dB or so, while the maximum amount
of cut at those frequencies was between 6.5dB
and 7dB. This gentle action is preferable to controls with amore aggressive action, in my view,
for modifying system or program imbalances.
Ifound the input overload levels to be somewhat lower than specified, 1.9V RMS into the
line inputs being sufficient to drive the
preamp's output to its maximum 10.75V RMS
level with volume control full up compared
with the 5V specified. (If this seems too low to

Measurement: Fig.2 shows the frequency
response of the complete preamplifier, mea-

handle the maximum 2V RMS typical of aCD

sured via the phono inputs with the tone controls out of circuit. This is commendably flat

player, remember that the volume control precedes the active circuitry and lowering its set-

between 40Hz and 30kHz, with any error
within the tolerance of the inverse network.

ting will avoid the circuitry being driven into
clipping.) As the specified overload level is

There is afaint hint of lift between 3kHz and
16IcHz, however, which may tie in with the subjective nature of the treble. Integral infrasonic
filtering curtails the response below 25Hz, this

given as just 5V, however, with no indication
whether this is apeak, peak-peak or RMS level,
Iassume that it is apeak-peak 5V, which is
equivalent to around 1.8V RMS, tying in with
the 1.9V measured. Similarly, the phono over-

sensible in view of the less-than-ideal turntables likely to be used with this inexpensive

load at IkHz is given as 180mV, whereas Imea-

component. The measured response rolls off
slightly earlier than the specification, -3dB at

sured around 65mV RMS, equivalent to 183mV
peak-peak. Phono input overload at 20Hz and

105kHz rather than -0.2dB at 100kHz, but I
must say that this wide-open HF response on

20kHz occurred at 30mV RMS and 430mV
respectively, the latter actually due to the out-

the phono input might be too susceptible to

put stage clipping rather than due to the phono

RF pickup in aregion less of aradio-frequency
desert than Santa Fe if there is any non-linearity

circuit overloading. There appears to be ample

present to demodulate the RF. Yes, the input
NE5534 op-amps appear to be uncompensated, in order to maximize their gain-band-

headroom, therefore, and it is extremely unlikely for the Rotel to have problems even with
high-output MM cartridges.
Looking at interchannel crosstalk to see if

width product, but as this IC's open-loop gain

there was any correlation with my impression

drops from 55dB at 100kHz to less than 30dB

of aless wide soundstage than ideally should
be the case, the line-level inputs featured sepa-

above 1MHz, it is asking alot of its intrinsic
linearity at 100kHz and above to ask for
extended bandwidth and high closed-loop
gain. Response via the line inputs was also extended in the highs, the -3dB point lying well
above than 100kHz. (I measured -0.5dB at
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ration of more than 80dB at 20Hz and 'kHz,
and 63dB at 20kHz. This is excellent performance, crosstalk at the first two frequencies
being buried beneath the noise floor, and is
better than many high-end products. Separation via either the MM or MC stages was only
alittle worse, however, at 70dB at lkHz and
below, this worsening to 56dB at 20kHz. All
these figures are better than that offered by
even an excellent pickup cartridge like the
Linn, so must be ruled out as being connected
with the subjective impression of arather narrow stereo stage Noise on the phono input was
quite low, measuring -72dB set to MM and
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Fig. 2 Rotel RC-850 RIAA error
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-54dB, MC. Both figures are unweighted and
improved by 4-5dB when A-weighted. The
output impedance measured close to spec at
145

Parasound FET/900 preamplifier
1150 ohms, low enough for the RC-850 not to

carrying arotary "loudness" control, this off

be too bothered by high-capacitance cables,

when fully clockwise, then to the volume con-

though cables between it and the power ampli-

trol, this identical (apart from value and the fact

fiers would best be kept reasonably short, 2m

that it is stepped) to the one used by Rotel. The

or so.

only departure from arational layout is seen

Conclusion: Well-engineered and made to a

the v/c pcb to the stereo/mono switch, this on

here, as arelatively long piece of cable connects
the other side of the front-panel bank of pushhigh standard, this preamplifier ostensibly has
acommendably neutral sound. However, I buttons. The output from the volume control
wished Ihad liked the RC-850 more, it not so

wiper is taken to the balance control, then to

much doing things wrong as failing to do quite

the tone-control amplifier, this again based on
discrete FEU, as is the output circuit. Separate

enough things right. The company has an
excellent reputation for producing products
with abetter-than-average sound quality—
witness Lewis Lipnick's review of their 820BX2
CD player in August—and Ihad hoped that this
preamplifier would have proved to be agiant

bass and treble controls are provided, as well
as atone defeat button. As far as Icould make
out without aschematic, the only capacitors
in the signal path are apair of 3.3uF WIMA
polystyrenes. All the circuits are said to operate

killer, offering asound to compete with models

in class-A; however, it is rare to find any pream-

costing considerably more. Unfortunately,

plifier that doesn't operate in class-A, unless

what virtues it has are let down by the rather

it uses IC op-amps in the signal path.
A relay mutes the output for approximately

uninvolving nature of its sound. Perhaps the
compromises involved in producing such a
low-priced product are too great, in which case
the more expensive RC-870BX ($449) may well

three seconds after turn-on to allow the circuitry to stabilize; the CMOS circuitry then

better reflect this company's potential.

the unit was last turned off.

Parasound P/FET-900: $395

late the ±24V audio circuitry voltages, with IC
regulators used to provide ±15V rails for the
Toshiba switching ICs. All the in- and output

chooses whatever source was selected when
The power supply uses transistors to regu-

Introduced at the 1988 Summer CES, this
P"reamplifier from San Francisco-based Parasound does away with mechanical switching
for source select and tape functions, replacing
it with CMOS integrated-circuit switches simi-

sockets are gold-plated, and three utility mains
sockets are provided, one unswitched and two
switched.

lar to those used in the British Linn LK1 and
Quad 44 and 34 models. Construction is to a
good standard and the circuit is carried on two
main pcbs and three small ones. Following a

The sound: After Ihad carried out some meas-

signal from the phono inputs, the MM-only

sound requested that they supply asecond

RIAA amplifier is based on discrete FETs, its

sample for review, the reason being that the first

output joining the line-level signals at the

was faulty: it "popped" when the tone defeat

switching ICs, these controlled by DC voltages

button was switched in or out. Ihad noticed
this but had also felt that the sound was not as

controlled by front-panel pushbuttons. The

urements and done some preliminary auditioning via the P/FET-900's line-level inputs, Para-

manual states that to get the best sound quality,
the tape-out selector can be deactivated. It
appeared that this could be done by selecting

good as Iwould have liked at this price level.

sources from left to right, then pressing Tape

unique sample error which meant that the output muting relay wouldn't fully close on one

Dub 2-1 at the far left (though this didn't always
work).
The selected signal is taken first to asmall pcb
146

The second '900, however, suffered from a
dead left channel, due, 1am informed, to a

channel when the line voltage was lower than
average Iaccordingly asked Parasound to send
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a third sample, with which all subsequent
listening was done. This third sample, Iam
assured by Parasound's Richard Schram, is
representative of current production.
The Parasound was allowed to warm up for
6hours or so, set to unity gain, and inserted
into the PS Audio's tape loop. Though its line
stage didn't invert signal polarity with the tone
defeat button in, switching the tone controls
into circuit still caused aslight popping noise
as the circuit became polarity inverting. I
listened first to the line stage on its own, comparing it with the straight-wire bypass. Again
Ireached for the Nimbus Bernard Roberts CD.
The P/FET-900 was not quite as tonally neutral as the Rotel, the sound taking on aslightly
forward tonality in the upper midrange; this
was certainly not to any extreme degree, but
was identifiable as afaint nasality to the sound.
The noise of the piano's action also became
slightly more percussive, and the hammers
appeared to have less felt on their heads. In
addition, the midrange seemed just alittle more
uneven. In the first movement of the "Pathetique," after the grave opening statement, a
long descending chromatic scale winds down
from ahigh E-flat to the B- flat more than two
octaves lower to prepare the way for the
allegro. One of my favorite passages for
examining acomponent's midrange, the reference presented this as perfectly even; the Parasound, however, seemed to present some notes
as being more prominent than others.
This is avery cruel test, throwing departures
from neutrality into sharp relief even with
expensive preamplifiers. In actual fact, the Parasound was doing well. However, this slightly
forward aspect of the low treble was also
noticeable on the Sigiswald Kuijken recording
of the Bach Partitas and Sonatas for solo violin (Deutsche Harmonia Mundi CDS 749290
2), where the violin image was pushed slightly
forward in the image, sounding slightly louder,
and its already astringent, period-instrument
sound becoming slightly more so on its Aand

voice and string tonality. Ihave to admit that
any audible differences were much harder to
hear than with the solo violin or piano: a
slightly more "shut-in" quality in the highs;
perhaps avery slight coarsening in the midrange. It was time to move on to some nonclassical: Flim & the BB's (what else?). To my surprise, compared with the bypass, the P/FET900 sounded, of all things, "faster." Asloppy
adjective, but it is hard to think of aword more
appropriate: transients seemed more pronounced, the music seemed more dynamic.
The sound was more enjoyable in this respect,
the "thunderclap" tom-toms in the "Tricycle"
track subjectively knocking me out of my
listening chair at the identical objective level
to the PS Audio. The obvious assumption to
make is that the Parasound was exaggerating
things, but Iwas not so sure. Yes, the straightwire bypass should be more accurate, but
remember that it actually passes the buck for
driving all the cable between the CD player and
the power amplifier back to the CD player's
output stage Maybe what Iwas hearing was the
fact that the Parasound gets abetter handle on
the cable than do either of the CD players used
for the tests.
This is, of course, conjecture, so Iwill change
to LP as the signal source, the MC pickup amplified by the Tim de Paravicini-designed "Black
Head" transformer, as explained in the
introduction. On went "The Look of Love"
from my original 1966 English RCA release of
Casino Royale, Rusty Springboard in full sotta
voce. Tonally, the rundown went as follows: top
octave usefully slightly lower in level than the
PS Audio; midrange good, if again rather forward at the top of the region; lows alittle fuller
in the upper bass, and not as much ultimate
extension. The more significant subjective
difference, however, concerned the retrieval
of fine detail. This track has aguiro accentuating the second beat of each bar in an implied
claves rhythm. The PS Audio allows you just
that little bit more easily to hear the return sig-

Estrings when compared with the bypass. The

nal from an echo plate or chamber, localized

bypass also had slightly more energy in the

in the same position as the guiro in the stereo

very top octave, giving afeeling of more "air"
around the instrument.

stage. Similarly, the PS Audio presents images

How did massed orchestral forces repro-

on acliche coined by the Audio Cheapskate.
This slight diminishing of soundstage depth
was also apparent with the Radka lbneef Fairy-

duce? A recent recording recommended by
Lewis Lipnick is the Telarc coupling of the
Faure and Durufle Requiems (CD 80135),
which features awide, deep stage and natural
Stereophile, December 1988

with more of a"palpable presence," to fall back

tales album (Odin LP03). Listening to my favorite track, "Nature Boy," Miss Toneefs voice was
147

lighter in texture than with the PS Audio, but

20Hz and 20kHz. Ihave to admit that Iam no

presented just alittle more one-dimensionally,

big fan of loudness controls, it being impossi-

the image being foreshortened.
Ifinished my auditioning of the Parasound

ble to establish atrue baseline level where the

with the Chesky Sibelius 2. The string tone was
again just alittle more astringent than the refer-

sound's loudness contour seems well-de-

response should be flat. However, the Parasigned, with the maximum amount of tonal

ence, the upper bass was alittle looser, and you

modification, appropriate for very low listening

couldn't "hear the walls" as well. However,

levels, shown in fig.4. The loudness control

more serious, for me at least, was afeeling that,
in amanner similar to the Rotel's phono stage,

becomes inoperative when the volume control is past the halfway point.

the pulse of the music was somehow dimin-

The S/N ratio via the (shorted) MM input was

ished; not by much, admittedly, but enough to

alittle worse than the Rotel, but very good,

disturb. In this respect, Ipreferred the sound

nevertheless, at 68dB unweighted and 76dB A-

of the phono section of the similarly priced

weighted. Crosstalk via the line-level inputs
was buried in the noise at 20Hz and lkHz, lying

NAD 1300.

at -52dB at 20kHz. Via the phono input, sepaMeasurement: Fig.3 shows the overall frequency response of the third sample of the

ration was 64dB, 67dB, and 49dB at 20Hz,
IkHz, and 20kHz, respectively.

P/FET-900 measured via the phono inputs.

As the volume control is detented, Ichecked

Noticeable is avery slight degree of exagger-

its action. The steps range from ldB at the very

ation in the low bass, reaching amaximum of
0.3dB at 30Hz, below which it starts to roll off,
if anything alittle too gently, considering that

tom, with less than 1dB/step around the 12
noon position, and 1.5-2dB between 12 and

it is likely the P/FET-900 will be used with
inexpensive turntables. (The first sample had
slightly more low-frequency boost.) There is
atouch of lift at the top of the audio band,

top of the range to 6dB or more at the very bot-

9o'clock. The two channels tracked each other
to within a0.5dB accuracy over most of the
range, this worsening to a 1dB tolerance or
worse with the volume control set at 10 o'clock

while the HF response extends too high, in my
opinion, not reaching its -3dB point until
above 100kHz, which, as with the Rotel, might

or lower. This is good at this price level.
Looking at input overload levels, the maximum output-stage swing at IkHz is ±22V

make this preamp more prone than usual to

peak-peak, this given by 3V RMS into the line

picking up RF with MM cartridges (though the

inputs with the volume control wide open.

use of discrete FETs rather than op-amps in its
phono stage, as well as the overall lower gain
required, may well help here). Measuring the

unlike mechanical devices, they cannot swing

One concern with CMOS switches is that,
more than acertain voltage Feeding the test sig-

line-level inputs, the response was flat in the

nal into the CD input and looking at the tape

audio band, with -3dB points at 4Hz and at

output, the P/FET-900's switches didn't over-

more than 100kHz. As explained above, switch-

load until asked to swing more than 10.5V RMS.

ing in the tone-control stage inverted signal
polarity. The tone controls are specified as hav-

switches at 20kHz (12V RMS input) caused a

ing a ±10dB action at 85Hz and 12kHz. Looking at the edge-of-band behavior, this translates
to amaximum 10dB boost and 12.5dB cut at

One anomaly was that hard-clipping the CMOS
drastic latch-up with acorrespondent 15V DClevel shift. Fortunately, this is extremely
unlikely to be triggered in use (I'd almost say
11111
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Fig. 3 Parasound RIAA error
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Flg. 4 Parasound max. loudness contour
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NAD 1300 preamplifier
impossible). Looking at the signal available
from the tape output, the phono input

position of haN, ing the filter in-circuit seemed
intuitively wrong to me.

appeared to overload at 95mV RMS at 20Hz,
170mV RMS at lIcklz, and 765mV RMS at 20IcHz,

The null circuit replaces the normal conventional stereo feed to the output sockets by the

though it actually appeared to be the CMOS

difference (L-R) between the two channels. It

switches that were clipping rather than the
phono circuitry This amount of headroom is

can therefore be used both to optimize cartridge alignment and to adjust an FM antenna

excellent, and this Parasound shouldn't ever

to give the best rejection of multipath distor-

be overdriven even by very-high-output MM
cartridges.
Imeasured the output impedance as 700

tion and extraneous noise on the subcarrier.
(You could also use this switch to eliminate a

ohms—the P/FET-900 should have no problems driving reasonably long cables.

from their recordings—but wbo would want

Conclusion: Wry slightly more forward in the

centrally placed Barry Manilow or John Denver
to do (bat?)
Looking inside the 1300, one large pcb carries everything apart from the mains trans-

upper midrange than the Rotel RC-850, the

former, headphone and bass EQ circuitry, and

Parasound P/FET-900 is less veiled overall,
while not approaching the transparency of the
more expensive PS Audio 4.6. It does repro-

the volume control, this detent-less and similar
in quality to those used in the other two
pre-amps reviewed. Rather than use the pot as

duce more musical information than the cheap
Rotel, the sound generally not becoming unin-

ground, NAD's engineers have configured the

a conventional series voltage-divider to

volving (though the phono stage does err in
this direction). Ifelt that its line stage was better,
overall, than the phono stage, though at the

pot as part of the feedback loop around an
operational amplifier. In this manner, the line-

price, this preamplifier offers agood balance
of virtues for those who prefer to use agood

control setting, which, NAD feels, avoids clip-

MM cartridge or ahigh-output moving-coil.

is based on discrete transistors, with an FET
input stage. This is said to linearize the circuit

Asafe Class D recommendation in Stereopbile's
"Recommended Components."

NAD 1300: $398
By far the most complicated of the three
preamps tested in terms of facilities offered,
NAD's "Monitor Series" 1300 provides two
buffered tape loops, an external processor loop
(which can also be used as athird tape-recorder
loop), aheadphone output, a"null" switch,
switchable bass equalization to extend the lowfrequency range of small loudspeakers, and treble and bass controls, each with achoice of
three turnover frequencies: 3kHz, 6kHz,
12kHz, and 50Hz, 125Hz, 250Hz, respectively.
An 18dB/octave infrasonic filter, cutting the
response below 20Hz (-3dB at 14 Hz) can be
switched out by pressing abutton; the default
Stereophile, December 1988

stage gain is varied according to the volume
ping or slew-rate limiting. The phono circuitry

well into the MegaHertz region, thus avoiding
the possibility of demodulating any stray RF.
A rear-panel slide switch selects a26dB-gain
moving-coil headamp, with a100 ohm input
impedance. This stage, which NAD claims takes
full advantage of the inherent low noise of lowoutput MCs to yield lower-noise playback than
with conventional MM pickups, is powered
from voltage rails buffered from the rest of the
circuit and regulated by Darlington capacitance
multipliers. Another switch selects input shunt
capacitance for MM cartridges.
The rest of the circuitry is based on JRC opamps; the output circuitry is, again, discrete
transistor. An additional pair of output sockets
delivers the signal from abeefier output stage,
in effect ababy power amplifier, the preamp
149

then being able to swing its full output into a
600 ohm load. (This output, which also drives

sion of the PS Audio, the NAD's low frequen-

even low-impedance headphones from afront-

however, Ipreferred the straightwire sound,

panel socket, is set 14dB higher than that from
the normal sockets.) The output is muted via

the bass drum in "Tricycle" having abetter-

arelay for five seconds after turn-on. The "nor-

realistic relationship between the sound of the

mal" output is also muted when headphones

beater hitting the head and the follow-on tone.

are plugged in, though the "high" outputs
remain operative.

cies had good midbass weight. Ultimately,

defined, less woolly pitch center, with amore

When it came to the midrange, the NAD had
aslightly "reedy" signature, most noticeable

Almost uniquely, in my recent experience,

on massed strings, while high frequencies were

the 1300 comes fitted with shorting phono
plugs fitted to its line-level inputs other than

sounds on the drumkit track on the HFN/RR

CD. These can be replaced by the interconnect

'km CD were just alittle bit "whiter," or crisper.

from the appropriate sources, but if left
plugged in, will cut down on inter-input cross-

This wasn't nearly so extreme as to introduce

very slightly exaggerated. The snare and hi-hat

any high-frequency "grain," but while the reso-

talk. There are four utility mains sockets on the

lution of recorded depth in general was excel-

rear panel, two unswitched and two switched,

lent, this aspect of the NAD's tonality did ren-

and attractive 19" rack handles, with red in-

der the souncistage rather more shallow in the

serts, are available as a530/pair accessory.

treble. While the fine detail of recorded
ambience was easily to be heard via the NAD,

The sound: The NAD 1300 was set for exactly
unity gain, its tone controls, infrasonic filter,
and bass EQ switched out of circuit, and
inserted in the PS Audio's tape loop. Unlike the

the sense of instruments having aspatial solidity was less well developed than with the
bypass situation. However, while not as

Parasound, the signal polarity at the "Normal"

undetectable as some, having alittle more of
asignature than the Parasound, this line stage

outputs with the tone-control circuitry by-

is still pretty neutral.

passed was still inverted by the line-level stage,

OK, fundamentally agood-sounding line
stage—how did the NAD 1300's phono section

the same proving true for the "High" outputs.
This factor complicated the auditioning—both

cope with the demands of music? On to the

speaker cables had to be reversed every time

Linn went the Nojima Liszt recital (Reference

Ichanged preamplifier. (The most useful test
signals Ihave found for determining line-stage

was the very low level of background noise.

Recordings RR 25). The first thing to strike me

polarity are Track 51 on the Technics Test CD,

Sounds emerged from a velvety darkness

which has atotally asymmetrical raised-cosine
waveform centered around the waveform mid-

which, if not quite as black, as sepulchral, as
that from CD, was still much quieter than the

point, and Track 88 on the Japan Audio Soci-

MC stages of even quite expensive preampli-

ety Test CD, which also has araised-cosine

fiers. The reediness in the midrange was more
pronounced, though the NAD did show good

waveform, this offset to the positive side of the
time axis.)

resolution of the piano's complex harmonic

Cursing inwardly—limiting the variables

structure. It also captured the purr of the

under test to just one is always harder than it

piano's left-hand registers almost to perfection.

might appear from the outside, and Ihave
found that reversing absolute signal polarity

tone, it did have alittle more extreme high-

can often be more audible than the intrinsic

frequency extension compared with both the

Tonally, while the NAD gave excellent string

differences between similar electronic compo-

PS Audio and with the Parasound. Looking at

nents—I sat down to some serious listening.
At first, the NAD 1300's line-level circuitry

the relevant response curves, you can see that
the 1300 does have afraction of adB more out-

appeared not to be introducing any audible

put than the PS Audio above 51(1-1z, but it's hard

differences, but, over the long run, anumber

to imagine that this would be significantly audi-

of aspects to its sound became apparent. First

ble. Old analog recordings, however, did have

was that, like the Parasound, the 1300 sounded
more dynamic in its handling of the drums on

slightly more high-frequency tape hiss noticeable, while groove damage on Dusty Spring-

the Flim & the BB's track. Second was the bass.

field's "The Look of Love," which has been

While not having quite the subjective exten-

well-chewed by pickups over the years, was
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slightly more prominent via the NAD compared with the PS.
This track also revealed the major aspect of

bined with an effective infrasonic filter. The
effect of the EQ had its positive points. Extend-

the phono -stage sound: voices sounded
smaller, more recessed, even more delicate,

ing the Celestions' response by what appeared
to be an octave at normal listening levels
(80-90dB average) added adegree of realism

than they did with the Californian preamp. The

to the speakers' bass register, as well as making

PS Audio revealed more of the space around
voices and instruments, giving them arealis-

proportion. (Small speakers with optimally

tic solidity, but in comparison with the NAD,
was made to sound too forward, too robust in
the midrange. The PS Audio's less dry high tre-

damped LF alignments often can sound trebleforward, and the SL700 is no exception.) However, there was anegative aspect, the charac-

ble did give voices less of an electronic edge,

ter of the low frequencies changing alittle too
much, becoming more lumpy, even alittle

however.
Low frequencies were also alittle recessed
from the NAD. One of the aspects of the PS

the treble sound more balanced, more in

"slow." The Celestion SL700 has such superb

Audio's sound from LP is its bighearted bass,

upper-bass definition that even small amounts
of degradation are only too easily audible With

extended with exceptional weight while re-

less refined small speakers, however, Ican

maining well-defined. The NAD has a"smaller"

imagine the NAD's bass equalization being a
particularly useful feature.

sound at low frequencies, double bass even
sounding physically smaller. It was better in this
respect, however, than the Van Alstine tube preamp, which has apropensity for athin lowfrequency balance.
Which phono section was better? Ican't say;
we're talking apples and oranges here. The PS

Measurement: The moving-magnet RIAA
response is shown in fig.5. Sensibly curtailed
in the bass with the infrasonic filter on, it starts
to rise above the audio band, reaching amaximum of 1.5dB around 100kHz. This should
have an innocuous effect on sound quality,

4.6 has the edge on soundstaging depth and
tonal neutrality, especially in the treble; it can

given the claimed linearity of the circuit in the

sound rather brash in the midrange, however.

MHz region. The infrasonic filter cuts the

The NAD 1300 has very low noise, amore
refined presentation of detail, but has less

response below 20Hz, measuring -3dB at

depth at high frequencies than through the rest
of the range. If the PS Audio sounds best with
large orchestral works, it comes across as having insufficient resolution of detail with rock

(button pushed in), the response extends to
well below that figure, reaching -1dB at 9Hz
or so. The signals available from the two tape

music and solo female voice, which is where

14.5Hz and -6dB at 11Hz. With it switched out

outputs and the EPL output are taken after the

"electronic," too light, with alack of solidity

infrasonic filter so that turntable rumble and/or
disc warp information that might lead to
recorder problems can be removed. The line-

to individual images, on orchestral music The
Van Alstine has atreble balance closer to that

level response is flat through the audio band,
starting to roll off gently above 30kHz, being

the NAD shines. The 1300, however, can sound

of the NAD, but lacks both bass weight and

-0.3dB at 78kHz, which is higher than the

extension. (I must admit, however, that tprefer

specification would suggest.
Fig.6 shows the effect on the preamp's out

the sonics of this all-tube preamp, overall, to
those of the NAD. The NAD, however, is much

put response of switching in the LF EQ circuit.

more areal-world product.)
1 11111111

My final auditioning session was to inves-

1 11111111

1 11111111

1 11_

tigate what the 1300's bass EQ had to offer with
the Celestion SL700s. The amount of LF boost
is modest, which is agood thing. Applying
such tonal correction depends heavily on the
speakers having sufficient dynamic range to
cope with the increased excursion. The obvious visual effect with the EQ switched in was
an absence of the usual cone wobbling from
warp signals, the NAD LF boost being cornStereophile, December 1988
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out affecting the quality of the important midrange. Conversely, selecting the highest and
lowest center frequencies, 250Hz and 3kHz,
with both treble and bass controls set to full
boost or cut, gives the curves shown in fig.8,

-toil f:

with considerable overlap apparent in the mid-
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Fig. 8 NAD 1300 tone control action
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Fig. 7 NAD extension of SL700 response
Ilie measured response peaks by O.8dB at
34Hz (compared with the spec's +6dB at 36Hz),

range. This "Semi-Parametric" action, as NAD
terms it, in conjunction with the bass equalization, offers considerable flexibility combined
with subtlety in getting the best tonal balance
from asystem. NAD offers useful advice in the
instructions for getting, for example, the most

which will effectively flatten the response of

musical sound from CD by judicious use of

asmall speaker to around 35Hz. Note the sharp
infrasonic filtering, however. Such LF response

equalization. (I must say, however, that
philosophically, Istill prefer not to use tone

restoration depends on the speaker's woofer

controls, even when they are as well-designed

having sufficient headroom that it will not be
driven into overload on normal music pro-

as they are here. Am Iperverse? Yep!)

gram; filtering out very low-frequency garbage

on the MM input when short-circuited (un-

is essential when the boost is applied to
speakers with small-diameter woofers if the
sound is not to suffer from Doppler distortion
(though all the published research indicates

Noise levels were very low, the noise floor
weighted) lying at -70dB unweighted and 76dB
A-weighted ref. 0.5V RMS output (corresponding to S/N ratios of 82dB and 88dB respectively

that such distortion has to be gross before it

ref. 5mV input). These figures worsened to a
still very good -48dB/63dB with the MC head-

becomes audible). Fig.7 shows the nearfield
response of the Celestion SL700 used for the
auditioning with and without the NAD 1300's

81dB ref. 500uV input). The large improvement
with the A-weighting network switched in sug-

amp switched in circuit (equivalent to 66dB/

bass EQ. You can see that it has acquired useful extension in the low bass, with its nearfield

gests that much of the noise on the MC input

-6dB point dropping by almost an octave, from

ous in nature. Separation on the line-level in-

60Hz to 36Hz. Measured in-room, boundary
reinforcement will bring the -6dB point down

puts with the appropriate input shorted was

to around 30Hz with the NAD, giving amusically flat response down to below the bottom
of the double bass's range at 42Hz.

is low-frequency and thus relatively innocu-

respectable, with 63dB, 71dB, and 62dB measured at 20Hz, lkHz, and 20kHz, respectively.
The output impedances differed rather from
the specification in that while Ifound the "Nor-

NAD's engineers have put alot of thought

mal" sockets to deliver their signal from a105

into the design of the 1300's tone controls.
Both bass and treble controls have three center

ohm source impedance, the "High" sockets

frequencies, with the band boosted or cut

for sure, however: the NAD 1300 should both
be able to drive long, highly capacitative cables

covering one-and-a-half octaves. In this manner, if the controls are set to the lowest and

had a40 ohm impedance. A puzzle. One thing

without problem, even from the normal out-

highest frequencies respectively, the response

puts, and should be relatively unaffected by

at the frequency extremes can be varied with-

different cables.
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Conclusion: The NAD 1300 offers perhaps the

•Useful facilities offered: NAD, Parasound,

most features to be found in apreamplifier at

Rotel, PS Audio, AVA.

this price level, and displays ahigh degree of

•Ease of ownership: 4 Rotel, NAD, Parasound,

engineering proficiency, combined with abasically excellent sound quality. Yes, its line stage

•Line stage tonal neutrality: PS Audio, 4Rotel,

PS Audio, AVA.

has a detectable signature when compared

Parasound, NAD, AVA.

with astraightwire bypass, but the degree of

•Line stage transparency: PS Audio,' AVA, Para-

sonic degradation is relatively small. Indeed,

sound, NAD, Rotel.

the extra sense of dynamics endowed by the

•Line stage retrieval of detail: PS Audio,' NAD,

NAD is amusical bonus. In addition, the 1300

AVA, Parasound, Rotel.

boasts aphono section that has amore delicate

•Line stage soundstaging: PS Audio,' AVA, Para-

sound than the PS Audio 4.6, and only loses

sound, NAD, Rotel.

out to that high-end model in its cooler presen-

•Phono stage tonal neutrality: PS Audio, Rotel,

tation, slight lack of midrange transparency,

Parasound, NAD, AVA.

and shallower stereo stage in the treble. The

•Phono stage transparency: PS Audio, NAD,

basic PS Audio 4.6, without its optional beefed-

Parasound, AVA, Rotel.

up power-supply module, costs rather more

•Phono stage retrieval of detail: PS Audio, AVA,

at $659 than the 1300, of course; Iconsider the

NAD, Parasound, Rotel.

NAD an excellent preamplifier that should, by

•Phono stage soundstaging: PS Audio, AVA,

rights, cost rather more than ahair under $400.

Parasound, NAD, Rotel.

Recommended.

•Overall sense of dynamics: NAD, Parasound,
AVA, PS Audio, Rotel.

Postlude
Do Istill think that the preamplifier is the sonic
heart of asystem? 'Fraid so. Nothing that Iheard
while conducting these reviews caused me to

•Sound quality for money: NAD, AVA, Parasound, PS Audio, Rotel.
•Character best suited for rock: NAD, Rotel, PS

shift from my position (stated in As We See It"

Audio, Parasound, Rotel.
•Character best suited for classical: PS Audio,

in the November 1987 Stereophile) that when
it comes to acting as awide-open window to

•Overall musicality (CD playback): 6 PS Audio,'

AVA, Rotel, Parasound, NAD.

the music, every facility and function added to

Parasound, AVA, NAD, Rotel.

abasic preamplifier detracts, even if slightly,

•Overall musicality (LP playback): NAD, AVA,
PS Audio, 7 Parasound, Rotel.

from the ultimate sound quality. If Ihad no
money limitations, Iwould be forced to choose

Happy listening. And don't forget to listen

something like the Mark Levinson No.26 to get

to the Adcom GFP-555 and B&K PRO-10MC,

the best sound from LP (that is, if Iever finally

or to the Superphon CD-MAXX for CD-only
playback.

tire of my Audio Research SPIO II).
However, many of us do have to live on a
budget, and one of the five preamplifiers
listened to during the course of this review

4Mort subjective than any of the other categories, this includes
apparent quality of construction, estimated reliability, availability, ease of system matching, and other such gray areas.

would be agood buy. What I'll do, therefore,

5When used in its "Straightwire" mode.

is just informally rank the five in all the basic

6Iknow,1 know. Even more subjective. Maybe Ishould be writing for The Hi -Fi Heretic.

areas Ifeel to be important to music reproduction, the best being listed first, passing the buck
to you for making the final purchase decision:
•Increasing order of price: Rotel, Parasound,
NAD, AVA Super PAS, PS Audio.

7Ultimately, Ipreferred the sound of the basic 4.6 from LP
with the Black Head transformer providing the MC gain
(although this may be related to the fact that only after all the
auditioning was finished did Ifind that the MC input shunt
resistance was set to 100k ohms). III repon in afuture issue
how Ireacted to the change provided by the PS M-500 upgrade
power supply.

QED PASSIVE CONTROL CENTER
Thomas J. Norton
Full-function passive preamplifier. Four high-level inputs. Two tape-monitor loops. Dimensions:
12.1" W by 1.7" H by 3.7" D. Weight: 2lbs (est.). Price: $250. Approximate number of dealers:
Stereophile, December 1988

QED PCC passive preamplifier
100. Manufacturer: QED, Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estates, Shield Road, Ashford, Middlesex,
TW15 1AU, England. Distributor: May Audio Marketing, PO Box 1048, 76 Main Street, Champlain, NY 12919. Tel: (518) 298-4434.
If you haven't heard of QED, you don't belong

able) CD-P with six high-level inputs: aux,

to an exclusive club. That is, unless you're one
of our UK readers. In England, QED is awell-

may be driven from the rear-panel jacks or

known purveyor of audio accessories of all

from an additional pair of jacks at the front of

tuner, video, CD, tape, and DAT. The aux input

sorts: record cleaners, loudspeaker stands,

the unit. Both DAT and tape inputs incorporate

interference suppressors, wire and cable, and

full tape-monitor loops. The switching is

outboard attenuators and cartridge-loading
networks. They also manufacture what may be
the widest assortment of outboard switch

configured to permit recording of any source

boxes on the market. Idon't mean compara-

device (not just DAT), and either of the tape
loops will function just as well with any type

tor boxes (although they do make those for
dealers), but input expanders (for those who
need more high-level inputs), tape-loop expanders (for converting asingle tape loop to
three), and loudspeaker switchers of every sort

while listening to it or any other. The DAT loop
may, of course, be used with any recording

of external processor instead of atape deck. As
with any passive device of this nature, the lack
of output isolation (buffering is the proper
term) means that the added output loading of

(including aheavy-duty speaker/headphone

tape decks, etc. connected to the tape outputs

selector box).
Acouple of years ago QED came out with a

may affect the total loading on the PCC, pos-

CD passive preamp, the CD-P, permitting auser
to bypass his or her active pre-amp when using
CD as asource. It consisted of two inputs: one
to be connected to the output of an existing
preamp, the other for direct connection to a
CD player. A switch routed either of these inputs to the power amp, and avolume control
in the CD circuit only gave control of CD playback level. Itried out this device and found that
it worked well. But Ibelieved then, and still do,
that above acertain reasonable quality level in
the main system preamp, this arrangement
merely created additional wiring and complex-

sibly degrading the sound. This will not occur
when the source and tape switches are in the
Off position; that apparently disconnects the
tape outputs—a good feature. It may occur
when actually recording, but the worst-case
impedance load of most tape decks occurs
when they are switched off and not recording.
The PCC is well built, although you won't
confuse it for an instant with the expensive
heavy hitters! All jacks are gold-plated, the volume control is aquality ALPS unit (10k ohm
value), and the switches are heavy-duty,
positive-action, rocker types. The layout is
somewhat unconventional; all controls are on

ity. But it does give audiophiles who desire a

the top instead of in front. The amount of effort

direct bypass position the option of adding one
if their present preamp lacks this feature. Then

required to move the (rather stiff) selector
switches would likely make front-mounted

QED released their own version of acomplete
passive preamp—a switching block with level
control. Here was aproduct Ifelt to be of wider

controls impractical in such alightweight unit,
but asloped front panel is more convenient.

potential interest.
The QED Passive Control Center (PCC) combines the functions of the earlier (and still avail-

1It even comes packaged in an accessory-rack bubble pack,
implying perhaps apotential impulse purchase. It's relatively
inexpensive, but a$250 impulse? Is Donald 'frump an audiophile?
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Internal connections are hard-wired with what
appears to be ordinary hookup wire, but a
heavier gauge is used in the CD-replay circuit.
In the February 1988 Stereopbile, British
designer Ben Duncan described aDIY (do-ityourself) passive preamplifier, discussing the
limitations of such adesign in real-world applications. ,JA expanded on this in his introduction to the same article. Ihave also expressed
my feelings on passive preamplifiers in Stereopbile reviews of the Sumo Athena and PS Audio
4.6 (September 1988). Despite Paul McGowan's
well-taken points in his response to the latter
review, Iretain acertain conservatism when it
comes to passive preamps. There is no question that in the right system they can give lowcost, high-end sound with high-level inputs.
But that system must include sources with high
enough gain to drive the amplifier to the required output level with the chosen loudspeakers, alow output impedance for those sources,
and an amplifier with ahigh input impedance.
The latter requirement is driven by apassive
prearnp's relatively high (and variable—depending on the volume setting) output impedance.
The optimum impedances will depend upon
the design of the passive preamp; good ballpark minimum figures for use with the PCC
(with its 10k ohm potentiometer) are sources
with output impedances below 1000 ohms and
amplifier input impedances above 50k ohms.
The PCC will function outside of those limits,
but at the increased risk of gain and frequencyresponse aberrations. The picture is further
complicated by the effect of both the length
and electrical characteristics of the interconnects selected—particularly the link to the
power amplifier Long cables should be avoided,
particularly in view of the fact that many popular audiophile cables are somewhat high in
capacitance—the villain in this piece.
Whoa, you say. This is all getting t0000
complicated. Not really. The best piece of advice 1can give prospective owners of agiven
passive preamp—like the PCC —is to audition
the device in their own systems. Look first of
all for adequate gain. Does it play loud enough
for your Devo commemorative parties? Your
von Karajan marathons? Listen also for signs

of high-frequency attenuation. This rolloff will
probably be subtle, and here's where the going
gets sticky. If you've been using cheap 'n' notso-cheerful electronics (to paraphrase Ben
Duncan), you'll have to decide for yourself if
the almost inevitably sweeter sound you'll hear
is due to the elimination of active stages of
dubious heritage or some slight HF rolloff
caused by matching problems.
The reason to go to all this trouble, of course,
is improved sound. In this case, better sound
for areasonable cost. To audition the QED
PCC, Iselected aCD player which has well
above average output—the Mod Squad Prism—
and auditioned the combination through asystem consisting of the PS Audio 200cx amplifier,
the B&W 801F loudspeakers, and Monster
M-1000 interconnects (2 meters from PCC to
amplifier) and M-1 loudspeaker cable.
There's comparatively little that need be said
about the "sound" of the QED. The Mod Squad
player drove the system to more than adequate
levels; my earlier observation of alack of dynamics when using passive line stages and CD
players of more typical output did not apply
here. Iclosely compared the PCC to the line
stage of the Klyne and found that the QED was
avery, very close competitor. Ioccasionally
missed having abalance control, but it was not
aserious irritation. The longer [listened to the
QED, the better it sounded. In imaging, low.
end weight, and general overall lack of any
irritating characteristics, it was every bit as good
as (but no better than) the SK-5a. But the Klyne
did sound subtly better in some respects: abit
more open, aslightly better sense of depth, a
little more natural warmth on voices. My
choice of modifiers here is deliberate; the QED
was more than competitive with apreamp of
considerably higher cost.
But the Klyne was still the winner. How can
that be? Doesn't it have all that nasty, active circuitry in the way? Ican only refer you to my
earlier comments, plus the fact that plenty of
people are around to argue that the transparency of the internal wiring, switch contacts,
and potentiometer of even apassive preamp cannot be taken for granted. As one who survived
seven years of EE classes, that conclusion does
not fully satisfy me; my professors would be

appalled by it. But engineers have spent dec2Ben Duncan elaborates further on this subject in his similar article in the September 1988 Hi Fi News & Record
Review—which presents aslightly more elaborate version of
the same design.
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ades developing active circuitry; outside of
high-end audio, the performance of passive parts
is assumed to be agiven, except for efforts to
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improve their reliability and longevity We audio-

True, you can plug your existing preamp into

philes generally make anuisance of ourselves

one of the high-level inputs of the PCC for the

by insisting that nothing be taken as agiven.

latter, if you don't mind the resulting wiring

Istill prefer to use agood active preamp for

kludge. But Ican't deny that the PCC does its

its available gain and system compatibility, not

job well. In the right system it just might save
you abundle with little sonic sacrifice.
S

to mention my need for agood phono stage.

PHILIPS FT -565 AM /FM TUNER
Don Scott

Philips FT-565 FM tuner
Measured Specifications: FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.9uV/10.8dBf mono, 5uV/19.2dBf stereo. 50dB quieting sensitivity: 20uV/31.2dBf with
noise reduction, 36uV/36.3dBf without noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.6dB. Selectivity: 75dB
alternate channel, 10dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 76dB mono, 70dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.8%. Stereo separation: 53dB. SCA rejection: -40dB. AM suppression ratio: 55dB.
19 and 38kHz products: -35dB. Power consumption: 18W. Dimensions: 16.5" W by 10.25" D by
2.375" H. Weight: 5lbs. Price: $259. Approximate number of dealers: 200. Manufacturer: Philips
Consumer Electronics Co., 1-40 & Straw Plains Pike, PO Box 14810, Knoxville, TN 37914. Tel
(615) 521-4316.

While the company has proven its ability in CD

The added features of scan/mute level and
high-blend add only six parts. Mute levels are
clearly marked on the circuit board if you wish

technology, the tuner tested in this review is not
state-of-the-art. Still, it's agood value.

of the tuner's excellent effective stereo sensi-

Philips has not marketed home components
other than CD players in the USA for 10 years.

The cabinet is all metal, with black wrinkle
finish. From left to right are power on-off,
2-level muting/scan level, high-blend, com-

to lower the factory settings to take advantage
tivity. Idid, by about 10%.

Specifications

bined mono/stereo mute off, aqua 4-digit fre-

Philips has chosen to use arather narrow band-

quency display with accompanying Stereo and

width in the FT-565. This restriction yields distortion figures of 0.8% THD in stereo. Most

'limner indicators, amalfunctioning (on my sample) 5-level signal meter which jumps directly
from 2nd to 5th level, 16 FM and 8AM mem-

audible effects of this distortion are canceled
when using the high-blend because they con-

ory and preset controls, alarge tuning bar, and
AM-FM switches. The FT-565 tunes in 100kHz

sist of out-of-phase high-frequency components. On the plus side, 10d13 adjacent-channel

increments, and mono/stereo can be put into
memory. All modes/functions are illuminated.

selectivity is better than the usual 4dB for warding off splatter with amedium-strength station

The rear panel lacks a75 ohm input; therefore,

next to astronger. 40dB is ideal for reception

a75-300 ohm transformer may be needed.

of aweak station next to astronger one. However, adirectional antenna yielded asurprising

Circuit Design

number of stations with the FT-565. Image
rejection is also good at 80dB. This aids in

This is abare-bones tuner with aminimum of
parts. Fortunately, it has ahefty, well-filtered
power supply which aids its good S/N ratio.
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receiving only the desired dial frequency
and helps reject interference from cable, TV
Stereophile, December 1988

signals, and computer clock radiation. All other

on weak and medium-strength stations, but

specifications are typical of medium-grade

strong stations are very distorted, indicating
poor AGC. Further comment is not deserved.

tuners, with the exception of 19, 38, and 67kHz
rejection. -35dB is not sufficient to avoid
adding high-frequency IM to the distortion
caused by the restricted IF bandwidth, nor is

Conclusion
The world's largest electronics firm should be

-40dB SCA rejection adequate for removing
SCA birdies during quiet passages. Fortunately,
using the high-blend helps here too, although

able to manufacture super-grade components
and have the marketing savvy to reenter the US

some stereo separation is traded off.

European-based items. Instead, the label Made

FM Audio Quality

offers nothing special to the buyer who wouldn't

If you're familiar with the masking quality of

mind paying for that extra bit of quality. This
is not to say Japanese components lack qual-

the Quad 34 preamp— not necessarily bad, but
smoothing off the rough edges—this also
describes the audio of the FT-565. It is not
accurate, but pleasing, on stations that normally

market with abang, using accepted quality
In Japan, in my opinion, means that Philips

ity, but that anon-European label does not fit
the company's image.
In comparison with the best buy at this time,

transmit extra grit and nasties—and plenty da
Bass response is +1dB from 50-250Hz, with a

the Nikko NT-950 (Vol.10 No.6, $269), the
FT-565 is amixed bag. The NT-950 has the

rapid rolloff. This mild boost creates extra

advantage of dual IF bandwidth and good AM

warmness and heft on rock, but the FT-565
lacks the dynamic bass wallop delivered by the

on late-production units. On the flip side, the
FT-565 has amore effective high-blend and

JVC FX 1100, Quad FM-4, and Bogen TP-100.

should not be overlooked as alow-cost possibility

Midrange is only slightly over-smoothed. Treble is not dull, but lacks the fine tingles and
sheen found on really good FM. The tuner's
positive audio attributes are its excellent stereo

Postscript

separation (53dB) and effective high-blend.

At the 1988 Summer CES, several readers mentioned that clarification is needed as to what

Combined, they maintain good stereo effect

tuner is best. Current findings indicate the
Onkyo T-9090 Il and the Denon TU -800 as the

while allowing quiet reception of stations in

only choices where good adjacent-channel

stereo with as low as 20uV/31dBf, which are

reception and sound are needed. If you can live
with slightly less selectivity, the Luxman T-117

normally mono candidates. Mono sum material
is not as prominently centered as on the JVC
FX-1100 or the latest-production Magnum
FT-101. Overall, though, Idon't want to give
the impression that the FT-565 sounds poor;
it's just colored, most often in the direction
needed. On stations that have accurate audio,
the Luxman T-117 is abetter choice.

AM Section
AM Sensitivity is given as 500uV/m. However,
it is atypical 300uV/m. There is less distortion

or T-02 and the JVC TX-1100 offer slightly better sound. In the lower-cost category, the
Nikko NT and Arcam Alpha are good bets. The
Magnum tuners are being reevaluated, and
there are 10 newly released tuners to be
reviewed. As aresult, there will be anew list
of winners and losers. I'm still amazed how
well my 11-year-old Sansui TU -9900 fares
against the best. It usually wins. Anew Adcom
prototype is also shaping up as apotential best
buy, and holds up well against the Sansui.S

FOLLOW UP
PS Audio 1.6

to apossible lack of clarity on my part, two

Isuspected that my review of the PS Audio 4.6
(and also that of the Sumo Athena, both in September 1988) would cause some controversy.

others indicating possible philosophical differences between us on the relative benefits of
passive stages.

PS Audio's Paul McGowan made some valid
points in his response, one of them areaction

When Idiscussed the on/off surges of the
4.6, Iwas not referring to normal operation.
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The front-panel Off switch, since it merely disconnects the preamp's outputs and does not
shut off power to the unit, cannot cause any
such surges, and Ido not believe Iimplied that
it did. What will cause asurge is an actual
power interruption, either owner-inflicted or

moving-coil cartridge with aclearly rising
high-frequency response. Iadmit this eliminates many otherwise good performers as
references. An audiophile can choose such a
cartridge because it is synergistic with his or

as agift from the local power company. The latter is unusually generous in my area, so we get
alot of free presents—usually brief and usually

her system and end up with an excellent overall
balance.,A reviewer, who must use areference

when no one is home. So Imay be particularly
sensitive to the problem. Possible system damage from on/off surges thereby generated in the

component with awide variety of products
under evaluation, cannot afford this luxury. I
hope to have more to say on the subject of
pickup cartridges—the good, the bad, and the
unflat —in asurvey review in the near future.

-TJN

4.6 may be eliminated by disconnecting the
preamp outputs when not in use—accomplished
easily in the PS by selecting "Off."
The best discussion Ihave seen to date of the
interfacing of apassive preamp with the rest
of the system is in aBen Duncan article, "Passive Activity," in the August 1988 Hi -Fi News &
Record Review. (See also asimilar but abbreviated
discussion in his DIY article in the February
1988 Stereopbile, and my further comments in
areview of the QED Passive Control Center in
this issue) Ichose to emphasize in my reviews
of the PS and Sumo preamps the situation I
know will be compatible with virtually any
user's system—line stage in-circuit. Ihave no
argument with using bypass when system
matching makes this possible. But readers
should not assume, when the "line-amp" and
"bypass" modes sound different, that "bypass"
is, by definition and ipso facto, automatically
"right." It ain't necessarily so.
Sumo's reaction to my use of the Dynavector 17D was predictably stronger than PS's. The
explanation as to why Iselected this pickup
was more detailed in the review of the PS 4.6,
and Sumo only received a pre-publication

AVA Super-PAS preamplifier
If you remember my review of the Van Alstine
Dynaco PAS tube preamplifier modification in
the October issue, Iwas puzzled by ameasured
anomaly in the frequency response of its
phono section. Using aspot -sinewave technique gave the response shown in fig.1, with
an apparent low-bass boost, whereas using
pink noise and aone-third octave analyzer gave
the rather LF-shy response in fig.2. Both
responses were taken with the signal sources
identically buffered from the inverse-RIAA network, so the possibility of different interactions
between the two generators and the network
was removed.
Iconjectured at the time—too briefly, in
retrospect—that the voltage gain from acircuit
using two cascaded 12AX7 tubes—between
70dB and 80dB, greater for the premium 5751
tubes—was barely sufficient for the need both
to provide 40dB stage gain and to accomplish
the RIAA equalization, which applies 39dB
more gain at 20Hz than at 20kHz. In effect,

copy of the Athena review The 17D, a(not un-

there's not enough loop gain in the very low
bass to enable the circuit to be fully linearized

expectedly) controversial choice, was not, as
Ihave stated, my reference pickup. But Istill

the differences between the two measured

feel it to be fully competitive with low-output
moving-coils likely to be used with budget
preamps. That is not the same as saying that a
more recent, near state-of-the-art cartridge
would be wasted in such an application. It's
merely an economic fact of life. More to the
point, the 17D was extensively auditioned
through the Klyne SK-5a to ensure its suitability for this evaluation. Ido not like to use a
pickup for apreamp review unless Iam convinced that its (uncompensated) response is
relatively neutral, certainly not if Ihave a
choice. Iparticularly like to stay away from a
158

by negative feedback; this might correlate with
responses. It would also lead, Isaid, to agreater
than usual dependence of the phono -stage
sound quality on the cartridge used and asensitivity to low-frequency overload.
A recent letter from Stanley Lipshitz, of the
Audio Research Group at the University of
Waterloo in Ontario, pointed out that the different measurements thrown up by the two techniques were not, in fact, as unusual as Ihad
described, the basic non-linearity of the cirIBut note JGH's frequent comments on the problems this may
cause in properly reproducing more spectrally flat program
sources, especially CD.
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Fig. 1: Super-PAS RIAA error, spot-sinewave technique (2dB/div.).

Fig. 2: Super-PAS RIAA error, 1/
3-octave
pink noise (2dB/div.),

cuit at low frequencies being to blame. Unlike

signal to 5mV giving aspot-sinewave response
identical to fig.2, does suggest that Stanley Lip-

alinear circuit—which, of course, is what all
amplifiers are supposed to be—which will
measure the same no matter what method is
used, the non-linear circuit will change its
behavior according to the excitation, explained
Stanley, and he pointed out that the lack of sub-

shitz's criticism has some validity. The bump
in fig.I's low bass is presumably due to the addition of distortion products produced at the particular input level.
A more important point made by Stanley, in
that it reveals apotential compatibility prob-

jective and objective correlation which had
puzzled me was "a consequence of improper

lem, was that with the Super-PAS effectively

test controls and not ...
due to the scientific

running open-loop at low frequencies, it is

method of our measurements being unable to
explain what we hear."

likely that with "typically underdamped armcartridge systems having resonance frequencies below 10Hz, aphono preatnp like this will
always be driven into non-linearity by low-fre-

Hanging my head, Istill feel, however, that
my argument does have some validity; that
without more data, it is hard to predict which

quency warp excitation."

of the responses measured actually correlates

This is aserious point: if this is indeed the

with the Super-PAS's sound quality. (It is, in
fact, the thin-sounding fig.2; for those who

case, then Iwould have expected the sound
from the PAS consistently to be very much

"know" that reviewers hear what they mea-

worse than Ihad experienced, particularly as
the PAS, like pretty much every other pream-

sure, it was the discrepancy between the
response shown in fig.1 and the sound that led

plifier, lacks any infrasonic filtering ahead of

me to investigate further.) But even before

its phono stage. Itherefore did some further

receiving Stanley's letter, Ihad been worrying
about the Van Alstine preamp's LF performance
and had carried out some additional tests. The

investigation into the circuit's behavior at low
frequencies. Using a 20Hz sinewave signal

first was due to my worry that the pink noise

RIAA pre-emphasis—my understanding is that
it is the low-frequency content of the raw sig-

source, with its high crest factor (peak-to-mean
ratio) compared with the pure tone, was clip-

injected straight into the circuit without any

ping the phono stage, resulting in the apparent

nal off-disc which will be the problem—and
looking at the signal from the tape-out sockets

measured bass roll-off. With the 10mV input
level used, acrest factor of 20dB would cause

with a'scope, the waveform shape at input
levels up to and around 25mV was good. , It

waveform clipping at low frequencies. Repeating the measurement with the pink-noise
source replaced by third-octave warble tones,
which have amuch lower peak-to-mean ratio,

wasn't until the 20Hz level was increased to
around 75mV that the sinewave shape began
to lose its symmetrical purity, showing obvi-

and at the same average level, to my surprise

ous added second-harmonic content. Increasing the input level to 120mV just drove the

gave the same result. This reinforces the notion
that it is the spot-sinewave measurement which

positive-going half-cycle into clipping, while
the negative-going remained gently rounded.

fails to correlate with the sound quality and

This last level must only be considered approx-

lowers the possibility of gross non-linearity
being to blame for the measured response.
The fact that the measured response is extremely
sensitive to level, however, lowering the input
Stereophile, December 1988

IIt would have been better to get an idea of the circuit's departure from linearity with a distortion meter or spectrum
analyzer, but unfortunately Ididn't have access to one at the
time of doing these tests.
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imate, as the circuit gain appears to reduce
when first clipped, the waveform "bouncing,"
then rounding off slightly. Only when hard-

ound to sound identical to live music!) Rather,
f
tshows that with awell-balanced tonearm/
i
cartridge combination, the placement of its

clipped do the square corners remain square.
Replacing the 20Hz tone with 10Hz gave a

low-frequency resonance in the 10-13Hz

similar progression, but with lower levels:
10mV, 40mV, and 75mV respectively. Reducing
the input frequency to 6Hz, the frequency at
which warp signals will have their maximum
amplitude, revealed even lower headroom: a
clean waveshape at 10mV, but noticeable asymmetry at 25mV and initial clipping of the positive half-cycle at 40mV. For comparison, atypical op-amp or transistor-based phono stage
retains its waveform purity until it runs out of
voltage swing, when it suddenly hard-clips and
squares the waveform peaks. Sometimes, hardclipping also introduces DC shifts and/or violent swings between the voltage rails every
cycle. In this context, the effect on sound quality of the Super-PAS's ultimate non-linearity
would seem relatively benign. (Though it would
still be expected that the rest of the music spectrum would be intermodulated by the nonlinearity.)
But, of course, this is only relevant if the
phono stage is being driven into overload by
high-amplitude LF signals from LP warps.
Looking at the raw output from my Linn player
(Sondek/Ittokaroilca) on the 'scope (DC mode)
and eyeballing the noise from an unmodulated
groove on atest record showed that the infrasonic content was approximately 14dB below
areference lkHz tone laterally cut at 5cm/s;

region combined with good LF damping, will
give sufficient rejection of disc warp information that the Super-PAS phono stage will not
be overdriven. But if arm and cartridge are mismatched, then Stanley's warning will be only
too true, to the detriment of the sound.
Ireinforce the statement made in my original
review: users of the AVA Super-PAS will have
to be very careful about choice of tonearm and
cartridge. If the fundamental resonance is too
low—as will be the case with avery-high-compliance pickup (a Shure or Stanton) used in a
conventional medium-mass arm, or amediumcompliance cartridge used in ahigh-mass arm
(such as the Fidelity Research FR series, the
Eminent Technology 2, or the Maplenoll)—
or if the cartridge has insufficient suspension
damping at low frequencies (the inexpensive
Grados, in particular, have this characteristic),
then the Super-PAS will sound not nearly as
good as it should. Take your dealer's, or even
Frank Van Alstine's, advice on suitable LPplayer combinations.
The AVA Super-PAS modification remains
strongly recommended.
ÍThe Best FM reception
begins at $24.95

je, alevel of around 1.0mV peak-peak when
amplified by the 20dB gain of the HFN/RR
Black Head transformer Iused for the review.

fee

(If this seems very low, remember that the
Super-PAS's RIAA equalization, which doesn't
have any high-pass filtering action at very low
frequencies, will amplify this by approximately
an additional 24dB compared with the lkHz

1
'Signal Sleuth tunable FM signal amp.

tone.) Even the worst LP in my collection only

'ST 2.
omm.

gave apeak-peak warp signal 10 times as large.
As these warp signals off-disc are well below
the level at the input where a6Hz signal becomes visibly distorted, Iam reassured that my
review findings on the preamp's sound quality are well-founded, and not due to my liking
the sound of acircuit driven into gross nonlinearity.
Does this mean that Stanley is wrong? Not
at all. (The day Stanley Lipshitz is found to be

For the very best in FM
reception accessories,
call or write;

cynalob "The FM Specialists'
255 Great Arrow Ave..
Buffalo. NY 14207
Toll-tree 1-800-448-8490

in error is the same day that ahi-fi system is
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Ten years ago,
Andy Singer had
asound idea.

Thanks for listening.
When Sound By Singer opened its doors adecade
ago, it was with one clear purpose: to offer the finest in
high end audio equipment and services. A fusion of
true sound and honest value. And agenuine dedication
to the listener's needs.
Now, as we reflect on our success, we salute you, the
customer, for listening. For hearing a difference. For
recognizing quality and excellence, and demanding no
less. And for creating aplace where beautiful music is
heard, honest value appreciated.

SOUNDBYSINGER ,
LTD.
165 EAST 33RD ST. NEW YORK NY 10016 (212) 683-0925
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Ten years later...

Thanks for helping.
ACCUPHASE •ADCOM •APOGEE •AUDIO RESEARCH •CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •CARNEGIE
•KOETSU •KRELL INDUSTRIES •MUSEATEX •
ARAGON BY MONDIAL •MONSTER CABLE •DUNTECH •WADIA •NAD •PROAC •REGA RESEARCH
•LINN PRODUCTS •RE VOX •ROKSAN •SME •
SNELL ACOUSTICS •SONANCE •STAX •MARTIN
LOGAN •ACOUSTIC ENERGY •VANDERSTEEN
AUDIO •THETA DIGITAL •BOFFI/VIDIKRON •
TERRA VIDEO •PIONEER ELITE AUDIO/VIDEO
•CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •AUDIBLE
ILLUSIONS •PS AUDIO •CWD •GRADO •

SOUNDBYSINGER, LTD.

165 EAST 33RD ST. NEW YORK NY 10016 (212) 683-0925
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TT1 F DUCHFSF ,

NEVER BEFORE HAVE ALL THE SPEAKERS OF A
PRODUCT LINE RECEIVED THE INTERNATIONAL ACCLAIM
GIVEN THOSE MADE BY DUNTECH AUDIO.
Find out why the world's most respected Audiophile editors are unanimous in
their praise of these speakers as the world's most accurate reproducers of music.

You can hear them all now at:

SOUND BY SINGER
165 East 33rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10016 U.S.A.
Telephone (212) 683 0925
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BARBARA JAHN

m

y
'taste in music is really quite wide,
thanks to the availability of arecord

live without, following these visits, Ibought
for myself: Verdi's Requiem, Britten's Church

lending library in my home town of

Parables, Elgar's Symphony 1, Brahms's Piano
Concerto 1, and Messiaen's 714rangalila Symphony were among them.

Camberwell, in London, England, during my
formative teenage years. Iwould stagger home

each week clutching amotley assortment of
LPs, the "prizes" being the new, as yet untainted, acquisitions—nothing more musically

Iwas slow to absorb chamber music then,
but it is now my most treasured listening
experience, thanks to amusic-degree course

complex than that! At the time, Irealize now,

in Cardiff which provided free weekly concerts

Ihad aspecial interest in twentieth-century

of live chamber music given by the University's

music; nothing was too frightening or too com-

own ensemble. During those impecunious
years my record collection grew very little,

plex to grasp, for almost everything Itried—
from Guillaume de Machaut to Charles Ives—
was new to me. The music Idecided Icouldn't
Stereophile, December 1988

although astill holder in the indoor market in
Cardiff yielded an Aladdin's Cave of second-

To

SOUND BY SINGER, LTD. ..

e

Congratulations
on your
10th year of
solid and knowledgeable
service
to your clientele
and our customers
From

euur
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•

*Happy birthday •Buon Complianno 'Bon Anniversaire
•Feriz Cumpliano •Gfuckwu nsch Zum geburtstag
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Vitfikron, de international

iJûleoproleclion company

congratulates Sound,' Singer
on ten years of service, system
design, and quality merckandise.
'We are proutfdal tilexsñare our
commitment to eircalence.
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hand goodies that I, more often than not, had
to learn to live without. Even so, Mahler 10
(Ormandy /Philadelphia), the complete Beethoven String Quartets (Amadeus), and the
Mozart Requiem (Barenboim/ECO) were
somehow afforded (thanks to adiet of beans
on toast for weeks on end), and still remain firm
favorites to this day (as do the beans). The
University also ran an annual nventieth-Cenwry Music Festival, which lasted for two weeks
and burned all the brighter for the presence of
such luminaries as Messiaen, Britten, Tippett,
Rostropovich, and Peter Pears. There Ihad the
good fortune to experience alot of excellent
live music, but since then my attendance at
concerts has become (comparatively) limited
by family demands, evenings giving piano lessons, and the inevitable hours spent in front of
the hi-fi, reviewing. These are somehow cast
aside when the possibility of achamber-music
concert presents itself, and of late Ihave been
able to go to more orchestral concerts, too. I
hope this trend will continue.
Iuse two hi-fi systems, one for general listening (which includes tuner and cassette deck),
and one that has the particular qualities needed
for reviewing: analytical detail and consistency.
Irarely change the components of the second
system (financial considerations do play apart),
and while Iwould be the first to admit that
there may be better pieces of equipment on the
market now, Iknow and can "listen through"
the inadequacies of my own system as aresult
of this consistency. So, at present, Iuse oldstyle Quad electrostatic speakers (although I'd
love the new ESLs as well, I'm not convinced
that they are better, just different), Quad 303
power amp and 34 preamp, aheavily modified
Thorens TD 160B deck and SME HIS arm with
damper-trough, at the moment carrying a
Shure M97HE cartridge. Although Ihave tried
awide variety of cartridges, Ihave returned
time and again to the Shure because of its ability to track almost anything and the clarity of
the image it produces—none of the up-market
cartridges seem to suit my particular system
and listening environment quite so well. A
Marantz 65 Mk.II CD player completes the system. (When will Stereopbile get 'round to sending me my complimentary Accuphase DP80/DC-81???)
Given the small size of my listening room, it
has proved surprisingly efficient at bringing out
the best qualities of this system, after having carStereophile, December 1988

pet underlay attached to the wall behind the
speakers to mop up excess rearward resonances.
When time permits, the works Imost often
listen to (as well as those already mentioned)
are the Mahler symphonies, anything by
Richard Strauss, Brahms, Prokofiev, and Stravinsky, and my latest discovery, the Campra
Requiem. The "super" discs Iuse as sonic references and which also offer fine performance
are, perversely, totally different:
•There is Sweet Music—Englisb Choral Songs,
1890- 1950. John Rutter, Cambridge Singers
(Collegium COLCD 104, CD; COL 104, LP). All
parameters of this recording are superbly
balanced on both LP and CD formats—a
delight.
• Bax: Symphony 2, Nympbolept. Bryden
Thomson, LPO (Chandos ABRD 1203, LP).
Enormously complex orchestral textures are
elucidated without loss of warmth or atmosphere.
•Bruckner: Motets. Matthew Best, Corydon
Singers (Hyperion CDA 66062, CD). In the
wonderfully atmospheric acoustic of the
church venue used here, it is awe-inspiring to
experience the wide dynamic spectrum of
these performances.
•Poulenc: Le Bal Masque, Le Bestiaire, Sextet, Tria Thomas Allen, The Nash Ensemble
(CRD 3437, CD). A crisp, fresh, and lucid
recording, with exact placing of all instruments
and voices on the souncistage.
•Liszt: Via Crucis. Reinbert de Leeuw, Piano,
Netherlands Chamber Choir (Philips 416649-1,
LP). The spiritual ethos and meditative repose
of this work are heightened by the warmth and
intimacy of the acoustic.
•Villa-Lobos: Preludes & Etudes; Ginastera:
Sonata. Eduardo Fernandez, guitar (London 414
616-2, CD). All the modes of attack and beauty
of rhythm and phrasing that make these performances so communicative are realized with
intimate and exciting immediacy.
• Paul Simon: Graceland (Warner Bros.
25447-2, CD). Wonderfully original sounds
captured with asensitive recognition of their
freshness by the recording engineers.
•Berg: 3Orchestral Pieces; Webern: 6pieces
for Orchestra; Schoenberg: 5Orchestral Pieces.
James Levine, BP0 (DG 419781-1, LP). Focusing of pinpoint accuracy, and excellent Umbra'
reproduction of these colorful scores.
•Bach: Goldberg Variations. Kenneth Gilbert
(Harmonia Mundi HMC 90.1240, CD). Great
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presence, with sharp focusing of the superbly
voiced instrument.

ben (DG 419 240-2, CD). Sensitive balance of
artists, fine presence, and lucid voicing.

•Lloyd: Symphony 7. George Lloyd, BBC Phil-

•Tchaikovsky: Romeo & Juliet, Nutcracker

harmonic Orchestra (Conifer CDCF 143, CD).
lb retain the depth of soundstage and inner tex-

Suite Lorin Maazel, Cleveland Orchestra (Telair
80068, LP). The sparkling virtuosity of these

tural clarity in these stunning climaxes is atest
of any system.

performances is matched by the precision and
warmth of the recording.

•Beethoven: Symphonies 2& 8. Roger Nor-

•Rachmaninov: Cello Sonata, Vocalise; Sibe-

rington, London Classical Players (EMI CDC

lius: Malinconia; Dvorak: Polonaise. Heinrich
Schiff, Elisabeth Leonskaja (Philips 412 732-2,

47698-2, CD). Such detail, made all the more
obvious by this much reduced orchestra of

CD). A sensitive balance of these performers

original instruments, brings new vistas to these
works.

in a "natural" acoustic makes this easy lis-

•Beethoven: Symphony 9. Roger Norrington,

•Die schoensten deutschen Kinder und Wie-

LCP, Schutz Choir (EMI CDC 749 2212, CD; EL

tening.
genlieder. Lucia Popp, Reinhard Seifried,

49221 -1, LP). Slightly raw-edged, but these

Instrumental ensemble (Orfeo S078831 B, CD).

authentic sounds are abrasive, and have been

Approaching an artificial brilliance and sweet-

captured with great precision and bite.
•Poulenc: Piano Works. Pascal Roge (London

ness, but just right for the music.
• Alwyn: Miss Julie. Jill Gomez, Benjamin

417 438-2, CD). A well-focused image, and

Luzon, etc., Vilem Tausky, Philharmonia

beautiful inner balance.

Orchestra (Lyrita SRCS 121&2, 2 LPs). Good

•Brahms: Lieder. Jessye Norman, Daniel Baren-

movement around the soundstage highlights
this searing drama.

boim (DG 413 311-2, CD). An intimate presence
created by tight focusing of performers and
instrument.
•Liszt: Lieder. Hildegard Behrens, Cord Bar-
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•Paul Simon: Hearts & Bones (Warner Bros.
23942-2, CD). Warm but vivid images, dynamically reproduced.
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Michael
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T

Apopu1arize1 acornmunic:aux 'Mon Thomas

his season, Michael Tilson Thomas
takes up the reins as Principal Conductor of the London Symphony Orches-

purpose of his programs. Happily, and inevita-

tra, and the first concerts have had asense of

bly, recordings go hand in hand with the con-

nevertheless expects audiences to grasp the

occasion that (so routine is the average London

certs: he has abig existing discography with

offering) was beginning to look like the sole

CBS, involving three of the London orchestras,

prerogative of young Simon Rattle bringing his

besides the Cleveland, Buffalo, Los Angeles,

City of Birmingham SO to the capital.

New York, Concertgebouw, and Bavarian
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Radio Orchestras. The first DG recordings from
Michael, at 26, showed the diversity of what

and Central Park in the Dark (CBS 42381: all

was to follow: Tchaikovsky's least played Sym-

Epstein has given the music aspacious, atmospheric (the beginning of Central Park is

phony, "Winter Dreams," Stravinsky's rare cantata King of the Stars, Debussy chamber works,

three formats available). Producer Steven

so extraordinarily like the "night music" writ-

Piston, Ruggles and Ives, etc.

ing in Bartok's Piano Concertos 2, 3), and

His grandparents founded the Yiddish Theater in America and his parents were in the

generously scaled quality, with some fantastic
"slam." Perhaps his use of slight defocus will

movie business. But, living in Hollywood, they

irritate some, but in terms of weight this is
impressive, and the impressionistic style is cer-

had become disillusioned with the prevailing
standards. "Do something that's more in tune

tainly apt to Ives's waywardness.

with this time," they implored. Michael was

It is in this kind of complex, modern music

good at science and mathematics, but the pull

that Tilson Thomas remains most convincing:

to music was strong. He made apromise that,
if nothing seemed to come from his music

rather than in, say, Beethoven. (I agree with
every word of Mortimer Frank's Vo1.11 No.10
review of the St. Luke's "Eroica.") Ialso hear

studies at the University of Southern California
by the time he reached 20, he would study

acertain elegance in the Ives CD, even where

science again.

the textures are most dense and rowdy. And

But with acall from Piatigorsky on his 20th
birthday, telling him that he was to be conduc-

this Ifind very characteristic.

tor of the LA Young Musicians Foundation

sonant music. Other children were playing

Orchestra, there were no further doubts. His
parents were relieved that he wasn't taking up

nice-sounding pieces "and I'd come crashing
in with Bartok, or Henry Cowell, for instance."

the theater, and thought music was "more

As ayoung professional musician he found

respectable, more academic," yet this was "a

Boulez, Stockhausen, and Stravinsky came
more easily than the classical scores. "But now

complete mistake, because music is aside of
show business!" In 1968 he won the Koussevitzky Prize; the following year he became
assistant conductor at Boston. He stayed with
them until '74. From '71 -'79 he was music
director at Buffalo; and it says much for the
long-term view taken by CBS that they recorded Tilson Thomas and the Buffalo Philharmonic in the entire corpus of one of America's

From an early age he loved complicated, dis-

Iam reconciled to C major!"
Tilson Thomas still has that boyish quality,
caught in the Hirschfeld cartoon on the cover
of the famous Gershwin record, where the
composer's own 1925 piano roll of Rhapsody
in Blue is synchronized with accompaniment
from the Columbia Jazz Band. (In one of a

"most enigmatic, granitic composers," Carl

series of Gershwin discs, polished and urbane,
Tilson Thomas went on to record the solo part

Ruggles.
Ives, too, figures large in Tilson Thomas's

himself, directing the LAPO from the keyboard.) But the new photographic portraits by

repertory. He sees him as a romantic sym-

Carol Friedman also convey a new, more

phonist, yet "there is so much that is paradox-

mature and responsible artist. In the studio,
where there is no audience, the rostrum manner is conservative. Iwatched the LSO record-

ical. He relies on you to find your own convoluted path through the text." The recording
project to complete the Symphonies involved,

ing Mahler's Third Symphony, with ademand-

at first, the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, which

ing sequence of takes required to perfect the

he considered ideal with their golden, warm

distant posthorn solo in the third movement.

sound. With the "more hard-edge, proclama-

To catch every nuance, Michael asked for a

tory, and rhythmic pieces" he is working with

headphone feed from the trumpeter's mie. You

the Chicago SO.
Recently released is acoupling of the New

might think he would have taken the easier
option of dubbing in, but no.
Even more striking than the Third was acon-

England Holidays Symphony, with its hazy,
numbed—until the convergence of the military bands—beautiful second movement
"Decoration Day"; two versions of The Unanswered Question (the later scoring more dissonant in changed woodwind/trumpet parts);

Stereophile, December 1988

cert performance of the Ninth, where the conventional grim view of the first movement was
replaced by anovel concept akin to ahymn to
life challenged by dark, tragic forces. The rapt
final movement must have been ahigh point
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in the musical experience of anyone present

Baker replaces her in the CBS recording. And

there: Ihope they capture some of that freshness on records.

while stretches of the Nietzsche setting are
movingly done, at one point the take is edited
(it must be) to asequence of gravely-toned

What he says he admires in the LSO is "a very
distinct, virtuoso rhythmic-drive approach to
music. They can do anything, and the more to
the point you can be, the greater the precision

singing with an unwelcome wide beat in the
voice.

with which they'll follow" Coming after aPrin-

It is, like the Beethoven, all rather lightweight: clean, intelligent, musical, and trans-

cipal Conductor with amore austere, distant
reputation (Claudio Abbado), Tilson Thomas
may recreate something of the warmth felt

parently balanced as always with this conductor. But something is missing here, too.
Tilson Thomas can make you listen anew to

toward this orchestra when Previn directed
them. Like Previn, Tilson Thomas has con-

composers and works you might have thought
second-rate In concert he conducted Rimsky-

siderable television experience, especially in
presenting music to children. From '71-'77 he

aperformance as colorful, as precision-formed

directed the NYPO Young People's Concerts,

as aFaberge egg. He will be turning to more

with what Bernstein called "a blinding but lov-

Russian music—few conductors have been as
enjoyable in Tchaikovsky's sweeter music, the

able brilliance." For BBC Television he has

Korsakov's Russian Easter Festival Overture:

made avirtuoso film with the LSO, presenting
an analysis and complete performance of

Suites, or the Nutcracker, for instance.

Strauss's Till Eulenspiegel, with keyboard and

CBS are the Richard Strauss tone poems, Ravel's
orchestral pieces, and Copland ballets. The

orchestral illustrations.
Inevitably there are comparisons with Bernstein: there were parallels in their academic
studies; both profited from the sudden indisposition of an older maestro (respectively Bruno

His immediate projects with the LSO and

Russian emigre pianist Vladimir Feltsman —
canceling his London public debut—never-

Waiter and William Steinberg), taking over con-

theless was able to attend sessions for Prokofiev's Concertos 1and 2. The concert standin, Mikhail Rudy, was outstanding in the

certs at short notice; both revel in modern

Brahms -scaled Prokofiev G-minor; Iam told

American music, and in the symphonies of

Feltsman was even more powerful. There is

Mahler. And both conductors have balletic rostrum styles that please the public. Michael has

also aWeill disc, with Migenes and others, of
The Seven Deadly Sins and Little Threepenny

agraceful clutch of gestures (especially with
the feet!) which, over the months, have grown

Music. From an excerpt track Ihave heard, this
promises something excitingly different.

in relevance to what the music is doing. Iam
not the only one to observe that, ayear ago,

permanent leader: the pressures of the job have

there seemed times when the mannerisms
didn't really connect with anything.
Tilson Thomas will record the Mailler works
slowly, as he builds his interpretations with the
Orchestra. He does feel an affinity with all the
completed symphonies. Interestingly, he cites
Jascha Horenstein's LSO Mahler 3as influential. That version has just been transferred to

At the time of writing, the LSO is without a
driven Michael Davies to the saner pastures of
Manchester and the Halle. Will Tilson Thomas
inspire anew loyalty by working closely with
the Orchestra (where Abbado disappointed
them by taking his more prestigious recording
work to Chicago and Vienna)? And if the London Philharmonic secures Zubin Mehta, as

two midpriced CDs on Unicorn-Kanchana.

widely forecast, will the two Orchestras again
vie for patronage? There's no substitute for a

(But you shouldn't replace analog LP originals,

proper working partnership, where aconduc-

if you have quiet copies.) To be frank, the new

tor minimizes guest appearances and rejects
simultaneous directorships.
Michael Tilson Thomas is intelligent, astute;

CBS version (M2K 44553, with the Ruckert
Lieder) is overshadowed by Maazel's VP0
Third. And Idon't think the reading is at all

he's no longer giving the slick-mannered,

helped by producer David Mottley's (long-

showy readings of adecade or so back. Given

standing) tendency to highlight brass entries,

his special interests—contemporary and early

to pull the textures apart so. In concert, the

20th-century American works, 19th-century

mezzo-soprano was Jard van Nes; presumably

Russian music—a base in London could enrich
all our lives.

because she hasn't yet got a "name," Janet
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RECORD REVIEWS

++ ++-1
-4-+4++
Christmas
A CHILD IS BORN: Christmas at the National Shrine
The Choir of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception; Leo Nestor, music director; Robert Grogan,
organ
VQR Digital VQR 2021 (CD only). Robert A. Vogt, prod.
& eng. DDD. Ti': 70:41

This is the least hackneyed, best produced
selection for Christmas Ihave come across.
That is not, however, to say that it will be to
everyone's taste. The program is abit too unfamiliar, the music and arrangements abit too
sophisticated for people who are usually satisfied with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir's rendition of "God rest ye merry gentlemen."
Herein the listener will find Christmas music
from around the world, 500 years' worth, very
little of it routine, in avariety of languages,
some of it arranged in avery modern idiom.
Many of the selections are ancient but few are
performed harmonically as written (the Palestrina Antiphon and Charpentier carol are exceptions); most have been arranged by the
Choir's music director, Leo Nestor, and others.
The results are occasionally jarring, but invariably interesting. This is amusical experience
rather than alet's-put-it-on-the-old-playerand-hum-along experience, and ifs very welcome. (And just when you think they've
moderned you out, comes aperfectly lush
"The First Noel.") My recommendation is that
this disc not be listened to in one sitting—it's
too much sheer music for that.
The performances and recording are nearperfect: the choir is topnotch (although atenor
or two more would be welcomed), and so is
Stereophile, December 1988

the organ playing, which is far more than mere
accompaniment. A full, unidentified brass section joins the forces for the final Trilogy, and
they, too, are splendid. The recording is dazzling—full, rich, and clear at all dynamic levels,
with all the voices (and inner voices in some
of these complicated settings) distinguishable,
and the organ precisely prominent. Highly
recommended for discerning, adventurous
tastes.
—Robert Levine
GERMAN CHRISTMAS MUSIC OF THE HIGH
RENAISSANCE
Works of Praetorius, Gcsius, Eccard, Walter, Reussner,
Gumpelzhaimer, Schlick
Elly Ameling, soprano; Hans-Martin Linde, baritone;
Walter Gerwig, lute; others
Musical Heritage OR 320 (LP, nia). AAA. TT: 43:48

It's an unconscionable tease, Iknow, to write
rave reviews of out-of-print recordings, but I
do so here in hopes that the Musical Heritage
Society will re-release this superb collection
of German Christmas music from the late 15th
through early 17th centuries. Michael Praetorius,
the most familiar name here, also wrote the
most familiar tunes: "In dulci jubilo," whose
melody we still sing as "Good Christian men,
rejoice," and "Es ist em n Ros entsprungen"
("There is arose, e'er blooming"). But every
setting is a delight: Johann Walter, Martin
Luther's friend and collaborator, in "Gelobet
seist du, Jesu Christ," shows the same gift for
simple, inevitable, foursquare chorales as in his
more famous "Ein feste Burg," and Arnolt
Schlick's "Maria zart" closes the album with
almost unbearable poignancy. (There's also a
177
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solo lute setting of Adam Gumpelzhaimer's
"Vom Himmel hoch da komm ¡ch her," tenderly rendered by Walter Gerwig, that comes
at just the right moment in this primarily vocal
collection.) The five voices blend impeccably,
and on "Maria zart" Elly Arneling gives aselfless, soulful performance of such spirituality
and purity that all of her other recordings pale
before it. The sound is rich, cozily warm, befitting the season, the lute solo a remarkable
blend of intimacy and natural reverberance.
This has been my favorite Christmas album
for many years, but it wasn't until recently,
when asked to name my favorite single recording of any kind, that Irealized that Ilisten to
this record more than any other of the thousands Iown. What more can Isay, except to
badger you into badgering MHS into rereleasing this magnificent music as aChristmas
present to us all.
—Richard Lehnert
MAKE WE JOY: Christmas Music by Hoist and
Walton
Christ Church Cathedral Choi; Stephen Darlington, dit;
Simon Lawford, organ
Nimbus Ni 5098 (CD only). DDD. IT, 4931

This is afascinating release. Neither Gustav
Hoist nor William Walton was astranger to choral music—the former was leading choirs and
choral societies by the time he reached his 18th
birthday, and the latter had composed his first
choral work by the age of 12. To my ears, Hoist
is the more imaginative and accessible (an odd
combination, Irealize) composer of Christmas
music, but
lton's work is not to be sneered at.
All of the selections on this not-very-generous CD (or perhaps this is the entire output
of each composer) are worth hearing—many
of them often. "In the bleak midwinter," Hoist's
setting of Christina Rosetti's poem, is lovely
and direct—it stays with the listener long after
it's over. The 'Antiphon" (to words by George
Herbert) is acomplicated but rewarding work,
with anti-rhythmic organ interruptions breaking into the difficult harmonic choral fabric.
(Though attributed to Hoist in the contents listing, Ibelieve the work is Walton's.) Iwish the
organ had been recorded abit more prominently here (it is elsewhere)— it would have
jarred even more dramatically and the final,
consonant, E-major chord would have been
all the more welcome Hoist's "Nunc dimittus"
sounds, at times, like pure 14th century; at

others we are strongly reminded that it is by a
20th-century composer. The voices are abit
closely miked in this selection, giving us more
sibilants than we need, but this is aminor quibble
Other highlights are
lton's "Jubilate Deo,"
with its bobbing rhythms, ebullient opening,
and introspective middle section, and his 'All
this time," which makes excellent use of the
three types of voices at his disposal.
The performances are first-rate, with the 29
singers well-disciplined and full of the right
combination of reverence and verve. The
sound is bright and forward, and, the two criticisms mentioned above aside, just about ideal.
A classical, modern Christmas, this—and
recommended in any season.
—Robert Levine
THYS YOOL: A Medieval Christmas
Martin Best Medieval Ensemble
Nimbus Ni 5137 (CD only). DDD. TT: 6407

Ordinarily, as is right and proper, Ido my
review listening alone, asking opinions of
others rinly after my own conclusions are more
or less fully decided. This was something of an
exception: because of the need to finish this
piece in time for it to be published before
Christmas, Idid some listening with afriend
and fellow medievalist. Idon't know whether
recordings (unlike bulky equipment) have a
Significant Other Acceptance Factor, but this
one certainly seemed to. "Isn't it beautiful?"
commented the lady. Ihad perforce to agree.
This is not the usual collection of familiar carols
and catches, but acarefully chosen program of
music appropriate to the season. You may recognize one or two of the selections, but most
of them will have the virtue of freshness. Martin
Best has wisely decided to bring in three additional voices to supplement his own pleasant
but limited tenor; the result is as fine apresentation in this vein as we are likely to get.
The notes to this CD state, "Recorded at Wyastone Leys, Monmouth." This is Nimbus's corporate headquarters, and it appears to contain
amarvelous reverberant hall which is perfectly
captured here, without overly blurring instrumental timbre. Iwould still like to hear some
of these recordings in atrue Ambisonic system
(for which all Nimbus releases are encoded),
but even in plain old stereo, this will do quite
nicely for awinter evening. Several evenings,
in fact.
—Les Berkley

Classical
I.S. BACH: Mattbaus-Passion
Hans Peer Blochwitz, Evangelist; Olaf Bar, Christus; Kin
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Kanavra, Anne Sotie von Otter, Anthony Rolfe,lohnson, ibm Krause, soloists; Chicago Symphony Orchestra & Chorus, Georg Solti
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The Apogee Diva personifies and delivers the
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London 421 177-2 (3 CDs); 421 177- I(3 LPs). Andrew
Coma11, prod.; Simon Eadonjohn PeBows, env. ODD.
TT 178:24

Imust admit to having approached this release
with the samejoie de vivre Iwould approach
getting into an elevator which has ahistory of
getting stuck. It isn't only that Igenuinely have
come to like—and prefer—the reduced forces
and "original" instruments performances of
Baroque music Ihad also recently heard Philippe
Herreweghe's reading of this great work on
Harmonia Mundi (HMC 90.1155/57), and the
absolute drama and beauty of it had knocked me
for aloop, reduced forces or no. Ihad no idea
what Sold, never known for his daintiness, would
do with such awork. As it turned out, although
this will not become my favorite St. Matthew
Passion on discs, it makes quite acase for itself
and presents the work with great understanding.
Solti uses between 30 and 40 instrumentalists playing on modern instruments, and a
chorus of 80. Iwould argue only with the size
of the chorus—not the quality. In fact, their
ability to sing at awhisper for long stretches,
their absolute conviction and unity of purpose,
is something to marvel at. It's just that their
sheer bulk occasionally makes me feel that I'm
being yelled at. True, in the solo with chorus,
"So ist mein Jesus nun gefangen," their interjections are properly off-putting; and the ensuing "lightning and thunder" chorus is very fast
and filled with rage, but Herreweghe gets quite
the same results without the sense of having
bloated the proceedings. (The music on the
page is frightening; performed, it never fails.)
And speaking of that number (33, to be exact),
Solti chooses some very odd accenting for the
woodwinds and solo soprano and 2.1t0; this is
something I'd expect more from Harnoncourt
than from the great Hungarian maestro. And
it's very effective to boot.
Almost all the soloists are topnotch. Dame
Kid is just as involved as usual, which is to say
not at all, but it isn't as harmful here as it is, say,
in Verdi. The purity of her tone and her musicality make up for much. Von Otter is afine
mezzo, Anthony Rolfe Johnson seems to get
better with each recording (just listen to his
"Ich will bei meinem Jesu wachen"), Tom
Krause is handsome of tone and involved in
what he is singing: both he and the solo violinist in No.51 are remarkable Hans Peter Blochwitz is the most human of Evangelists, telling
the story with great sympathy and lovely tone.
Olaf Bar stresses the human, rather than otherworldly, side of Jesus, but he never fails to
impress. The two handmaidens are nothing to
rave about.
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As suggested above, the choral work is on a
very high level, with the Glen Ellyn Children's
Chorus holding up their end of the show with
pride. The members of the CSO we get to hear
are all virtuosi, and Idon't just mean the obbligato players. This is, in short, an excellent St.
Matthew Passion; Iwas moved by it and taken
in by its beauty, despite what Ihear as too many
voices. And it is not amiddle-of-the-road reading (another fear Ihad); Solti and his forces tell
astory well, allowing it to unfold with their
own strong inflections.
The recorded sound, in both versions reviewed,
is superlative. There is great presence (Orchestra Hall in Chicago, where this was made, is an
acoustical joy), and Inever had aproblem with
dynamic levels. Ijust set the controls and was
neither blown out of my seat nor made to fear
for my hearing. Surfaces are clean, and not in
that antiseptic way of which all digital is sometimes guilty. It's afull-blooded performance,
and the sound backs up the interpretation. My
recommendation: It would be wrong to do
without the Herreweghe; the Solti makes a
superb complement.
—Robert Levine
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9
GunduLiJanowitz, soprano; Grace Bumbry, mezzo; Jess
Thomas. tenor; Getnge London, bass: Karl Bohm, 1963
Bayreuth Festival Orchestra & Chorus
Mekx1ram MEL 18004 (CD only). AA!).TT: 73:18

The Milan-based Melodram company specializes in historic recordings, so perhaps it should
not be asurprise that this Ninth from the 1963
(July 23) Bayreuth Festival is in mono; but that
fact, important or not, is nowhere mentioned
on the package itself. Nor is it mentioned anywhere that what begins this CD are not the
quietly portentous bare fifths of the symphony's opening, but several blaring brass peals
of the last movement's main tune, which serve
to indicate that the concert is about to commence. Anyone used to the broadcast concerts
of such festivals as Salzburg or Bayreuth will
recognize this fanfare custom, but is it really
needed on CD? After that shock, followed by
some 21 seconds of applause, the Beethoven
finally starts. The listener, even one used to the
severest limitations inherent in historic material, cannot help but wince: thin, scrawny
upper strings; raucous brass; amorphously
muddy and emaciated bass noises; adistant
orchestra without abottom, no real top, and
not much middle either. So what's left? What
one can take in, with agood deal of initial
patience (after some 20 minutes the ear starts
to adjust, and the sonic deficiencies attenuate
themselves), is quite agrand central-European
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Ninth, not in any way the philosophic monument that Furtwangler made of the score but
nonetheless amonument of the immediately
post -Furtwangler school; atraditional, very
solid, very powerful Ninth that builds its own
mountains most impressively. If the orchestral
playing is neither ideally precise nor instrumental subtleties particularly apparent, the
shaping of the symphony in the larger sense—
the overall view—is most beautifully, and often
movingly, accomplished. The chorus delivers
its lines with fervor and exemplary diction, and
the impressive cast of soloists seems almost
rhetorically old-fashioned in its inspiration and
excitement. There are no annotations, no written appreciation (the audience, stomping its
feet at the end, was obviously overwhelmed),
only some wretchedly reproduced photos of
the conductor and the four vocal soloists.
—Igor Kipnis
BRAHMS: Piano Quintet in f; Piano Music
Piano Quintet in f' ;Ballade in B, Op.10 No.4; Capriccio
in g, Op.116 NŒ3; Intermezzo in e, Op.116 No.4; Capriccio in d, Op.116 No.7
Barry Douglas, piano; Tokyo String Quartet
RCA Victor Red Seal, 6673-2-RC (CD), 6673-1-RC (LP).
Paul Goodman, lbny Faulkner, engs.; Jay David Saks,
prod. TT 6121

The Barry Douglas discography seems to be
growing at an exponential rate. RCA Victor Red
Seal is apparently resting its resurgent fortunes
largely on these Tchaikovsky-Competitionwinning fingers, much as was the case with Van
Clibum 30 years aga RC.A.s solo Douglas recordings show that the confidence is well placed,
but here, with the Tokyo String Quartet, we
have the most satisfying Douglas disc yet.
The Brahms F-Minor Quintet is afull, rich,
and dramatic entry in the sparse literature for
piano quintet. That literature would have been
smaller still had Brahms not revised this work's
original instrumentation of string quartet plus
second cello.
The Budapest Quartet recorded the work
with both Curzon and Rudolph Serkin, and
those performances, though worlds apart in
some aspects, rank at the top of the list of
recorded interpretations. The Douglas/Tokyo
effort makes aserious run at those readings.
Though the first two movements are less than
convincing, there is astartling change in the
final two.
Movement one has an almost operatic fullness about it, with boldly contrasting moods
but rather matter-of-fact articulation and phrasing. The second movement sounds vaguely
detached, and lacks the "angels" that surround
the Budapest's playing.
But when movement three starts, you feel
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the heat of the fire. If we heard talented instrumentalists before, we hear inspired musicians
now. Here is rhythmic sizzle and buoyant,
cocksure jauntiness—the amazing energy of
young players who sound as though they have
just unearthed the motherlode of motherlodes.
The opening of the finale falters just abit,
with aslight sense of self-consciousness, but
then all is well again, and the playing is from
the heart. For perhaps the first time, we hear
the true sense of vehement denial in the false
ending, as though the musicians cry, "Hell no,
it's not over! There's urgent beauty in the few
notes we have left, andyou better listen!" This
is stunning music.
In the four pieces for solo piano that complete this recording, we hear Barry Douglas
much as we have heard him before: abrilliant
technician capable of flaming intensity but a
bit short on expressiveness. The Intermezzo
is the big exception. Douglas brews abittersweet mixture of stillness and inexorable compulsion to press onward. It is five minutes of
the best Douglas yet recorded.
At the risk of appearing to slug in boilerplate
copy, the difference in sound quality between
CD and LP is again one of depth and ambience.
The CD sound is sharp, lean, and clean; the LP
is rounded, smooth, and distant—more like a
large hall. There is an interesting comparison
to be made between Tony Faulkner's solo piano
recording, done in aconcert hall on this release,
and Mark Vigars's solo recording of Douglas's
"Hammerldavier" (Red Seal 7720-2-RC, reviewed
in Vol.11 No.8), done in EMI Studios. The resulting sound makes it seem as though the locations were just the opposite: Faulkner's concert
hall sounds more like astudio, and Vigars's studio sounds more like aconcert hall. Neither one,
though, sounds enough like areal concert hall.
It's ashame that no one yet has captured the
warmth of tone and textural shadings that
Douglas exhibits live His recordings so far have
all had acold, percussive quality that do the
Irishman an injustice.
Quibbles notwithstanding, this Brahms is
exciting. It offers up life, and you'll buy it if you
know what's good for you. —Robert Hesson
HARRIS: Symphony 1933; Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra
Gregory Fulkerson, violin; Jorge Hester (Symphony);
Lawrence Leighton Smith (Concerto), Louisville
Orchestra
First Edition Records LS 786 (LP). Wayne S. Brown, Exec
Dit ;Andrew Kazdin, prod. TT 50:38

Symphony 1933 was the work which placed
Roy Harris in the public mind when Serge
Koussevitzky and the BSO premiered the work
in January of 1934. Victor Records, which
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enjoyed an exclusive contract with Koussevitzky/BSO, was so skeptical about American music that they permitted Columbia
Records to release aphone-line-recorded Carnegie Hall performance given shortly after the
premiere. This recording was destined to
remain the only non-Victor (or RCA) recording by the Boston Symphony until the 1970s.
The success of this work with radio audiences
and record collectors of the period brought
recognition and gave great importance to
Harris as aforce to be reckoned with. By 1938,
Victor had the good sense to record the legendary Koussevitzky/BSO account of Harris's
3rd, and the rest was history until Harris's
strange decline from popularity, from which
he is now beginning to emerge.
The Columbia recording was re-released on
LP in 1957 as the flip side of the then-new
recording of Harris's Seventh Symphony by
Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra. The
sound seemed below par even by 1934 standards, and clearly, amodern recording of Symphony 1933 has been called for. Well, here it
is, and sonically it does every justice imaginable
to the piece.
Iwish Icould say the same for the performance. This recording was made in 1978 during the Musical Directorship of Jorge Mester,
and Iam inclined to lay the blame for this sorry
affair at his doorstep. Iwouldn't expect any selfrespecting conductor to attempt to clone a
recorded precedent, but didn't he at least listen
to the Koussevitzky? If so, couldn't he have
been just alittle bit influenced or even moved
by it? Mester doesn't appear to have been moved
by anything beyond the immediate necessity
of fulfilling his assignment. His tempi are all too
fast, and he displays no sense of timing or
agogics in which to allow the orchestra to
breathe. Awork which Koussevitzky made so
vitally dramatic comes off sounding clumsy,
awkward, and trivial under Mester. In the second movement there is aloud tam-tam stroke,
in place of what Harris intended to be an ominously quiet one—a genuine touch of vulgarity adding insult to injury.
Even so, the very sound of the recording reveals details in the writing which were obscured
in the Koussevitzky recording. Those who
have the Koussevitzky may return to it to just
barely pick out these felicities, frustrated that
the sonics cannot match the performance.
They nearly could have. If only the Symphony could have been recorded in 1985
under the Louisville Orchestra's current Musical Director, Lawrence Leighton Smith, who
conducts the Violin Concerta This would not
have been aclone of the Koussevitzky either,
but at the very least, it may well have been a
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powerful and polished statement in its own right.
Harris composed the Violin Concerto for
George Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra in
1949. The soloist was to have been the CO's
celebrated concertmaster, Josef Gingold, but
the meticulous Szell lost patience with illprepared, mistake-ridden orchestral parts and
cancelled the work. The Concerto remained
unplayed until Gregory Fulkerson, fortified by
corrected orchestral materials, gave the premiere in March 1984 in North Carolina, asubsequent performance in Louisville, and this
recording in April, 1985.
Harris's music is considered uneven and
awkward even by those who admire his works.
He is sometimes referred to as an American
Mussorgsky, and his revisionist mania rivaled
that of Bruckner. Just as Mussorgsky and
Bruckner were capable of powerful musical
statements in spite of technical deficiencies, so
with Harris. The Violin Concerto is formally
one of his best-conceived works, and turns out
to be one of the 20th century's outstanding violin concertos as well.
Beginning with asingle-line theme of deceptive simplicity, the challenges to the player
mount with each new entrance of the violin,
until nearly every type of playing has been
thoroughly explored in depth. What acontest
piece this would make! Paganini, Sarasate,
Tchaikovsky, move over.
Gregory Fulkerson is not ahousehold name.
He has only two other recordings (LPs) listed
in the Schwann Catalog, each involving 20thcentury solo and chamber music We might be
more aware of him were he to concentrate on
further reiterations of Mendelssohn, Bruch,
Tchaikovsky, and Brahms. He has to be one of
the finest violinists in the profession today in
order to come across as he does in the Harris
Concerto, with polish, confidence, and an incredible sense of ease.
This work is as much aconcerto for orchestra as well, and this is where Lawrence Leighton
Smith shows his stuff. He is already known to
us through his participation in Sheffield Labs'
Moscow Sessions. Though Smith's performances of Russian repertoire with aSoviet
orchestra are as thoroughly unremarkable as
they are utterly professional, on the basis of the
present recording it would seem that his real
strength is that of an orchestra builder, arare
gift these days. The very difficult string parts
in the Concerto have, in addition to accuracy,
an overall unanimity and character which had
been rare in Louisville recordings prior to Smith's
appointment as Music Director. One may not
be fooled into thinking that one of the certified
world-class orchestras is playing, but the differences do not invite invidious comparisons. It
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is largely amatter of power in reserve. Chicago
or Cleveland, for example, could appear to toss
this off as if it were no big deal. The Louisville
players appear to be working with extreme
concentration at the very limits of their powers,
but they have every reason to take pride in having done full justice to ahitherto unknown
major item of American repertoire. The record
comes with in-depth liner notes by Dan Stehman, author of Roy Harris: An American
Musical Pioneer.
What apity that few listeners will be aware
of this recording—Louisville First Edition
Records have rarely been carried by retail
stores. Recently, Classical Distributors ,took on
distribution of anumber of Louisville titles,
including this one, but only full-line classical
stores which continue to provide vinyl are
likely to have it. In addition to its musical values, this is an excellent new recording for the
vinyl minority Production and engineering are
first-rate, the vinyl is high-quality, the pressing quiet, and it is entirely analog.
The easiest way for most readers to obtain
this recording would be to phone the Louisville
Orchestra at (502)587-8681; acourteous receptionist will take care of everything.
—Richard Schneider
HINDEMITH: Magpie der Maier; 7taderrnusik;

symphonic metamorphoses

Herbert Blomstedt, San Francisco Symphony
London 421 523-2 (CD only). James Lock, John Pellowe,
enp,s.; Andrew Comall, prod. DDD. Tr

56,o8

Herbert Blomstedt has led an unglamorous
though highly professional career in Europe
for many years. Until his appointment as Musical Director of the San Francisco Symphony in
1984, his best post had been with the Dresden
Staatslcapelle. London Records has taken a
calculated risk in choosing for their Blomstedt/
SFSO debut two non-standard releases: apairing of Nielsen's Symphonies 4and 5, 2and the
Hindemith recording under review here.
Hindemith enjoyed afavorable position for
acontemporary composer in concert programming and recording through the 1940s and
'50s, but since his death in 1963 there has been
asteady decline in the number of performances
of his works. There appears to be arevival afoot.
It's about time.
For viable Mathis rivals, one must go to the
cut-out bin for Telefunken's 1934 recording,
with Hindemith himself conducting the Berlin

IBox 355, Albany, NY 12201, Ttl: (518)449-5286. The performance of Symphony 1933 under review has just been
released on CD (ARCH) with Harris's Symphony 5, recorded
in 1965 under Robert Whitney.
2Abrief listen to the Nielsen 4at Lewis Lipnick's leads me to
suggest that it is worth avoiding.
—JA
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Philharmonic The one other rival is the RCA
recording from 1950 by Guido Cantelli and the
NBC Symphony. The von Karajan recording
with the BPO, on the EMI Studio Series CD
with its listless, lackluster performance and its
smudgy glare, is not arival. The Hindemith and
Cantelli performances, in state-of-the-art
sound for their times, are prime candidates for
reissue. Blomstedt lacks Cantelli's dramatic
intensity, but his performance resembles Hindesmith's own broader, more introspective view.
He meets his rivals head-on and more than
holds his own.
There's no current competition for Symphonic Metamorphoses either. Certainly not
the full-priced EMI Ormandy/Philadelphia CD,
much too prettified for this tongue-in-cheek
music One out-of-print rival—the 1952 Mercury single-mike mono by the CSO under
Rafael Kubelik—may never be beaten, it's so
bold, ballsy, and right. But Blomstedt and his
band are so close. They lose it in the March
Finale; where Kubelik and the CSO practically
crack the plaster with their energy, Blomstedt
and his orchestra seem just too tame. If, for lack
of the Kubelik, you are unable to make the cornparison for yotuself, you're likely to be impressed.
One assumes that the viola soloist in Pauermusik is principal violist with the SFSO. Lack
of any material on her other than her name is
aserious discourtesy: Geraldine Walther gives
arestrained, sensitive rendition of this quiet,
brooding piece, which complements the high
dramatics and virtuosity of the two big works.
Ihope her check is in the mail.
The detailed and spacious sound from the
Davies Symphony Hall is first-rate, except for
my suspicion that the engineers have assisted
the horns by miking them from the rear in the
big tuttis in Symphonic Metamorphoses.
Blomstedt has the SFSO playing at what may
be their highest standard ever. My reservations
on the Metamorphoses Finale notwithstanding, this is World Class. Could this be the next
World's Greatest Orchestra?
Be that as it may, 1should like to think that
this recording is merely Vol.' of acomplete Hindemith Orchestral Cycle, which will include
the composer's most neglected and greatest
masterpiece of all, the Symphony "Die Harmonie der Welt."
—Richard Schneider
HINDEMITH: Complete Viola Sonatas
Kim 1CashIcashian, viola; Robert Levin, piano
ECM New Series 1330/32 (833 309-1, 3LPs; 833 309-2,
2CDs). Stephan Schellmann (solo works), Peter Laertger
(duo works), engs.; Manfred Eicher, prod. DDD. TT
12750

Except for his symphony Mathis der Maier,
Paul Hindemith has the misfortune of being
known primarily for Gebraucbmusik, the
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"functional," "everyday" music for amateurs
with which his name seems perpetually linked.
With any luck, this collection of sonatas will
reopen the book on Hindemith to give the
composer the credit he is due. This is superbly
rewarding music, compassionately played by
Kim Kashicashian and Robert Levin.
Hindemith's music, though indisputably
"modern," is rooted firmly in the German tradition. That Brahms was his musical antecedent is evident, especially in the earlier compositions. Stretching from 1919 to 1939, these
works tend only slightly toward Expressionism, neither abandoning tonality nor setting
up camp with the serialists. At their most
extreme, there is still the feeling of abedrock
tonal foundation—and of sincere communication.
The four sonatas for unaccompanied viola
and three for viola with piano are made up of
three, four, and five movements, each typically
lasting from three to seven minutes. They have
the power to grow on you, exhibiting charm,
wit, grace, and fervor, totally devoid of cliche
or sentimentality. They beg to be heard repeatedly, and offer compounded returns on close
listenings. If you've always wanted to enter the
musical life of your own century but were
never at home with the dodecaphonic junta,
this may be your ticket of admission.
Along with the music itself, Kashkashian
deserves to be celebrated for her impressive
playing. Through all demands, from lyrical
singing to brazen athleticism, she maintains a
clear, poignant fluidity. Her tone is amazing in
both its range and richness. This is astunning
display of consummate musicianship.
The fourth movement of Op.25 No.1, asolo
piece, is marked "Raging tempo. Wild. Beauty
of tone is of secondary importance." Kashlcashian is wild, but never out of control and
never without the power to enthrall the listener.
All these sonatas are closely unified, though not
in apristinely Classical sense, and ICashIcashian
renders that unity as well as the particular quality of the moment without losing the essence
of either. The fourth movement of Op.11 No.5
is apassacaglia, and her masterly articulation
of form and expressivity is never more evident.
Although Kashicashian emerges as the star,
Robert Levin makes much more than acasual
contribution. His playing is always articulate
and informed of spirit, especially so in the complex rhythms and counterpoint of Op.25 No.4,
movement three, where the interplay between
musicians is like the urgent, unified action of
asingle organism. Both ICashIcashian and Levin
have the rare ability to take modern music off
the printed page and render it from the heart.
Although recorded by two different enStereophile, December 1988

gineers, Stephan Schellmann for the solo works
and Peter Laenger for the duos, the sound is
uniformly good. It does seem abit close-up,
though, and Kashkashian's loud breathing is
disturbing until you stop noticing it because
of her virtuosity. The image of the viola seems
bigger than life, but its tone color is rivetingly
faithful. On my system, the CD gives the viola
apinched quality in the upper registers. On the
LP, both instruments sound more clearly
etched in space, yet more naturally mellow.
There is asuperior dimensionality, as well, on
LP—more presence, though not in the sense
of artificially elevated midrange levels.
With performances like these, Hindemith's
works may yet find their way into the standard
repertoire; they certainly deserve it. But other
recordings are almost nonexistent. The complete cycle has probably never been recorded
before, although one RCA issue of Op.11 No.4
and the Op.25 duo by Walter Trampler, Kashlcashian's teacher, and Ronald ihrini is notable
for its cooler, more quaintly Romantic approach. This record is out of print but may be
available in libraries.
Gebrauchmusik or no, Hindemith was
always extremely concerned with communication between composer and audience. Perhaps that is responsible for the success of these
sonatas. They unfailingly have asinging, human
quality that is apparent if you do your part as
listener. Kim Kashicashian and Robert Levin
have certainly poured their hearts into the
t
ranslations.
—Robert Reason
MOZART: ldomeneo
Luciano Pavarotti, Idomeneo; Agnes Baltsa, Idamante;
Lucia Popp, Ilia; Edita Gruberova, Elletra; Leo Nucci,
Arbace; Timothy Jenkins, High Priest; Nikita Storojew,
Voice of Neptune; Vienna State Opera Concert Choir,
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra; Sir John Pritchard
London 411 805-2 LH3 (3 CDs). James Lock, John Peilowe, engs.; Christopher Raeburn, Peter Wadland,
prods. ODD. TT: 18359

Generally considered by music savants to be
ahighlight of Mozart's prolific compositional
output, performances of ldomeneo have,
nevertheless, been notably sparse since the
opera first graced the boards at Munich in 1781.
It was 1934 before British audiences were
afforded the chance to sample its many felicities, and the US premiere didn't take place until
the 1947 Berkshire Festival; then, only in concert form. Why this neglect? One possible reason is the ineptness of afusty libretto. In addition, public interest in the anachronistic
conventions of opera seria was fading even
way back in 1781. The most inventive stage
directors invariably fail to lessen its inherent
longueurs and infuse diverting theatrical
creativity. With this static, formal type of opera
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it's only the music that matters, and Idomeneo's
artistic complexities mandate an ensemble of
virtuoso singers qualified to communicate
Mozartean elegance plus dramatic characterization without let-up. It is, therefore, difficult
to cast.
On paper, this cast, orchestra, etc. appear to
meet most of the requirements. Disappointingly, the artistic totality is shy of the anticipated
sum of the constituent parts. This is largely due
to the interpretive philosophy of conductor
Pritchard, who fails to fully integrate those parts
into an inspired, and inspiring, reading. He
extracts rich sonorities from the Vienna Philharmonic, but his conceptual execution
appears to be motivated by a deferential
approach to Mozart. As aresult, we get prim
competence instead of afully dimensional illumination of the master's genius. He also
restores traditional cuts—including those
made by the composer in the interest of plausible theatricality—resulting in atoo expansive
performance.
The reputations of virtually every member
of the cast inspire great expectations. While this
anticipation is occasionally fulfilled, on the
whole it fails to completely satisfy. Even the
accomplished Lucia Popp, who produces
poignant, crystalline tones, doesn't quite succeed in penetrating the skin of her character.
Similarly, Agnes Baltsa's very feminine Ida mante (originally acastrato role but nowadays
sung by either amezzo or atenor; Pavarotti
appeared in the part in 1964), while sung with
lush voice is insufficiently fleshed out. Ibelieve
that Pritchard's overly respectful direction may
have diluted the ladies' normal theatrical
instincts. Edita Gruberova manages to overcome this histrionic malaise, but hers is not the
most suitable voice to communicate Elletra's
fury. Recent Elletras have included those two
Brunnhildes, Birgit Nilsson and Hildegard
Behrens. Gruberova merits good marks, especially in the more virtuosic passages, but the
voices weight and color are decidedly light and
inappropriate.
It will surprise some but the most integrated
and outstanding performance is Pavarotti's
deeply felt, sensitive, and committed depiction
of the protagonist. Most Italianate supertenors
leave the unpretentious refinement of Mozart's
writing well alone. Beneath the large bulk of
numero uno, though, lies the heart and brain
of atrue, sensitive artist. Unfortunately, he, and
particularly his management, only allow this
side of his talents to be heard on sporadic occasions: this, happily, is one of them. The honeyed, lyrical singing of yesteryear has now
given way to avibrant, occasionally tight spinto
which provides an effective aura of majesty to
Stereophile, December 1988

this kingdom of Crete. The famous aria "Fuor
del mar," sung here in the shorter, less demanding version, is projected with apposite conviction and in suitably bronzed tones.
According to the score Arbace is atenor role;
the tessitura virtually mandates it. Here,
though, it is given to abaritone, the vigorous
Verdian Metropolitan baritone, Leo Nucci.
Although better known for vocal elan than for
elegant artistry, Nucci outdoes himself and
fashions aconvincing, even subtle Mozartean
character. Despite some understandable effort
in his arias when the line ascends to A, he provides well-modulated tone and artistic acuity.
In the exchanges with Idomeneo, the baritonetenor dialogs make more musical and dramatic
sense, particularly for anon-visual medium.
One wonders the reason for this unusual, if
effective casting: Perhaps Pavarotti insisted on
being the only tenor in this opera which often
fields three?
Why this recording, which was taped in
1983, took five years to release, is anyone's
guess. The engineering, though not up to London's finest standards, is acceptable. A rather
reverberant studio ambience, instead of the
more desirable spatial atmosphere of the theater, should have been avoided. Some instrumental balances, particularly those resulting
in undernourished woodwinds, are suspect;
yet the Vienna Philharmonic's silken strings are
captured with the magical transparency so
essential for Mozart.
Notwithstanding these qualifications, this
latest entry in the Idomeneo stakes is preferable
though not by much, to the Philips analog
recording conducted by Sir Colin Davis (now
on CD). Davis also subscribes to the reverential, slow tempo philosophy, and his singers,
although accomplished, are generally less
gifted than the London crew. Ihave not yet
heard the Teldec release conducted by Nikolaus
Harnoncourt, but for the most theatrical,
dynamic (maybe excessively so) performance
one needs astereo VCR for the Met's 1983
production. Conducted by the rather overwrought James Levine it also features Pavarotti
in the title role but with adifferent set of vocal
colleagues.
—Bernard Soil
NYMAN: The Matt Who Mistook His Wife For A Hat
Emile Belcourt, Dr. S, The Neurologist; Sarah Leonard,
Mrs. P; Frederick Westcott, Dr. P; instrumentalists;
Michael Nyman, cond.
CBS MK 44669 (CD only). David Cunningham, Michael
Nyman, prods.; Mark Chamberlain, eng. DDD. TF
57:03

The title of this chamber opera is, of course, the
same as the title piece in Oliver Sacks's bestselling collection of neurological observations.
It concerns an interesting case: A man who
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happens to be amusicologist becomes increasingly unable to interpret the things he sees. He
mistakes his shoe for his foot, speaks to things,
and does, in fact, mistake his wife's head for his
hat. He continues, however, to sing and recognize voices; he is only visually impaired. The
stuff of opera? There have been worse. Unfortunately, on disc at least, this one doesn't work.
Lest Ibe wrongly accused of having musical tastes that ended with Monteverdi, Iwould
point out that Iam and have been agreat champion of Philip Glass's work, finding each new
composition for the stage more successful. At
this opera's core is the Schumann song "Ich
grolle nicht," which, like the Minimalist composers, uses repeated notes and harmonies. It
would appear that Nyman thought that he
could carry through in an hour-long work
what Schumann, probably abetter composer,
used to great effect in athree-minute song. He
was wrong. Perhaps if the work had been 40
minutes long the boredom wouldn't have
set in as deeply; the intellect wouldn't have
been called upon to do all the work for the
emotions.
The cast works hard. Sarah Leonard does
what she can with the ungrateful role of awife
who talks too much, and Emile Belcourt, as the
neurologist, is authoritative and curious.
Frederick Westcott uses his baritone well as the
disturbed (though content) Dr. P. He is given
some nice little tunes, but the engineers have
done him in—he is close to inaudible for most
of the opera. The seven-piece instrumental
ensemble plays the music well.
Iam not offended by this work; tsimply find
it neither enlightening nor moving. Iwant to
use the phrase "incidental music" but Iwon't.
Imay be proven wrong, but Idoubt it, all the
while conceding that on stage this might be
another story. Iwanted to like or respect this
work—it just didn't work out that way.
—Robert Levine
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 1, 4, & 6; Rosamunde:
Overture, Entr'acte No.3, Ballet Music No.9
Daniel Barenboim, Berlin Philharmonic
CBS M2K 42489 (2 CDs only). Ibny Faulkner, eng. ;
James
Mallinson, prod. DDD. rn 127:26

When we think of musical prodigies, the names
that usually spring to mind are Mozart and Mendelssohn. Yet Schubert was almost as precocious, as is attested by the three symphonies
featured here. All were completed before he
was 21, the First composed at the age of 16, the
Second at 19.
Iraise this issue because it is this youthful element that Daniel Barenboim's often admirable
performances sometimes skim over. Adolescence, after all (as any parent knows), is atime
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of intense feelings and wide emotional swings.
Granted, the young Schubert had acommand
of his material that belies youth. Still, many
listeners, like myself, may feel that there is an
intensity in his early music that demands
greater sweep, passion, and verve than Barenboim manages to muster. He is, to be sure, afar
more tasteful and masterful conductor in these
performances than he was at the outset of his
podium career, avoiding the prevalent stodginess and awkward phrasings that once marred
his conducting. As aresult, nothing here is
really ponderous, and many of Schubert's
melodies soar with apt, unaffected simplicity.
(The second subject in the opening movement
of the First symphony is aprime case in point.)
But the contrasts of lyricism, exuberance, and
(in the Fourth Symphony)Sturm und Drang
Angst that yield drama are not as sharply drawn
as they might be. The agitated, almost defiant
ethos growing from the syncopations in the
Fourth Symphony's Minuet, for example,
sounds tame here, in part because of restrained
pacing that does not honor Schubert's Allegro
vivace specification. (To hear how wonderfully
brash this movement can be, one has only to
listen to the recent EMI recording of the work
by Gunther Wand.) Similarly, Barenboim's failure to draw sharp accents in the finale of that
wqrk neutralizes the eerie, almost menacing
tension so well conveyed in the Wand version.
And the one instance in which Barenboim
proves clearly wayward is in the finale of the
Sixth Symphony, arambling movement at best
and, arguably, one of the weakest in Schubert's
symphonic output. Here a tauter, fleeter
approach such as those offered by Neville Marrifler (for Philips) or Wand seems far more
appropriate.
Ultimately, aresponse to these performances
may be amatter of taste. Many may find Barenboim's generally gemutlicb style more attractive than the impassioned direction of Marriner
and Wand. Certainly the BPO plays beautifully,
winds, in particular, boasting gorgeous tone
and richly nuanced phrasing, and neither
Wand's nor Marriner's ensemble can match the
virtuosity of Barenboim's Berliners. And there
are differences, too, in the technical aspects of
each conductor's recordings. In general, CBS
has given Barenboim arelatively distant perspective, free of spotlighting and boasting
refreshingly musical string tone (yes, it is possible to achieve such realism in adigital recording). In contrast, Philips and EMI have produced closer sounds with flatter perspectives.
Considering that these are not heavily scored
works, the greater intimacy suggested by such
an approach may well be preferable.
Barenboim observes all exposition repeats,
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and in the familiar excerpts from Rosamunde
follows the style that typifies his work with the
symphonies. This is well-suited to the Entr'acte
and Ballet Music, but denies the overture some
of its inherent buoyancy. This release completes Barenboim's cycle of Schubert symphonies; for those who think of Schubert primarily
as alyricist, these discs may have appeal.
—Mortimer H. Frank
WAGNER: Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg
Theo Adam, Sachs; Rene Kollo, Walther; Helen Dunath,
Eva; Peter Schreier, David; Ruth Hesse, Magdalena; Karl
Ridderhusch, Pogner; Eberhard Buchner, Vogelgesang;
Horst Lunow, Nachtigall; Geraint Evans, Beckmesser;
Zoltan Kelemen, Kothner; Hans-Joachim Rotzsch,
Zorn; Peter Bindszus, Eisslinger; Horst Hiestermann,
Moser; Hermann Christian Polster, Ortel; Heinz Reeh,
Schwarz; Siegfried Vogel, Foltz; Kurt Moll, Nachtviachter; Dresden State Opera & Leipzig Rundfunk Choruses; Staatskapelle Dresden, Herbert von Karajan
EMI CDCD 49683 (4 CDs only). Klaus Struben, Christopher Parker, engs.; Diethcr Gerhardt Worm, Ronald
Kinloch Anderson, prods. ADD. IT; 265:26

Clarity, balance, control—Karajan's signature
virtues, emphasized all too often at the expense
of vitality, are perfectly counterpoised with
compassion, grace, and fun in this CD reissue
of his 1970 Meistersinger, the first studio, first
stereo recording of the work and still, Ithink,
the best.
Karajan's Wagneriad, uneven at best, reached
asurprising peak in this recording of Wagner's
most psychologically mature work. Alight, airy
elegance pervades the entire 41
/ hours, and
2
nowhere are the first three words of this review
better embodied than in the Act IPrelude, the
Act II choral finale, and the Act III quintet: in
the first two, the strettos of these gloriously
false fugues, half adozen themes intertwined
and superimposed, are in perfect musical and
dramatic proportion—a rarity in Karajan's
Wagner, to these ears too often refined to the
point of enervation. The choral work in Act Il
takes on the thrilling qualities of Beethoven's
Ninth, each vocal and orchestral line chiseled
in adamantine frolic, while Karajan's balance
and control in the quintet make this ensemble
aliquid delight. Goosebumps galore.
The Staatslcapelle Dresden's lean, clean
sound is captured clearly. Karajan opted for a
smaller than usual chorus—as Wagner scored
for an orchestra more along the lines of 7kistan
than the Ring, this suits very well (this from
someone who generally prefers aricher, mellower, bigger, VPO-like orchestral sound for
his Wagner). The resultant Beethovenish asperity and crisp, precise choral work sounds even
fresher than it did in '71, when Ifirst heard it.
Rene Kollo had not been singing Wagner for
very long when he recorded this, his first
Walther on disc, and the freshness and inno-
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cence of his voice come through much more
clearly here than in later, coarser performances.
Always adependable vocal actor, his voice rings
heroically in the Prize Song (though he does
tend to swallow the first phrase of each stanza),
and his rage and angst in Acts I& Il are entirely
convincing. Helen Donath, whose voice has
grown abit heavier over the years, is here poignantly light and girlish as Eva, without lacking
strength, and Ruth Hesse's rich, liquid mezzo
gives Magdalena more nobility and stature than
usual. Geraint Evans's Beckmesser is darkertoned than many, though just as agile, and
comes across as much less the buffoon than an
unhappy, desperate, self-deluded man. \Vagner
has often been taken to task for his shabby treatment of this character, but I've always found
Beckmesser's tail-between-legs exit far more
believable than the usual let's-all-get-married
close of the typical romantic comedy. Beckmesser may not get the—or any—girl, but
then neither does Sachs, the warmest, most
sympathetic and accessible of all operatic
characters. The balance is apt.
David's "Meisterton" narrative, in which he
demonstrates ascore of different vocal techniques to abewildered Walther, is atour de
force for singer and conductor alike, and both
are magnificent; Wagner's infinitely flexible,
playful music is effortlessly rendered by
Schreier and Karajan.
There's agaping hole in the center of this
reissue, however. It's the odd Meistersinger in
which Pogner is more sympathetic than Sachs,
but I'm afraid that's the case here. Theo Adam
was in fine voice for this recording (though
with some back-throat bobble), but Istill find
him cool, diffident, remote; always musical,
however, and perfectly acceptable—until Ridderbusch's Pogner has something to say. Then,
everything missing in Adam's Sachs—warmth,
compassion, tenderness, and effortless, bottomless strength—comes pouring out of the
speakers like the smell and heat of fresh-baked
bread on awinter morning, in avoice as dark
and rich as Bamberger Rauchbier (now there's
amixed metaphor).' But Adam has his moments,
as in Act ll's "s duftet doch der Flieder..
his achingly fluid legato over paired horns playing as one—well, it doesn't get much better
than that, even in the Fischer-Dieskau/Jochum
version (DG).
Icount at least 10 mikes in the session photos
(from the sumptuous original 1971 LP edition
(nia), with the gold-foil slipcase and embossed
libretto—sic transit gloria vinyl), but that was
3The underrated Ridderbusch is my favorite Sachs anyway —
find, if you can, Silvio Varvimis 1974 Bayreuth Meistersinger
to hear what Imean (Philips 6747 16 7,nla)
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afull-session photo with full chorus, first- and
second-string soloists, and orchestra. Regardless, the soundstage is entirely convincing on
CD, and of wonderful clarity and depth (though
with more hiss than Iexpected), the sonic and
spatial dimensions of Dresden's Lukas Kirche
precisely outlined. (Though the entirely undramatic miking makes theatrical hash of Walther
and Eva's eavesdropping on Beckmesser's Act
II serenade—his caterwauling seems to come
from between the lovers here, rather than center stage to their stage left.) It's instructive to
compare this ADD reissue with Decca/London's of Solti's 1974 recording of the same
work. The latter, though aperformance equal
to Karajan's, makes all too clear just what a
multi-mono muddle London's post-Culshaw
engineers made of it: try as Imight, Ican make
neither head nor tails of the soundstag,ing, the
instrument placement arbitrary enough to
sound as if the orchestra had been turned
inside out. But with the EMI, the opposite is the
case: amasterful analog recording is presented
in full digital dignity. For once, recording considerations seem important enough to this nonaudiophile that, all things being equal, Idefinitely recommend the Karajan over the Solti.
But as entirely satisfying and unfatiguing as
listening to the CD reissue was (my experience
has been that ADDs are the most exhausting
listening around, particularly Decca/London:s
ADRMs), double-checking against my LP set
(it had been afew years) was arevelation that
brought me to the same old reluctant, predictable conclusions. Just afew examples: the high,
(violin overtones in the descending figure that
starts in bar 39 of the Act IPrelude, just before
the first entrance of the "Banner" leitmotif, are
much more present, sculpted in space, sound
far woodier, and one hears more of the Lukas
Kirche's dimensions on LP—altogether adarker, deeper, rounder sound. And, as fascinating
asonic schematic as the CD presents, Walther's
Act III Preisliecl is simply much more alive on
LP, like aliving, breathing human being, warts

and all, to the CD's perfectly functioning, anatomically correct android. 'sFunny —I very
much want CD to work, but keep getting
dragged, kicking and screaming, back to
Analogland. Guess there's no place like home
All things considered, an excellent reissue.
—Richard Lehnert

WALTON: Symphony I, Portsmouth Point Overture
Leonard Slatkin, London Philharmonic Orchestra
Virgin VC 7 90715-2 (CD only). Mike Clements, eng.;
Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. TT: 49:55

Leonard Slatkin admits to being pleased with
this recording of Walton 1, as it has captured
the energy and intensity that he generates in
live performance; and the fact that he has
caught the "diabolical nature" of the con
malizia scherzo more than compensates for
the odd lost detail, he feels. Admittedly, if the
LPO hasn't played this work for 17 years, it is
to their credit, and Slatkin's, that they perform
here with such zest and assuredness.
There has been much debate as to whether
this recording is a"real challenge to Previn's
1966 RCA performance," as Virgin stated it
would be. Iwould say that Previn's is still the
classic performance; his is the more biting in
its rhythms, the more relentless in the threatening momentum of the first movement, the
more mysterious and serene in the slow movement. And why so much fuss about the
"blistering" speed of Slatkin's scherzo? It is
only 14 seconds faster than Previn's, and does
that really count for anything anyway? But I
must admit to finding Slatkin's Finale convincing, with its last devastating chords ringing on
menacingly in the resonant acoustic of St.
Augustine's—and all so deftly handled by
Andrew Keener. CD, with its sharper definition
and particularly apt hard edge, shows the
producer's skills better than LP—it would be
nice to think that, if and when RCA makes aCD
transfer of Previn's account, it will sound as
good.
— Barbara Jahn

Classical Collections
THE QUEEN'S MINSTREL: Therese SchroederSheker
Therese Schroeder-Sheker, harp, recorders, psaltery,
vocals, percussion
Windham Hill WD-10"4 (CD), WH- 1074 (LP). Scott Alan
Smith, Dawn Atkinson, prods. Kevin Clock, et al, engs.
ADA/ADD. TF: 33:53

New Age music has the ability, like acharacter
on the old Dick Van Dyke Show, "to make statements that appear vague, but are, in reality,
meaningless." One aspect of the New Age
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movement is something called "World Music,"
which consists of extracting melodic and tonal
themes and colors from various ethnic musical
traditions, and making them all sound as
though they had been written and performed
by Will Ackerman. Now this homogenizing
technique has been applied to medieval and
traditional music, with lamentable results.
The truth is, Iwanted very much to like this
recording. Therese Schroeder-Sheker is a
talented multi-instrumentalist who seems
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genuinely moved by what she has encountered
in early musical traditions, and the connection
she draws between medieval/Celtic mysticism
and modern feminism is avalid and interesting one. Unfortunately, the result of her labors
is nothing more than aseries of Windhamized
improvisations on medieval and folk themes,
for the most part indistinguishable from other
New Age compositions. There are also two TSS
originals, the quality of which can be charitably
described as egregious (as, alas, applies to the
performer's singing skills). Isuppose Iought
to applaud Windham Hill's decision to move
in this new direction, except that they haven't
done any such thing—they have simply
squashed early music into the mold of their
"corporate sound."
Fortunately for the reader, there are recordings that accomplish the task TSS has set for
herself. Any performance by Esther Lamandkr
will reveal more about the early music/feminist connection than this, and one of my alltime favorites, Cansos des Pobairitz, arecording of the women 'froubadours by Montserrat
Figueras and Hesperion XX, is perhaps exactly
what the present album should have been.
Windham Hill recordings have avery definite "corporate sound," as Iimplied above

(what bottom octave—you mean there are
notes down there?). This one is no exception.
The harps are close-miked and percussive,
recorders are abit shrill, and percussion has no
weight to speak of. In addition, this should
have been adigital recording. The use of extensive overdubbing has made tape hiss extremely
obtrusive, especially on headphones. In several
cases, the original session tapes are clearly at
fault, with the hiss entering and leaving with
specific instruments, and pumping up and
down with the level of the music. Whatever its
faults, digital would have obviated this problem. There is one good point, however—in
spite of all the overdubs, we are presented with
asurprisingly realistic soundstage, with good
instrumental focus and asense of areal performing space. The CD contains abonus track:
there is no reason for this (the music is not very
dynamic, and long LP sides would not be a
problem), and given the quality of the music,
it does not constitute arecommendation for
that format. Otherwise, the LP seems atouch
sweeter and less processed than the CD, with
the harp sound more like what Iusually hear
from alive harpist.
Need Isay, "not recommended"?
—Les Berkley

Show Music
GOSPEL AT COLONUS: Original Cast Recording
Music by Bob lèlson, Lyrics by Bob Telson & Lee Breuer
Elektra/Nonesuch 9 79191 (LP). David Hewitt, Daniel
Lazerus, engs.; Bob itlson, Donald Fagen, Gary Katz,
Daniel Lazerus, prods. DDA/AAA. TT: 5222

Since the 1930s, many musicals have included
a"gospel number" (one of my favorites is "The
Great Come-and-Get-It Day," from Finian's
Rainbow), but "gospel musicals" have been
only occasional visitors to Broadway. When
presented, the style was likely to owe more to
New York than to the Deep South. This criticism cannot be made of Gospel at Colonus.
Although Imust preface my remarks by noting that gospel music does not form asignificant part of my regular listening diet, this work
seems to me to be as close to the real thing as
we are likely to hear in amusical theater context. The performers are, in fact, real gospel
singers (including Clarence Fountain and the
Five Blind Boys of Alabama, Jevetta Steele and
the J.D. Steele Singers, and J.J. Farley and the
Soul Stirrers); the music, while not by ablack
composer, nevertheless captures the style of
the genre. Not having seen the show—which
has toured Europe, played in anumber of US
cities, and had abrief run on Broadway in the
spring of 1988-1 cannot comment on how it
Stereophile, December 1988

works on stage, but, on record, it comes across
as a sort of gospel concert rather than a
"musical."
In formal terms, this is an adaptation of
Sophocles' Oedipus at Colonus (incorporating passages from Oedipus Rex and Antigone),
set in ablack Pentecostal church. Idon't know
what Sophocles would make of all this, but the
concept is nothing if not original, and the large
cast performs the songs with undeniable style,
great energy, and asense of real commitment.
Having said this (and, remember, speaking as
a non-gospeleer), Imust also report that I
found most of the music to be pleasant but
unmemorable The best tunes ("Eternal Sleep,"
"Lift Him Up," and "Now Let the Weeping
Cease") are saved until the end of the show; one
of these ("Lift Him Up") features Carolyn
Johnson-White, asinger with avery special talent. As soon as she starts singing, there is a
sense that here is aperson with no ordinary
vocal ability; after what seems like abrief warmup, she lets loose, and holds on to, ahigh note
(E natural above high C) of such power and purity that one is left breathless. She tosses off
several such notes during the number, which
becomes, with her contribution, the most effective one in the show. If you love the sound
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of aglorious human voice, you may want to get
the record for this one number alone. If you're
afan of gospel music, performed by people
who know what it's all about, you'll probably
enjoy the whole record.
Gospel at Colonus was recorded partly at a
live performance and partly in astudio, most
of it via digital but some via analog tape, so the
final result is, predictably, quite variable. The
sound is never really bad, but the voices are
sometimes clear and close-up, at other times
distant and rather muffled.—Robert Deutsch
HAIR: Original Broadway Cast
Galt MacDermot, cond. Music by Galt MacDermot, lyrics
by James Rado & Gerome Ragni
RCA 1150-2-RC (CD). Mike Moran, eng.; Andy Wiswell,
prod. Digital restoration by Rick Rowe, prod. and ens.
ADD. TT: 66:33

The American Tribal Love-Rock Musical—
what powerful images are evoked by this appellation: the New World vs the Old, Us vs Them,
Love vs Hate, Our Music vs Theirs. When Hair
was first produced on Broadway (was it really
20 years ago?), it was hailed by some as alandmark musical, signaling the beginning of anew
age, abreak from the traditions of Rodgers and
Hammerstein. Others viewed it as a crass
attempt to commercialize (ie, rip off) counterculture ideas. The production did enjoy great
commercial success, but Tony Awards voters
ignored it in favor of the now-almost-forgotten
1776. A Broadway revival in 1977 closed after
43 performances. As far as Iknow, it has not
received amajor revival since then; my guess
is that a musical about draft dodgers,
psychedelic trips, and sexual liberation would
not go over well in this era of Rambo, the War
on Drugs, and AIDS.
Although Imust admit that Iwas not among
those who thought of Hair as the musical
theater's salvation, Ihave enjoyed much of the
music, and was quite excited by RCA's announcement that they were going to issue aCD
based on the original multi-track master rather
than the mixdown. The LP was one of the
worst examples of '60s Dynagroove technology: no highs or lows, a very restricted

dynamic range, and lots of distortion. Would
they be able to clean up the sound, and, if so,
what does the recording of the show really
sound like?
The answers to the above questions are
"Yes" and "Pretty Good." Iwould still not want
to use this recording as the best exemplar of
what recording engineers were capable of
achieving in the late '60s, but at least now it can
be enjoyed without thinking that you have
somehow tuned into one of the AM stations on
acrowded part of the dial. The CD has much
detail that Icannot hear on my (admittedly
somewhat worn) copy of the original LP, the
dynamic range is greater, and the sound generally has more immediacy.
Galt MacDermot's score contains anumber
of good tunes, but, on re-listening, my initial impression was that the music sounds
rather relentless. Ithen realized that the pauses
between selections are about one second, not
even allowing one to take abreath. Listening
with the CD player in the Copy Pause mode
(there is ause for this feature, after all) solved
this problem. The songs that impress most are
still the well-known ones: "Aquarius," "Let the
Sunshine In," "Hair," "Where Do IGo," "Good
Morning Starshine," and "Frank Mills." This
recording contains four numbers not on the
original LP; only one of them ("Electric
Dreams") seems to have been asignificant
omission.
If the show has dated—and I'm afraid it
has—this is largely afunction of the lyrics. The
references to environmental pollution ('Air"),
mindless patriotism ("Don't Put It Down"), and
intergenerational conflicts ("I Got Life") are in
asense no less timely today than they were in
1968, but the approach seems just too heavyhanded. In terms of pure craftsmanship, none
of the lyrics is the sort that would give Stephen
Sondheim sleepless nights, but, at their best,
they have some of the artlessness and innocence of flower children. And, simple-minded
or not, it would take acynic of utmost conviction not to be at least partly swayed by the
exhortation to "Let the Sunshine In."
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
BOBBIE ENRIQUEZ: Wild Piano
Bobbie Enriquez. piano; Eddie Gomez, bass; Al Foster,
drums
CBS/Portrait 44160 (LP). Harvey Goldberg. eng.; Bob
Thiele, prod. DDA. TT: 43:15

If by any chance you've reached astate of torpor from overexposure to New Age music, take
heart: there's apowerful antidote now on the
Stereophile, December 1988

market called Wild Piano. Rather than denoting an obscure type of keyboard instrument
that grows uncultured by the roadside, the title
actually refers to awild pianist named Bobbie
Enriquez.
Enriquez was born in aremote mountain
hamlet in the Philippines, and is said to have
developed his own technique for realizing the
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sounds swirling around in his head. As given
life on this LP, these sounds are alternately
tumultuous, supple, brash, impassioned, and
always, but always, urgently propulsive and
bristling with the unexpected. Indeed, listening
to Enriquez probe this fare by Miles Davis,
Monk, Mason Williams, and others is very
much like riding aroller coaster—and fully as
exhilarating.
So many influences are evident in his playing: after coming down from the Philippine
hills, he apparently soaked up everything from
Tatum, Garner, Monk, and Meade Lux Lewis
to Bird, Trane, and Dolphy. Moreover, he
exhibits adecided penchant for sliding into the
funky, down-home, blues cliches that virtually
any aspiring jazz pianist can rattle off at the
drop of aleadsheet.
Amazingly, however, the mix almost always
works, and Enriquez has developed an eclectic,
intensely swinging style very much his own
design—a particularly welcome occurrence
given the number of clones who regularly frequent recording studios.
Equally gratifying are the presences of bassist
Eddie Gomez and drummer Al Foster on six of
the selections. Former Bill Evans sideman
Gomez not only lays down bass lines solid
enough to support Trump Tower, but, unlike
many of his peers, he is an original and expressive soloist as well (here most evident on
Monk's "Round Midnight" and Miles Davis's
'All Blues"). Foster's contribution is abit laidback, his solos rather uneventful, but he stirs
things up at just the right times and underscores Enriquez's sudden changes of pace like
athird arm.
In addition to the trio collaborations, Enriquez offers ivory-searing solo examinations of
Monk's "Pannonica," Williams's "Classical
Gas," and the evergreen, "Cherokee." The
results are typically flamboyant and sometimes
border on the garnilous. At their best, they are
also strikingly inventive and consistently
absorbing.
Insofar as recorded sound is concerned,
close miking provides asense of immediacy.
But you won't feel that the trio has paid avisit
to your listening room, primarily due to alack
of soundstage depth and skewed spatial relationships. While the perception that Enriquez
is playing with his back to the listener—bass
to (very tinny) treble spanning left to right—is
not particularly disconcerting, the unrealistic
width of that span is. Sometimes, in fact (as during moments in "Classical Gas"), aduo-piano
team could well be at work. Similarly, Foster's
drum set often spreads out to asize where cymbal crashes and tom-tom figures occur at adisStereophile, December 1988

tance well outside asingle player's reach.
Despite such shortcomings, however, Wild
Piano is strongly recommended, particularly
to those who may have forgotten that jazz can
be both modern—and fun.—Gordon Emerson
CHARLIE PARKER: Bird (Original Soundtrack)
Charlie Parker, Charles McPherson, alto saxes; Red Rodney. trumpet; Monty Alexander, piano; Ray Brown, Ron
Carter, basses; Charlie Shoemake, vibes; John Guerin,
drums; others
Columbia SC 44299 (LP), CK 44299 (CD). Bobby Fernandez, Neal Spritz, crtgs.; Clint Eastwood, Lennie Niehaus,
prods. ADA/ADD. TT: 4121

Unlike Round Midnigbt, which encased Dexter
Gordon's Bud Powell character in asoft-focus,
romanticized, soundstagily mythic NY/Paris
jazz juncture that never quite was (Herbie Hancock's music direction was deliberately
inauthentic for that or any time or place other
than the film studio), producer/director Clint
Eastwood's labor-of-love Bird attempts to
place Charles Christopher Parker Jr. squarely
in the bebop world he created. The modern
musicians he "plays" with here blow strictly
in that tradition, accompanying Parker's solos,
as peeled off the original Savoy, Verve, and
home recordings with audio wizirdry (massive
EQing, dynamic noise filters, etc.). Although
Leonard Feather's liner notes state that "the
vital problem was that of providing music that
would be at once authentic and recorded with
state-of-the-an technique," producers Niehaus
and Eastwood, and engineers Fernandez and
Spritz, have come up with asound authentic
—in all the worst ways—to the late '40s and
early '50s: dry, flat, boxy, no top, no bottom,
and compressed midrange. It makes my PS
Audio CD-1 sound like my old Sony CDP- 101.
But it works, as far as it goes, and even works
alittle bit better on CD. (Though Ithink that's
because the CD's relative lack of depth jams
everything together more, obscuring the disparate source tracks and leveling the entire mix.
The result is amore cohesive, if false, "ensemble" sound at the expense of depth and roundness.) At the worst, Parker sounds as if he's playing at right angles to the rest of the band, facing
stage right to their straight ahead. Let's just say
that Bird sounds as much apart of the "soundstage" as any of the others—that is, not at all.
Idon't mean this entirely negatively: don't listen with those golden, stethoscopic ears and
it's entirely convincing—another multi-mono
acoustic jazz album, and not abad one.
Comparing the original Savoy recordings
with these audio-rotoscoped cut-and-paste
jobs, it's clear where alto player Charles
McPherson (who plays in the ensemble
heads—only Bird's solos are transcribed) leaves
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off and the real McCoy steps in. "Parker's
Mood," the new string arrangement adding 11
2
/
minutes to Parker's original, sounds as chopped
up as it actually is, with an entirely unbelievable ending (no way would Bird not have
played over the closing chords), but otherwise,
though the patient died 30 years ago, the operation was asuccess.
The "live" cuts (most of the rest of the album) are alot more convincing. These are
mostly Parker choruses from agig at Harlem's
Rockland Palace, spliced onto aconcert staged
for the film—how's that for asonic hall of mirrors? A lot can be fudged by filling in with
audience noise, and, given the context of the
film, it works well enough.
The "Parker & Strings" cuts —"Laura" and
"April in Paris"—sound like early-stereo
recordings listened to on one of those gawdawful "console" systems from the late '50s/early
'60s: screechy, slushy string arrangements, violins extreme left, celli extreme right, no centerfill. And "All of Me" is arhythmic shambles—
it's hard to guess how they let this one get by,
unless it accompanies ascene in which The

Band Has A Bad Night (haven't seen the flick).
Parker addicts must, of course, buy this
album for "All of Me" and "I Can't Believe That
You're In Love With Me," two previously
unreleased cuts originally recorded on Lennie
Tristano's home tape recorder. They're not
great Parker—he sounds slack, tired, far from
brilliant—but that won't stop the completists.
But it's easy to get so caught up in the
techno/timewarp glitz of this project that we
overlook the fact that, beyond the grave or no,
some entirely convincing jazz is happening
here. Bassists Brown (the only musician in
these sessions to have actually played with the
living Parker) and Carter are their impeccable
selves, and Monty Alexander's piano is awitty
delight throughout. Session drummer John
Guerin (LA Express, Frank Zappa, many Joni
Mitchell albums, etc.) wears the bebop mask
effortlessly, and Red Rodney's trumpet approximates ablend of Davis and Gillespie—appropriately. Jon Faddis credibly impersonates
Dizzy on "Ornithology" Really, as ajazz album,
it works. Incredulously recommended, sort of.
—Richard Lehnert

Rock/Pop: Three Wise Guys
LEONARD COHEN: /'m »nor Man
Columbia C 44191 (LP), CK 44191 (CD). Many engineers;
Leonard Cohen, prod. AAA/AAD.
40:59
TOM WAITS: Big Time
Island 91987- I(LP), 91987-2 (CD'). Biff Dawes, reg.;
Toms Waits, Kathleen Brennan, prods. AAA/AAD.
45:14, 67:46'
RANDY NEWMAN: Land of Dreams
Reprise 25773-1 (LP), 25773-2 (CD). Lots of enp,ineers;
Mark Knopfler, James Newton Howard, Tommy
Lipuma, Jeff Lynn, prods. AAA/AAD. TM 40:18

More songs about beautiful losers? Well, losers
anyway. Cohen, Newman, and Waits have
always written about the lost corners of American culture, the carnies, the freaks, the eccentrics. You could hardly even call the subjects
of their songs anti-heroes, so pathetically,
lumpishly lost are most of them. Which is why
their songs are so valuable: here you'll find little
to aspire to, much to avoid; song after song is
an object lesson on exactly how not to live your
life. No chance of romance when writing about
drunks puking in gutters, not going home with
your hard-on, or a fat boy's best and only
friend charging money to exhibit him "dancing." But Newman's statement that the people
in his songs "are sometimes liars and braggarts. ..
but Iwouldn't sing about them unless
Icared about them" holds true for Waits and
Cohen as well.
Like Bob Dylan's, none of these voices could
Stereophile, December 1988

be called beautiful instruments. All three
singers are vocal method actors, rule-breaking
dramatists, sometimes-reluctant media for their
own compositions. In aword, songwriters.
Unlike the recent Dylan, however, Cohen,
Newman, and Waits have all been savvy
enough to sing only their own songs. The purchase of an album by one of them is the purchase of acomplete package: averbal, musical, and sonic recasting of the world in the
image of the singer/songwriter. In aword, art.
As the years go on, the vision becomes more
personal, the musical language ever less predictably traditional. Early in their careers,
Cohen, Newman, and Waits all wrote songs
that begged to be recorded by other artists, and
were. Not so anymore. From their new albums,
Cohen's "First We Take Manhattan" was previewed by Jennifer Warnes on her breakthrough Famous Blue Raincoat album of
Cohen songs, but only Newman's "Follow the
Flag" and Waits's "Time" are even thinkable as
sung by anyone else (anyway, "Time" is from
two albums ago).
All of which is to say that we enter these
albums as we go to see afilm star (as opposed
to afilm actor): not so much for the songs as
exemplars of the songwriter's craft, or the
singers as paragons of vocal art, or even the
recordings as the ultimate state of that art.
Rather, we buy these discs because we like
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these guys as guys; because their records invite
us to see the world as they see it for 40 minutes
to an hour. Lord knows I'd hate to live in the
world as any of them seem to experience it for
more time than it takes to hear an album or two.
But they're intriguing, we seem to know them
well enough to be comfortable with their idiosyncratic ramblings, they're as oddly comforting as the Sunday morning blues. Alittle weird,
maybe, but basically decent guys.
Tom Waits seems to cultivate that vocal
weirdness as carefully as Seymour nurtured
Audrey (the plant) in Little Shop of Horrors; in
Big Time, it's taken over his voice to the point
where even I, adedicated Waits fan, could
understand next to nothing of his garglings. It's
all very atmospheric, every drop of sentimental
spittle in place, but Ican't help thinking it
merely high-tech kitsch; Waits's committedly
lugubrious impersonations are as close as his
audience wants to get to atrue stumblebum.
Big Time, the soundtrack of the concert film
of the same name, sums up his last three critically acclaimed albums, Swordfishtrombones,
Rain Dogs, and Franks Wild Years. Only three
of the CD's 18 songs originate elsewhere, but
virtually nothing here improves on the originals. One of the most rewarding things about
those LPs was the amazing variety of instrumentation—a cross between the virtuosic playing of aplumbing-supply shop and aSalvation
Army meeting—and recording techniques
from song to song. Here, the arrangements for
the basic quintet include such exotica as brake
drums, clarinets, basstarda, banjo, sitar, and
accordian, but the recording is so god-awful
(the liner notes say "recorded live to 24 track,"
but it sounds like bad mono to me) that the mix
just sits there between your speakers like an
undigestible lump of cold, congealed oatmeal.
Most of those instruments are barely audible.
Soundstaging? Ha. And the six songs originally
recorded on cassette have more hiss on CD
than any prerecorded tape I've ever heard. (Virtually no difference between LP and CD, by the
way.)
There has been no attempt to approximate
the feel of alive concert —each song is faded
in and out, the whole sounding like aseries of
blackouts. Nor are there any of the Professional
Irishman intros and stories that made 1975's
Nighthawks at tbe Diner such araconteur's
delight. Big Time is just arandom bag o'songs
we've heard before (except for the new, bitter
"Strange Weather," one of his better Brecht Weill imitations) in better versions, without the
spark that makes aconcert worth going to in
the first place. The first unnecessary Tom Waits
album.
Speaking of Brecht-Weill, Leonard Cohen's
Stereophile, December 1988

songs continue to conjure up cigarettes and
rain, dark cities, mysterious, powerful women
who vacillate between virgin and virago, and
a rotten, post-apocalyptic Continentalism.
Cohen's raspy basso Iron/co is that of aman
waking up after the holocaust (pick one) with
ahangover and awhore. "Everybody knows
that the boat is leaking. Everybody knows the
captain lied ...
Everybody knows that you live
forever when you've done aline or two. ..
Everybody knows that the Plague is coming.
Everybody knows that it's moving fast." You
can't tell him anything, he can't tell you anything; Becket-like, he can't go on/he goes on.
As he says in his Muse's Bio, "Tower of Song,"
"I was born like this, Ihad no choice. Iwas
born with the gift of a golden voice. And
twenty-seven angels from the Great Beyond,
they tied me to this table right here in the Tower
of Song."
If his lines are as strong as ever ("You loved
me as aloser but now you're worried that Ijust
might win."), the slow melodies are as weak as
always. But there are afew. ..
the true waltz of
"Take this Waltz," another love affair with dying
Vienna ("it's been dying for years"); and the
inexplicable poignancy of "I Can't Forget." The
title song is the anthem of amenacingly easygoing amoral gunslinger's love-song: hell, he'll
be anything for love.
Cohen continually posits the bleakest of desert futures ("Jazz Police"), then manages to find
one perfect rose growing from the rubble. A
trick, but agood one, and priceless when it's
true. Here, it usually is. Cohen's been around.
The unimaginative arrangements are primarily of synthesizers (god, I'm sick of 'em), with
here and there adrum or violin thrown in, and
awonderfully breathy Jennifer Warnes (her
Famous Blue Raincoat is actually more impressive as aLeonard Cohen album) floating behind
"Tower of Song." But for all the urban synth,
the album is quiet at heart, Cohen's voice
louder than all other tracks combined. This
pillow-talk ambience is appropriate for such
febrile dream-settings. The LP's dispersion is
more vertical, and the synthesized strings are
more convincing; on the CD there is little
ambience, false or otherwise; background
vocals are dead, and Cohen's voice is mixed
higher. Get the LP.
Land of Dreams is the best thing Randy
Newman's done since 1974's Good Old Boys,
and only the fourth album since then. He's
returned to the Louisiana of his earliest childhood for some of these songs, and alot of the
freshness of Good Old Boys' "Birmingham"
can be heard in "Dixie Flyer," "New Orleans
Wins the War," and "Falling in Love."
But what makes side 1of Dreams unprece207
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dented is that Newman sings directly of his
own life, not those of the often grotesque
boors, freaks, swindlers, pinheads, and downtrodden that have always populated his songs.
The first three songs are straight autobiography, "Dixie Flyer" and "New Orleans" starting right off with his birth and recounting RN's
mother's instructions in race relations, and his
Jewish aunts and uncles riding around drinking
rye whiskey and trying to act like gentiles. Even
the love songs that follow, simple without
being simpleminded, seem, for almost the first
time on aRandy Newman album, without a
trace of irony.
Side 2is back to (ab)normal. As Newman
says, "you learn much more about people
when you know what they lie about"; I'd only
add that you never learn so much as when they
lie to themselves. In "Roll with the Punches,"
Uncle Bob and his midnight blues are resurrected from 7ivelve Songs to rail in Reaganesque smugness about the homeless, the
underclass, and other welfare chiselers. In
"Masterman and Baby J" (produced by Mark
Knotler), arapmeister rhapsodizes about how,
when he looks in the street, he sees no
hookers, drunks, junkies, or garbage—just him
and his partner on stage at the LA Coliseum.
But in "Follow the Flag," Newman becomes
his own mask. It's agorgeous, pastoral patriotic ballad in RN's best neo -Copland style (find
his underrated The Natural soundtrack for
more of this; some of his best work). Seductively convincing, it's abittersweet tribute to
the innocence that can, with the best intentions, uncritically embrace mindless jingoism.
Newman's—and my own—aching nostalgia
for the no-longer-possible ease of such pure
belief is frightening. I'm sure the Hitler Youth
felt the same way.
"I Want You to Hurt Like IDo" is not a
morose lover sulking to his girl, but afather
talking to his son just before Dad deserts the
family. The title/chorus of the song is the subtext of 95% of the arguments we all have all the
time. I've never before heard it addressed, let
alone so directly, in apopular song.
Much of what Ienjoy most in Randy Newman records—his tastefully lean arrangements
for strings, horns, and chamber rock ensemble—are gone, replaced by aSynclavier sounding just like. ..
aSynclavier. So much for progress. But his verbal craft is as sharp as ever; I'm
asucker for such implied rhymes as: "I can hear
the church bells ring /Ican hear the choir."
There's barely any difference between LP and
CD, the latter just ahair harsher and flatter. But
so what? This is wonderful songwriting, and
Newman sounds more alive than he has in
years. Buy it.
—Richard Lchnert
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
QED PCC passive preamplifier
Editor.
Thank you for your very favorable review of
the QED PCC Full Function Passive Preamplifier. There probably isn't space to go into too
much detail, but suffice it to say that if the PCC
is viewed to be "more than competitive with
apreamp of considerably higher cost," then we
have indeed succeeded with our aim of

to "look" into the cable performance itself,
rather than the reflected component interaction.
Thanks, also, to Mr. Lipnick for comparing
our ESL to other products costing twice as
much. We feel the same way. In order to talk
about what the Sequel does, you almost have
to talk about products twice its price to get a
relative understanding of its virtues.

producing avery desirable piece of "budget

Gayle Sanders, President

esoterica." Thank you once again for the

Martin-Logan, Ltd.

opportunity of areply.
Bob Abraham
QED Audio Products, Ltd.

Martin-Logan Sequel
loudspeaker
Editor:
Thank you for an informative and thorough
review. So many of Lewis Lipnick's observations of the Sequel were well-founded that I
find we concur on most issues, from room
placement to image size, transparency, and
musicality.
LL accurately places our design goals for the
Sequel when he mentions that it was created
as apractical, minimum-compromise product.
However, in some ways, listening to the Sequel
can be deceptive; its performance achieves
new realms in some areas, yet its electrical
interaction is different from traditional speaker
products in others.
The acoustic distortion of the Sequel measures less than 0.08% throughout most of the
audio spectrum (ie, from 200Hz to 30kHz). You
can literally measure distortion variances
between different amplifiers by measuring
them via its acoustic output. Additionally, since

Koss PRO/450 headphones
Editor:
Iam pleased that Peter Mitchell "fell in love"
with the sound of the Koss PRO/450, but feel
that Imust take issue with some of the comments made regarding the performance of the
stereophone.
It is important to note that the PRO/450
tested was apre-production unit (as PM indicated). The small air leak he described was
caused by the use of a prototype tool for
production of the bellows. We determined the
seal was inadequate, and the production tool
was built to completely seal the cup to the earplate, eliminating the leakage.
We agree with PM's determination that the
hard-tempered clock-spring steel headband in
the pre-production 'phone applied too much
tension to the ear; therefore, all current production headbands have been changed to 1075grade special-tempered spring steel. The reduction in tension provides for amore balanced
frequency response and exceptional comfort.
Note: the earcushions on the PRO/450 are not
liquid-filled as PM indicates—they are Koss

it is an electrostat, the Sequel interacts with

Pneumalite (air-filled) cushions which provide

speaker cable in away much different from
electromagnetic products. That, combined

just as good aseal as liquid and are preferred
by customers.

with the 30k bandwidth, forms adifferent'

The frequency-response readings as detailed
are very different from the response curve for

listening experience (with the exception of
other Martin-Logan speakers). Yet, as Mr. Lip-

the PRO/450 plotted using state-of-the-art test

nick noted, it establishes clarity and transparency as well.

equipment in the Koss lab. Iwould need more

When listening to cable differences, you are

used to evaluate the PRO/450 to determine if

listening to system interaction and not just the
cable. With less component interaction it can
appear that less change occurs. However, the

dures or in the pre-production headphone.
Koss is proud of the design, testing, and

low-distortion aspects of the Sequel allow you

production techniques we have developed
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specific information of the test procedures PM
the problems he found were in the test proce-
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since our creation of the SP/3 Stereophone in
1958. Iinvite Peter Mitchell to test aproduction

say, we have not felt this aproblem area on the
CD2 thus far.

'phone. I'm sure he'll find the sound consistently "extraordinarily smooth, musical, and
lifelike—better than any other dynamic head-

considered and thorough review.

Thanks once again to Stereopbile for awellBarry Fox, Marketing Manager
Celestion Industries, Inc.

phone," with all types of music.
MichaelJ. Koss, President
Koss Corporation

Cambridge CD2 CD player

Rotel RC -850 preamplifier
Editor:

Editor:

John Atkinson should be commended for the
considerable expertise and analysis evidenced

Cambridge owner and designer Stan Curtis is
well-known for his novel approach to compo-

Rotel RC-850. Given the fact that the RC-850

nent design, and the CD2 is no exception. His

was asked to compete with four excellent and

by his review of budget preamps including the

introduction of 16x oversampling on this

far more expensive preamps, JA's conclusions

machine is not aquestion of playing anumbers
game; it does bring benefits in terms of over-

were both well considered and fair.
Chris Browder

all resolution and presentation. Iam sure that
we will see more companies following this
road in the future.
We appreciate George Graves taking the time
to look at our new player. As well as answering
some q0estions about the CD2, his review
raises several to which Iwould like to respond:
There is no on/off switch for precisely the
reason indicated. The machine sounds better
when it is warm—so it is on all the time, eliminating any waiting period and ensuring consistency of performance. The machine also
allows you to turn off the distracting display,
if so desired, by using the "Standby" button in
"Play" mode. The tray will not open until the
display is restored.

Rotel of America

Parasound P/FET-900
preamplifier
Editor:
Thank you for JA's thorough review and enthusiastic recommendation of the Parasound
P/FET-900.
I'm pleased that he reported that the Parasound is the only unit among those compared
to use discrete devices exclusively. He is quite
correct that its FET design makes its 100+kHz
bandwidth quite immune to RF fields. That is
avery real consideration here in San Francisco,
where our products are created and tested.
The fact that he found the P/FET-900 even

George's comments and experiments with

more satisfying with its tone-control circuits

error correction on different machines are very

engaged testifies to the care with which they
were designed and built.

interesting. The reason for the CD2's ability to
play severely flawed discs is its 64k of errorcorrection capability. As far as we know, the
CD2 is the most powerful machine available in
this area.

1conceived the P/FET-900 for maximum
value and utility, where each and every function would actually be used and enjoyed. For

Finally, George can peg those eyebrows back
in place! The IC op-amps he describes are used

years to come. That is why Ielected to spend
the extra money to use four separate CMOS
switching brains. If he were to repeat this

to control the DC operating conditions within

review in five or six years, he'd find that the

the DACs—they are not in the signal path.
There are no analog sections in the player. The

P/FET-900 would be the only unit to sound
the same as today, without suffering the gradual

signal passes through the DIA converters,

loss of transparency caused by corrosion of
switch contacts.

through four pairs of metal-film summing resistors, and finally a polypropylene coupling
capacitor to the output terminals. As to the topend "strangeness" that is described: it would
be useful to know what other equipment and
cables were used for the listening sessions.
Without all the facts to hand, it is very difficult
to make avalid comment on this. Needless to
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My choice to omit an MC input was made
after interviewing many serious listeners. The
conclusion was clear: people who buy lowoutput MC cartridges are rarely satisfied by the
MC inputs of preamps and want to make their
own selection of astep-up device. This choice
is as personal as the cartridge/turntable,
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speakers, or any other part of the system. I
think it was aprudent decision to take the cost
of an MC stage that might not be utilized and
apply it to superior parts like the Wima capacitors, gold-plated jacks, heavily regulated
power supply, and substantial construction (the
P/FET-900 weighs 15-25% more than the
others).
One last thing. We are not a"large company,"
as his summary suggests. In fact, we are quite
abit smaller than our competitors, no matter
how polished our products are! We have been
reducing the number of Parasound dealers to
concentrate on those whose competence can
properly address the needs of serious listeners,
including those who are on abudget.
Richard Schram, President
Parasound Products, Inc.

PS Audio 200cx power amplifier
& 4.6 preamplifier
Editor:
What agreat review! Iguess I'll take back what
Itold Larry Archibald, at the TAS dinner, about
Stereophi/e's "non-rave" policy.
Just one brief caveat about the information
in the review is all Ihave to contribute, but first
Itoo would like to follow up on the 4.6 review
After agreat deal of deliberation subsequent
to your review, we have decided to make a
larger power supply as standard equipment on
the 4.6. The power supply TJN reviewed was
a 50W supply; we will now go to a 250W
supply.
So many of your readers have contacted us
after the review, wanting to know if there is an

entirely accurate to say the 200cx was not rated
for low impedances. Iwould think that 1to 2
ohms would fit anyone's definition of a"low
impedance."
Thanks, again, for agreat review.
Paul McGowan, President
PS Audio

Philips FT-565 tuner
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on
Donald Scott's review of the Philips FT-565
tuner. While we are quite comfortable with the
review itself, the conclusion that follows begs
comment.
DS is obviously disappointed that Philips has
not yet introduced atuner that aspires to a
higher level of performance. While it is nearly
impossible to engineer an entire line of components that will satisfy every buyer in ashort
period of time, we are planning to expand our
tuner offerings in the near future. Stay tuned.
DS also seems to have aproblem with the
"Made in Japan" label. While we are indeed a
Europe-based company, Philips operates a
number of audio component factories around
the world. For example, we produce CD
players at facilities in Belgium, Japan, and
recently, North America. 'Rulers are sourced
from Philips factories in Japan and Germany.
In fact, there are more than adozen different
Philips factories producing audio products
around the world. The important point to note
here is that these are Philips factories; none of
the components in our new audio line are
OEM'd. For the record, all design and engineer-

alternative to adding the $450 M-500 supply

ing is coordinated through out headquarters

(heavily discussed in the review), that we have

in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, regardless of
where the end product is produced.

now provided one.
The good news is that the price will only go
up $80! Furthermore, any owner of our 4.5 or

David Birch-Jones, Marketing Manager
Philips Audio Separates, CD, CDV

4.6 can upgrade for $150. It is not even necessary to send their units in. Just contact your
dealer or us for details.

AVA Super PAS Three
Editor:

With respect to the 200cx review, Tom men-

To summarize John Atkinson's follow-up on

tioned that the 'cx was not rated to drive low-

the Super PAS Three phono section, it appears

impedance loads. Yet it is rated foi 2-ohm oper-

that Stanley Lipshitz suggested the Super PAS

ation and will drive 1-ohm loads to boot. Are
we talking about lower than that? In my expe-

Three was "liked" for its non-linearities, rather

rience, Ihaven't run into aload the 200cx
couldn't handle yet.
May Irespectfully submit that while there
may be afew amplifiers that are able to drive
lower-impedance loads, Idon't think it was
Stereophile, December 1988

than for any virtues. Mr. Atkinson has further
investigated and confirmed that the preamp is
not overloading under any reasonable set of
conditions, and thus Lipshitz's worries are
unfounded—the preamplifier is respected
because it treats the musical signal well.
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We appreciate that even someone making as
careful an objective and subjective evaluation

doesn't seem that the MSB deserves to be in

as Atkinson did of our Super PAS Three was

Iknow it must be extremely difficult to balance
out all the factors regarding rankings. But Ifeel

willing to go back and further test when doubts
were raised about the validity of his subjective
judgment. We are pleased (but not surprised)
when his further objective testing confirmed
that his original subjective evaluation was
indeed correct.
Finally, we should reassure Stereopbile

Class C with these other units in Class Bor A.

that Tom's comments on the MSB should rank
it higher than it is, or that you might possibly
have another reviewer take aserious listen to
validate ahigher ranking.
Thanks for taking the time to look this over.
Continued success with your magazine!

readers that many of our clients use Grado cartridges (we sell them), and we have never had
any feedback from our clients about warp wow
problems with the Super PAS Three.
Frank Van Aistine
Audio by Van Alstine, Inc.

Mike Dzurko
President, Audio Concepts, Inc.

Versa Dynamics turntable
Editor:
Please note that the noise reduction enclosure
for our air pump is, and has been since Novem-

Audio -Technica MC cartridges

ber 1987, provided as standard equipment with

Editor:
In regard to Alvin Gold's October review of the

all Model 2.0 systems. This housing is not a
$600 option, as noted in your listing in"Recom-

Audio Technica MC cartridges, we would like
you to mention that Lyle Cartridges will be

the unit. \Ve have notified our dealers of aprice

importing these models as well. I'm certain that
this information will be of use to your readers.
Eric Le Warter, VP
Lyle Cartridges

Audio Concepts MSB CD player
Editor:
Ijust wanted to make afew comments regarding our CD player, the MSB unit that Tom Norton reviewed earlier in the year [Vol.11 No.3].

mended Components," but an integral part of
rise to take effect on November 15, 1988. Please
be advised that after that date, the Model 2.0
will retail for S12,500. The only option will
remain the rosewood enclosure at $750.
Additionally, we note that we have apparently been negligent in informing everyone of
our address. All contacts with us should be
made at: Versa Dynamics, Orchard House,
Cedar Grove Road, Media, PA 19063. Tel: (215)
356-6915.

The on-off switch was disabled many
months ago, eliminating the "humongous"
pulse referred to in the "Recommended Components" section of Vol.11 No.10. Leaving the
unit permanently on also does away with the

John Bicht
Versa Dynamics

Lazarus Cascade Basic
preamplifier
Editor:

need for alengthy warmup period. Tom has

Iam writing in reference to the comment in the

known about this fact for along time (I'm sure

October 1988 issue of Stereophi/e, stating that
the Cascade Basic is being deleted from the

his unit is set up this way).
In the same issue, Tom refers to the MSB
player both in the Marantz CD-94 and CAL
Tempest reviews. In both cases he makes very
favorable comments about the MSB. Unless I
read it wrong, it sure looks like Tom favors the
sonics of the MSB over the Marantz unit. Considering the difference in price, the MSB has a
real advantage In aprevious issue, it looked like

"Recommended Components" list "due to
reported reliability problems."
While Ido not contest your right to remove
my product from "Recommended Components," Iwould like to advise you of the actual
return rate of these preamplifiers.
Ihave broken down, by serial number, how
many units have been returned for correction,

the MSB was considered different, but equal

and find 3.4% of those units sold in 1988 devel-

to the Mod Squad Prism. Even the comments

oped some sort of difficulty. Of these, all have
been properly serviced and returned to the

in "Recommended Components" indicate
that.
Yet. ..
Especially considering price/value, it just

customer with no further problem whatsoever.
Evidence to substantiate these figures can be
supplied upon request.

eaâbric.
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Coherent art made possible by:
Alphason • Boston • Bryston • Cal.
Audio • Dahlquist • D.B. Systems •
Denon • Infinity R.S.V.P. • Lux •
McIntosh • Magnepan • Monster •
NAD • Paradigm • Polk • Rogers •
Snell • Straight Wire • Systemdek
• Threshold • V.P.I. • Zeta • and
others.

THE SOUNDING BOARD
75 FRANKLIN AVENUE

electronics

COUNTERPOINT
NAD • DENON
MOD SQUAD
REVOX • McINTOSH
PROTON •TANDBERG
loudspeakers

M&K •MIRAGE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
B&W •SONANCE
VANOERSTEEN
MONITOR AUDIO
turntables

o

RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450

201-445-5006

In Southern California

11161L011‘11 11.1111C11111

SERVICE SUPPORTING SALES
15600 ROSCOE BLVD.

VAN NUYS. CA91406

(818) 781-4700

WELL TEMPERED
SOTA
THORENS
DENON

Audio Den offers quality Equipment and

video

For those who seek Excellence in the
reproduction of Music— We offer Custom

FOSGATE
SHURE HTS
PIONEER
PROTON

Professional guidance to the Music Lover.

Home Installation and Personal Service.

accessories

AUDIOQUEST
KIMBER KABLE
SIGNET •MONSTER
CWO FURNITURE
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Your Happiness and Satisfaction
is our Primary Goal
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Upon survey of my dealers, the Cascade
Basic, at 3.4%, comes out to be one of the more
reliable products available in the high-end as
well as mid -fi markets.
Based upon our relatively low return rate, we
request that you reconsider your deletion of
the Cascade Basic Preamplifier from "Recommended Components."
Greg Miller. President
Lazar us Electronics
Sony CDP-RI IDAS -R1 CD
player

RI Compact Disc reference playback system.
We were particularly pleased that Gordon took
the time to note the many detailed steps that
have been undertaken by our ES engineers in
order to insure the most musically accurate
sound reproduction possible from the CD
format.
As always, your readers should find the continuing evolution of CD-player technology
most interesting, as many important refinements have been made over the years in CDplayer design. In fact, by introducing such concepts as outboard D/A conversion, 18-bit linear

Editor:

processing, single master clock architecture,

N.IVe would like to thank J. Gordon Holt and Ste-

and diecast linear motor transports, Sony is
proud to have played aleading role in raising

reopbile for reviewing the Sony CDP-R1 /DAS -

You could pay more...

... for adiscrete FET Class A
preamp. But you wouldn't get
low distortion CMOS electronic
switching, premium German
polypropylene capacitors, gold
plated jacks and the sonic
excellence of the Parasound
P/FET-900.

... for an AM/FM quartz synthesizer tuner. But you wouldn't get
such wide IF tandwidth for pure
audio response, high sensitivity
and the sleek fluorescent display
of the Parasound TI DO-260.

But why 7

... for a2x90 watt high current
amp. But you wouldn't get
lightning-fast 60MHz outputs,
costly German polypropylene
capacitors, 260 watts in mono,
relay protection, level controls
and the rock solid imaging of
the Parasound HCA-80011.

When Parasound offers you awhole range of extraordinary
components with more quality for your money.

Parasound Products, Inc.
950 Battery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
415 397-7100
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CanadJan Distributor
Pro Acoustics
227 GBrunswick Blvd
Pointe Claire Quebec
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sttfAiTezFee411
The BEST Service.

The BEST Audio Equipment.

•AR •Adcom •Alphason
•Apogee •Audible Illusions
•Audio Research •Bang & Olufsen
•Belles •B&K • B&W •Counterpoint
• Dahlquist •Dual • Eminent Technology
•Grado • Hafler •Janis •Kinergetics
• Koetsu •Live Wire •Magnavox
• Monitor Audio • Monster/Genesis
•NAD •NEC • Nakamichi •Philips
• Pioneer Elite •Polk Audio •PS Audio
•Shure Ultra •Signet •Sota •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdek
.Target •Thorens • Ultra •VPI• Yamaha

The BEST Video Equipment.

Delivery and custom installations are
available from all three locations.
Technician on premises in Manhattan.

The BEST Advice.

At Audio Breakthroughs, when you
talk to a salesperson, you'll be talking
to a long-time audiophile who loves
music as much as you do.

The BEST Quality.

Every piece of equipment sold at
Audio Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by our staff
before we agree to feature it.

The BEST Locations.

•Canon • Harman/Kardon •JVC
. Magnavox • NAD • NEC •Philips
•Pioneer • Proton •Shure
•Sony •Yamaha

Easy to reach from anywhere In the
tri -state area. Open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

AudioBreakthroughs
•New York City -199 Amsterdam Ave. at 69th St
•Manhasset -1534 Northern Blvd. on the Miracle Mile
*Woodbury -Torreon,Commons on Jericho Tpke

212-595-7157
516-627-7333
516 367-7171

SOUND THAT
moursvni
Tyr (IFS YOU..
MOUES YOU...
It vou •pemi

much time in your car as we do in ours, (regrettably, more than in your listen-

ing room) you owe it to yourself to call or visit us.
You take your music seriously. So do we. At Redline Audio, we help you take it with you —
wherever you go. The only greater pleasure than driving a fine car is driving one with extraordinary sound. Redline features SOUNDSTREAM amplifiers, designed by Nelson Pass of Threshold
Industries, a premier home stereo manufacturer. The KEF speakers you trust for your home, we
trust for your car.
Allow our award-winning staff to help you design the car audio system of your dreams. Visit.
(all or write us. You'll hear from our best spokespeople:
KEF
SOUNDSTREAM
STILLWATER
CARVER

PHILLIPS
SONY

MOREL

BLAUPUNKT

MONSTER CABLE

CLIFFORD ALARMS

CELLULAR PHONES TOO!
laia. the ,otind that moues you, moves with you

orris INC
ILULII Ir
201-326-9797

187 Speedwell Ave.

Morristown, NJ 07 ,1 (
,

Most major credit cards accepted.
Mail orders welcome
4
.1
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aàio azvan cme nts
P.O. Box 15 Verona, NJ 07044
Tel: 201-857-1422

the standards for CD-player performance.
While some of these technologies may have
seemed superfluous at first, their worth was
eventually proven in the creation of true stateof-the-art products that stood the test of time.
Therefore we were not surprised that, amid the
many accolades given the RI, Gordon described
its low-end response as "heavier" compared

Fax: 201-633-0172

to other CD players (including previous Sony
models which he has repeatedly cited as being
"unsurpassed" in this area). We suspect that
what Gordon calls "not boomy or soggy, just
more" is, in fact, simply more accurate bass
reproduction, primarily due to the RI's unique
jitter-free circuitry design.

Seteece,,,ezem,
We-e3

(1,

el eaves
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extending the frontiers of audio
Uedleu Inquines invIted ,

OM

Ultimately, as previous technological breakthroughs have shown, we at Sony feel confident that this latest development will once
again set the direction for the rest of the industry to follow. But for now, Gordon's appreciation of the CDF-RI/DAS-R1 as "the best CD
player Ihave heard" is more than asatisfying
footnote to our accomplishment.
Once again, thanks for an honest and objective review.
Michael Lyons, Manager
Sony High Fidelity Products

Rhode Island's
State-Of-The-Art
Audio Store.

304 Thayer Sreet
Providence. RI
14011521-1140
Open Mon-Fn II-8. Sal 11.6
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E. Samford Ave
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Pkwy
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
3963 Cottagehill

Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 N. Texas
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave

ALASKA

Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 E. Main St

Anchorage
Shimeks
405 E. Northern Lights BI

Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica

ARIZONA

Irvine
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr #116

Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Tower Records
3949 E. Thomas Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way. Ste 1
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E. Broadway

CALIFORNIA
Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
Tower Records
Classical Annex
2585 Telegraph Ave
Campbell
Sound Goods
2627 S Bascom Ave
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave

Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W. Lancaster BI
Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N. Hwy 101
Los Angeles
Bel-Air Camera & Hi -Fi
1025 Westwood BI
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
646 N. Robertson
Paris Audio
12401 Wilshire BI
Mission Viejo
Home Technology Systems
28251 Marguerite Pkwy 0C
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Monterey Park
Gene Rubin Audio
529 S. Lincoln
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave

Capitola
Cymbaline Records
1475 41st Ave

Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th St

Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4

Absolute Audio
1232 N. Tustin

Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill #139
Omega Music & Video
228 W. Bonita
Concord
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2151G Salvio
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek BI
Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 E. Croll Ct
El Toro
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd

Orange

Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E. Colorado BI
Riverside
SpeakerCratt
6282 Magnolia Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
3019 D St
Nears Speakers & Stereo
1728 Fulton Ave

Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N. El Camino

Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave

Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura BI

San Carlos
Digital Sonics
336 El Camino Real
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San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa BI
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena BI

COLORADO
Boulder
A D Systems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe

San Francisco
Audio Excellence
425 Washington St

Cherry Creek

Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St

24
U
S
8D
Te
ect
r
h
oit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon

Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St

Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
Listen Up
999 S. Logan
Fort Collins
Sound Hounds
646 S College

San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera

CONNECTICUT

San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N Milpas
Santa Maria
Jett Lynn Audio
5455 Explanada Ave
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave, #400
Audio Shoppe
1322 2nd St. Ste 22B
Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire BI
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt.)

Fairfield
Audio Design
195 Trunxis Hill Rd
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Laser Sight & Sound
4723 Concord Pike

DIST. OF COLUMBIA

Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire BI
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St

Needle in aHaystack
1990 K St
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura BI

FLORIDA

Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
1970-4 Sequoia
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
23232 Hawthorne BI
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W. 11th St
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe BI
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
6840 W Sunset BI
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach BI
Woodland Hills
Pans Audio
20037 Ventura BI
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura BI

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St

Clearwater
Rising Sounds
3135 US 19 N.
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Pkwy SE #6
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 S. 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside HI #10
Jupiter
Sound Wave
4050 US #1
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S. Dixie Hwy
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Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N. Dale Maybry

GEORGIA

Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Music. Music, Music
Buckhead and
N. Lake Tower Festival

Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilburn
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 CharmIla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII

Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W. Wabash, Ste S

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St

IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert

KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace

KENTUCKY

Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S. Beretania #207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St

Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Road
Musical Images of Kentucky
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd

IDAHO

LOUISIANA

Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Rd

ILLINOIS
Barrington
Take One Audio Video
203-D W. NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S. Harper
Acme Audio & Recording Co
3821 N. Southport
Audio Video Option
141 W. Jackson BI
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River Pl
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 W. Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St

Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabel
New Orleans
Oliver's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Ln
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgie Ave

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stuffings St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
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Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio
95 Vassar St
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd.
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
JAM Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N. Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave

MISSOURI
Ballwin
Flip's Stereo Place
15050 Manchester Rd
St, Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood BI

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Natural Sound
233 N. 48th St, Ste P

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tower Records
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy

Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Dr

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S. Main St
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc.
402 Amherst St, Ste 310
Salem
Cuomo's
291 S. Broadway

NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Route 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17 N.
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Wyckoff
Conklin's Inc.
637 Wyckoff Ave

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galusteo News
201 Galisteo St
Ovation Audio
1310 Osage. Ste A
Santa Fe Sight & Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109

NEW YORK
Astoria
Steinway Sound
25-15 Steinway St
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WE CREATE MASTERPIECES
FOR YOUR EARS
• AUDIO RESEARCH
• CAL AUDIO LABS
• MARTIN LOGAN
• COUNTERPOINT
• MAGNEPAN
• KYOCERA
• MIRAGE
• ORACLE
• ROGERS
• SOTA

2020 N. TEXAS ST
FAIRFIELD CA, 94533

707.422-3340

CLARITY

Audio Owners
"Clarity Interconnects are orders
of magnitude better than any other
I've heard." C. Jordan
"Striking 3-Dimensional layering of
images and whistle clean sonic
purity." G. Hoffman

WILSON AUDIO
B d W MATRIX
VAN DEN HUL
QUICKSILVER
SUMIKO/SME
NAKAMICHI
DALHQUIST
ADCOM
ENTEC
SPICA
NAD
MIT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2151 G SALVIO
CONCORD CA 94520

415.676-8990

ARCAM

AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
BY A&R CAMBRIDGE
Bringing music to your ears

"Surprising improvement in bass
response - adds visceral impact
on small speakers." R. Moon
"Airy, extended & sweet highs,
cleanest mid-bass." D. Goldman
"Most important upgrade I've ever
made in my system." F. Liokumovich
15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

S395 per 1Meter Pair,
including WBT jacks.
Clarity Audio Systems, 808 Post Street
Suite 709, San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 641-7130 Dealer Inquiries Welcome

22.1

Integrated Amplifiers
•Tuners •Compact Disc
Players •Outboard Dto A
Converters •Phono
Cartridges •Loudspeakers.
Call or write for your nearest dealer
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Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St

Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave

Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave

Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347

Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N. Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Auto-Sound Plus
947-949 Troy. Schenectady
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E. Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern BI
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E. Route 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
Leonard Radio
55W. 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
6th Ave Electronics
1024 6th Ave
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E. 33rd
Tower Records
692 Broadway
Tower Records
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave

Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie BI E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E. Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave

NORTH CAROLINA

Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 S. Boulevard
Sound Systems
3748 E. Independence BI
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr

OHIO
Cincinnati
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S. Hamilton Rd
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Camelot Music
6313 Sawmill Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col. Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N. Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S. 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
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Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jarniesons' Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
2806 S. Harvard

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th st

PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E. Wayne St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. State St
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
2883 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T. Pinero

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Operation Audio
437 N. Pleasantburg Dr
Sound Source
2516 E North St
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St

TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research BI

Beaumont
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 1D
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr #106
Concert Sound
71038 Blanco Rd

UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington BI
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S. Highland Dr

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E. Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products & Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6519 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Bellingham
Landing Discs & Tapes
1307 11th St
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
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WARNING! Your "source" may be malfunctioning. In
excess of 90% of the audiophiles in America may be
suffering from asubacute form of hypercerumenism. This
disease is insidious. It oozes up with-out notice The human
body has, as abuilt-in defense mechanism, glands within
the external auditory canal which secrete a golden
substance. Some have mistakenly thought this to be a
divine dispensation a fluid of superconductivity
•
abalm to enhance the faculty of hearing...leading t
o
the "golden ear"
Similarly, one of our noble competitors reminds us that
IT all starts with the source. To compound things, after
skillfully winning the battle of logic and reason, The
Source has become enshrined to the point that no selfrespecting member of this cult would be caught dead
cleaning their licorice pizzas...totally uncool.
The New Physics helps us to know that all matter
exists in relationship. Nothing free stands; it's all atwoway street. If Istand on my left foot of subjectivityl the
first point of body self-referral is the ear drum =the source
of the human listening experience. If Istand on my right
foot of objectivityl the old pizza wins.
To make along story short, we can't clean your albums.
and we ain't gonna clean your ears. However, we truly feel
that we've done afine job of cleaning up the weak link
in the audio chain the speakers. Amrita Audio builds
"Vedar For Your Ears" •
from the Heartland.

AMRITA AUDIO

PO Box 579, Davenport, Iowa 52805

(800) 4-AMRITA

WHAT PRICE
HIGH END?
Incredible Imaging.
Room Audibility.
Dynamic Capability.
Spectral Accuracy.
$450.00 Per Pair.
The Audiophile-File'" says "I can
say with all honesty that I have
never -and Imean never -heard
any dynamic or other monopolar
speaker with such a sense of room
audibility" (JFT -10/87)

Find out for yourself.
Lantana tads.

Lantana

P.O Box 1958 •Garden Grove, CA 92642
(800) 234 -TADS (8237)

GOLDSTANDS
FULLY ASSEMBLED SPEAKER STANDS

> II> I> IWAIN> Ate

KIMBER KABLETM
Dealers, customers, reviewers and manufacturers have all been raving about the new Kim ber Silver cables. We can arrange for your hone.
audition. Call us for your nearest dealer.
Slusical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

Goldstands are the only
stands guaranteed to make
an audible difference

Cost effective cables
8peaker wire-$1.00 per toot up to $180.00 per fmg. Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables

you're satisfied with or

KC- I$68.00 /meter pair

your money back!!!

KCAG USO/meter pair

Angled. straight, tall,
short, sand filled.
spiked.

CUSTOM STANDS
OUR SPECIALTY

KCTG SOSO/meter pair
MI other lengths, including custom are available. All are avail.tble with balanced XLR.

KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

Goldstands, 229 Nassau Rd.
Huntington, NY 11743. 516-427-4813
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Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

CANADA
National Distributor
Fenwick, Ontario
Ruehle Marketing
850 Roland Rd
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave
BRITISH COWMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Music Works
4740 Main St
Straight Gain
Electronics
2220 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E.
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5Speedvale Ave E.
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
Globe Discount
217 King St E.
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St

Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Saros
132 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 /
2 Bank St
1
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great American Sound
402 Queen St W.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E.
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W.
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W.
Essex Audio Consultants
322 Pelissier
QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Fona
Ostergade 47
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Vejle
S.K. Sound
Vissinggade 7
Viborg
Frydendahl Hi -Fi
Sot. Mathiasgade 72
Aalborg
AC Radiohuset
Boulevarden 16
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21
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Aarhus
Cilla Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
MP. Bruunsgade 36
FINLAND
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland
HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekirron-Cho
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Firstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D R Britton Ltd
3Sydney St

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Zurich
Ensemble AG SA LTD
H. Annoni Strasse 23
CH-4132 Muttenz
Aarau
Stimmgabel —H. Ineichen
im - City Mart"
Bern
Klingler Hi -Fi
Obere Zollgasse 296
Lugano
Musicdoor
Quartiere Maghetti
Thun
Audiotechnik Luthi
Frutigenstrase 61b
Zurich
Hi -Fi Muller
Merkurstrasse 45
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Taitu Electronics
Chung Ching S. Rd
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
388 U-Chareon Village
Rachada Rd
Huay-Kwang BKK 10310
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Newstand Distributor
Periodicals in Particular
1Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Rd
Glasgow 02
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln

NORWAY

Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden

National Distributor
Oslo
Audio Import Ltd.
Box 9193 Vaterland

KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Flair System
BI-03/04, Katong Peoples
Complex
112 E. Coast Rd
SPAIN

Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St
WEST GERMANY
National Distributor

National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jot re, 22

6Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
& Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads: Commercial, $1.75 per word, $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Slereophile, Classified Ad Department, PO. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

FOR SALE
NO RISK GUARANTEE! AID SYSTEMS LTD. In stock:
Nelson-Reed Pro System (8-04/B loudspeakers with
1204 subwoofers); van den Hut Silver (interconnects
& speaker wires); Tice Power Block & Titan, AC power
line purification & conditioning system, AC energy
storage system; Paulson Isolation Bases, air suspension!
CD stabilizer rings by Sims, amust! Classe electronics
(DR-3-'VHC amp!); inquiries, mailing list, newsletter:
2525 Arapaboe Ave., Suite E4-284, Boulder CO
80302. Visa/MC/Amex. (303)443-4443, (812)6833975 eves. $6 for analog list.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube /ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Bcor243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
STAX, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko,
Grace, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation
and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court
Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816. No mail
orders, please.
NAKAMICHI 1000ZXL CASSETTE RECORDER, like
new, $1500 or best offet Call Bob (414)388-2153 after
6pm CDT
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II recordings. 2000 available. Great prices—example: Dark Side of Moon, $45.
Elusive Dise 4216 Beverly Blvd., Suite 230, Los
Angeles, CA 90004. (213)388-7176.
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperex, Telefunlcen,
Gold lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, same-day
shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronics, 7110

DeCelis Pl., PO Box 7323-Dept se Van Nuys, CA
91406. In California, (800)422-4277. Outside
California, (800)422-4250.
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION of used McIntosh
and JBL Alnico components. Reproduction Hartfields,
amust-hear for 8-10k speaker-system buyers. Free
audition, transportation with purchase. Call for details.
John Wolff, (313)229-5191.
CD PLAYER OWNERS: Bypass the preamp! This
"straight wire" volume control between your CD and
amplifier yields the ultimate sonics. CD/Aux
Source/Preamp/Tape switching; "Boums CP" volume controls, gold-plated jacks, diecast enclosure.
$199 postpaid, free COD, 10-day trial. Information
and orders: (212)865-4549. Spectrum Physics Dept.
D, CUPO. Box 250079, NY, NY 10025.
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AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS FROM SOUND ADVICE! Fifth
annual Christmas sale. Mobile Fidelity, Reference
Recordings, etc. UHQRs, Rolling Stones collections.
VISA and MC accepted. Fast service. Collector's items
not found in overcrowded stores make excellent gifts!
Sound Advice, 8215 Grand, K.C., MO 64114. (816)
361-2713.
FOR SALE: LUXMAN PD-300 BELT-DRIVE Ti' with

Premier Fr-3 arm, $550; ProAc Tablettes (black ash,
original version), $325/pr without stands; Audio
Research SP-7 preamp, $525; Denon PRA-1000
preamp, $200; Yamaha CD-2 CD player, $225;
Yamaha B2X power amp. $550; Pioneer LD-1100 laser
disc player, $275. Call 7bm at (702)452-3644 evenings
and weekends (PDT).
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, Lyrita,
EMI, Decca, Opus III, RCA Living Stereo, Mercury Living Presence, Casino Royale, Linn, Odin, North Star.
Dealer inquiries invited. One-stop distributor prices
for audio stores. Accessories by Audioquest, recordcleaning machine by Nitty Gritty, and Last record-care
products. Chad Kassem, PO Box 2043, Salina, KS
67402-2043. (913)825-8609.
MUSICAL IMAGES, IN CENTRAL CALIF., where we
feature Vandersteen, PSE, Quicksilver, Modulus IIC,
MFA Magus, Linn Products, and — The Wirer The Musical Interconnect, please call (209)449-0707 "because
your music is important."
HIGH-END AUDIO SALES and installations. Superphon, Nelson-Reed, Distech, Systemdek, Arcici, DNM,
Spectrum, and more. Beveridge Audio, Mon.-Sat.,
10am- lOpm EST (212)601-4346, ask jorJoe
20' PAIR INTERLINK REFERENCE Acables, $150. Call
Tim (915)856-4425.
QUALITY AUDIO IN THE MIDWEST—Rotel, Arcam,
Sumo, Counterpoint, Belles, British Fidelity, Dolan,
Lazarus, Ttue Image, Kinergetics, Berning, B&W, Monitor, Focus, Mordaunt Short, Epos, NHT, Spendor,
Rogers, Dahlquist, ads, Duntech, Magnum, Ariston,
Rega, Systemdek, Audioquest, Kimbet Aural, SSI, Merrill, Garrott, Philips. Musical Images of Kentucky,
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr, Louisville, KY 40241,
(502)339-9000 .
KINERGETICS PREAMP, model KPA- 1. Hardly used.
New condition, in original box. One year old. Originally $800, asking $500. (914)352-0921 Ken.
TEST YOUR CD PLAYER with the critically acclaimed
NOW ikrany test dies: "Compact 'kg" (one disc) $17,
"Digital lèst" (two discs) $34. Ppd. Details and catalog
of audio equipment and accessories: DB Systems,
Main Street, Rindge NH 03461. (603)899-5121.
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SAVINGS 1040%, MID-FI TO HIGH END. Over 100
brands, nobody beats our prices. Full warranty, free
shipping. Quality Audio (902)582-3990, 7- lOpm EST
AFFORDABLE HIGH-END AUDIO—Acoustic Energy
AE-1 (Stereopbile %k1. II No 9), ACS Thlsc 'flaps, AudiNe Illusions, Audioquest-LiveWire, Aural Symphonies,
B&K, Celestion SL-700 (Sterrophile Vo1.11 No 9)
Celestion's new SL-Si bi- wire serles, Chicago stands,
Epos ES-14, Entec, Gold Aero tubes, Kimber Kahle,
Magnum Dynalab, Merlin, Mod Squad, Niles Audio,
Philips Audio/Video, Philips CD-960, CD-880 disc
players, PSE, Rega, Start, Sonrise handcrafted cabinet
systems, llira Labs, Velodyne, and more. Custom installation available. For more information orfree brochure andlyre literature please call (301)890-3232.
IS. Audio, One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD
20866 Audition by appointment, Monday thru Friday,
10am to 7pm. Saturday 11 to 5. M/C, Visa, Amex.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review, December 1986. $21.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003,
Las Vegas, NV 89132.

NEW CANAAN, CONNECTICUT: Analogic Design,
Apogee, Aragon, Aural Symphonies, B&K, Don j
Cochran, Convergent Audio, Eminent Technology,
Klyne, Magnum Dynalab, Mod Squad, Monitor Audio,
Nelson-Reed, Nestorovic Labs, Rega, SME, SOTA,
Sumiko, Phlox, YBA. Audio Images, 80 Main Street,
06840. (203)972-1361.
THE AUDIBLE ILLUSION MOD2B.Factory-sealed box,
$600. Magnavox CDB560, factory-sealed box, $125.
Linn Kan speakers, mint, $400. Call 7brn (914)248-8519.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components on display: Counterpoint
SA3.I, SA12; PS4.6, 100C; Conrad-Johnson PV8
(replaces PV5), OF' CD; Audible Illusions 2C; Mod
Squad Prism CD (IAR la rating); Acoustat Spectra
22&33; Spica Angelus; Vkl1-1L-mpered;
lodyne sub.
woofers; Magnum tuner; Fosgate surround-sound;
MIT, Motif, Sonop,raphe, Adcom, B&K, Superphon,
Music Reference, Vortex, Palantir, Spectrum, Rauna,
Soundlab, VPI, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Sumiko, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, Monster, Randall, Straight
Wire. (714)861-5413, appointment.
THE FINEST EQUIPMENT, EXPERT ADVICE, out-

SPECIALISTS IN AFFORDABLE HIGH-END AUDIO
& customer service: B&K, Musical Concepts, Angstrom, Merlin, Kinergetics, AR turntable, Straight Wire,
Chicago Stand, Echo Muffs, Sumo. Ariel, Carmel, IN
46032. VISA/MC. (317)846-9766, (317)841-7154.
Eves. /Wkds.

standing prices! Krell, SOTA, Apogee, Quad, Counterpoint, Wilson Audio, Maplenoll, Eminent lèchnology, VPI, Meitner, Audible Illusions, Entec, California
Audio, Quicksilver, more! Virtually all cartridge and
cable lines. Free newsletter Galen Carol Audio, (512)
494-3551.

SELL: FOSGATE DSM 3602 surround sound, orig.

ONE PAIR KRELL KMA 100s, less than one year old,
excellent condition, transferrable warranty, $4000.
(404)295-2630, Georgia.

$1200, under warranty, $650. Sansui D77, $150. dbx
4BX, $350. (404)752-7772.

- AFTER

A DECADE OF R & D-

Rare Records Ltd.
Gary Allabach, former manager of
Gryphon Records and Jerry Gladstein,
announce the opening of an unusual
shop for the purchase and sale of

LP vinyl records

Collections from 10 to 100,000 wanted
This patented design allows an $850
G&A Rare Records Ltd.

pair of loudspeakers to outperform

139 West 72nd Street

speakers costing many times their

New York, NY 10023

price.

(Between Broadway and Columbus Ave.)
212 877-5020

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
(716) 244-6027 • 2604 Elmwood Ave.
Suite 105 • Roch.. NY 14618
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'Progressive Audio,
A New Level!
With

our upward

expansion to

seven listening rooms, we invite you
to experience the best in high end
audio.

Central Ohio's exclusive
dealer for :
Infinity IRS Beta, CAL, Krell,
Mod Squad, RPG, SOTA,
SME, Virtuoso DTI, Thiel,
Vandersteen, VPI TNT,
Wilson Watt, Entec,
Spectral...

ppoapouvE
AUDIO
1764 N. High St. Columbus, OH 43201

(614) 299-0565

NEALS

SPEAKERS &STEREO
QUALITY AUDIO AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

audio
specialists Inc.
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •Kyocera
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Onkyo
•DBX •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Monster
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the electronics store!
401
..,,
N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219)234-5001

I

KINERGETICS KCD-30

GOLD SERIES
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Introducong

Speaker Rebuilding &Custom Installations
For Over 32 Years

•GRADO
•PHILIPS
•BOSTON ACOUSTICS
•ONKYO
•DENON
•PEERLESS
•H/K CITATION
•APATURE
•MOREL
•SHAHINIAN ACOUSTICS

The State-of-the-Art
in compact disc players

•SUMO
•BEDINI
•BOOTH AUDIO
_ArirMe—
•HARMAN/KARDON
•TANNOY
•ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
•MONSTER CABLE
•AUDIO FURNITURE

THE ULTIMATE IN 16 BIT
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY WITH
THE AIR AND OPENNESS OF
THE FINEST ANALOG DISCS.

TECHNOLOGY IS FOR SALE AT ANY STORE
BUT THE ART OF MUSIC REPRODUCTION
IS AVAILABLE ONLY AT NEAL'S
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

(916) 486-9372 mn1728 FULTON AVE

SACRAMENTO, CALIF.

112 e_

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 RESEDA BLVD • TARZANA. CA 91356 • (8119 345-2931
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A $50,000 SOUND FOR LESS THAN $10,000? You'll
be surprised how close we come with help from
Martin-Logan, Threshold, Well-Tempered, ConradJohnson, Mod Squad, Dahlquist, MIT. Our under$2500 Spendor/B&K system is unbeatable, too. Also
AR, Entec, Forte, Fried, Grado, Haller, Magnum
Dynalab, Magnavox, lluget, van den Hul, VPI. Champagne Audio, 39E. Green, Cbampaign, IL 6/820.
UNPARALLELED MUSICAL REPRODUCTION, from
the complete line of NOSC home audio loudspeakers.
Built for performance, and covered by afive-year warranty and 30-day money-back guarantee. Free
brochure. NOSC, Box 13023, Akron, OH 44313.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END—ASC Tube 11-aps, Audible Illusions, Audioquest, B&K, Celestion SL, Chicago
Stands, Kimber !Cable, Kindel, Magnum DynaLib, Merlin, Mod Squad, Morel Acoustics, Niles Audio, PSE,
Sonrise, Velodyne, CD players, Philips, Rega, Epos,
and more. For more information or free brochure and
free literature, please call (301)890-3232. IS. Audio,
One Cbildress Ci., Burtonsville MD 20866. Audition
by appointment. Monday through Friday, 10am to
7pm; Saturday, 11 to 5. MC/Visa, Amex.
PHONO ONLY PREAMP, highly reviewed, factory
direct $149. For literature and reviews call (800)6376695 ext. 2825.
AUDIOPHILE PARTS—CAPACITORS: WonderCap,
Rel-Cap, Chateauroux, Aselco. Resistors: Resista,
Holco, Vishay. Connectors: Royce, WEST. Wire/cable:
Mira Labs, Cardas, MIT, van den Hul. Custom modifications available. Call/write for catalog. Sonic Frontier; 181 Kenilworth Ave, 7ixonto Ontark4 Canada
M4L 3S7. (416)691-7877.

AUDIO ART
Est. 1976
Audioquest

NAD

Audible Illusions

Ram Tube Works

B&K

SME

Bryston

Sony ES

CWD

Stax

California Audio Labs Tiffany
Klyne Audio Arts
Magnepan

Thorens
Threshold

Martin Logan

VIL

Music Reference

Vandersteen

AN ANALOG FAN
FROM DULUTH
Collected tube amps in his youth;
To sell them he tried,
Then found Classified,
And sold them "toot sweet"—
that's the truth!
Stereophile Classified Ad Dept.
(505) 982-2366
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA: stackable,
portable, oak units hold LPs, CDs, and tapes. Ask for
free mailorder brochure (please mention Sterropbile):
Per Madsen Design, (415)928-4509. PO Box 330101,
San Francisco, CA 94133.
MUST SELL. .. MONSTER MI000 lm pr. $100; 2m pc
$150; M-1 10' pc $120; Celestion SL-600 $1000; Tutdberg 30I5A CD player $1500, 3001 tuner $1000; Excellent condition; (617)566-2820 evenings.
VTL COMPACT 100 MONO AMPS with covers, $1950.
MIT 750 speaker cables, 12' pair, $350. Kimber 4TC
cable, 15'. Threshold FET10 line section, $1675. Ed
(212)535-6945.
ACOUSTAT 1+1, MEDALLION TRANSFORMERS, latest
version, white, mint. Will help deliver. $900 negotiable. Call Pb!!, daytime (718)835-0053, evening (516)294-9674.

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design was created
by music lovers and musicians with the simple goal of
offering the highest level of

Angstrom •Apogee
Acorns •BK
Cambr,dge
Cahlorma Aud,o Labs

musical accuracy possible.
We offer complete systems from less than $800 to

Celest ,on

custom room-to-room remote
systems and state-of-the-art

Kyocera

CounterpoInt
Le,ocon

audiophile systems.
Specialists in design and

Magnum Dynalab

installation of all your audio/

MB/Ouarl

video needs.

Meridian •Mirage
NAD •SOTA
STAX •Threshold
Wet-Tempered Labs
Van Den Hul

Open 11 to 6 Tuesdays thru
Saturdays, except until 8 Thursdays

2215 EAST BROAD STREET
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23223
(804) 644-8903
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1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach, CA 92660

714/851-1112
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WHEN ONLY THE
BEST WILL DO IN
SOUTH FLORIDA!
Stax • B & K Components • A.R.
Counterpoint • Systemdek
Sumiko

• SME

• Musical Fidelity

Aragon • Spendor • Rauna • VP
B&W • Rotel • Heybrook • J.P.W
Eminent Technology • Acoustat
Superphon • JSE Infinite Slope
Straightwire • Last • Grado
Musical Concepts • Audio Ouest
Mod Squad • Sound Lab • C.A.T
LP's & CD's

DAT

Digital Audio Tape

+THE FUTURE OF+I

TAPE RECORDING
IS HERE TODAY!
STUDIO QUALITY RECORDING
NOW AVAILABLE IN YOUR HOME
The SIZE and CONVENIENCE of cassette
with all the ADVANTAGES of

COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY
SONY, SHARP &TECHNICS,
HOME, PORTABLE F. PROFESSIONAL UNITS

from

$1595

ALPINE, KENWOOD &CLARION
CAR DAT PLAYERS

Used Equipment Bought & Sold

from

$1395

,gn Duality Blank DAT Recording Tape. Digital Headphones.
-lerconnects t. other Accessoires also avadable

CALL or WRITE TODAY 609259 - 0044

AUDIO ENCOUNTERS
523 S. 21et Ave. / Hollywood, FL.
(305) 921-5751

American International
AudioWideo
One North Main Street •Medford, NJ 08055
1yew Parts & labor USA Warranty on all Unds

Come and Relax at
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
Newest High-End Audio Store

Adu

-ave_LI

Fine Audio Components

TWO LIVING ROOMS DEDICATED
TO THE DISCERNING LISTENER:
• State of the Art room
• State of the Wallet room

THRESHOLD

MIRAGE

POLK

APOGEE

VTL

FORTE

ROTEL

THORENS

SYSTEMDEK

and growing.

Audio Unlimited
FOR SPECIALS LIST ONLY
CALL 1-800-233-8375
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

•AR

•Hailer

•Altec

•JVC

•Audio Control

•Monster Cable

•Audio Dynamics

•Pioneer Elite

•Audioquest

•Proton

•B&K

•Sony-Car

•dbx

•Stax

•Fried

•Superphon
•Thorens

•Grado

AND MORE'
1937 W. 11th Street. Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
Off the I0 Frwy where Los Angeles
and San Bernardino counties meet

2i2

503-963-5731
1203 Adams Ave.
La Grande, OR 97850

10:00-5:30M-Thurs.
10:00-3:00 Fri.
Pacific Time
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"SONIC BLOCK BUSTER, clean open sound, excellent powerful bass. Spatial and low-level information
came through extremely well, truly asonic bargain."
These phrases were all used in the fall issue of The Sensible Sound to describe the Precision Audio DI analog
replacement. No coupling caps, fully balanced discrete circuitry G-10 mil, spec. epoxy pc board. Our
transimpedence amplifier gets the full sonic potential
out of many Philips and Sony models including Mag.
CDB 460, 465, 560, 650, 471, 472, 473, 582, Sony
505ES, 705ES, 507ES, Philips 960, 880, etc. Write for
complete SS review and literature. Upgrade of existing
machine, $450. Complete units also available, write
or call for details. Precision Audi« 223-4765th Ave,
Bayside, NY 11364, (718)631-4669.
PK R&D ACOUSTAT 1+1—see Stereopbfie 4 /
8 8.
$1625 +shipping. Mark (717)432-9433, (717)8438623 x142.
AUDIOPHILES, AUDITION JSE INFINITE SLOPE loudspeakers on our 30-day no-risk auditioning program.
Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum. Counterpoint, Superphon, B&K, Kinergetics, Haller, Magnum Dynalab,
Thorens, Audioquest, Parasound, Apaturr dealers. Est.
1959. Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St., Bristol, CT
06010. (203)584-0131. We pay shipping.
HEADPHONE AMPS, FM antenna, surround decoders,
TV to stereo adapters, factory direct catalog.
(800)637-6695 ext. 2812.
DESIGN ACOUSTICS DA -30 Satellite/Subwoofer
speaker system, exc. cond., walnut, $395. Accuphase
E-202 int, amp, fine equipm.! $350. Technics SL-5
turntable with AT 152P, $100. Hardy Pedersen
(214)757-7679 or 643-0903.

All the best.
Krell

Audio Research

B&W

ProAc

Cello

Koetsu

SOTA

Meitner

Versa/Dynamics

Well-Tempered
Aragon

Thiel

Duntech

PS Audio

Analogic Design

Linn

Dahlquist

... and many more!

CSIADIO
193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
201 744 0600
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SOUND EXCHANGE—UTAH'S NEW, USED, demo,
classics store. Examples: McIntosh MR78, McIntosh
MC2300, Acoustat TNT200, Hailer XL600, Mission
PCM7000, Synthesis LM300, DCM Timeframes. Call
for mailing list. Sound Exchange, 5130 South State
Street, Suite C, Murray, UT 84107. (801)268-6066.
SPENDOR SP-1 SPEAKERS, mint, $800; Mod Squad
Line Drive, $325. (609)822-7907.
SOUND OF NAICAMICHI REFERENCE CASSETTES—
Individually duplicated in Real-Time on the finest
TDK Metal Tapes from the finest analog and digital
masters. The only challenge to the compact disc and
the finest source for high-end mobile cassette systems.
Labels represented: Windham Hill, Spindletop, GRP,
Telarc, A&M, Delos, Good Vibes, and Sheffield Lab.
All titles available in Dolby B or C. For acatalog or
more information contact Pacific Cassette Laboratories, PO. Box 6248-SP Torrance, CA 90504.
(213)618-9267 Dealer inquiries welcome.
AFFORDABLE HI-END: B&K, Superphon, Magnum
Dynalab, JSE, Opus 3, JPW, Chicago Stands, Angstrom,
more. Authorized dealer, competitive prices. Serving
mid-north Indiana and areas without representation.
Stereo Consultants Lafayettg Indiana. Phone hours,
3-11pm EST Monday-Saturday (317)474-9004.
DYNAMIC NOISE REDUCTION, clean up records,
tapes, FM, 8249. Literature, reviews, call (800)
637-6695 ext. 2820.
ACOUSTAT 2+2, beige/teak, latest model, excellent,
$1295. (813)347-2340 evenings.
LASER DISC COLLECTION-35 tides, $575. Pioneer
CLD 2909, $275. Ca11(508)744-3329, Boston area.

Why Do
the Most
Intelligent
People
Choose the
Speaker Shop?
Audio Research •Apogee •B&K
Bryston •Counterpoint •DEA Ovation
Dahlquist DQ-20 •KEF •Koetsu
KRELL •QUAD •Nakamachi
Magnum •MIT •Monster
Sony ES •SME •Oracle
Sumiko •Well Tempered •V.P.I.
We're Known for Our Quality,
Service & Friendly Advice

SPRIER, SHOP

UNCOMPROMISED STEREO VIDEO
Established 1977

3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
716-837-1557
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SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
SPECTRAL
BOSTON

• SOTA • MAGNEPAN

• MONSTER

NAKAMICHI

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Centra( PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener. -

VANDERSTEEN menu. MRPTIn incnn ET
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab

Threshold

FrE pj_icact

)
K'S 1MIT

N)

conradlohnson

Infnity IRS series

nee mart*

• LUXMAN

• GRADO SIGNATURE

LAST • NITTY GRITTY • MADRIGAL
CARNEGIE

1 • STAX • KYOCERA

TI-BEL • M 8 K • ONKYO GRAND
INTEGRA • PS AUDIO • ADCOM
B 8W •VELODYNE •PIERRE LURNE
SME •MIT •SUMIKO •SHURE ULTRA

SINCE 1968

/001(.11151101111
IEUCIROMIKS
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114
21 N. Market Si.. Selinsgrove. PA •717 374.0150

designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio

Rogers • Fostex • VP1
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
2

YOUR SEARCH
IS OVER !
BIM

o

We specialize in hard to find
orig-

cartridges and
P> phono
inal replacement styli.

ig (800) 221-0906 f
ce,
CALL TOLL-FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (516) 599-1112
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

C921:

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. S. Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

P7=IJ!:1

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS

• audio•technica

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9am-8 pm

orrobn

SHURE

STaNT011
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LINN DMS ISOEtARIK AND STANDS, $1800; LP12 /
Ittok/Kamu, $1800; Naim NAP250 amp, 11600; 32.5k
preamp, $600; HiCap $500; NAXO 2-4, $300. C.O.D.
plus shipping. (602)840-274/.
EARLY STEREO RECORDS. Mercury Living Presence,
RCA Shaded Dogs, FMC Film Series, Missouri Breaks,
Fatha, etc. SASE Needleman, 1618 Winchester Rd.,
Annapolis, MD 21401.

ift
A HIGH-TONED
HI-FI AFICIONADO

TWO ONKYO M508 GRAND INTEGRA power amps,
one year old, excellent condition, $600 each. Call
(603)883- 1982.

Had asystem in pale avocado.
He called Classified,
Sold it all, heaved asigh...
And bought alime-green
Eldorado.

LUXMAN 3045 AMPS with KTBEts & WIMA caps. Mint
with original boxes. GSI Mod with Amer/English
tubes. $900 pr. (6/4)766-9938.

Stereophile Classified Ad Dept.
(505) 982-2366

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-10 MKII PREAMPLIFIER, latest
revisions, recently retubed with ARC. Less than 50
hours on new tubes. Sell $2500 (US). Montreal area,
Pierre (514)421 -0514 evenings es.:.
MAGNAVOX OWNERS—PRODUCTION of the OP2
has begun—the finest-sounding discrete FET op-amp
module available for your CD player Exemplary performance is guaranteed by its 500V/uS slew rate,
70MHz bandwidth and 400mA drive. These plug-in
modules will transform your player into the utmost
of musical instruments. The OP2 sells at a very
reasonable $130 per pair. Also available are higher.
performing DIA converters, Servos and more. If you
desire the most elegant CD upgrades, contact Soloist Audict 332 Balk SA., 77C 78209, (800)648-6637
FOUR FISHER MONO POWER AMPS, model 200-A.
Unmodified, original chassis, ca 1960. All four $775
F.O.B. Denver. (303)421 -3383.

Authorized dealer for:
ADCOM•
RAG
ARAGON
ARISTON
BUYER
RAW'
CHICAGO SPEAKER STAND
CONRAD JOHNSON
CRAMOLIN
DAHLOUIST
DISCWASHER
GRADO
GRADO SIGNATURE
JPW
KOSS WIRELESS
KINDEL
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MAY AUDIO ACCESSORIES
MOD SQUAD
MONSTER
NILES

PROTON TELEVISION
PROTON TABLE RADIO
RATA
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SHURE
SONOGRAPHE
SONRISE
SUMO
SUMIKO
SWITCHCRAFT
SYSTEMDEK
TARGET
TERK
3D ACOUSTICS
TORUMAT
TWEEK
VAMPIRE
VAN DEN HUL
VPI
WBT

%*

INFINITY RS- IB SPEAKERS, mint, $4000. (2/6)548- 7231.
MARANTZ 8b, VANDERSTEEN SUBWOOFER, two
pair MIT 750 cables (one used, one new), Linn Sondek
with Ittok arm (by Mod Squad). Bob (203)529-2289.
POWER LINE CONDITIONERS: beautifully crafted,
they feature exceptionally low output impedence,
which enables them to meet peak current power
demands. Power ratings from 250VA (18 lbs) to 3000VA
(133 lbs). Isolation transformers protect and dramatically improve the sound of each component in your
system. They offer up to 152dB of noise suppression.
Power ratings from 125 VA to 2.4kVA. We recommend
one for each component in your system. Smaller ones
for preamp, CD, turntable, etc., larger for amplifiers.
Won't limit the current of amplifiers. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call lbny (201)262-4970.

If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.

'IN STORE ONLY
AND OVER 250 MORE MANUFACTURERS OF BOIS
CONSUMER AND PROFESSIONAL AUDIO AND
ACCESSORIES
Technical advice With no hype , Ask for me. Cal
Walker
Itry to answer all palls personally

FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1620 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203
Open 7Days.
800-438-6040 USA
800-221-7267 NC
704-376-0350 Charlotte
Returns Require eaten Aulhonzahon
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AUDIO OUTLET

The High End Mail Order Store
P.O.Box 673
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550
235

The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy
Try our prescription for fast relief from
-araches caused by poor stereo performance.
•COUNTERPOINT tube preamplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
•VANDERSTEEN classic, timecoherent loudspeakers
•SONOGRAPHE music systems: CD
players, turntables, preamplifiers.
amplifiers
Apogee • Anston • Audioguest • BEL
B & K • British Fidelity •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology • Fried •Grace •JSE
Kimber Kable • Kiseki •Klyne • Melos • Meridian
MIT • Monster Cable/Alpha • Musical Concepts
Nifty Gritty •Ortofon • Premier • PS Audio • Raund
Rotel • Rowland Research •SME •Sonographe
Sony ES •Sota •Spectrum •Stan •Systemdek
Talisman/Alchemist •Tube Traps •Van Den Hui
Van(1 ,— teen • Vendetta Research •Wharfdale

AUDIO NEXUS
CALL US FOR THE EXTRA SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-277-0333
33 Union Place. Summit, NJ 07901

Enjoy
the

Music...
Roksan
ProAc
DNM
Onix
JPW
Rotel
Target
Revolver
Heybrook
Acoustic Energy
and more

at
SELECT
SOUND

WATCH FOR THE OPENING OF OUR NEW
STORE ON LONG ISLAND'S NORTH SHORE I

L

.
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FEATURING :
QUAD ESL 63 USA
ORACLE DELPHI MKIII
ELECTROCOMPANIET
EC -1 PREAMP
CELESTION SL-700
KOETSU ROSEWOOD SIGNATURE MKIII
VIRTUOSO DTI •MONSTER GENESIS
SME IV V •AIR TANGENT •TRIPLANAR
C.
A.
T.SL -1 •NOVA CPA -100 •DNM
CREEK •ONIX •REVOLVER •REGA
CELESTION Si•EPOS •MONITOR
ARISTON •VAN DEN HUL CABLES
KRELL CABLES •MONSTER CABLE
ARIA RD IB
OX :110 Stockton, NJ 08559
Call Joseph Del Prime
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS (609) 397-2416

Celestion •Counterpoint •Virtuoso •SME
MIT Audio Cable • Vacuum Tube Logic
Well Tempered • Kiriergetics Subwoofer
Eminent Technology Speaker • Aragon
British Fidelity •Audio Concepts CD •MFA
Musical Concepts • Tube Traps • Grado
Magnavox CD video • VPI • Superphon
B&K • Maplenoll •Chesky •Onkyo •LAST
Siefert • Spectrum • Thorens
van den Hul

g

and others
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(516)484-9299
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Acoustat •Apogee • Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&VV •
Celestion •CVVD •dbx •Dual
• Energy • Fried • Hafler •
Infinity •JSE •JVC Video
•Koetsu • Krell • Magnum
•Meitner •Meridan •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
• SOTA • Stax • Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound f.3 Music
Sales & Service •351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060 •(413)584-9547

AUDIOQUEST, AURAL SYMPHONICS, B&K, BEL,
Berning, Cardas, Chesky, Clearaudio, Eminent 'Itchnology, Focus, Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll, Melos,
MFA, Morrison, Quicksilver, Reference Recordings,
Sheffield, Straight Wire, Superphon, VPI, and more.
Audio Abode, Dallas, TX (214)369-2092 evenings
and weekends.
DEMO SALE! Wilson Audio WATT, CAL Tempest II,
SME IV & V, Counterpoint SA-20, Quad ESL-63US,
Maplenoll Athena table—more! Call us for specials
and advice on all cable lines. Free informative newsletter. Galen Carol Audio (512)494-3551.
B&K, CRAMOLIN, KIMBER ICABLE, Magnum, Kinergetics, GyroDec, Sheffield, ICevek, Sonex, Zeta, Technics stylus foce ga., Ampereic 6DJ8, Mesa 12AX7, GE
6550/KT88, RCA SAR4/GZ34. Ittior Electronic& Box
02404, Portland, OR 97202-0404. (503)233-2603.
Visa/MC/Amex.
AUDIOPHILE-QUALITY power supply regulator
cards. These cards were designed specifically for audio
construction projects, and upgrading of commercial
equipment. ±/15V 0 ±/0.5A available from stock
at $135. Other voltages available on request. Send $2
for additional information. Ulrich Instruments, PO.
Box 29, Osbtemo, MI 49077-0020.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers (Cardaswired), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio preamp (outstanding musical excitement), Wingate class-A amps,
Sound Anchor equipment racks and speaker stands.
Audio Arcbives, (619)455-6326.
ADVENT RECEIVER, excellent condition, $200.
(415)525-6861.
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THE

N. Illinois and S. Wisconsin's

ESOTERIC EAR

Best Hi Fi Dealer

IS YOUR

•

HIGH END AUDIO I)EALER

* Three Single Speaker Soundrooms
• The l'Itimate Audio Gear For Your Budget
• Expert Consultation and Advice -Free
simplyPhysics •%/PI •Sold *AfC1Ci Stands
Sound Anchor •Eminent Technology •Premier
Audioquest • Talisman •Alchemist aVirtuoso
Magnum Dynalab* Counterpoint • Lazarus
MEA •Discrete Technology • Melos a Rotel
Masrick aConsergent Audio Technology •Focus
Rauna* Vandersteen •Martin Logan*Sound Lab
Chesky a Reference Recordings aSheffield Lab
DMP • MESL •Opus 3•Bainbridge Records
Audio Adsancements •Audiophile Accessories
Audiophile Magazines

Proudly

Presents

Acoustat •Boston Acoustics •Carver
Counterpoint •Denon •Dual •Kyocera
Lazarus •Linn •Magnum Dynalab
Magnasphere •Mission •Monster
NAD •Onkyo •Paradigm
Soundstream
•

With in house service of all brands.
Custom installation for home and auto.
•
Hours: Monday -Friday 10:30 -7:00
Saturday 10:00 -5:00

Free Newsletters
e
Ho..

* "Visit our new location"

13194 Veteran's Memorial Dr.
Houston. TX 7701-1
,h end ate° dcalcr

713-537-8108

ABSOLUTE
AUDIO
4227 MARAY DRIVE
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ROCKFORD, IL 61107

815-395-1000

GLANDES

c

lUDIO
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Upstate New York's Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Choose from completely developed
high-end audio products by .
Accuphase •Audio Quest •ARCAM
ASC •Bang & Olufsen •Carnegie
Denon •Linn Products •Magnepan
•Mark Levinson •HPC/CPC
Meridian •Mission •NAD •Proton
Sound Engineering •Soundstream
Thiel •Velodyne
5 Demo Rooms •Custom Home & Auto
Installations Our Specialty •Extended
Warranties •Liberal Trade Up •Single
Speaker Demo Room •Personal
Appointments Available ,

THE SOUND CONCEPT/
2314 Monroe Ave. Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050
Mon-Fri Noon 9
Sat. 10-5

MCNISA/AMEX/DIS

IIEEERENCE SOUND
VNIPS
IA/I'DSPEAKERS
COUNTERPOINT
SOL 'N
213

256
4624
2211
Laverna
Avenue
Los •
Angeles
CA
90041'
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GET REAL
GET IN TOUCH
TERPSICHORE OT LOUDSPEAKERS: Chosen by Keith
Jarrett tan pianist as his reference speaker
THE ROCK TURNTABLE: Unexcelled performance at a
aown-to-earth price.
AKG P100 LIMITED EDITION PHONO CARTRIDGE: Ni.
step up incredible detail and control
HELIUS TONEARMS: From budget to world class
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC: Say no more.
COUNTERPOINT: Solid hybrid performance
JPW LOUDSPEAKERS: A"best value" bookshelf speaker.
SONY ES: The finest off-the-shelf CD with 3year warranty.
LUXMAN: Some of the finest receivers we've heard 5year
warranty
AUDIO CLASSICS: 50-Watt Dual mono tube amplifier by
George Kaye of Futterman fame-51660.
TARA LABS SPACE &TIME CABLES. Stereophile "A"
reng—S695/11 We have It'
MODIFICATIONS ON DYNA. MAC, ET.AL. SPECIALISTS
IN SPEAKER MODIFICATIONS FOR OVER 15 YEARS.

Route 24, Chester Mall
Chester, NJ 07930
(201) 879-6889

tI1e c
iltubio

tinppe

Music Specialists
Feel free to drop by and listen to
the world's best hi-fi in a friendly
and relaxed atmosphere. and
choose what you like. Igive
personal service with home
installation.
After careful evaluation. Ioffer
the following fine hi-fi for sale.
all of which is serviced by me

Aural Symphonies interconnects.
SUFA, Angstrom, Superphon.
IAmami. Nlintster (:able. and
many mort.

Me create the finest environment
kir evaluating components and
listening to initie

Audit ions In appointment.

Linn •Naim •Creek
Exposure •Fulton •Rega
Royd •Rote! •Monitor Audio
Epos •Gold ring •and more
Gary Crighton
1322 Second Street. Suite 22B
Santa Monica. CA 90401
(213) 458-8148
(Trade-ins accepted)
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AFFORDABLE HI-END: B&K, Superphon, Magnum
Dynalab, Angstrom, Opus 3, JPW, QED, Chicago
Stands, Lexicon surround-sound pulsar projection
TV, more. Authorized dealer, competitive prices. Serving mid-north Indiana and areas without representation. Stereo Consultant% Lafayette IN. Phone hours,
3- Ilpro EST, Mon.-Sat., (317)474-9004.
MISSION PCM7000 CD PLAYER, mint, $500. TEAC
C3 cassette player; mint, $150. Boh call (401)231-0477
MERLIN SIGNATURE 4SPEAKERS. 5year warranty.
New. $2295. Michael D. Rocbman (314)567-6421.
SPACE & TIME PHASE Iand Phase Il speaker cables,
Original and the ultimate Pandora Interconnects. Perfection is simple with the right connections. (604)
594-3046, Bee Sound, 11953 Carriage PI., Delta,
B.C. V4E 3K6.

INTRODUCING...

quantum•

CHRISTMAS BARGAINS: Bryston 3B (latest) $725.
Bryston .5B, $400. ADS L780s (walnut) $375. Sony
620ES2 (mint), $475. Original packaging, receipts,
and manuals. All under warranty Dave (312)369-4523
(answering machine, Chicago).
FOR SALE: THRESHOLD S300 Series 2power amplifier, $1500. Threshold FET- 2Series 2preamplifier,
$950. Set of MagnepLinar MGIILks, $1500. VPI turntable with Souther linear tonearm and Accuphase cartridge, $995. Dan, PA. (215)789-0187.
COUNTERPOINT 3.1 PREAMP, new RAM tubes, transferrable warranty, black, excellent condition. Best offer
over $600. (412)731-0596. Evenings, leave message
SIEREOPHILE MAGAZINE: 77 mint back issues. Nb1.3
No.4 thru Vol.11 No.9. Selling complete set only.
(712)276- 5312.

I

Our speaker cables
and Interconnects brInto
the music back lo you

I

IJJ

ee

REBUILDS AVAILABLE FOR:
•All Gas Co. Products
•CJ PV2 MV45-75
•ARC SP3 SP6A-E 076 •ADCOM GFA555
•SUMO 9 & ELECTRA
•HK CITATION 16, 19
•MARAN17 7C & 88
•MAC MC30 250 275
•DYNA 400 410 150
•P.S. Audio 2C-4H and
PAS3 & ST70
many others.
Write or call for brochure

MOO,

',CAT

IOÇAL

Dept S. 1925 Massachusetts Avenue.
Canetedge. MA (617) 3548933

5563 Kendall Street •Boise. Idaho 83706 •U.S.A.
12931 323-0861

Sound performance

DALLAS
WON'T
BELIEVE
ITS EARS

P
RESTON T
RAIL A
UDIO
INTRODUCES
AR •ASC •APOGEE •AUDIOQUEST
MW •CAL •CARNEGIE •CARVER
CONRAD-JOHNSON •CIVD •DCM
DENON •HAFLER •KRELL
LAST •LU XMAN •MARK LEVINSON
MEITNER •MOD SQUAD •MONSTER
PIERRE LUNE' •SME •SONOGRAPHE
SOTA •SIMKO •VPI

that deserves a
standing ovation!

• High quality, home audio &
video entertainment systems.
•Over 38 years of expertise.
•Custom installation
Mark LevJnson •Conrad Johnson •Thiel
Motif •Meitner •Sota •Bang & Olufsen
Talisman •Monster-Alpha Series •Sumiko
Velodyne •Nakamichi •Rotel •Klipsch
KEF •a/Ws •Yamaha •Denon •CWD

HAL'S
STEREO &VIDE 6.
The sound decision that excites your senses.

PRESTON TRAIL A
UDIO
17390 PRESTON RD. SUITE :120
DALLAS, TEXAS 752521214121S-9101
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609/883-6338
Alt, US Route 1 and Texas Avenue
Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08638
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WANTED
WANTED: AUDIO SALES CONSULTANTS for positions
at high-end audio salons in southern California. Send
resume and picture. MAC Placement Servicg 723 East
Alisal, Covina, CA 91723.

ALWAYS PAYING1DP $8 $: Maranta & McIntosh tube;
McIntosh solid state, JBL systems & Alnico componems, electronics. Accuphase G-18 Equal., Krell, M.
Levinson and 'John Wolff (313)229-5191. Please
leave message if machine answers!!

CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT We buy
and sell by phone, paying over blue book prices. The
Stereo 7iuding Outlet, 320 Old }be Ret,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call for highest quote. (215)886-1650.
WANTED: HAFLER XL-600 amp, AR ES! or Dual
CS5000 turntable, VMPS Supertower/R or M&K SIBs
with V1B subwoofer(s). Hardy, (214)757-7679 or
643-0903.

PRCHBURTI e

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

The choice 01 recording industry archives and collectors
around the world
Three processors for reduction 01 transient and steady-state
noises Piel special features for optimum reproduction 01 ci10
records, lateral or vertical
MO013236: 12,650
Write tor literature to
P0 Box 335, Devott NY USA 13214 0335
Tel (315) 472-5644

THE SOUND
OF MUSIC

TRI-PLANAR II
PRECISION TONEARIIII

=

with unrivaled

e transparency,
=

—==E

resolution and
tracking ability,

the TRI-PLANAR Il
creates a musical
sound stage unmatched
by any other tonearm
WHEATON MUSIC INC •11230 GRANDVIEW AVE •WHEATON, MD 20902 •(301) 949 1262 (301) 949 8392

The octaves down there at the two digit frequency range

better botto mS are coming into their own today. And Speaker Builder has

every bit of information you need to design for yourself or buy the best available system that does full
justice to all the music you love. For eight years now Speaker Builder, the lovdspeakerilesign bi-monthly,
has been publishing authoritative information for the music aficionado, whether it's software for FFT
analysis of room performance, or the smallest, best, transmission line with the newest multi-driver complement. Crossovers get full and excellent treatment in SB's pages. Whether it's electrostatics, ribbons,
vented or closed boxes, subwoofers, horns, T-lines, or infinite baffles, Speaker Builder does it all.
Use the coupon below to order six issues with our absolute guarantee of satisfaction—or your money
back—whenever, whyever. Or call with your credit card order for faster service. You will not be
disappointed.
D
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Enter my subscription to Speaker Builder for two years @ $35.
Send me one year (six issues) for $20.

Ienclose

in aCheck/MO

Please charge to my

D Master

Card /Visa
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SPEAKER BUILDER,

ZIP

PO Box 494. Dept. K77. Peterborough, NH 03458

Charge Card Telephone Orders: 16031 924-9464, Monday-Friday, 9-4
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophlle reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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THE FINAL WORD
Three Minds
Iwas of two minds on what to write about this

That's all according to JGH. The revelation

month. On the one mind, Ifelt some extra notice should be given to TAS's 15th anniversary

for me was that this was one of the most off-

awards banquet (see p.43 for details), and Harry
Pe-arson's hospitality so effusively bestowed on
us all. On the second mind, Ithought to point
out and discuss the extremity of difference, in
-As

We See It," between JGH in October and

JA in November—but then, you would already

putting of setups that JGH has had, while at the
same time Icould recognize exactly what it was
that JGH found so wonderful. It's not unusual
for me to be unswept away by reproduced sound
—anyone's version! After all, all our attempts
are quite poor compared to even asolo violin
live. (The most shocking event at the TAS ban-

parisons with the little conflict that Martin Lu-

quet was the playing of asolo violin by Arturo
Delmoni—all present could not but 'fess up

ther and Pope Leo X had back aways, Ididn't

that their equipment wasn't even close.)

have noticed that, and besides, other than com-

really have anything to say.

What struck me was that for me the sound

Two minds.. .
until this weekend when,

in Gordon's room wasn't even close to the best

coincident with amost pleasant visit from

I'd heard in that room and with essentially

Joyce Dudney Fleming and Steve McCormack

those components. The good parts were that

of The Mod Squad, yet athird mind came up.
(You must think me very odd-looking with all
these minds sprouting out all over. Well, let me

the sound of instruments, their timbre, definition, and sonic realism, were almost ethereally

tell you, it takes alot of minds to keep this en-

delivered, and that the soundstage information
was likewise totally available for observation,

terprise running with some kind of balance.)
You see, it was just yesterday evening that I
had this breakthrough realization about relative

almost as on adissecting table. This record had

values in sound reproduction that had just
been hovering beyond the horizon for quite

feet and with the instruments positioned just
so, this third record was way too multi-miked,

some time. JA, JGH, Joyce, Steve, and Ihad all
gathered at JGH's listening room for an audition of the latest Prism, The Mod Squad's mod-

and so on.
The problem was that at no time was there
asensation that Iwas in the hall with the instru-

ification of the Magnavox 473. (The version
reviewed by TJN in Vol.11 No.5 was based on

ments, that the musical event was actually happening there with me in it. My realization was

the 650). Now Iwould like to say that Iimmediately noted that the new Prism lifted several

that JGH, so frequently at odds with many of

thousands veils (or points of light), or even that

quently right—has all along been seeking the

1noticed the difference between it and the old

most accurate reporting of information from
asound system: exactly these violins, exactly

Prism. But Iwas focused on something else.

no hall information, this other one had just
such and such ahall, which went back so many

the other reporters in this industry—and so fre-

lent sound of his system, now equipped with

this amount of back-hall ambience, exactly the
reality of this trombone, what choices the re-

the VTL 300s driving the Sound Lab A-3s, the
Mod Squad CD player, Audioquest and Monster Cable interconnects, and the Versa Dynam-

cording engineer made.
Iwouldn't dare to offer my version of reproduced sound, where Itry to actually recreate

ics turntable with an Ortofon MC-3000, all this

asemblance of the live event in my room, as
arecommendable alternate to JGH's. But it's

JGH has recently been extolling the excel-

running through his Threshold FET-10 and
stuff for all who attend to his reviews, but for

important for all to realize that sound reproduction is an intensely personal experience,

Gordon in recent weeks the system has been
particularly resplendent, because now he has

realized, will not please another even 'umble

Vendetta Research preamps. This is familiar

reoriented the speakers to run along the long
wall of the room, resulting in adramatically

where the goals of one expert, even fabulously
enthusiast.

smoother low end and much-improved soundstaging.
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar performer"
HI FI HERETIC FALL 86

"E38,
,K products are among the finest values on the market today."
"...one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
t
many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO 8, JAN '86
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PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

COMPONENTS. LTD
POWER AMPLIFIER $1201

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
B& KComponents, Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road Lackawanna, NY 14218 •1-800-543-5252 (NY 1-716-822-8488)

"A stunning realization of digital theory."

THE GRAND INTEGRA DX-G10
Compact Disc Player
•Linear 18 bit, 8x oversampling digital processing •Epoxy-damped DIA
converters with calibrated accuracy to the 4th significant bit •Optical power
supply stage •Dual transformers •Cast graphite and steel alloy anti-vibration
chassis •Separate optical data paths for audio and control signals •Variable
speed bidirectional disc scan •Absolute Phase control
Since the introduction of the M-510 amplifier, the name Grand Integra has been acknowledged by
the high end community as the benchmark of Japanese audio technology. We are pleased to
continue this tradition with the DX-G10 and other limited-production components for your
pursuit of the elusive musical ideal.

Grand Integra
by ONICYCLD 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

